EVERYTHING'S UNDER CONTROL!
Useful interruptions from the real world
At MicroCentre, we’re concentrating our resources on what we genuinely believe are the very best computers available today... Cromemco computers, naturally. This way we can offer you the best deal possible.

**What we don’t do**

What we don’t do is spread our expertise thinly amongst umpteen different systems, or try to stock every S100 product on the market. We don’t claim to offer “impartial” advice on the best buy. And we don’t sell from price lists or catalogues.

**The MicroCentre approach**

Some micro-computer suppliers work like that, but we don’t. Because we realise that when you’re buying a computer you want more than the “brochures and boxes” approach. You want to see computers running; to try them out with different software products; to study the documentation; above all. you want expert answers to your most searching questions.

**Cromemco specialists**

That’s why we’ve specialised in Cromemco systems. Not simply because we think Cromemco systems are the best serious computers available at the price.

**Demonstrations**

So when you visit MicroCentre expect to find Cromemco systems on permanent exhibition. Why not pay us a visit? We’re only an hour’s Shuttle flight from Heathrow!

Cromemco Model Z-2H hard disc computer. 10 megabyte hard disc, 2 floppy discs, Z-80 computer and 64K memory. MicroCentre price £5,326.

But because by doing so we can dedicate our time, energy and resources to giving you the highest standard of Cromemco support possible.

**Software**

Expect a choice of operating systems and compilers to evaluate; expect complete documentation; and expect the largest collection of Cromemco systems software in the UK.

**Expertise**

Expect to find in-depth professional expertise at MicroCentre, the kind that is only acquired by installing Cromemco systems all over Britain. Expect a thorough appreciation of how Cromemco systems can be applied in business, scientific research, industrial engineering, medicine and education.

**Support**

Expect to get frank, accurate answers to your questions at MicroCentre. Above all, once you’ve bought a Cromemco system from us, expect to get a very high standard of technical support with your hardware enhancements and continuing software needs.

At MicroCentre, simply expect the best.

For **Cromemco... call the experts**

Tel. 031-556 7354

**MicroCentre**

Complete Micro Systems Ltd., 30 Dundas Street, Edinburgh EH3 6JN
The Editors

Our second glad tidings came from all the way “down under”. In line with our policy of taking over the world, the happy news is that May this year saw the first-ever publishing of Australian PCW. The editor is one Sean Howard and the contents, a pot pourri of past PCWs and Aussie news.

Two more votes of thanks. First of all the response to our requests for programs has resulted in literally hundreds of submissions — indeed we are now in the process of planning a special software supplement for, hopefully, the August issue. Keep them coming, but please bear in mind before putting finger to keyboard that we are looking for well written, useful/entertaining and, above all, original programs. Some much more specific guidelines will be appearing shortly.

Lastly, a flood of mail answered our plea for referees (April PCW); at the last count the figure stood at well over 100 — and it was still rising. Apart from the obvious benefits their presence will give the magazine to toot its own trumpet, but then - the number of copies printed by nearly 700 ACES members has been steadily rising — that is, until last month. Word arrived from our distributor that he would like us to increase this month — a mixed bag.

because of the foregoing, it is necessary to add that the views expressed in articles we publish are not necessarily those of Personal Computer World. Overall, however, the magazine will try to represent a balanced viewpoint.

Finally, before submitting an article, please check it through thoroughly for legibility and accuracy.

Cover illustration
Conny Jude

Guidelines for contributors
PCW welcomes articles of interest. Don’t be put off if your style of writing is ‘under developed’, ... true worth lies in the content, and shaping features comes naturally to us! Manuscripts should not exceed 3,000 words and authors are asked to use triple-spaced lines with a wide left-hand margin; diagrams, listings and/or photographs should be included wherever possible. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you would like your article returned.

Because of the foregoing, it is necessary to add that the views expressed in articles we publish are not necessarily those of Personal Computer World. Overall, however, the magazine will try to represent a balanced viewpoint.

Finally, before submitting an article, please check it through thoroughly for legibility and accuracy.
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SOMEBODY’S GOING TO GET IT!

Your business is not exactly the same as any other and neither are its problems. Any solutions are probably unique and must be tailored exactly for you.

You know your business better than anyone else and any system designed should use your knowledge. The micro-computer specialist should show you how to use the computer to meet your business requirements.

You should be able to get the micro-computer which best suits your business. It should be chosen after your requirements are specified.

You and your staff have a right to know all about YOUR system, including helping to program it if you want to. Training is your right – not an additional service.

If microcomputers cannot satisfy your business needs, you want to know – you don’t want false promises.

67 Nova Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2TN.
Telephone: 01-688 6013

MIKEROSEMICROS
BEAT THESE PRICES!

ALL ITEMS EX STOCK! BRAND NEW!

+ FULLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

COMPUTERS/MEMORY

ITT 2020 (Apple II plus Colour plus Modulators) 16K, RRP £750.00 — £625.00

Meggamic (32K-64K, 8080 based SBS, MB-4MB 8" Drives, CP/M, M Basic 24 x 80 VDU), RRP £465.00 — £325.00

16K Addons for Apple, ITT 2020, RRP £69.00 — £49.00

FLASH — Secondhand working Olivetti TE300 KSR, Terminal complete with trolley, paper, cables ONLY £60.00

PRINTERS/INTERFACES

CENTRONICS 779, Tractor feed, RRP £875.00 — £650.00

AS ABOVE — Friction feed, RRP £825.00 — £550.00

CENTRONICS MICROPRINTER (20, 40, 80pp; Quiet thermal printer, 150 cpi) including paper RRP £395.00 — £250.00

ANADEX DP 8000 (Bidirectional, U/L Case, 80 pp, RS 232 or Parallel) rrp 4540.00 — £448.00

PARALLEL Interface to PET, for any of above £55.00

WHYMARK 400 (Plain tally roller printer, 40 pp IEEE interface for PET) — £150.00

DRI 6320 A (Heavy duty, Commercial Printer, 132 pp, U/L Case, 140 cpi) RRP £1250 — £895.00

THIS IS A LIMITED OFFER, SO HURRY!!

PHONE Southampton 0703-738248. NOW!!

BUSINESS ELECTRONICS

‘THE MICROCOMPUTER SPECIALISTS’

Rowhams House, Rowhams, Southampton

Prices include Delivery to anywhere UK Mainland, but exclude VAT. C.W.O. Allow 7-10 days for Delivery.
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**ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH**

---

**TRS-80 MODEL II**

**5 FIGURE COMPUTING POWER AT A 4 FIGURE PRICE!**

COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM

£1999

(Plus V.A.T.) Delivery 30-60 Days

* Built-in ½ Megabyte 8" Floppy Disk
* 32 or 64k Random Access Memory
* 12" High Resolution Video Monitor
* 24 Lines of 80 or 40 (wide) characters
* Upper/Lower Case
* Two RS-232C Serial Interface Ports
* "Power-Up" Self Testing
* One Centronics Parallel Interface Port
* Two Programmable Special Function Keys
* Direct Memory Access
* Vector Driven Interrupts
* Full 4 Megahertz operating speed
* Provisions for plug-in Expansion Boards

We've added a bigger, more powerful "brother" to the TRS-80 family. It's TRS-80 Model II - a completely new microcomputer whose capabilities begin where TRS-80 Model I approaches upper limits. Model II operates at twice Model I's speed, but it's not intended to replace - or compete with - the original TRS-80. It is designed specifically for the user who needs more data storage and versatility. Model II uses the enhanced Level III version of TRS-80's Level II BASIC and 27k Disk Operating System - automatically loaded into memory. System software is on diskette so future languages will permit maximum use of available memory. Operation is easy and requires no special training when our applications software is used. And like its little brother, Model II is completely modular, allowing easy-plug-in expansion. Listed above are some of Model II's sensational capabilities. See your nearest Tandy store or Computer Center for details. Discover how 5-figure computing - at a 4-figure price - can benefit you!

---

**THE EXPANDABLE TRS-80 MODEL II SYSTEM**

Like TRS-80, Model I, Model II systems are expandable to meet changing - or growing - needs. Three expansion connectors (one parallel and two serial) allow you to connect printers, plotters, digitizers, telephone communications and many other external devices. Internal plug-in card slots allow for more expansion and enhancement options in the future... several are in the planning stages now.

Model II comes with a disk containing our expanded Level I I I BASIC programming language and our all-new command-compatible 'TRSDOS' operating system. This "system software" will be upgraded periodically with new features, and we plan to offer additional programming languages for Model II in the future.

Complete Model II packages can include up to 2 Megabyte Disk storage, advanced line printer for hard copy, system disk and more... 1½ Megabyte System illustrated includes 26-4002, 26-4161, 26-4301, 26-1156

---

32k, 1-Disk TRS-80 Model II. 26-4001

£2298.85*

64k, 1-Disk TRS-80 Model II. 26-4002

£2586.35*

32k Memory Board. 26-4102

£343.85*

£5,433.60*

---

These prices are inclusive of V.A.T.
THE BIG NAME CENTRES FOR LITTLE COMPUTERS

Indy are opening specialist TRS-80 microcomputer centers the length and breadth of Britain - many are already open and new ones will be appearing all the time. So you'll be able to drop in and experiment with the TRS-80 range, discuss your needs with a TRS-80 expert and buy one over-the-counter. Each centre will be backed by a service engineer to iron out any problems you may encounter when commissioning your system.

SHORT TEACHING COURSES

Every TRS-80 Computer Center has its own classroom where inexpensive practical short courses in TRS-80 use and programming take place regularly. Anybody can use a TRS-80 the courses are designed to prove it - fast.

Level 1 Basic Course - 1 day
Level 2 Basic Course - 2 days
Level 3 (TRS-Disc operating system) - 2 days

NEW COMPUTER CENTRES NOW OPEN AT:

- BIRMINGHAM, Edgbaston Shopping Precinct, Hagley Road, BRADFORD, 2/4 Forster Square, BRISTOL, Colston Centre, Colston Avenue, MANCHESTER, 30 Market Place, Deansgate, SOUTHAMPTON, East Street Centre.

OVER 180 STORES AND DEALERSHIPS NATIONWIDE.

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING MICROCOMPUTER

TRS-80 MODEL 1 FOR BUSINESS, LEARNING & ENTERTAINMENT

4K LEVEL I
£385.25
(26-1001)

16K LEVEL II
£559.95
(26-1006 with green screen monitor)

Two years ago Tandy introduced the TRS-80, the wired, tested and ready-to-run computer that more people have bought than any other single computer. It has proven ideal for uses in school, business, lab and home, where a large computer is impractical.

Now available with new improved video monitor!

Most items also available at Tandy Dealers. Look for this sign in your area. Prices may vary at individual stores.
The best software

TRADER MONITOR ITEM

Arrange for a demonstration . . . and see for yourself.

LONDON
Adda Computers Ltd.,
Ealing.
01 579 5846

Capital Computer Systems,
29-30 Windmill Street,
W1P HG.
01 637 5551

Impetus Computer Systems,
Hemson Centre.
01 202 9630

I & J Computers,
Kingsbury.
01 204 7525

Lion Microcomputers,
227 Tottenham Court Road.
01 580 7383

Logic Box,
SW1.
01 222 1122

Merchant Systems Ltd.,
7278 Feet Street.
01 353 1464

Microcomputerization,
Southgate.
01 882 5104

Sumlock Bondain Ltd.,
EC1.
01 250 0505

TLC World Trading,
Charing Cross, WC2.
01 839 3894

SURREY & MIDDLESEX
Cream Microcomputer Shop,
Harrow.
01 863 0833

Da Vinci Computers Ltd.,
Edgware.
01 952 0526

Micro-Facilities Ltd.,
Hampden Hill.
01 975 5486

Petalect Ltd.,
Woking.
048 82 69032

The Henderson Safety Tank Co.,
Croydon.
01 686 7777

Wego Computers Ltd.,
Calvinham.
0883 49235

KENT, SUSSEX & HANTS
Amplicon Micro Systems Ltd.,
Brightham, East Sussex.
0273 562163

Business Electronics,
Rowhams, Southampton.
0703 738248

South East Computers Ltd.,
Hastings, East Sussex.
0424 426844

ESSEX
Dataview Ltd.,
Colchester.
0206 78911

Direct Data Marketing,
Brentwood.
0277 229379

Stuart R. Dean Ltd.,
Southend-on-Sea.
0702 62707

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford Computer Systems,
Woodstock, Oxford.
0903 81978

HERTFORD & BEDFORDSHIRE
Alpha Business Systems,
Hertford.
0992 57423

Isler-Woods Computer Systems,
Luton.
0582 416202

MMS Ltd.,
Bedford.
0234 40601

Buss Stop Computers,
Waltham.
0923 40698

E. MIDLANDS, S. HUMBERSIDE & DERBYSHIRE
Aidan Data Processing,
Charles Street, Leicester.
0533 22255

Betos Systems Ltd.,
Nottingham.
0602 48108

Davidson-Richards Ltd.,
Derby.
0332 366803

E. ANGLIA, LINCOLNSHIRE & NORTHTAMS
H. B. Computers Ltd.,
Kettering, Northants.
0536 83922

Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia),
Norwich.
0603 26259

WEST MIDLANDS, BIRMINGHAM,
STAFFORDSHIRE & WARWICKSHIRE
Byronic Associates,
Sutton Coldfield.
West Midlands.
0675 81446

Camden Electronics,
Small Heath, Birmingham.
021 773 8240

Computer Services Midlands Ltd.,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
021 382 4171

ibek Systems,
Coven.
0203 86449

McDowell, Kneeggs & Associates Ltd.,
Worcester.
0905 427077

System Micros Ltd.,
Shimpl, Shropshire.
0592 460214

Tekdata Ltd.,
Burton-on-Trent.
0782 813631

NORTH WALES & MERSEYSIDE
O.B.E. (Chester) Ltd.,
Queensferry.
0552 817727

Rockhill Bros. Ltd.,
Liverpool.
051 521 5830
Integrated Stock-Control, Invoicing and Sales Accounts

Open-Item Sales Ledger System with Nominal Analysis

Integrated, Open-Item Purchase and Nominal Ledger System
The New Dolphin BD-80P

Now available ex stock from

Micro Bits

125 Characters per second
80 Characters per line
Bi-directional printing
Internal 9-Line buffer

The many advanced features are summarised in the following specification:
- 9 x 7 dot matrix
- 10 Characters per inch
- 6 lines per inch
- Full ASC II 96-Character set
- 750 Character buffer
- Continuous duty print head
- 64 Graphic Characters 11 x 7 matrix
- 10 user definable Characters
- Double width characters

Comes complete with any one of three plug in interfaces.
1) RS 232C + 20mA Current Loop
2) IEEE for the PET
3) PARALLEL

Dealer Enquiries invited

Microcomputer Systems & Peripherals
Zilog; Cromemco; North-Star; Exidy.
Elbit, Lear Siegler & Hazeltine VDUs.
NEC Spinwriter printer.

Software and Consultancy.
We can offer a wide range of well proven software for our entire range of computers, from languages through to Commercial Accounting Systems, Payroll and Stock Control.

Full Consultancy, Programming and Prototype Hardware Design are our speciality.

Crayworth (Computer Services) Ltd
34b London Road
Blackwater Camberley
Surrey England
Tel: Camberley (0276) 34044
Telex: 858893

Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday by appointment only
Personal callers welcome
Please phone first if you require a personal demonstration.
Meet the experts at Micro U.K.
The business & leisure microcomputer conference

Plus

leading international micro authorities in special problem-solving consultancy sessions

Please send me ______ copies of the Micro UK conference brochure, as soon as it is available

Name ____________________________

Organisation ____________________________

Address ____________________________

__________________________ Tel. No. ____________________________

Micro UK Conference Office, 106 Pield Heath Road Hillingdon, Middlesex UB8 3NL

Tel. Uxbridge (0895) 30594

Micro U.K.
at the PCW show
Cunard Hotel, London
4 - 6 September 1980
The world's first Commodore PET Show

The Empire Napoleon Suite
Café Royal
Piccadilly, London
13-14 June

There are over 18,000 Commodore PET Microcomputers in regular operation throughout the U.K.

The list of PET applications is endless—ledger, payroll, word processing, stock-control, business information, activity planning, time recording, incomplete record accounting, graphics, voltage stabilisation, field maintenance and so on.

One user uses his PET to compose poetry, another even composes musical scores. All on the PET Microcomputer.

Commodore felt that it was high time Approved PET Products, PET User Clubs, Special Interest Groups and potential and present PET users were brought together.

So they have asked Baroness International to organise the World's First PET Show, in the Empire Napoleon Suite at the Café Royal.

Over 50 stands will be demonstrating a range of Approved PET Products, including specific software programs, application demonstrations, hardware products and peripherals. And a separate Special Interest forum is being timed to coincide with the show. In addition, Commodore Business Systems will be demonstrating a wide range of PET system configurations and software.

Many of the exhibits were designed solely by the end user—an indication of the versatility of the PET.

Open on Friday 13th June from 11.30 am to 8.00 pm and on Saturday 14th June from 10.00 am to 4.00 pm, there is really no excuse for missing it.

And the £1.00 admission charge (which includes a catalogue of exhibitors) won't break you either.

The World's First PET Show. British Microdevelopment at its best.

Exhibitor enquires only to:
Baroness International Public Relations
1-3 Old Compton Street
London W1V 5PH
Telephone 01-734 2907/8/9
Without breaking any of the rules for printer quality, Facit now breaks the economic rules by introducing its Low-Cost Printer Family. Featuring the models Facit 4520, 4521, 4525 and 4526.

Here you find 80 and 132 column printing formats, journal roll as well as pin and tractor feed, 100 and 150 cps 9x7 and 9x9 matrix and even true descenders.

A printer family that combines the performance and reliability of the advanced printer with the cost of the small. To provide versatile, heavy-duty, 100% duty cycle printing functions.

The bidirectional print mechanism, monitored and controlled by the powerful Z-80 microprocessor, makes Facit Low-Cost Printers intelligent, fast and flexible for use in personal computer systems in business and industry, data-logging, as well as small business computers and educational applications.

This is further emphasized by the low noise level and the fact that European safety and interference standards are fully met.

Serial RS-232 and parallel interfaces are standard. And all language versions current in Europe are catered for, including US ASCII.

So when comparing printers: Think professionally. Contact Facit.
For Hardware, Software, Peripheral

**PET 2001**
- **from £475**
- Commodore authorised dealers

**TRS 80**
- **from £365**
- From Radio Shack Corp.

**APPLE II**
- **from £695**
- Apple authorised dealers

**SORCEROR**
- **from £740**
- Sorcensor (inc UHF Modulator) 16K RAM £740.00
- Exidy Video Disk Unit £240.00
- (High Resolution monitor with Integral 630K Dual Drive) £1790.00

**ADVANCED SYSTEMS**
- **from £1999.00**
- CBM 3032 Micro computer, CBM 3040 Dual Disk Drive. CBM 3022 Tractor Feed Printer and all cables £1999.00
- **TVP 3016 (16K RAM and large keyboard)**
- **PET 3032 (32K RAM and large keyboard)**

**IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface ‘A’**
- Output only

**IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface ‘B’**
- Input/Output

Programmers Toolkit - 10 powerful new commands for your Pet - plug in ROM chip 8K and 16/32K resp £75/£55

**TRS 80, 4K Level I consisting of**
- Keyboard with 4K memory, Video Unit, Cassette Drive and 240v power supply unit

**TRS 80, 4K Level II (as above with Level II Basic)**

**TRS 80, Numeric Key Pad supplied and fitted**
- £49.00
  - TRS80 CPU 3 speed mod. £26.00

**TRS 80, 16K Level II (as above with 16K memory)**
- £499.00

**TRS 80, Expansion Interface with 16K RAM**
- £365.00

**TRS 80, Expansion Interface with 32K RAM**
- £425.00

**Apple II Plus computer — APPLESOFT extended basic in ROM — (16K RAM) - video output £695**
- Apple black and white modulator for domestic TV £14.00
- Eurocolor card — provides colour on domestic TV £79.00
- Parallel Printer Interface Card £104.00
- High Speed Serial (RS232C) Interface Card £113.00
- Communications Card £130.00
- Centronics Card £116.00
- Integer Basic Firmware Card £299.00
- PASCAL language system — includes language card to provide user with PASCAL, PALSOFT & INTEGER BASIC
- ACCESORIES
  - Real time clock/calendar card — £128.00
  - Eurocolor card — interrupt, software controllable £128.00
  - Parallel Printer Interface Card £127.00
  - High Speed Serial Interface Card £136.00
  - Communications Card £180.00
  - Centronics Card £180.00
  - Integer Basic Firmware Card £180.00
  - PASCAL language system — includes language card to provide user £105.00

**PET BUSINESS SYSTEM**
- comprising CBM 3032 Micro computer, CBM 3040 Dual Disk Drive. CBM 3022 Tractor Feed Printer and all cables £1999.00

**PET 3008 (8K) with large keyboard**
- £475.00

**PET 2001-8 (PET with 8K memory**
- £675.00
  + integral cassette £475.00

**PET 3032 (32K RAM and large keyboard)**
- **£795.00**
  - PET C2N External Cassette Deck £53.00

**ACCESSORIES**
- **IEEE-448/Centronics type parallel Interface** £35.00
- **IEEE to Pet Cable** £19.00
- **IEEE to IEEE cable** £24.00
- **PETSET 1 16 Channel AD Converter** c.w. all interfacing requirements £166.00

**ADVANCED SYSTEMS**
- **from £475**
  - P. O. A.

**Sorcerer (inc UHF Modulator) 16K RAM £740.00**
- **48K RAM £840.00**

**ACCESSORIES**
- Exidy S100 Unit £240.00
- Exidy S100 Unit £240.00
- Integral 630K Dual Drive £1790.00
- CP/M on Disk £145.00

**ACT 800 Systems providing 108K RAM. 46K User RAM. full size screen. high-res graphics. Ultra -fast data access and up to 3 Megabytes Disk Storage (Available for demonstration — by appointment only). P. O. A.**

**JOHNSON HOUSE**
75/79 PARK ST. CAMBERLEY, SURREY, GU15 3PN
- (0276) 20446
CATALOGUE

TERMINALS
- books and magazines

- LARGE RANGE OF MICROCOMPUTER RELATED EQUIPMENT

- HITACHI VIDEO MONITORS 9”/12” RESP.

- PACE EZ-PHONE - CORDLESS TELEPHONE

- DISKETTES 51/4” (BLANK) BOXED (MIN. WH 14 SERIAL) £475.00

- PRINTER FOR APPLE - COMPATIBLE WITH MACINTOSH

- SILENT PRINTER FOR APPLE - ALLOWS PRINTING OF HIGH RES. GRAPHICS

PRINTERS

- PET 3022 180 COL WITH PET GRAPHICS - TRACTOR FEED

- TRS80 SCREEN PRINTER (TEAR + GRAPHICS) 110V £345.00

- NEW RADIO SHACK MICRO PRINTER £245.00

GENERAL

- TELETYPE 43 KSR SERIAL (PIN OR PINCH FEED) 132 COLS £825.00

- KICAL PRINTER - TRULY PROFESSIONAL PRINTERS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS - HIGH SPEED (UP TO 280 CPS).

- Z80, 132 COLS SELECTABLE) £499.00

- CENTRONICS 779 PARALLEL (TRACTOR FEED 132 COLS) £825.00

- OIL PHEN (ECP) TRACTOR PRINTER (125 CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL, 40, 80, 132 COLS SELECTABLE) £575.00

- CENTRONICS MICRO PRINTER (20, 40, 80 COLS SELECTABLE) £395.00

- OME DASY WHEEL PRINTERS £25.00

- TCM 100 MICRO/HELIOS THERMAL PRINTER (40 COLS) £265.00

- SILENT PRINTER FOR APPLE - ALLOWS PRINTING OF HIGH RES. GRAPHICS £349

DISKS

- PET 3030 (DUAL DRIVE) 343K USER STORAGE * £795.00

- COMPUTHINK (DUAL DRIVE) 400K STORAGE £895.00

- COMPUTHINK (DUAL DRIVE) 800K STORAGE £1145.00

- TRS80

- SHUGART DRIVE £315.00

- MICRODISK DRIVE £715.00

- PENTAGON F2200 DRIVE 120V £298.00

- MICRODISK DRIVE (394K STORAGE) £395.00

- CORVUS HARD DISK (11 TRACK) £3500.00

APPLE

- APPLE DRIVE - 1 bleak storage 1ST DRIVE £45.00

- APPLE DRIVE - 116K STORAGE 2ND DRIVE £295.00

- CORVUS HARD DISK (11 TRACK) £3500.00

SORECORM

- EXDY - 143K STORAGE £495.00

- EXDY DRIVE (63K STORAGE) £1995.00

- CORVUS HARD DISK (11 TRACK) £3500.00

SOFTWARE

PET

- PETSOFIT AUTHORISED DEALERS - OVER 160 PROGRAMMES ON CASSETTE AND DISK. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

- STAGE ONE COMPUTERS S/W DEALERS - PETAID, STOCK CONTROL, ETC. SEND FOR LIST.

- 74 COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS ON ONE TAPE £15.00

- PETACT BUSINESS SOFTWARE - SALES AND PURCHASE LEDGER, INVOICING, ETC.

- CMB DISK-BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE

- COMWORDPRO II/COMWORDPRO IV POWERFUL WORD PROCESSOR, LOW/HIGH LEVEL, LOW/HIGH LEVEL - £75/150.00

- COVERSTOCK - STOCK CONTROL - GIVES COMPLETE STOCK REPORT £150.00

- CONBIS - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM - STORAGE & RETRIEVAL OF ALL TYPES OF COMPANY RECORDS £150.00

- COMPUTER ACCOUNTS - FULL FINANCIAL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM INCLUDING SALES, PURCHASE, NOMINAL LEDGER £650.00

- COMPAY - HANDLES HOURLY, WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAID EMPLOYEES £150.00

- COMPLANNER - PERSONAL INFORMATION TOOL FOR THE BUSY EXECUTIVE £50.00

- WE ARE AUTHORISED IBM BUSINESS SOFTWARE DEALERS - SEND FOR LIST.

- GD 1001 - ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM £50.00

- GD 010 - LISP INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE £75.00

- CAR INSURANCE QUOTATION - COMPUTERISED CAR INSURANCE QUOTATION SUITABLE FOR INSURANCE BROKERS (TVJ/S/W) £25.00

- MORTGAGE QUOTATIONS - SUITABLE FOR AGENTS/MORTGAGE BROKERS (TVJ/S/W) £25.00

- TRS80

- COMAC III SUITE - COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING FOR TRS 80 (TVJ SOFTWARE) £75.00

- STOCK CONTROL - COMPLETE INVENTORY CONTROL - RECORDER LEVEL - P/O'S, ETC £115.00

- CP/M - £95.00

- CBASIC £75.00

- FORTRAN - POWERFUL WORD PROCESSOR ALLOWS FULL CURSOR MOVEMENT, INSERT/DELETE, STRING SEARCH BLOCK MOVEMENT, ADJUSTABLE LINE LENGTH, JUSTIFICATION ON CASSETTE £45.00

- ELECTRIC PENICLAL AS ABOVE - DISK VERSION £95.00

- LOWER CASE MOD KIT ONLY/FITTED FOR ELECTRIC PENNIAL £6.00/£28.00

- DATA MANAGEMENT/REPORT GENERATOR - EASILY FORMATS DISK FILES, ALLOWS ENTRY, EDIT, DELETE AND LIST OF RECORDS AND RETRIEVES DATA FOR DISPLAY OR CALCULATION ON SCREEN OR PRINTER £150.00

- RSM-2D DISK MONITOR - POWERFUL SYSTEM MANIPULATES DISK DATA, HAS 2-80 BREAK ROUTINE £25.00

- STB900 COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE £60.00

- NEWDOS - TRS-DOS WITH CORRECTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS £25.00

- NEWDOS - AS ABOVE BUT WITH FURTHER FACILITIES £35.00

- KBFIX, RENUM, SCREEN TO PRINTER IN ONE STEP, DOS COMMANDS FROM BASIC, LEVEL I, II, II+, DISASSEMBLE, LOAD AND SAVE FASTER, LIST VARIABLES £48.00

- LIBRARY 160 - AN ASSORTMENT OF 160 PROGRAMMES £39.00

- SARGON CHESS - 16K LEVEL THE 1979 CHAMPIONSHIP EDITION £14.00

- LITTLE GENIUS - COMPLEMENTS DISK-BASED APPLE SOFT TUTORIAL £70.00

- DEVELOPMENT PAC FOR APPLE - SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR PROGRAMMER £70.00

PET

- PET PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS IMPLEMENTATION

- PET INTERFACE TO COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE £25.00

- PET INTERFACE TO PROGRAMMING TOOLKIT £25.00

APPLE

- MICROSOFT "O CHOLESS DISK £15.00

- U-DRAW II - HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS EDITOR £27.00

- LISP - PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE SUITABLE FOR RESEARCH IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE £30.00

- 3-MILE ISLAND - COMPLEX DISK BASED GAME SIMULATING NUCLEAR REACTOR £27.50

- VISICALC - INSTANT VISUAL CALCULATION - PROVIDES A POWERFUL PLANNING AND FORECASTING TO £95.00

- APPLE WORD PROCESSOR - COMPLETE TEXT EDITING, STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF TEXT £42.00

- LITTLE GENIUS - COMPREHENSIVE DISK-BASED APPLE SOFTWARE £35.00

- ACT APPLETWARE AND MINUTE AUTHORISED SOFTWARE DEALERS - MANY PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE AND DISK. SEND FOR LIST.

- SORCEROR - MANY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE - SEND FOR LIST.

- WORD PROCESSOR ROMPAC £60

- DEVELOPMENT PAC £70.00

* 5% DISCOUNT ALLOWED FOR EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS

T & V JOHNSON (MICROCOMPUTERS ETC) LTD

Member of the TV Johson Group of Companies

Camberley (Head Office)

165 London Road, Camberley

Surrey, GU15 3JS

(0276) 20446

PRICE EXCLUDES VAT, FREIGHT & HANDLING SEND S&H FOR FREE PRICE LIST & BROCHURES (All prices correct at time of compilation).

OXFORD

148 Cowley Road, Oxford

OX4 1JJ

(0865) 721461

Bristol

48 Gloucester Road, Bristol

BS7 8BH

(0272) 420261

+Ansback eves and w/ends.

Telex 858893
DATRON of SHEFFIELD

for

cromemco the ultimate name in micros

DATRON import direct from Cromemco, California. DATRON can supply Nationwide. DATRON can provide maintenance nationally DATRON can give you the realistic prices. DATRON have in stock:—

System 2 64K £2095
System 3 64K £3398
Hard Disc £5373

DATRON can supply Systems 2 and 3 with Multi-Tasking facilities. (Hard Disc soon)
DATRON easily accessible – in the centre of the country.

Write or telephone for FREE colour brochure on System 3 or Z-2H.
We use Cromemco for our own business, why not call in for a demonstration.

DATRON MICRO CENTRE
2 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 IFD.
Telephone 0742-585490. Telex 547151.

SBC-100 BUS BOARD COMPUTER

Features

• 1024 Bytes of Random Access Memory
• Provision for up to 8K Bytes of PROM On Board using 2716 EPROM
• Auto Start on Reset to any 4K Boundary
• Parallel Input and Output Ports
• Z80 Central Processing Unit
• Four Channel Counter/Timer (Z80-CTC)
• Software Programmable Baud Rate Generator
• Serial Input/Output Port with Asynchronous and Synchronous Operation
• Optional Vectored Interrupts
• No Front Panel Required for Operation

The SBC-100 Board is additionally suited for industrial and process control as its all-in-one design reduces secondary board requirements. The eight thousand bytes of PROM/ROM sockets (2716) provided on-board allow the SBC-100 to perform most complex control functions. The Z-80CTC can function as a vectored interrupt controller to prioritize the interrupts when necessary. When desirable, the internal CTC interrupts may be prioritized with the external interrupts in order to create an interrupt daisy chain between various boards within the system. The SBC-100 is jumper-selectable to begin execution after reset at any 4K boundary.

OUR PRICE:—

£159.00 + VAT (Kit Form)
£208.00 + VAT (Built + Tested)

For further information on this board, or any other boards in our comprehensive range. ie:— Expandoram II, Versafloppy I + II, VDB 3024, Z80 Starter Kit etc.

Please write or telephone.

UK Distributor:

airamo
Airamco Ltd.
Unit A2, 9 Longford Avenue,
Kilwinning Industrial Est, Kilwinning,
Ayrshire KA13 6EX
Tel: 0294 57755 Telex: 779808

PCW 14
Micro-computers for research, laboratory work, word processing, business systems, Schools, Colleges, Universities and Industry. At Almarc, when you buy Vector Graphic Micro-computers, you get Almarc's experience of over 200 systems installed throughout the U.K. and their back-up of full service facilities carried out by experienced staff. Plus an ever growing list of compatible software including:
Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, APL, Algol, C Basic Compiler, etc.

Vector MZ Spec
★ 56K Bank Selectable Ram
★ 3 Serial Ports, 2 Parallel Ports.
★ Twin Disc Drives, 630K Capacity,
★ 280 CPU, with Fast 4MHZ Clock
★ Prom Programmer (2708).
★ Interrupt Handling on I/O Board
★ 18 slot Motherboard

Vector System B
★ Vector Mindless Terminal
★ Flashwriter II Video Board (24 × 80).
★ MDOS + CP/M2 Operating System
Plus Microsoft Version, 5 basic options
Plus many S100 Bus add-ons, such as Extra
Memory, A/D-D/A Boards, High Resolution
Graphic, etc.

We will be pleased to demonstrate any of the Vector Graphic Systems, please contact:

ALMARC
DATA SYSTEMS LTD
906 Woodborough Road, Nottingham. Telephone: (0602) 625035

Specialists in Vector Graphic Equipment.
Eat your heart out, Commodore...

Most small computers are great for playing games... but when it comes to real computing, they’re really little better than toys. Their built-in limitations on flexibility, input/output, expansion and performance make real applications a nightmare.

Mutek offer the Ohio Scientific solution: the Challenger series of computers, with real performance, real flexibility, real expandability.

Speed separates the computers from the toys...

The following benchmark test speaks for itself!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Pet®</th>
<th>Apple®</th>
<th>C2 (1MHz)</th>
<th>C2 (2MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM5</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM6</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM7</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM8</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard PCW benchmark tests, as published in Personal Computer World's review of the Challenger 2 (April 1980 issue). Reproduced (with thanks) by courtesy of the staff of PCW.

New input/output capability...

The C2 and C4 series are supported by a very wide range of expansion units, most of which plug straight into the built-in 48-line backplane. The new 16-line I/O structure uses one backplane slot (for a CA-20 or -20A) to connect with up to eight external boards. Provisional prices are:

- CA-20 8-port base unit with calendar clock: £95
- CA-20A 8-port base unit (no clock): £80
- CA-21 48-line parallel I/O (three 6821 PIA's): £28
- CA-22 high-speed analogue I/O (A-D, 2 D-A, mux): £310
- CA-23 PROM blaster for 2758, 2716, 2732: £110
- CA-24 'breadboard'-type prototyping interface: £110
- CA-25 security/A.C. control interface: £28

Expandability...

All Ohio Scientific systems are designed for expansion without obsolescence. Memory, I/O and discs can be added simply and at any stage; all Challenger series systems can be connected directly to the larger C2 and C3 variants for hard-disc storage up to a staggering 300 megabytes, all memory-mapped! Full network facilities are also available.

Add-on mini-floppy 90K formatted (up to 4 units) £265
RAM board (12K static) can support up to 24K £160
First add-on mini-floppy for C2/C4 requires minimum of additional 12K plus controller: total with drive £480

real built-in flexibility...

Ohio Scientific's C2 and C4 series probably offer more than any other 'personal' system. Try this for a comparison:

Your system | C2 / C4
---|---
Video format | 64×32
PAL colour | Option / Yes
Sound output | Yes: 200Hz – 50KHz
D-to-A converter | Yes: 8-bit log law
Easy expansion | 2 slots free
UK video or UHF | 40+ boards available
RS-232 | Yes
Cassette interface | Kansas City
Price | £349 / £425

A superior Superboard...

Mutek now offer a really superior Superboard: the cased C4 version modified for 2MHz operation and new firmware-controlled true 32X48 display — takes the Superboard right out of the 'toy computing' class!

Standard C1 8K RAM, 1MHz, 25X25 display £220
Enhanced C1 8K RAM, 2MHz, 32X48 display £255
Upgrade for existing C1/Superboard systems to Mutek's enhanced specification (ask for details) £40

Technical literature...

Ohio Scientific are the first company to have all its systems documented by Howard Sams, Inc. — the originators of the SAMS Photofact circuit documentation system. Handbooks are now available for two Ohio Scientific ranges: C1/Superboard and C2/C4 (the C3 series handbook will be available later this summer). These include full circuit schematics and function diagrams for computer and disc-drive circuits, along with essential information such as 'scope patterns at test points.

C1 Technical Guide £4.95
C4 Technical Guide (includes all C2 boards) £9.50

and full technical support...

Our prices are some of the lowest around, but that doesn’t imply poor technical support!

We give a full after-sales service that includes much more than 'standard'. Along with excellent service facilities we can offer technical advice on both hardware and software aspects of Ohio Scientific computers and their applications, and can also undertake technical development — hardware and software — for most types of specialist application.

All prices quoted (except Technical Guides) exclude VAT.

Mutek — real computing... for less than you expect

Mutek — the independent Ohio Scientific specialists — Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts. Telephone: Bath (0225) 743289
SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS

NOW RUNNING ON NUMEROUS C/PM BASED SYSTEMS.

IF YOUR SYSTEM RUNS UNDER C/PM THEN CONSIDER OUR INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

WAGES/SALARIES ............... £350
SALES LEDGER ................. £350
STOCK RECORDING ............ £350
INVOICING ................... £350
INVOICING/STOCK CONTROL .. £500

INTERESTED? THEN CONTACT:—

BELL COMPUTERS LTD.
62 LOWTHER STREET
CARLISLE
PHONE 0228-44661/2

BELL BUSINESS SERVICES LTD.
UNICENTRE
LORDS WALK
PRESTON
PHONE 0772-23523
IMPACT DATA

Model 801 • Impact Matrix Printer

- HEAVY DUTY
- HIGH QUALITY
- HIGH TECHNOLOGY
- LOWEST COST
- RELIABILITY

- SIMPLE MECHANICS

Simplicity means Reliability! One look inside the Model 801 will convince you that it's the simplest design with the fewest parts. No field adjustments to get out of line. All moving parts are permanently lubricated. You will also see it is not a toy, like many low cost printers. Impact Data is ruggedly designed with quality parts to provide many years of trouble free operation. No pulleys, cables, helixs, reels or plastic gadgets. There are only two moving parts to drive the print head with one positive, continuous motion (Pat. Pending).

- BETTER PRINT QUALITY

Take a look at the Print Head. It's already the standard of performance in millions of business machines now in the field. It prints perfectly, continuously, hour after hour at 132 CPS for over 100 million characters with no overheating, print degradation or malfunction. The stainless steel timing fence under the head places 7x7 dot matrix characters horizontally within thousandths. A Stepper Motor drives high quality Tractors - the same ones used in all the most expensive printers - to provide precise vertical character positioning. The continuous loop Ribbon and Re-inking Roller is automatically driven by the head mechanism (no separate motor) and prints up to 5 million uniform-density characters before requiring replacement (that's simple too, taking only a few seconds). The printer is equipped with a Forms Thickness Adjustment so you can get up to five high quality copies. Compare the print quality and placement of the Model 801 with any other matrix printer. You won't find one better.

- SIMPLE OPERATION

Just three control switches on the front panel - Reset, Form Feed and Power on/off (illuminated). Reset clears the 127 character input buffer and sets the Top-Of-Form. Motion can be stopped at any intermediate position by Reset - or just use the manual knob on the left side of the printer to advance paper. Forms length can be set to any integral number of lines by an internal DIP switch.

- SIMPLE INTERFACING

A single standard DB25 connector accepts either RS232 Serial or Centronics Parallel ASCII coded input signals depending on how you wire up the cable. The Model 801 interfaces easily to your Apple, TRS-80, PET or any S-100 computer. An internal DIP switch determines BAUD Rate of 110, 150, 300, 600 or 1200 BAUD. An Automatic Line Feed after each Carriage Return command is switch selectable.

- SIMPLE ELECTRONICS

All electronics including the Power Supply are included on a single circuit board. All ICs socketed for simple replacement. No pots to get out of adjustment, either.

- SIMPLE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance consists entirely of cleaning periodically. All bearing surfaces are permanently lubricated. No operator field adjustments are necessary.

- SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Model 801</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print Type</td>
<td>7x7 Impact Dot Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Rate</td>
<td>132 CPS (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Set</td>
<td>96 character lower case ASCII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Height</td>
<td>0.055 in (0.139 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Format</td>
<td>80 in (203 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Spacing</td>
<td>80, 96 or 132 columns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Feed</td>
<td>50 UPM Printing, 50 UPM Sewing (100 milisecond)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribbon</td>
<td>Continuous Loop with Re-inking Roller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copies</td>
<td>5 Million Character Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Feed</td>
<td>Original 4+4 Copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Tractor or Friction*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>8-bit Parallel (Centronics compatible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>127 Character or 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>12&quot;x8.5&quot;x14&quot; (30 x 217 x 35 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>29 lbs. (13 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>35 lbs. (16 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>220 VAC, 15 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>70 ± 5% C Ambient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Humidity</td>
<td>10-90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Available June 1980

£695 + VAT

SUBSTANTIAL DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Sigma (UK)
Unit 2 106-120 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth SW18
Telephone: 01-870 4524 Telex: 8954572
WHAT LOGS, ANALYSES, PLOTS, PRINTS AND CONTROLS ???

APPLE II

All over Britain Apple II’s are logging, controlling and analysing data for forward-looking research groups in industry and education
Apple provides a sensible solution to the headaches of data capture and analysis. Standard cards exist for 16 channel (8 bit or 12 bit) A/D conversion, parallel input/output, 3½ digit analogue B.C.D., synchronous and asynchronous serial RS232 IEEE-488, D/A conversion............... Apple will take data from B.C.D. instrumentation, strain gauges, thermocouples, spectrometers, gas chromatographs, diffraction gauges, pressure sensors, electronic balances etc. The Apple’s unique peripheral structure makes custom interfacing easy. Powerful system firmware (including U.C.S.D. Pascal) means your application is up and running efficiently. Interested?? call Paul Fullwood or Carl Philips on 051 933 5511.

THE LANGUAGE SYSTEM

Apple computer’s innovative answer to the twin problems of software development and ROM obsolescence
* 16K Write-protectable RAM on plug-in card gives all the advantages of ROM while allowing a choice of languages - Pascal, Applesoft, Integer Basic, assembler and forthcoming languages from Apple
* Appropriate compiler interpreter loaded into expansion RAM on switch on.
* Expands Apple RAM to 64K
* Maintains compatibility with existing software.
* Gives Euro-plus owners access to the wealth of software, written for Integer Basic and programmers aid.
* Comes complete - 7 manuals, 6 disks, language card, replacement Roms, I.C. extractor.
* Full U.C.S.D. Pascal implementation compatible with Wirth’s standard pascal.
* Provides mini-computer like operating system with full screen editor, filer, compiler, p-code interpreter, macro-assembler, demonstration programmes. *Disk capacity (under Pascal) enlarged to 143K per disk.
* Fully compatible with external terminal.
* 80 character/line with horizontal scrolling.
* Apple oriented extensions allow direct control of keyboard, paddles, loudspeaker, cassette inputs, TTL in, TTL out.
* Turbo graphics extensions provide the easiest way to use Apple’s high resolution graphics.
* Highspeed powerful firmware graphics system.
* INT, PENCOLOR, TURN, TURNTO, MOVE, TEXT, GRAF, DRAWS BLOCK commands.
* Intrinsics WCHAR, WSTRING provide software character generator - easy method of labelling axes, graphics and mixing upper/lower case and user defined graphics on the high-res screen.

APPLE LANGUAGE SYSTEM

Nett VAT Total
299.00 44.85 343.85

New Peripherals??? If its for the Apple, exists and works, we already have it!

Stack-Apple experts in the North-West. 290/298 Derby Road, Bootle, Liverpool 20. Telephone 051-933 5511.
**System Specifications**

**CPU**
- Microprocessors: Two 2800s with 4MHz Clock Frequency. One 2800 acts like the first processor performs all general processing and inter-processor communication. The second 2800 is dedicated for the back-up processor. The second 2800 may be preempted by the first processor for other processor related functions.
- Word Size: 8 bits
- Execution Time: 1.0 microseconds to register
- Addressable Instructions: 100
- Interrupt Mode: All interrupts are vectored.

**Floppy Disk**
- Storage Capacity: 320K total bytes formatted on two 8.5" double density drives. Optional external 10-300K single head disk drive available using optional 5-100 disk adapter.
- Data Transfer Rate: 255Kbps.
- Average Access Time: 2 milliseconds, 15 milliseconds back-to-back.
- Mode: 8-bit, single side disk.
- Disk Rotation: 300 RPM.

**Internal Memory**
- Dynamic RAM: 64K bytes dynamic RAM.
- Static RAM: 256K bits of static RAM is provided in addition to the main processor RAM. This memory is used for program and/or data storage for the auxiliary processor.
- ROM Source: 16-bits dedicated. Allows ROM "switching" of system of power on. ROM storage is 2K9 compatible and may be reprogrammed by the user for custom applications.

**CRT**
- Display Size: 12"-inch, dynamically focused, P4 phosphor.
- Display Font: 28 lines of 60 characters per line.
- Character Size: 8 x 16 character matrix on an 8 x 12 character field.
- Color: Green speckle graphic update for fast form generation.
- Display Resolution: 320 x 200.
- Cursor: Reverse image (black matrix).

**External Disk**
- Access Multiple: Four ways (four heads). Automatically written into ledgers from address files. Includes override option.
- Powerful Alternative Double Entry System: General index retrieval and auto stock update; Nominal codes retrieved from address files automatically.
- Auto Check: Prevents double entries.
- Record Sorting: By any field (both alpha or numeric).
- Record Creation/Deletion/Search/Amend/Print: Comprehensive database management system includes failures, fast single key stroke entries, controlled allocation, interrupt mode. All interrupts are vectored. Word size, cursor, bandwidth, cache size, static RAM, disk rotation, average access time 250 milliseconds, 35 milliseconds track-to-track.

**Application Packages**
- Ledger and Word Processing: Extensive software development tools are available including software for the following applications: Payroll, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory Control, General Ledger, and Word Processing.
- Accounting: General 1,200 upper and lower case characters.
- Data Retrieve: O/B, decimal, alpha, numeric and four user-programmable function keys.
- Up to 64 user-defined two key function sequences.
- Up, down, left, right, and home.
- Structural Form Design: All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These three boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate single board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.

**Environmental**
- Weight: Approximately 45 pounds.
- Dimensions: 34 1/2" (H) x 21 1/4" (W) x 23 1/2" (D).
- Power Requirements: Half or Full Duplex. One or two stop bits. Choice of even, odd, marking, or spacing.
- Memory-Mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
- Real mode: 220 asynchronous. Synchronous interface option.
- Standard: 750 baud compatibility.
- Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.

**Communication**
- Transparent Mode: One or two stop bits. Choice of even, odd, marking, or spacing.
- Print: Programmable print speeds (400, 9600, 19200, 57600). All printer speeds are supported.
- Memory-Mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
- Real mode: 220 asynchronous. Synchronous interface option.
- Standard: 750 baud compatibility.
- Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.

---

**WIDELY USED IN UK AND USA**

**TESTED AND PROVEN**

**POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS**

**JUST COMPARE THIS LIST**

---

**蹙瞬strumentation**

- Memory-mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
- Real mode: 220 asynchronous. Synchronous interface option.
- Standard: 750 baud compatibility.
- Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.

---

**Specifications**

- Memory-mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
- Real mode: 220 asynchronous. Synchronous interface option.
- Standard: 750 baud compatibility.
- Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.

---

**Specifications**

- Memory-mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
- Real mode: 220 asynchronous. Synchronous interface option.
- Standard: 750 baud compatibility.
- Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate board. These two boards are interconnected via a single 22-pin ribbon cable. CRT and two circuit boards are controlled by basic CRT and DSK Drive. CRT Drive is mounted later, upper corner for ease of service.
**COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE**

INCLUDES EVERYTHING FROM INVENTORY TO SALES SUMMARY
PROMPTS USER AND VALIDATES ENTRIES. MENU DRIVEN

**PRODUCTS ARE INTEGRATED**

+ PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED
01 = ENTER NAMES & ADDRESSES
02 = ENTER/PURCHASES
03 = Enter A/C RECEIVABLES
04 = Enter A/C PAYABLES
05 = Enter UPDATE INVENTORY
06 = Enter UPDATE ORDERS
07 = Enter UPDATE BANDS
08 = Enter UPDATE BANDS
09 = EXAMINE REPORT SALES LEDGER
10 = EXAMINE REPORT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
11 = EXAMINE REPORT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
12 = EXAMINE PRODUCT SALES

**SELECT FUNCTION BY NUMBER**

13 = PRINT CUSTOMERS STATEMENTS
14 = PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15 = PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16 = PRINT SALES STATEMENTS
17 = PRINT CUSTOMER STATEMENTS
18 = PRINT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
19 = PRINT ORDERED RECORDS
20 = PRINT ORDERED RECORDS
21 = END MONTH MAINTENANCE
22 = PRINT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
23 = PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
24 = PRINT INCOMPLETE RECORDS

**DATABASE MANAGEMENT INCLUDES**

*** FILE CREATE/DELETE/SEARCH, *** RECORD CREATE/DELETE/SEARCH, *** OPTION PRINT, *** RECORD SORT ANY FIELD ALPHA OR NUMERIC, *** INDEX SEARCH OR GENERAL SCAN PRINT IN ANY FIELD (EG TOWN OR NAME), *** 4 ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS TO USE AS CALCULATOR, ON LAST 4 FIELDS' *** AUTO CHECK TO PREVENT DOUBLE ENTRY TO FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATING INFORMATION TO MINIMISE DISK SPACE CONSUMPTION

**VERY FLEXIBLE. EASY TO USE**

G.W. COMPUTERS U.K. ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS BEAUTIFUL PACKAGE

**VER 3.00 (EXC PROG 19, 20, 22, 23) = 475.00, VER 4.00 INCLUDES AUTO STOCK UPDATE = 575.00, VER 5.00 INCLUDES AUTO BANK UPDATE = 675.00, VER 6.00 IN CORE = 775.00, VER 7.00 IN CORE = 875.00, NOT YET RELEASED = 975.00, VER 8.00 TRANSAETABLE = 975.00. *** EACH LEVEL OVERRIDES LOWER ONE

WE EXPORT TO ALL COUNTRIES CALLERS ONLY BY APPOINTMENT

CONTACT TONY WINTER UN 01.636.8210
BY BEDFORD COURT VANSIONS, BEDFORD ABBEY, LONDON W.C.1.

NOTE!!! ALL VERSIONS, ESPECIALLY 9.00 USE BRoAD FINANCIAL PRINCIPLES AND 9.00 IS ONE 16K LORE PROGRAM

APPROXIMATELY 60-100 ENTRIES / INPUTS REQUIRE 2-4 HOURS WEEKLY AND ENTIRE BUSINESS IS UNDER CONTROL

WE ALSO SELL THE HARDWARE TO DO THE ABOVE TASKS

**PET + PET + PET + PET + SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE + VARIOUS + VARIOUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PET</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>PET</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>PET</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>PET</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>VARIOUS</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>VARIOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBM 32K 3032</td>
<td>795.00</td>
<td>CBM COMMACCOUNTS</td>
<td>650.00</td>
<td>WE SPECIALISE IN THE NEW SUPERBRAIN DOUBLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 3040 DISKS</td>
<td>795.00</td>
<td>CBM COMPANY</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>DENSITY TWIN DISK AND...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 3022 PRINTER</td>
<td>525.00</td>
<td>CBM COMBISCOMSTOCK</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>QUAD DENSITY BOOK TWIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM CABLES FOR ABOVE</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>CBM WORDPRO</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>DISK COMPLETE MICRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPER AND 10 DISKS</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>CBM WORDPRO III</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>475.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERBRAIN + SUPERBRAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td>BUS VER 3.00</td>
<td>575.00</td>
<td>475.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIN Z800 TWIN D/D DRIVE</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>BUS VER 4.00 STK'BNK</td>
<td>975.00</td>
<td>COMPUTERS WITH THE FULL FLEXIBILITY OF A MULTIP...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K RAM AND CHT</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>BUS VER 3.00 S'ACCESS</td>
<td>975.00</td>
<td>SOFTWARE SUPPORT. ALL...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5100 BUS ADAPTER | 250.00 | CM BASIC 80 | 150.00 | ANY RS232 PRINTER. IT...
| ADD-ON 11 MEG DISK | | CM BASIC 80 | 150.00 | IS POSSIBLE TO EXPAND... |
| S' BRAIN QUAD 800K | | CM BASIC 80 | 150.00 | THE STORAGE CAPACITY...
| PRINTERS + PRINTERS | | CM BASIC 80 | 150.00 | OF THE LARGER 800K WITH...
| PAPER TIGER 195CP | 575.00 | CM BASIC 80 | 150.00 | UP TO 11 MEG HARD DISK...
| TELETYPE 435R 30CP | 795.00 | CM BRAMM | 150.00 | AS WELL AS LINKING 32... |
| DEC LA 34 TRACT 30CP | 160.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 120.00 | SUPERBRAMS TOGETHER...
| NEC SPINWRITER | 1650.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 190.00 | WITH A MULTI USER BASIC...
| QUME DAISY SPINT | 150.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 30.00 | THIS UNDOUBTEDLY IS...
| TEXAS 810 150CP | 1395.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 75.00 | ONE OF THE BEST SYSTEMS...
| SPECIALS SPECIALS | | CM SUPERBRAIN | 75.00 | THE MARKET AT THIS...
| IMS 48K TWIN D/D | 1750.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 85.00 | TIME. WHY NOT CALL...
| N'STAR QUAD 7 MEG | 2160.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 60.00 | MORE INFORMATION...
| INTERUBE III TERM | 495.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 90.00 | NEW SYSTEM 33 28085...
| COMPUTHRUK BOOK * | 795.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 90.00 | LIKE SUPERBRAIN...
| CORDLESS PHONE INOUT | 155.00 | CM SUPERBRAIN | 90.00 | 8" DISKS ALL IN THE CRT...

**WARRANTY**

90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT

**WARRANTY**

90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT

**CONTACT TONY WINTER 01.636.8210**

BY BEDFORD COURT VANSIONS, BEDFORD ABBEY, LONDON W.C.1.
In celebration of the opening of our new branches in Banbury & Swindon we are delighted to announce further additions to our extensive product range . . .

Hard copy at soft prices.

An attractively styled 80/132 column bidirectional matrix printer complete with cables and interface for under £450! Specification includes software selectable character size, 2K buffer, friction/tractor feed and up to 120 c.p.s.

Take big bytes from your Apple.

Give up trying to squash your data or programs onto a 5¼" mini-diskette. Our new range of fast, low-cost mass storage devices from 512K to 11 megabytes starts from around £1,750.

The eyes have it.

Tired of poor TV signal images? Upgrade to a professional video monitor. Our new lightweight 12" black and white monitors start from as little as £95.

Simulate to Stimulate

Put action into your graphics with this 3-dimensional animated graphics software package. Use it to simulate flying or driving, to instruct on navigation or engineering design. Only £95.

For more details of these and our many other products contact your nearest branch.

The Computer Shop

Computers for Science, Business and Education.

54 High Street, Banbury, Oxon.
40 Prospect Street, Caversham, Reading, Berks.
25 Havelock Street, Swindon, Wilts.

Telephone: Banbury (0295) 3477
Telephone: Reading (0734) 481555
Telephone: Swindon (0793) 694061

SALE

STOCK TAKE CLEARANCE

All items to go

S100 KITS
8K STATIC RAM BOARDS KIT
280 CPU CARDS
DYNABYTE 16K STATIC RAM BOARDS BUILT AND TESTED
DYNABYTE 32K STATIC RAM BOARDS BUILT AND TESTED
CROMEMCO CPU CARD WITH CROMEMCO Z2 RACK SYSTEM
64K DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS

CHIPS
2708 £5.50 Z80 CPU
2716 £19.50 Z80 PIO
4116 £4.75 Z80 CTC
8080A CPU £4.50
172A £2.50

2MHZ 4MHZ
£75.00 £89.00
£89.00 £110.00
£275.00
£499.00
£395.00
£495.00

£7.99 £9.99
£6.99 £8.99
£6.99 £8.99

PLUS MANY OTHER ITEMS
PHONE TODAY FOR DATA

Only From

Airamco Ltd,
Unit A2, 9 Longford Ave,
Kilwinning Industrial Est.,
Kilwinning,
Ayrshire KA 136EX
Tel: 0294 57755 Telex: 779808
Buying Computers?

Commodore PET 32K
£675.75 plus VAT

Sharp MZ-80K
£520.00 plus VAT

ITT 20/20 16K
£623.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 inc dual disk drive
£3950.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 inc dual disk drive
£3950.00

We’ll give you more than a good deal

Under one roof in London’s West End you can find:

HARDWARE:
A comprehensive range of hardware to meet most applications – and budgets, with terms to suit you.

SOFTWARE:
Probably the widest range of off-the-shelf software in the UK. Try out the packages and choose the one that suits you, or take advantage of our consultancy services and we will analyse, recommend, demonstrate, modify and install the programs for you.

CONSULTANCY SERVICES:
To apply micro computer systems to business, education or the home, make an appointment with our trained professionals for friendly advice based on extensive experience of discussing problems with many others like you.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CLUB:
A maintenance and repair club that guarantees microcomputer users minimum downtime at very attractive premiums.

REFERENCE MATERIAL:
A library of publications covering all aspects of the microcomputer world, including back issues of this and other important periodicals.

Whether you are an experienced micro user or a novice, looking for a system for the home, business or pleasure, the LION MICROCOMPUTER CENTRE is the single source to meet all your requirements.

CALL IN ANY TIME. We are open six days a week, for you to take advantage of the good deal you get when you buy from LION.

The above prices do not apply to account sales.
A PAPER ELEPHANT
COULDN'T FORGET
TO ASK FOR
KINGSTON???

No. Paper elephants have no brains

PRECISELY!!!

Forget it!! Just type set the offers, they speak for themselves!!!
CROMEMCO SYSTEM 3
£4,412.00 for this system with vdu.

The ideal business system. System includes a full 64K fast RAM, dual full-size floppy's (Perc 277), RS232 interface/20mamp loop for console device, parallel printer port (Centronics/Anadex compatible), 21 slots for expansion, Lear Siesler 24 lines or 80 chars vdu, and ... CROMEMCO's CDOS operating system with their 14 digit BCD extended disk Basic — ideal for those accurate large numbers required by successful businesses. CDOS is CP/M functionally equivalent, with many extra facilities. Optional extras from Xitan include Fortran, Cobol, Text Formatting, Z-80 macro-relocating assembler and DBMS at £59.00 each. CIS interactive screen handling Cobol at £425.00 (recommended to serious business users), Cromemco S100 boards, CP/M (we are an authorised oem distributor of Digital Research's CP/M) for the System 3, Wordmaster, Wordstar, Supersort, and CP/M74X utilities.

COMING SOON! ... Full 7-terminal multi-user operating system from Cromemco for System 3 users. Up to 48K per user, all running independently. This operating system has to be seen to be believed. It will run any of the Cromemco provided and supported software packages, in any combination. Features include partition rescue facilities, allocating more memory to users, real-time clock for time/date stamping of jobs and disk queueing techniques. Buy your System 3 now, expand later as you need it.

S100 BRITISH COLOUR BOARD
We are proud to offer the first BRITISH S100 Colour board. Manufactured by a local Southampton company — Hi-tech, we can thoroughly recommend this product. Features include true PAL colour generation for high-definition on your television or colour monitor, 15 + colours and black/white with 8 additional grey scales, 24 lines with 40 characters per line, with standard character set plus 44 numbers and symbols, and 64 computer selected graphics symbols. Symbols include fractions and the £ symbol. Plotting is available at 80 x 72 resolution. Single or double-height characters, with flashing on an on/off duty cycle of 3:1. The board is memory mapped on any 2K boundary, with its I/O port set at any of the 256 available on the S100 bus. Just plug into your S100 system and colour television and go! Driver software and documentation provided. Price £295.00 ex vat cash with order. Please specify if for television or 75 ohm monitor.

ON DEMO NOW! The Cromemco Z2-H.
For only £3,380.00 set the reliability and quality of Cromemco, coupled with the capacity of the new IMI 11 megabyte hard disk drive. This is incredible value for money. Specification includes transfer rates of up to 10 times faster than the fastest standard floppy disk, DMA controller for up to 7 hard disk units, and the new extended CDOS operating system. Systems available in three configurations: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Full integral system, 64K RAM, Z80A cpu, two double-sided mini-floppies, RS232 console port, parallel printer port, power supplies, cables, case and 12-slot S100 motherboard (7 slots free)</td>
<td>£5,380.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Additional hard disk subsystem for existing system 2 or system 3 users consisting of one hard disk, DMA controller, power supply, case and cable. As unit B but with two hard disks</td>
<td>£4,330.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>As unit B but with two hard disks</td>
<td>£7,420.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Xitan Systems also supplies and stocks vdu's, printers, NORTH STAR HORIZON computers, Commodore Business Machines PETs, S100 boards, and books. We are here to demonstrate the range of quality microcomputer systems available for use today. Ring up for an appointment now! You'll not be disappointed. We have Osbornes's Sales Ledger and Payable Ledger in source form for use on Cromemco System 3 with CBASIC2, and we can offer a customising service on these programs. Additional software includes Microsoft Basic Interpreter and Compilers, Basic, Macro80, and CP/M for the North Star Horizon.

Xitan Systems Ltd., 23 Cumberland Place, Southampton S01 2BB.
Tel: (0703) 38740 Hours Tue-Sat 9.30 am to 5.30 pm
Now Available

Orders being taken by Sole Distributors.

8&8 [Computers] Limited
The Consultants for the North West
SUITE 1. 124 NEWPORT STREET, BOLTON. TELEPHONE: 26644.

Send for further details to above address. Dealer enquiries invited.
BEE LINES
FIRST PRODUCT FOR NATIONAL RELEASE

The Bee. (Prestel on your Pet)

The Consultants for the North West

ALL CHEQUES TO B. & B. (COMPUTERS) LTD.
DELIVERIES OF HARDWARE 60/90 DAYS.
SOFTWARE EX STOCK.

SUITE 1,
124 NEWPORT STREET,
BOLTON BL3 6AB.
LANCASHERIE.
Tel: (0204) 26644, 382741.

JARS SOFTWARE

LEDGERS
SALES PURCHASE NOMINAL

CONTROL
STOCK PRODUCTION PAYROLL

AGENTS
INSURANCE ESTATE TRAVEL

ETC. ETC. ETC.

AT LAST!! PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR PETS & THE NEW TECS. SEND FOR DETAILS OR PHONE.
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.
"Precise, humanized, well documented an excellent value" are the applause now being given to United Software’s line of software. These are sophisticated programs designed to meet the most stringent needs of individuals and business professionals. Every package is fully documented and includes easy to understand operator instructions.

KRAM - Keyed Random Access Method - The new, ultra-fast access method for the PET Disk, provides keyed retrieval/storage of data, in either direct or sequential mode, by either full or partial key values. Written by United Software in 6502 machine code, and designed with the PET in mind, it exploits all the benefits of the PET Disk, allowing full optimization of your system. Eliminates the need for "Sort" routines! KRAM provides flexibility never seen on a micro before. KRAM is modeled after a very powerful access method used on large-scale IBM Virtual Storage mainframes. So "KRAM" all you can into your PET - it will love you for it.

COST $210

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE - A complete, yet simple to use accounting system designed with the small businessman in mind. The United Software system generates and tracks purchase orders and invoices all the way through posting "controlled" accounts payable and accounts receivable subsystems. Keyed Random Access file methods makes data access almost instantaneous. The low-cost solution for the first time computer user with up to 500 active accounts. Requirements - 32K PET, Dual Disk, any 80-column printer.

COST $295

CASH RECEIPTS & DISBURSEMENTS - Makes it a breeze to track all outgoing payments made by any type of business operation. Checks are tracked by number and categorized by type of expense. Sorting, summary, and audit trails make it easy to post to general ledger. This system also categorizes incoming receipts. Uses KRAM file access method. Requirements - 32K PET, Dual Disk (printer optional).

COST $230

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - A comprehensive, interactive system like those run on mainframes! Six modules comprising 42K of programming allow you to; create, edit, delete, display, print, sort, merge, etc., etc. - databases of up to 10,000 records. Printer routines automatically generate reports and labels on demand. 60 pages of concise documentation are included. Requirements - 16-32K PET and 2040 Dual Disk (printer optional).

COST $125

(Sublicenses available to software houses.)

PROGRAMS FOR ENTERTAINMENT

Space Intruders
("Best Game of 1979") $19.95
Jury/Hostage 12.50
Kentucky Derby/Roulette 9.95
Alien I.Q./Tank 9.95
Tunnelvision/Maze Chase 14.95
Submarine Attack 9.95
Battle of Midway 7.95
Laser Tank Battle 9.95
Swarm 14.95
Look for the RED-WHITE-BLUE United Software Display at your local computer dealer, or send check or moneyorder, plus $3.00 shipping to:
Telex 640055
United Software of America
750 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017 USA
(212) 682-0347

PET DATABASE - INCLUDES KRAM PACKAGE $195.00
PET PROFESSIONAL LIGHT PEN - LOOK NO HANDS! $35.00
PET RESET SWITCH - FITS IN SECONDS, SAVES HOURS! $9.50
APPLEKRAM FOR DISK II OR CORVUS $115.00
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VALUE ADDED TAX, POSTAGE & PACKING

Calco Software
Lakeside House Kingston Hill
Surrey KT2 7QT
When you buy one of our low price microcomputer development systems you not only get a fully burnt-in and tested system designed and manufactured to industrial standards. You also get access to an ever-increasing range of software tools. And if you require a VDU or printer now or later, there is a selection of these and other peripherals from which to choose. So your system can grow and grow.

Our systems start to grow on you at £1525. This buys you a 32KB system with dual 5 1/4 inch double density floppy drives. At £1795 you can have a 48KB system or for £2665 one with the extra memory storage provided by dual 8 inch double density floppy drives. All the systems are based on the powerful Z80 microprocessor and S100 bus structure and can provide memory management. Cartridge disc drives are available providing up to 40MB of storage.

The prices include the CP/M operating system which has become the industry standard for microcomputers. Other software options are:

### Operating Systems
- CP/M
- PASCAL
- CAP MICROCOBOL BOS
- Multi-User, Multi-Tasking Operating Systems

### Languages
- C-BASIC COMPILER
- M-BASIC
- FORTRAN-80
- COBOL-80
- PASCAL
- CIS-COBOL

There is also a word and text processing system available that is ideal for report writing. You simply take your pick from the development software options. Or visit our London showroom and see the systems demonstrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEMS WITH CP/M</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32KB + Dual 5 1/4 inch Floppies;</td>
<td>£1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48KB + Dual 5 1/4 inch Floppies;</td>
<td>£1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48KB + Dual 8 inch Floppies;</td>
<td>£2665</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices exclude VAT. Nationwide maintenance facilities available.

**EQUINOX COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.**
Kleeman House, 16 Anning Street, New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3HB
Tel: 01-739 2387/9 & 01-729 4460

PCW 29
WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS SYSTEMS, AND PERIPHERALS AT DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE PRICES, BUT WITH A SUPPORT SERVICE MORE COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFICIENT THAN FULL PRICE STORES. ALL MACHINES CARRY OUR EXTENDED NO QUIELE WARRENTY, AND ‘MICRO MAINTENANCE’ OFFERS YOU COMPETITIVE MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS OR REPAIR SERVICES ON ALL EQUIPMENT AFTER THE WARRENTY PERIOD. OUR IN-HOUSE SOFTWARE DIVISION IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO OFFER ADVICE AND SOLUTIONS TO YOUR SOFTWARE PROBLEMS, AS ARE THE STAFF OF ‘MICRO MAINTENANCE’ TO HELP WITH YOUR HARDWARE AND PERIPHERAL ATTACHMENT DIFFICULTIES.

SJL 8000

WE ARE NOW DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE SJL 8000 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. SJL HAS BROUGHT TO THE MICRO COMPUTER INDUSTRY INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING SYSTEMS ON LARGE MAINFRAME COMPUTERS.

* DESIGN CONCEPT ELIMINATES OPERATING SYSTEM, FILES, AND USER PROGRAMS, ENSURING EASE OF USE BY EXISTING STAFF. CALL IN FOR DEMONSTRATION

THE SJL SYSTEM IS PRICE FROM £3500.00 AND INCLUDES:-

* HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPLETE IN SYSTEM DESK
* FULL SUPPORT BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER INSTALLATION
* SYSTEM TAILORED TO YOUR UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS
* DATA BASE CONCEPT ENSURES TOTAL INTEGRATION OF APPLICATIONS

PHONE, CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST AND DEMONSTRATIONS
TEL: 01-751 6695  TWX: 8954428  138 CHALMERS WAY, NORTH FELTHAM TRADING ESTATE, FELTHAM, MIDDX.

MICRO MAINTENANCE

NOW THE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR. WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR EXISTING LARGE MAINFRAME ENGINEERING OPERATION TO INCLUDE MOST MAJOR MAKES OF PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS. THIS MEANS YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN THE SPEEDY AND EFFICIENT SERVICE DEMANDED THROUGHOUT DATA PROCESSING BY LARGE INDUSTRIAL MAINFRAME USERS.

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS ARE AVAILABLE ON INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR ON COMPLETE SYSTEMS. BECAUSE OF OUR LARGE RESOURCES BOTH IN TEST EQUIPMENT AND MICRO ENGINEERING SKILLS, THOSE NOT REQUIRING A MAINTENANCE CONTRACT WILL FIND THEIR REPAIRS ARE CARRIED OUT WITH MINIMUM DELAY AND EXPENSE. BOTH REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES ARE OFFERED ON SITE OR DELIVERED TO ENGINEERING CENTRE BASIS. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

PHONE, CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST AND DEMONSTRATIONS
TEL: 01-751 6695  TWX: 8954428  138 CHALMERS WAY, NORTH FELTHAM TRADING ESTATE, FELTHAM, MIDDX.

"MICRO MARKET AND MICRO MAINTENANCE ARE PART OF SUN COMPUTING SERVICES LTD"
What will you do with 12-year-old programmers when they reach 16?

Any microcomputer is a major investment for an educational establishment. Many potential users feel that a BASIC only computer is ample for their needs. That may be fine today, but with computer education starting so early you may in a surprisingly short time find you want more than current implementations of BASIC.

The 380Z is a computer that can grow to match your needs. In the design of the 380Z our target user is the graduate research scientist. This ensures that the expandability and versatility needed tomorrow has been provided for in the computer you buy now.

Might you want to add disc storage in the next few years?

If you do:
Given good hardware, software availability completely determines the flexibility and usefulness of your system. There is absolutely no question that a Z80 based micro-computer which uses the industry-standard CP/M* disk operating system has several times more software on the market available to it than non CP/M computers.

Today you can purchase a mature CP/M BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL or Text Processor for the 380Z. Soon there will be CP/M Pascal and Database Management systems.

CP/M software is several years ahead of software available for non CP/M family machines.

If you don’t:
Remember that professionals writing packages for your cassette system will themselves often use a disk 380Z, and the power of their tools will influence what they produce.

For many people a disk machine is too expensive - but at least the 380Z approach will allow your students to advance.

380Z BASIC is not frozen in ROM. An enhanced BASIC could be loaded in mid 1980 and a BASIC with structured features sometime later.

On the 380Z the memory used by a BASIC interpreter can also be used for other software.

Does our research-oriented design pay off in classroom hardware?

Our scientific graphics was produced for the professional user. Interest in it for classroom use has been surprising.

The 380Z has the best graphics now available on a microcomputer, allowing multiple resolutions, multiple paging, fading and accurate control over colour. All these features help bring excitement to efforts in computer assisted learning.

Our standard machine comes with low resolution graphics and support for this from BASIC allows you to plot a point directly with a plot command - useful for training and teaching.

It is worth remembering too that neither our low resolution graphics nor our optional scientific (high resolution) graphics has any limiting effect on your memory usage, and in both you can freely mix upper and lower case text and diagrams.

Mains noise can cause system crashes which result in loss of programs and data. All current 380Zs include a mains filter which significantly reduces the chances of this happening.

Don’t buy a 380Z on patriotic grounds.

Please only buy it if you would have bought it anyway. But remember, because it is designed and manufactured here you are bound to have better access to us for influence and help than if we were on the other side of an ocean.

Prices range from a 16K cassette 380Z @£897 to a 56K Dual Full Floppy Disk 380Z @£3322.

LOWER COSTS
Three things have happened which make it easier to buy a 380Z.

ONE: From 1st November 1979 most prices have been reduced.

TWO: Schools and some colleges can now get a 5% discount on computer orders.

THREE: A new Local Authority quantity discount scheme has been introduced to make it easier for more users to benefit from quantity purchasing.

Please contact the Sales Office for details.

RESEARCH MACHINES
RESEARCH MACHINES Ltd, PO. Box 75, Mill Street, Oxford, England.
Telephone: Oxford (0865) 49791/2/3.
Please send for full sales information.
Prices do not include shipping costs or VAT @15%.

*Trademark, Digital Research Corp.
Software for most popular 8080/Z80 computer disk systems including
NORTHERN PACIFIC, ELMER MZ, OREGON SCIENTIFIC,
CROMEMCO, PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY, RAID BLACK BOX,
DYNABYTE, SD SYSTEMS, RESEARCH MACHINES, ALTAR,
EXDY SORCERER, IMSAI, HEATH, and 8° IBM formats

OTHER
- PASCALZ - Compiler generates P code from extended language implementation of standard PASCAL. Supports interaction through external procedure calls and SEGMENT procedure type. Provides consistent error handling capability with the added advantage of much smaller memory and processing time. Requires 566 CP/M.
- PASCAL2 - 280 native code PASCAL compiler. Produces optimized portable object code. All interfacing to CP/M is through standard PASCAL library. The package includes complete compiler together with assembly source and assemble language. For the price of 566 CP/M. Requires 700 CP/M.
- TINY - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates structured and structured language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C language. Requires MAC (See under Digital Research). Requires 32K.
- STRM - Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package for Z80 assembly language. Provides capabilities to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random searches. Supports 1.0. Requires 566 CP/M.

COMMUNICATIONS
- DISILOG - As Distel to Zilog Mostek mnemonic files. Runs on standard IBM models.
- STRING/80 Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package for Z80 assembly language. Provides capabilities to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random searches. Available in Integer, Extended and Storage. Requires 566 CP/M.
- BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another also supplied with STRING/80. Allows file transfers at fast speed, find, move, copy, delete, list and search files. Supports all 76 functions for transferring 10 MB, string manipulation and storage allocation. Requires 32K.

SOFTWARE FOR OFFICE USE
- DDT - Disk development tool with ASCII source code and a powerful utility to reduce the size and increase the speed of the programs in Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic. VS - Digital precision subroutines, for computing between transcendental functions including square root, natural log table, and transcendental function.
- CPM/374X Utility Package - has full range of functions to create or re-enable an IBM 3741 volume, display directory information and edit the data set contents. Provides full file transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets and CP/M files. Requires 32K.
- BASIC UNITED DISK - Consists of 13 CRUNCH versions.

SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS USE
- STRM - Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package for Z80 assembly language. Provides capabilities to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random searches. Available in Integer, Extended and Storage. Requires 566 CP/M.

SOFTWARE FOR PROGRAMMING USE
- DISILOG - As Distel to Zilog Mostek mnemonic files. Runs on standard IBM models.
- TINY - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates structured and structured language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C language. Requires MAC (See under Digital Research). Requires 32K.
- STRING/80 Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package for Z80 assembly language. Provides capabilities to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random searches. Available in Integer, Extended and Storage. Requires 566 CP/M.

SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT
- DISILOG - As Distel to Zilog Mostek mnemonic files. Runs on standard IBM models.
- TINY - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates structured and structured language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C language. Requires MAC (See under Digital Research). Requires 32K.

SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE USE
- TINY - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates structured and structured language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C language. Requires MAC (See under Digital Research). Requires 32K.
- STRING/80 Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package for Z80 assembly language. Provides capabilities to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random searches. Available in Integer, Extended and Storage. Requires 566 CP/M.
PET INTERFACES

All IEEE-488 compatible and addressable

- **8 - CHANNEL 12-BIT A-D CONVERTOR UNIT**
  - Differential inputs, bipolar or unipolar, voltage or current; front panel DIN connectors; conversion time 100 microseconds.
  - **PRICE: £600**

- **16 - CHANNEL 8-BIT A-D CONVERTOR UNIT**
  - Single-ended inputs: current or voltage (0-2.5, 0-5, 0-10 volts); front panel DIN connectors; conversion time 120 microseconds.
  - **PRICE: £300**

- **8 - CHANNEL 8-BIT D-A CONVERTOR UNIT**
  - Output voltage 0-2.5 or 0-5 volts; front panel BNC connectors, each output is independently latched and converted.
  - **PRICE: £360**

- **8 - CHANNEL RELAY CONTROL UNIT**
  - Sixteen individually addressable reed relays; LED indicates each relay state; contact rating 100 V @ 0.5 A; front panel 4mm banana sockets.
  - **PRICE: £360**

- **8 - CHANNEL 8-BIT DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION UNIT**
  - Eight channels each of eight bits plus two handshake signals per channel; suitable for most digital instruments such as DVMs, counters, transient recorders, etc.
  - **PRICE: £400**

- **X-Y ANALOG PLOTTER INTERFACE**
  - Two analog output channels of 8-bit resolution plus addressable relay for pen-lift control; 0-2.5 or 0-5 volts.
  - **PRICE: £200**

PET and SHARP Analogue and Digital Interfaces

All units supplied boxed, complete with integral power supply, fuse, cables and connectors, PLUS illustrative BASIC software.

**SHARP MZ-80K INTERFACES**

- **PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE (PPI)**
  - Will run most parallel printers such as the Centronics range, Analex DP8000, etc.
  - **PRICE: £110**

- **SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE (SPI)**
  - Unidirectional serial interface with RS232 or 20 mA current loop output; switch-selectable crystal-controlled baud rate; will drive Teleprinters, DECwriter, TI Silent 700, VDUs, etc.
  - **PRICE: £150**

- **BIDIRECTIONAL SERIAL INTERFACE (BSI)**
  - RS232 and 20 mA current loop input and output, with handshake lines; crystal-controlled baud rate generator; switch selectable baud rate, parity, stop bits, auto-LF.
  - **PRICE: £210**

- **FAST DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM**
  - 16 analogue input channels, unipolar or bipolar; Conversion time of 15 microseconds on single channel scanning; includes 4 digital-to-analog channels.
  - **PRICE ON APPLICATION**

CUSTOM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT UNDERTAKEN

All Prices EX-VAT. Cheques should be made payable to 3D Digital Design & Development. Packing & Carriage extra. All goods supplied under 90 days warranty.

NOTE THESE PRICES!

1 only Centronics 779 Printer £795
" " Printer Interface Card 95
" " ITT 2020 32K RAM 850
" " Disk Drive for above 425
" " Sorcerer 32K RAM (UHF mod inc) 720

All new & full guaranteed
Please add 15% V.A.T.

TO: HOME AND BUSINESS COMPUTERS,
445 HIGH STREET, NORTH MANOR PARK,
LONDON E.12.

Please send me ..................................... Item(s) ..................................
I enclose cheque/P.O value ......................
Access/Barclaycard No ...........................
Name ................................................
Address ............................................
Signature ...........................................

WE ARE PETSOFT DEALERS
Please send large S.A.E. for lists of tape and disk-based software for the PET.

8K, 16K, 32K PETS, disk drives, printers in stock.

HOME & BUSINESS COMPUTERS
445 HIGH STREET NORTH MANOR PARK,
LONDON E.12.
Tel: 01-472 5017

Business hours
10-5.30 Mon-Sat
Early Closing Wednesday.

SYSTEMS MICROS LTD.

Business consultancy, hardware + software.
- Software packaged or bespoke.
  - Commodore Pet Systems.
  - Commodore Business Software.
  - Pet Soft.
  - Incomplete Record Accounting.
  - Word Processing.
  - Daisy Wheel Printers.
  - Games.
  - Stationery.

Consult us for applications in business, industry and education.

Telephone, write or call at our offices:
SYSTEM MICRO L.T.D.
LLOYD BANK CHAMBERS
7 PARK STREET
SHIFNAL
SHROPSHIRE
(0952) 460214
The perfect match
Low cost, high performance micro terminals

MODEL 730
Miniprinter £555

The Model 730 dot matrix printer is a high-quality printer ideally suited for microcomputer applications. It has been designed for small business users who look at their printer as a reliable provider of hard copy information. The Model 730 is ideal for these applications because it prints quickly at 100 c.p.s., is easy to operate, and offers the convenience of handling three different kinds of paper: cut sheets, paper rolls, or fan-folded (such as pre-printed forms).

The 730 can handle any of those three paper forms interchangeably — without adjustments — producing an original and up to two clear carbons. Its 80 column line length matches most standard VDU formats, and its compressed print mode allows 132 column printing on 8" wide paper. The 7 x 7 matrix assures excellent print quality even with 3 part forms. Full upper and lower case 96 character ASCII set is standard.

MODEL 1420
Video terminal £680

The H1420 is a new low-cost video terminal designed to support small business systems using both data and word processing software.

It features a typewriter-style keyboard arrangement with both upper and lower case, making it suitable for fast and accurate entry with minimal operator training. Also included is a separate numeric keypad to make numeric entry faster, easier and less prone to error. Among other important features are cursor control keys, typematic and an alternate function keypad. Characters are displayed using a crisp 7 x 9 matrix on a 24 x 80 character screen in high and low intensity, blink or non-display (zero intensity).

The H1420 is an economy terminal with all the features needed to support a variety of microcomputer applications and human engineering design for adaptability and reduced operator fatigue.

To RAIR Limited 30-32 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PS
Telephone: 01-836 4663. Telex: 298452.

Name
Position
Company
Address
Telephone number

I wish to order MODEL 730 □ MODEL 1420 □ COMBO □
Please send more information □

RAIR
COMBO PRICE £1099
Buy both terminals for a total price of £1099

PCW 36
Unique in concept—the home computer that grows as you do!

New! The Acorn Atom

£120 An outstanding personal computer kit

plus VAT and p&p.

The ATOM—a definitive personal computer.
Simple-to-build, simple-to-operate. But a really powerful full-facility computer. And designed on an expandable basis. You can buy a superb expanded package now—tailored to your needs. Or, you can buy just the standard Atom kit, and, as you grow in confidence and knowledge, add more chips. No need to replace your equipment. No need to worry that your investment will be overtaken by new technology. As you need more power, more facilities, you can add them!
**High Speed Sorting**

Software supplier A J Harding has just made a nasty dent in the much-overworked theory that US software can only be imported to the UK by doubling its price. Harding's pronouncement is short, and beautifully pithy. "As prime distributor for Racet Computers of California, A. J. Harding (Molimerx) announce their high speed sorting program, which is now available for the the Model I and Model II Tandy TRS-80.

"DSM is a self contained system written entirely in machine language and ready for immediate use. It will sort large multiple disquette files on a minimum one-drive Mod II or twin drive Mod I system; it will physically re-arrange all records without needing key files; it will sort random files created by BASIC including sub-records spanning sectors."

I also note it will do several other things on various fields, and is ideal for large mailing lists, inventory control, and other business applications. Sort times are around 33 seconds for 16 Kbytes, up to 1081 seconds for 340 Kbytes, becoming absurd at 2569 seconds for 680 Kbytes — around 16 hours. "The prices", concludes Harding, "in the US are $75 for the Model I and $150 for the Model II. In this country, we're selling them at £39.50 for Model I and £79.50 for the Model II." Harding is in Bexhill-on-Sea; tel. 0424 220391.

**Just Open**

A new store has arrived in Edgware, Middlesex, stocking PET computers and software. Opened in April by DaVinci Computer, director Jeremy S. Rose tells me he's been in business for just over a year. Details from 01-952 6526.

**Sirius Business**

There's a well-known radio programme called the Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy, in which the part of the idiot is played by the Marketing Division of the Sirius Cybernetics Corporation... to quote, "a bunch of mindless jerks who'll be the first up against the wall when the Revolution comes!"

There's a virtually unknown microcomputer supplier in Leamington Spa who has called his company Sirius Cybernetics. His name is Cutler, and I can tell you virtually nothing about them because whatever Cutler's Sirius Cybernetics does have, it isn't a telephone.

The announcement in front of me says that the company makes memory boards for South West Tech Products micros. A board with two banks of 8 Kbytes costs £220 with VAT extra. It comes assembled and tested, and runs at 2 MHz clock speed. Sirius Cybernetics claims to be at 7 Euston Place, Leamington Spa, Warwick CV32 4LN.

**Handy Plan**

Any programmer can display any character, in any position, on the screen of a PET computer. All the programmer has to know is the location in memory of that spot on the screen. These locations start with number 32708 in the top left hand corner, and continue down to 33767 in the bottom right.

Are you good at counting? To find any particular location in between "all you have to do" (a dead give-away that it's almost impossible) is remember that there are 40 locations to a line, and 25 lines. To save yourself trouble, I recommend that you divide a sheet of paper up into 40 rows and 25 columns, and write the number of each starting with 32708, and going on till you reach the end. You have to write down 1000 numbers, and I dare say you'll make a mistake or two; still you can always cross those out and start again.

With this sheet as a grid, draw the graphics characters in the desired squares.

Oh, you'd better print several, in case you want to draw another picture another time.

Hopefully, that introduction will have given you an idea why I think Impex Enterprises is not at all daft in producing a pre-printed video planner for PET. The company charges a hefty £2.70 for a sheet; it comes in a plastic sheath, and the plastic sheet can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed. The ink can be wiped off the plastic when the design is finally fixed.

**PET Talk**

One look at the size of the loudspeaker on the "talking calculator" for the PET will warn you that Julian Allason's speech program deserves a better output device if you are thinking of using it for generating music. The program costs £1.90, and it animates the PET keys. For instance, if you press 1 it says "one" and so on. It's useful for the deaf (could he mean "blind"?) and helpful for the rest of us. The squawk box costs £27. ACT Poesoft are at 68 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B16 8PF.

**Firm Stand**

High technology means a painter on its own stand. A stand with (or without) a floor-level shelf for a box of paper is available from Wisbech Computer Services, it's designed to take a Texas 810 printer. Wisbech describes the stand as "solid and robust" which I take to mean that it doesn't wobble as the head moves across the paper.

Details, prices from Wisbech (0945) 641146.

**APL Gets Personal**

You can learn the programming language APL on a micro. Do you care? Yes. The first time a beginner sees a program written down, ready to be typed into a system, it had better be BASIC rather than APL... that's if he's not to be frightened off computers for ever.

A Programming Language is totally incomprehensible at first sight. (So is BASIC,
but it doesn't look incomprehensible.) However once one has grasped what's going on, it quickly becomes much clearer, much more concise — and most important — simpler for the personal programmer to use.

Strangely, APL is the way that pre-micro users were able to get personal computing power — by writing their own programs and running them on their own terminals when they wanted to do things that the data processing Department couldn't or wouldn't do for them. Because APL was provided on big machines, it was normally given in a way that took advantage of big machine characteristics; the most noticeable characteristic of big machines is that they allow the user to write enormous chunks of code and keep them very cheaply on big discs, where storage costs £0.0006 per megabyte.

A surprising result of this is that users of micros quickly demanded that an APL interpreter could not work unless it did have huge chunks of code to convert the instructions into actions. This turns out not to be the case. Code has been written that's short enough to fit into a Zilog Z80 address space and which can still execute most of the instructions that APL writes will give it, and there's enough space left over to fit a useful APL package.

The first UK company to offer APL on a micro called itself APL... short for Alan Pearman Limited. Now Alan Pearman is running courses on micro-APL, comparing the Vanguard and the Canadian MCM system with the Zilog Z80 address space and which can still execute most of the instructions that APL writers will give it, and there's enough space left over to fit a useful APL package.

The seminar takes a day, and demonstrations are given in financial modelling, statistics, report formatting, hard copy graphics, critical path method, and utility functions. Cost quoted is £25 per company: individual users should try to join a company seminar in London, Manchester, Bristol, Birmingham, and York.

Details from APL at A. P. Limited, Freepost, Chester CH1 5YV (without a stamp) or on Chester 46024 and 21084.

Old Hands On Dec

Nobody in their right mind would buy a huge Digital Equipment Corporation mini-computer in order to develop software for a microprocessor — even as expensive a microprocessor as the new Zilog/AMD Z8000.

The reason that Zilog has offered a piece of software to allow Z8000 programmers to work on a DEC PDP-11 mini is not that Zilog customisers are out of their minds, however. It's because a lot of the people who want Z8000 systems already have PDP-11 minis available in their companies, and also because these minis can run operating system called UNIX — a time sharing system originally developed by Bell Labs (the research wing of America's telephone network supplier). In the words of Dr Bernard Peuto, Zilog's director of component design engineering and one of the ideas men behind the Z8000 design (or "architecture") the UNIX operating system is "an ideal software development environment" for the Z8000.

It's still not possible to get reliable working Z8000 chips if the version of the chips you want is the segmented one with extended memory addressing. However that day is not far off, and Ithaca Intersystems has a cpu board ready with either 8001 or 8002 processors for $100 systems.

Anybody who wants to have software ready for the arrival of the hardware will have to start now, if not sooner. They can feel subtly re-assured by Peuto's claim that the Unix/PDP-11 cross-software package "is able to generate highly efficient code for the Z8000 because the Z8000 architecture is greatly influenced by that of the PDP-11, on which the Unix software was implemented."

Details in the UK from 0282 36131.

Tumbling Prices

New prices have been announced for Digital Micro-systems products — microprocessor based and bit-slice mini systems — by Modata, the main distributors. According to Modata, the cuts are around 25%. The cost of a DSC-2 with 64 Kbytes memory and just over a megabyte of diskette storage and with the CP/M operating system thrown in, is now £3525. With a 13.7 megabyte hard disc drive and the model number changed to HDA-4004, the price is £6745. The bit-slice based Hex-29 (it has an instruction cycle of 160 nanoseconds) with a multi-tasking operating system costs upwards of £6445.

At this stage, it would seem that Modata is more interested in seeing dealers than direct customers: the announcement says that the network of dealers "who are able to provide a wide range of professionally supported application software" must expand. Details from Bryan Barnes at 30 St John's Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Wheeling And Dealing

New "and experienced" overseas dealers are needed by New York company, Synchro-Sound Enterprises, apparently that means us. The products are terminals and they quote names such as ADDS, Televideo, Lear Siegler, Texas, Centronics and Qume. The company also distributes microcomputers offered here are North Star, Cromemco, Digital Micro-systems, Alpha Micro and Superbrain. My impression, however, is that none of the prices will make you fall off your chair. The man to talk to if you want to break the exclusives of other distributors is Robert Kant at 193-25 Jamaica Avenue, Hollis, New York, NY 11423: phone (212) 468 7067.

Games And Claims

"We know of no other company that supplies diskette software at these prices."

The claim has been made by Databank Software Services as a result of its price cuts. The company is in Loughborough, and the machines involved are PET, Apple II and II+T 2020, and Exidy Sorcerer; the diskette software is Apple/ITT only. Fourteen games titles are listed at £10 each (on floppy including media and postage).

There is one way to get...
provided it fits your needs. We can supply computers from North Star, Apple and Commodore, each one guaranteed to match closely your particular requirement.

**PET**

Britain's best-selling microcomputer - unnerved in cost and performance for teaching the fundamentals of computing using BASIC, and invaluable to staff for school records, timetable planning, attendance figures and examination results.

16K PET £675

**APPLE**

The ideal teaching aid for more advanced students where its superb high-resolution colour graphics can be fully exploited in scientific and engineering use. Its advanced features, including voice synthesis and output, stimulate involvement and help make computing creative and fun. It can now be used for teaching PASCAL, the exciting language of the future, while further applications include laboratory control and data logging.

16K APPLE £695

**PIA Interface**

This interface opens up your Apple to a variety of peripherals such as joysticks, printer type equipment or another computer. It is a parallel input/output card. Apple has output parallel interfaces but there are not that many parallel input cards around. We think this is a good one. It has two 8-bit bidirectional parallel ports and four handshaking lines. TTL compatible S-1 and A and B with a CMOS Drive capability on Side A. All external lines have 100-125 Type Connector.

In our opinion a good solid interface.

Order Number: K06274A £180.00.

**Synchronous RS232C Interface**

What more need be said? Synchronous Serial interfacing has been a problem in the past. Now we have the answer. If any extra protocol is required this can easily be catered for.

- **DATA Transfer modes:** 7 or 8 data bits, PARITY EVEN or NO parity, 1 or 2 stop bits. Synchronous Serial by word. Serial by 8 or 9 data bits.
- **DATA Transfer Rates:** 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, EXTERNAL.
- **PROGRAM Memory:** ROM (Mask) or PROM (Full Link) or RAM (Static 2112's) or EXTERNAL.
- **SPECIAL Features:** 5. Determine exact program length 6. Change DOS commands
- **Error**? Apple Pip is for you.

Order Number: K06280A (Synchronous interface) £90.00.

**Light Pen**

The Synchronous Light Pen is now imported by ourselves directly and is in our opinion the best light pen for the Apple. Complete with software you can now read a coordinate on the screen, page or text page. Ideal for Computer aided graphics or simple data entry. Try one.

Order Number: K02910A £165.00.

**PASCAL Light Pen Driver**

Use the light pen in tutoring/graphics with K.C.E advanced library software.

Order Number: K01201A £265.00.

**Other goodies you may not know about!**

**Supercolour**

No colour for Apple II but colour for the future, while further applications include computing creative and fun. It can now be used for teaching PASCAL, the exciting language of the future, while further applications include laboratory control and data logging.

Order Number: K02400A £244.80.

5b the Poultry, Nottingham NGL 2HW. tel: 0602 583254. telex: 37297 (Keenco)
Over by the petrol pumps, Gonzo Talbot has installed a remote temperature sensor. The temperature rises, and the sensor sends a signal to Gonzo's computer; to do this, it switches on a small current, generating a small spark. Now you know why Burr Brown is so pleased that its Micro-mux data acquisition transmitter has received safety approval for use in flammable atmospheres. Details on 0923 33837.

them all absolutely free... by buying Databank's £150 mailing/letter system. This is described as "a marvellous time saving system combining the addressing capability of the computer in conjunction with a powerful letter writer and editor."

"The games are Startrek (a branching game this), Snooker, Cash Register, Astronomy, Noughts and Crosses, Space Ship, Bank Account (OK, they're not all games), Space Dog, Payroll, Klingon, Library Index (Dewey system), Phaser and Jet Flight with current cost accounting. I'm kidding about the current cost accounting. Details 06069 217671.

Comprehensive Cube

It may be the first place in Britain where anybody can just walk in and use a computer with about the same sort of fuss that joining a library would involve. That will be the Community Computer Centre, and it's sitting there in North London, as from July 11, when Uncle Clive Sinclair, a long-standing friend of the brains of the project (Robin Bradbeer) opens it. Bradbeer, a lecturer at the North London Polytechnic, has managed to involve the local councils of Islington and Hackney, to the point of getting £20,000 set aside for Community Computer Centre or C3 or Cube. Cube "will cater for three groups of people," Bradbeer promises. First, there will be integrated systems such as the Sharp MZ280K, the PET, and the Tandy TRS-80. There are also plans for three systems with colour graphics, and finally, another three based on the CP/M operating system - North Star Horizon type machines. "We hope that some of the other systems will run CP/M too," says Bradbeer.

Morning sessions at Cube will be for groups of businessmen or classes of students, referred to the Cube by people such as the Computer Centre for Islington. Afternoons will be devoted to allowing businessmen to come in and use the machines "on a cost basis".

Apple Crumble

Word reaches me that the Apple Dealers' Association is dying. It was set up in (some haste) when Microsense took over the Apple II distribution franchise last year - with the object of smoothing the troubled waters that lay between Microsense and Personal Computers (the previous distributor).

The source of this strange information is, through devious means, Microsense. People there seem confident that the question of a special advertising campaign aimed at schools has hopelessly split dealers who were formerly united.

The question over which the split occurred was whether it was a good idea - or an underhand trick - for Microsense to make an offer to schools to supply the first Apple II they might buy at a generous discount. Those who opposed the promotion said that Microsense had promised not to deal direct with users, but only through dealers. They also said that Microsense had actively discouraged the practice of giving discounts as a way of encouraging trade. And they said that a promotion like this should be co-ordinated through dealers... not springing on them as a surprise. And finally they said that Microsense had encouraged dealers to sell aggressively to schools, and that just at the time of year when this work might bear fruit, here was the bread being snatched out of their mouths; it wasn't fair.

The man at Microsense who dreamed up the idea was fully supported by his loyal colleagues, who hastily told dealers and anyone else who cared to ask that they knew nothing about it - an entertaining thought if true. But not all dealers felt horrified. Those who had done no promotion to schools pointed out that the advertising might provoke some sales; the discount only applied to the first purchase, which might reasonably be expected to lead to normal follow up sales later.

Am I taking sides if I point out that this is one of those questions with more than one answer? Divided or not, the dealers who opposed Microsense made their point, and the distributor promised they would get their cut; they would also be expected to handle any follow-up business... at full price, and that's official.

It may be just one of those administrative hiccups that one expects between trading partners, and maybe I should take no notice. By the same token, perhaps I should also ignore Microsense's latest advertising campaign. If you care to read it (not in PCW, because we've protested) you'll note that it includes the statement that the Apple II is the only microcomputer supported at dealer level. This statement is what many in the writing trade call "fiction". When asked for a comment, by this paper, the Microsense director involved described the statement as "a printing error". You may feel that I shouldn't stoop to discussing this sort of petty rubbish - and I wouldn't, but for the fact that the last time I wrote...
about the Apple Dealers' Association, that same direct-
or complained bitterly to me about not checking my facts
with him before sending copy
to the printers. When my col-
league David Tebbutt check-
ed these "facts" (including:
"it's a printing error")
with him the phrase he used was
"That seems a bit unlikely-
ly, Stephen", "I didn't think
you'd fall for that one,"
responded the director cheer-
fully.
I shall continue to check
my facts with the dealers.

Classroom Course
Computer Aided Classroom Instruction is all very well,
but you need to instruct your classroom,
there's a £27.00 course by
this title being run at the
University of Salford on
July 15 to 17, It aims to
show how desk-top micros
instruct your classroom,
Instruction: if you need to
have no knowledge of pro-
blems in science, even if they
students to explore pro-
lems in science, even if they
have no knowledge of pro-
gramming. Details from
Admin Assistant, (Short
Course) Room 110, Univer-
osity of Salford M5 4WT.

A Word of Advice
A new report on word process-
sing suggests that you should
"drive a hard bargain with
your supplier". The report in-
facts come from Logica, a big
software house with a word
processing division. You have
to be prepared to start with
Logica... the report costs
£100. Phone Online Publica-
tions in Northwood Hills,
Tel: Northwood 28211.

Under Control
A nuclear reactor somewhere
in the North of England is
unreliably reported to be
controlled by a Commodore
PET. I've been told this by
the man who claims to have
installed it although, not sur-
prisingly, he won't say where
it is.
Anyone planning a similarly
ambitious process control
job will be interested in the
range of PET-connectable
interfaces launched by Digi-
tal Design and Development
(or 3D) of Grafton Way,
London. The range starts
with a converter of analog
signals (temperature, voltage,
pressure and the like measur-
ed by devices such as thermo-
couples, strain guages and so
on) giving 12-bit digital
values to the PET through
its IEEE interface. And it
includes an 8-bit, eight
channel analog output device
at £350, a 16-channel relay
driver, at the same price, an
X-Y plotter interface at
£200, a £400 digital data
gatherer and a 16-
channel, analog to digital
converter offering only 8-bit
accuracy, for £300. Software
is available for all. Details on
01-877 7888 (and see Micros
in Control, page 105 this month).

Right, As Usual
It was me who first told
Britain what a good thing the
Technologies computer (it's
able to receive viewdata and
other teletext) would be: and
at last the National Enterprise
Board has got the message.
The Technologies Expandable
Computer System (TECS) is
to be distributed by B & B
Computers of Bolton. It was
launched at the Mersey
Micro Show on April 30, with
the backing of at least
£40,000 of NEB-raised
company to push it out.
B & B is on 0204 26644, and
managing director J Black-
burn tells me: "The Post
Office also said 'P.O.'!". Don't
ask me to explain — I only
report.

Prize Winners
There are very many "micro-
systems" — and very ordinary
ones at that — which cost
more than an all-British,
16-bit Digico system with
printer and discs, operating
software and Design Council
award. This must explain why
the Department of Industry's
micro competition organisers
have rejected Digico's offer to
provide one of these compu-
ters as a prize. Gonzo Talbot
lives!
Meanwhile in Peter-
borough, things have gone
much better. The winner (still
unnamed at press time) of
that town's micro contest has
a year's free use of a factory
where he can manufacture
that micro-recorder of
industrial process parameters
(flow, temperature, pressure)
— a recorder which won him
the prize.
Second prize went to a
company director from Kent
who has devised an audio
visual teaching unit. Third
prize went to a "simple
osmolarity meter". Yeah!

Tra-la-la
It is incredible how fast you
can enter a song using the
Musicon development sys-
tem by Computercraft (it
says here). The program runs
on any CP/M based system
with 24 Kbytes or more, and
produces "up to four voices
(notes) each with seven
octave range and each with
different musical sounds". It
costs £79.95.
The Newtech Computer
Systems Inc. Model-6 Music

These are the terminals which will be appearing alongside every French telephone from next
year — as a replacement for telephone directories. Mass produced at a cost of under £50 per
terminal, they will cost the user absolutely nothing to install. How can the French telephone
company afford it? Simple: they'll be paid for with the money which has previously been
spent on printing all those expensive telephone directories. Further, the user will now be able
to look up any telephone number in the country instead of having to ring directory enquiries
for out-of-town numbers. The four versions are made by Thompson-CSF (above left), Matra
(above right), CIT-Alcatel (below left) and TRT (below right). So how about it, Buzby?
Your Commodore PET System

The Commodore PET is Britain's best selling microcomputer and the most popular choice in every field:

* In Education for teaching Computer Science and as a teaching aid for other subjects.
* In Science and Engineering for solving problems and for monitoring laboratory equipment.
* In Business the PET system can be put to a wide range of functions including Payroll, Accounting, Statistical Analysis, Stock Control and Word Processing.

Not least of its attractions is the price of a PET - from £550 for a self contained unit, to under £2,500 for the complete system including Floppy Disk Unit and high-speed Printer. Ask your nearest Commodore dealer below for details about Commodore hardware, software and training courses.

Our Dealer Network

LONDON
Capital Computer Systems, W1 875 1913
ACE (by Top TV Ltd), SW1, 730 1795
Micro Centre Computer Centre, W1X 975 6650
Logix Ltd, SW1, 221 3112
Sumlock Bondain Ltd, EC1, 250 0505
Du Vertical Computers Ltd, NW4 202 9360

J. R. Ward Computers Ltd, SW1, 828 2511
Orchard Electronics Ltd, SW1, 250 0505
T.L.C. World Trading Ltd, WC2, 839 3894

Microcomputation, SW1, 828 2511
Metyclean Ltd, SW1, 828 2511

CAS Business Equipment Ltd, SW1, 730 1795
Adda Computers, W1, 408 1611

L & J Computers, NW9, 204 7525

Da Vinci Computers Ltd, SW1, 222 1122
Sumlock Bondain Ltd, EC1, 250 0505

Logic Box Ltd, SW1, 222 1122
ACE (by Top TV Ltd), SW1, 730 1795

Capital Computer Systems, W1, 875 1913

Not least of its attractions is the price of a PET - from £550 for a self contained unit, to under £2,500 for the complete system including Floppy Disk Unit and high-speed Printer. Ask your nearest Commodore dealer below for details about Commodore hardware, software and training courses.
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Not least of its attractions is the price of a PET - from £550 for a self contained unit, to under £2,500 for the complete system including Floppy Disk Unit and high-speed Printer. Ask your nearest Commodore dealer below for details about Commodore hardware, software and training courses.
Periflexible to suit your requirements

**PERIFLEX 0/0 and 5¼” SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 0/0</strong></td>
<td>19 slot mother chassis to accept S100 cards, includes case, PSU and fan.</td>
<td>£420.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 00/16</strong></td>
<td>16K static RAM; 4MZ Z80 CPU, 2 serial 3 parallel I/O ports, 2K PROM, 19 slot S100 Motherboard</td>
<td>£975.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 630/32</strong></td>
<td>32K static RAM, 4MZ Z80 CPU, 2 serial 3 parallel I/O ports, 2K PROM, dual 5¼” Micropolis drives, 620K storage, 9 slot S100 Motherboard, CPM/MDOS operating system</td>
<td>£2080.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 630/48</strong></td>
<td>As 630/32 but with 48K static RAM.</td>
<td>£2300.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERIFLEX 8” SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 1024/32</strong></td>
<td>32K static RAM, 4MZ Z80 CPU, dual 1.2 Mbyte 8” floppies, 2 serial 3 parallel I/O ports, 2K PROM, CPM operating system.</td>
<td>£2660.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 1024/48</strong></td>
<td>As 1024/32 but with 48K static RAM.</td>
<td>£2880.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIFLEX 1024/64</strong></td>
<td>As 1024/32 but with 64K static RAM.</td>
<td>£3100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPTIONAL EXTRAS**
Wide range of Micropolis 5¼” drives available ex-stock for S100 SYSTEMS, TANDY, SORCERER, etc. Various types of VDUs and printers, and a wide range of applications software readily available.

**OEM & 5100 WINCHESTER DISKS**
Micropolis 8” 6.2M to 31M hard disks available shortly complemented by our own PEREX cartridge back-up.

**STOP PRESS** — Micropolis have just announced a double sided 5¼” floppy disk drive with a fantastic 630K storage (formatted).

**VECTOR GRAPHIC**
MZ 56K Z80 4MZ with 630K twin micropolis disk drives £2645.00
SYSTEM B as MZ but with mindless terminal £3220.00

**LOW COST GRAPHICS**
A4 digital plotter £695.00
11” x 11” digitiser £555.00
Both complete with RS232C interface.

**FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DELIVERY CONTACT US TODAY!**
Periflex computers
Micropolis 5¼” disks
Vector Graphic computers
Micropolis hard disks

Sintrom Electronics Ltd
Arkwright Road, Reading, Berks RG2 0LS
Tel: Reading (0734) 85464
Telex: 847395
Board “with improved four-order low-pass filter” is $100 — it doesn’t say so on the release, but I think you need one to connect between the clever software and your amplifier. Details from 230 Clinton Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201, or phone (212) 625 6220.

**Southern Pet**

SUPA is the new name of the Independent PET Users’ Group (South) and the new initials stand for Southern Users of PETs Association. Howard Pilgrim tells me that SUPA’s former position as a regional group for IPUG is now terminated, and the new subscription rate for 12 months is £5.00. Pilgrim is membership secretary, and his address is 42 Compton Road, Brighton BN1 5AN, Sussex.

**Intro to Micros**

A course costing £50.00 and lasting one day is offered by Cambridge Micro Computers as a quick practical introduction to micros. Cost goes up to £65 after July. Cambridge also does a five day, £240 (rising to £265) introduction to the design of micro-based systems. Details on 0223 314666.

**Take Over**

Two existing computer shops in Manchester and in Leeds have been taken over by Northern Software Consultants... they will be renamed NSC Computer Shops. A wide range of hardware from PET and Apple through to Cromemco, is sold with software and a maintenance service. Details on 061-273 1661.

**Micros in Education**

With luck and timely printing, you should just be able to get it to the two-day “Micro Computers in Education” congress, held on June 2 and 3, John Coll and other luminaries of MUSE will be discussing a wide variety of important subjects. Included will be snapshot sequences of German and Danish experiences from Herr Professor Dr Klaus Haefner of the University of Bremen, and Dr Torsten Jensen of the technical Teachers College, Copenhagen. Details on 067-292 2711.

**S.T. Competition**

Full marks to Baroness PR and Commodore for announcing their sponsorship of the Sunday Times Magazine competition “Young Computer Brain of the Year” — and for getting the announcement out well enough ahead of the judging day for us to give you a chance to enter.

First prize is a PET 32Kbyte processor: second is an 8Kbyte PET; or you can have £500/£250 instead. That’s two prizes in each class; there’s three classes and they are: individual entrants under 15, individual entrants under 19, and group entries of people under 19. Overall Brain of the year wins £1500 extra plus a trophy.

To win, write an essay outlining the following project... “to use computers to the benefit of society”. Entry forms from the amazing Barneyes Herself at 1/3 Old Compton Street, W1V 5PH. Only one thing — PCW has already received a letter from an irate 14-year old; his complaint...? What has writing essays got to do with computing! The lad has a point.

**Variation On ALGOL 60**

Liveport Ltd, now has available two new versions of Research Machines Ltd., ALGOL 60. The standard version has the capability to do low definition teletext type graphics using the Sorcerer’s display. In addition to the graphics facility, one version has also been modified to use 32 bit integers in place of real numbers, thus enabling higher precision calculations to be performed. This piece of jiggery-pokery they claim makes the system ideal for business applications. Both versions are priced at £99.00. Liverpool are on 0736 798157.

**Open-At Last!**

A trifle over-enthusiastically, Tandy has opened a shop in the City of London with the breathless words “At last, the over-the-counter computer is here.”

Even if the Computer Retailers Association doesn’t do a piece of jiggery-pokery to the description, the “City’s first specialist microcomputer shop” has opened, and it is at 1/2 Seacoal Lane — just a short stagger from Mother Bunches wine bar if I remember. For the phone number, I will refer you to Tony Martin of Phoenix public relations on 01 353 0666. Share his excitement.

**Show Pieces**

The first official World Microcomputer Chess Championship will be a star attraction at this year’s PCW show, 4-6 September at the Cunard International Hotel, London. The Championship will be held under the auspices of the International Computer Chess Association and will be open to both commercial and non-commercial entrants, with a £500 first prize for the highest placed entrant in the latter category. Details of the contest from David Levy, C/O PCW.

Running concurrently with the show will be MICRO UK, a three-day event incorporating conferences, seminars, teach-ins and discussions. There’ll be more details next month’s issue, so suffice for now to say, MICRO UK will be catering for a wide range of interests — one that will cover microcomputers in business, education and the home.

*Guy Keuney is Technology Editor of Computing.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully Integrated Ledger System</td>
<td>£855</td>
<td>Gives management information i.e. aged accounts on individual clients, sales analysis. Trial balance. Profit and loss and Balance sheet included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invoicing</td>
<td>£140</td>
<td>Either stand-alone — or can form part of our General Ledger System.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow/Bank Forecast</td>
<td>£80</td>
<td>Automatically updates all data following each alteration of an item. Gives Column and line totals. Saves a lot of boring work when a Company operates with more than one bank account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll II</td>
<td>£375</td>
<td>Accepts all tax codes. Gives departmental analysis. It's user configurable and tax rates are user changeable. Operator can change names of items on payslips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Word Processing/Data Base</td>
<td>£120</td>
<td>Screen-based editor, powerful global search editing facilities, formatting facilities, address data base facilities and possibility to join sections of text, old and new, for the final printout. FAST AND EASY TO USE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Analysis with VisiCalc</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
<td>VisiCalc combines the convenience and familiarity of a pocket calculator with the powerful memory and electronic screen capabilities of the computer and can do calculations of sales projections, income taxes, financial ratios, your personal budget, engineering calculations, cost estimates, in fact, anything normally done with a calculator, pencil and paper. Recalculation makes VisiCalc a powerful planning and forecasting tool. Not only can you effortlessly correct mistakes and omissions, you can also examine various alternatives, and above all it does not require any previous knowledge of computers and programming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above programs work either on Apple II floppy system or a version for 10Mb Corvus hard disc drive is available.

**Complete computer system with above, under £5,000**

including installation, training and 1 year warranty.

**Financial Analysis with VisiCalc £95.00**

**Stationery Support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listing paper and labels</td>
<td></td>
<td>Please phone for details or send for comprehensive catalogue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binders</td>
<td></td>
<td>Special sizes to fit those non-standard computer listing paper sizes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF Diskettes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Best quality at reasonable prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bespoke Stationery</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ring for advice on customised stationery or consult our catalogue — no quantity too small.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vlasak Electronics Ltd., Thames Building, Dedmere Road, Marlow, Bucks. Tel: Marlow 74789
Uncle Sam's networks

A recent trip to London to witness the "coming out party" for Prestel in the UK gave me cause to reflect on the different approaches toward establishing an information utility in the US and in Britain. In many ways, the Prestel approach, initiated by the British Post Office, represents a very clean, refined, and marketable commercial information utility that will probably find widespread acceptance before anything comparable is established in the US.

The American approach — to the extent that anything of the sort is being done in the US — is more subject to very different economic and market conditions; they don't lend themselves to the kind of government-backed system now being marketed to the public in the UK. The two American systems currently in nationwide use are called The Source, and MicroNET, and are predicated on the use of a personal computer, or at least, a computer terminal, to access them.

Such a requirement immediately limits the number of persons who can use these networks without making a major investment. On the other hand, the existence of such networks is a powerful incentive to anyone contemplating the purchase of a personal computer.

The two systems, for all their limitations in numbers of users, are much more interactive than a viewdata type system; one of their most attractive features is that of electronic mail. I understand that Prestel has the inherent capability to handle electronic mail, but that subject is taboo because of political and labour considerations, and is referred to only furtively and in hushed, conspiratorial tones in British circles. These issues are, of course, alive in the US too. But since the networks are private enterprises, they have simply gone ahead and implemented electronic mail anyway. So far, the US Postal Service has been too confused to do anything about it.

Like any information utility, the US personal computer networks need three major components: the "electronic highway", or telecommunications facility, the computer system, and the information providers. At present, these networks use existing commercial facilities at off-peak hours. The US has several private data communications set-ups which serve large industrial customers. These services, among which are Dialcom and Telenet, rent their facilities for use by the personal computer networks during hours of low industrial usage. Access to the data communications networks is by means of the telephone system, another private enterprise.

Both networks had to start out as computer facilities that were not entirely dedicated to the personal computer network services. CompuServe, the parent company of MicroNET, uses time on computers that are primarily serving the company's principal activity of industrial/commercial networking. The Source started out by renting time on computers owned by other companies, but has since been acquiring its own machines to use exclusively for its personal network service.

The information provided on these networks is available in various ways. Some of it, such as United Press International news service, is simply bought or subscribed to by the network company. This is also true of airline schedules and other large data base reference files. Other services are created and maintained by the network companies themselves. This includes the electronic mail facilities, the online chatting features (where users currently logged onto the system can simply converse), and such frivolous things as advice columns on philosophical questions.

Charges for use of these networks are billed to the users' Visa or Master Charge accounts and are computed for connect time not including the cost of the telephone service, which the user must pay to the telephone company. Thus, charges are not figured according to the value of a page of information, as with Prestel. This method has caused some complaints from users who say that they have to pay to view the same initial instructions every time they use the system.

Thus, the financial workings of Prestel and the American information utilities seem to have some fundamental differences. Prestel rents out pages in its computer and the information providers work out how best to pay for the space and make a profit. Either they charge the user for access and have their accounts credited by the Post Office, or they pay the Post Office and make their money from clients who are advertisers.

In the US system, the network companies set up the information service, then try to put enough useful information and service facilities on the system to attract users whom they then charge directly for connect time. Although there are tele-shopping (charge listed items to your account number) and travel booking facilities available, there's little straightforward advertising — a fact which seems almost un-American.

There are presently plans to conduct trials of a Prestel-like viewdata system in Florida. However, the system seems so cumbersome in comparison to its British counterpart that there's some doubt as to the likely success of the venture. Things such as the private nature of the necessary services, the diversity of broadcasting interests, a somewhat hostile and slightly inept Postal Service and the reluctance of Americans to get government involved in any new projects will probably not allow a viewdata system like Prestel to be directly imported.

However, if experience shows there is a demand for an information utility, and if manufacturers perceive that fact and become truly motivated, the US will undoubtedly produce a public information system which will combine many of the refinements of Prestel with the flexible features of the current personal computer networks in a system that will be uniquely American... no doubt as confusing to foreigners as baseball.

Beware the Japanese

Watch for new computers from Japan. We just saw an item produced by the Nippon Electric Company that combined in a small keyboard-cabinet a computer with 16K RAM, Microsoft BASIC, colour graphics, disc controller, cassette interface, and motor control for $750 US. For another $750, NEC sells a colour monitor (that's monitor, not TV) which will handle the high resolution graphics and an 80 character display.

Console configuration can be set in BASIC, and there are "Motor" commands to control external devices through the connector at the back of the unit. NEC is not planning to market this model abroad, however. It's holding back in favour of a better, cheaper model to be introduced soon.

"Not only does it tell you your weight, but also when your feet need washing."

PCW 47
Help Wanted

I have a Pet 32K with 2040 disc machine and printer and would be interested to know if any of your readers could suggest routines for the following problems:

A method of calculating the number of days between any two dates, either in the same year, or, more clever, in different years.

A method of up-dating a program automatically. This particular problem concerns my small wages book. Each month the "total pay to date" is increased and has to be re-entered on my program individually for each employee. It should be possible to write a program which will modify itself each month to bring the new total forward, but I cannot see how to do it. How do you make a program re-write itself?

L.N. Parlett, Bridport, Dorset.

Thorny Problem

When reading about the past features in your magazine I noticed a number of articles on the MK14; as I am a MK14 owner I would like to read these articles. Unfortunately, it would cost me too much to buy all these issues of the magazine. Of course, we are out of stock on these issues as well as any other means, then send us 20p for each page you want copied together with a large stamped, addressed envelope — and we'll look after you — Ed.

Data Retrieval

Since no answer has yet appeared to Mr. R. Cason's question "Data Retrieval" (PCW, February, 1980) concerning rescuing data from a tape where the header has been accidentally erased, may I offer the following:

If a data tape is concerned the problem is relatively simple.

First of all enter the following program:

```
10 OPEN 1
20 STOP
40 INPUT #1, A$ 
60 PRINT A$ 
50 IF (ST) AND 64 GOTO 110 
100 GOTO 40
110 CLOSE 1
120 END
```

The technique is to place in the cassette player a data tape with the header intact. Run the program in the normal way until it breaks in line 20 then switch off the cassette deck and substitute the corrupted tape for the original one having first wound it to approximately the right place. Now enter the command "CONT" and press "PLAY" on the cassette deck. The lost data will now be retrieved from the tape and displayed on the screen.

The program now is formatting it. Data will scroll up the screen at a rate of knots and be lost before it can ever be read. A semicolon at the end of line 60 will help but string data will butt up with no spaces between and still be difficult to read; and even if a comma is used instead of a semicolon, readability is not certain, depending on the length of strings; and in any case the whole thing will still be moving too fast to copy out. Of course a printer would get you out of this problem.

The best way to control the stuff is to add the following lines to the program:

```
30 FOR I = 1 TO 20 
70 NEXT 
80 WAIT 98410, 4, 4 
90 PRINT "clear"
```

Line 100 should be changed to 100 GOTO 30. Now twenty items of data are displayed and the thing stops until you press the space bar, whereupon the screen clears and the next twenty items are shown.

The "WAIT" may not work on old ROMS so line 80 can be changed to:

```
80 GET QS: IF QS < " " GOTO 80 
and any key can be used to advance to the next block of data.
```

Alan W. Shelley, Sidcup, Kent

Yes And No More

A point that is missed in D. Jones' letter about "YES" and "NO" in PCW for April is that the problem he describes is not inherent in the PET but in the program he uses.

Furthermore, the editor's suggestion can be compressed by a third to the form: IF LEFT$(AS$)="Y" THEN ... IF LEFT$(AS$)="N" THEN ... with the retry routine referred to in the second line and the 'NO' routine following immediately after the second line. However, in this speedy day and age, no-one has time to waste hitting the RETURN key, so why not use the GET format, which is the most compact of all?

Frank Chambers, Ballycroy, Ireland.

Powerwan Club?

As I purchased a Powerrfan kit about two months ago and, having got it built and working, I am interested to know if there is a users group. If not, I would be interested in starting one. Any information or suggestions would be very much appreciated.

C.J. Pink, 14 Cowbeck Close, Parkwood, Rainham, Kent.

Sowing Seeds

It seems that most of the PET BASIC programs submitted to your magazine do not use the RND function correctly. The action taken by the PET depends on the value of the argument given:

a) If it is negative (e.g. RND (-5)) then the PET uses the number given as a new seed for the random number sequence.

b) RND (0) generates a new seed from four internal clocks. This should be used only to set seeds and not to generate random number sequences since if RND (0) is used in a program loop which takes a constant time interval to execute then the values of the internal clocks at each function call will follow a non-random pattern.

c) If the argument is any positive number then the result is the next random number in the sequence defined by the seed. So RND (5) gives the same result as the apparently ingenious RND (TI), which does not as some programmers seem to think use the actual value of TI at all — all that counts is that it is positive!

I suggest that programs using random numbers use an initial RND (0) to set a "true random" seed, and then obtain the actual sequence by RND (any positive number).


Cambridge Comments

With reference to Tim Hawkins' article "Beefing up the MK14" (April PCW), I also attempted a similar expansion. My machine was a MK14 with RAM at OFF7 to OFFF but the original monitor. Unfortunately the monitor failed after latching out the top four address bits from the data bus. The monitor listing stated that the monitor used RAM at OFF7 to OFFF, but in fact it uses FFF7 to FFFF. This makes no difference to the basic MK14 which only uses one page, so the first digit of the above address locations can be ignored, making them both the same. However when expansion is attempted and the last page, or RAM at the top of the last page is not available to the monitor, then the monitor programs fails. This would appear to be the case with Tim Hawkins' description.

The solution that I employed was to use full address decoding and "ANDing" the first and last pages, thus getting the same address as page F000. This doesn't matter if the full 64K capability is not required. SOC software can still be run as before.

L.V. Cooper, Ruskington, Lincs.

School Sense

What a narrow minded attitude David Firnberg has to the uses of Computers in Schools (Interrupt — April 1980) with his plea for schools to concentrate on the applications of computers rather than their functioning or algorithms (put away the bits, bytes, circuits and logic gates). He appears to feel that such few product and systems designers will be needed in the future that their education can be neglected ("who wants an electronic whiz kid anyways?"). The answer is — I do (and I alone!). Is it not true that developments...
COMMUNICATION

in the technology of the future will be largely due to such people and as far as free societies make use of available technology they will be moulded by the work of such people - I will not enter the debate about their economic usefulness.

Surely schools must aim to do both jobs - lay on courses for the future electronics, computer experts, and courses for lay computer users. The first would be of a "this is how it does it" nature and the second of a "this is what it can do" nature. I regard both as equally important but to (relatively) deny the first to the goodly proportion of our school pupils who find the "how does it do it" fascinatingly interesting is a criminal neglect of our educational responsibilities.

There is more to it than this however. The "this is what it can do" approach still leaves the bulk of people interacting with systems designed for the "geeks" (the whiz kids?) and in one sense therefore controlled by them. Surely education should try to give as many people as possible the ability to control their systems rather than the other way round, so the more people who can design systems and learn how to modify and "crash" them, the better.

Who are going to be the aristocrats (technocrats?) of the future - or will there be any at all?

Paul Stevenson, Norwich

Cheapo Printer

Is it possible to interface a calculator-type printer to a micro (say, KIM)? If it is, how about doing an article on what's involved?

H.P. Stern, London, NW2

What a good idea! Any reader who feels qualified to write such an article, please contact the magazine - Ed.

Plea 1

I am presently attempting to compile a short volume on microprocessor/microcomputer applications in the home. In consequence, I would much like to hear from any of your readers about the practical ways in which they are using such devices.

L.L. Fraser, 45 Walton Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington, Lancs.

Plea 2

I am currently undertaking a survey of the experiences of businesses using microcomputers. The survey is being conducted completely independently of any possible interested parties and aims to establish objectively the degree of satisfaction experienced by businesses using microcomputers. I would welcome the opportunity to appeal to your generous page to any company that has purchased, or who otherwise has access to a microcomputer. I would be grateful if any such user who would like to assist would write to me at the London Business School and I will send them a brief questionnaire. All correspondence will be handled in absolute confidence.

Charles P. Cousins, Project MC-02, London Business School, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, London NW1 4SA.

Conversion Prospects

I am considering the use of an old mains-powered black and white TV as a monitor for my recently purchased Nascom 2. Can I use the circuit described in your March issue (Simple TV/Monitor) - but powered from the Nascom 3 amp power supply? If the circuit and power supply were to be housed inside the TV case, would I still need the cooling fan for the Nascom 2 housed in an attach case?

R. Mackerness, Solihull.

Without knowing which TV you have, it's impossible to say for sure whether such a circuit would work or not. However, bearing in mind the comments made in the above article, the answer is very likely "no". To begin with the mains-only set may well have its chassis at mains potential. Even if the modification was possible you would still need the fan. Its main purpose is to keep the chips cool - Ed.

More Beefing

I have just read "Beefing up the MK14" in April's PCW. I built an almost identical expansion last summer and avoided the memory mapping problem as shown:

```
NWDs, NRDS and A11 lines to the MK14 are ORed with the Page 0 signal (active low) so that read and write pulses are only transmitted when an access to page 0 is required; otherwise the MK14 board is effectively deselected. (Note that A11 is used as a read signal for the ROMs when low). This is a simpler solution to the problem and maintains full compatibility.
```

C. MacLeod, Lochee, Dundee.

CRA Hits Back

I read with interest your feature in "Interrupt!" in the April edition of Personal Computer World, in which "conscientious cowboy" questions the need for the Computer Retailers Association.

Your contributor wields his axe very widely. I do not think I have ever seen an article in a computer magazine that so contumaciously dismisses so many parts of our Society. Lawyers, gentlemen, the motor trade and members of the Computer Retailers Association are all attacked with a gusto that would do credit to a demolition contractor. I wonder what other things provoke such ire in your contributor. It is a pity he does not give his name.

The main point of his article, that big is not necessarily beautiful and that many small operations give a first rate service, is very valid and accepted by every member of the Association. The simple fact is however, that your small guy is far more likely to pack up and emigrate to Australia than someone who buys from a member of the CRA and is for any reason unable to get satisfaction from his supplier can come to the Association and get some form of redress.

When your "conscientious cowboy" feels the time is right, we would be delighted to receive his application for membership.

Paul Rayner, Publicity and education officer, Computer Retailers Association.

Ohio Add-ons

I was gratified to read in the April edition of PCW that you had been inundated with programs for the MK101.

Might I make a plea for hardware information? Comp-Shop are very coy about giving it out. They say it is "easily" interfaced with S100, but not how, or how easily. They also say it's compatible with Ohio disc systems. The Ohio suppliers I contacted denied this and stated there were differences that might make compatibility difficult. Are there any readers, or your experts, who might clarify things?

Dr. D.H. Harley, Tapton, Chesterfield.

We talked to Chris "Spangles" Cary who told us that the lines and signals are there on the board. He suggests that Practical Electronics articles are the things to dig out as they did a series on this very subject - Ed.
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The TRS-80 Model II is an attractively packaged integrated unit with a detachable keyboard and the sort of features that one would expect from a machine with a £2000 plus price tag. How has Tandy survived the move upmarket...? Stephen Withers (conducting his first Bench test) reports.

The heart of the TRS-80 Model II system is a Z80A processor running at 4MHz. In order to minimise the load on the cpu, LSI controller chips are used to take care of the keyboard, video display, and disc drives.

The tested system contained 64K of memory and a single 8" Shugart disc drive. Up to three additional drives may be connected, each drive having a gross capacity of 497.25K (only 406.25K is available on Drive 0, as it contains the system disc). The Model II is also available with 32K of memory - if this option is selected it's possible to upgrade to 64K with one extra card. No other internal add-ons are available at present.

The Model II is not among the quietest of systems I've used. This is partly due to the cooling fan (I don't foresee overheating problems); the fact that the disc drive is permanently spinning also contributes to the noise. In addition this is likely to reduce the life of the media.

Two RS-232 ports are provided. These operate at the usual Baud rates, between 110 and 4800. Speed, word length, number of stop bits, and parity are all software selectable and this is much better than having to mess around with jumpers or switches. One channel may be operated in the less commonly used synchronous mode. A Centronics-compatible parallel printer interface is also standard.

The display shows a full 24 rows of 80 characters, and is clear and crisp. Contrast and brightness controls are fitted to the front of the casing, neatly hidden in the keyboard recess. The full set of printing ASCII characters are available (lower case characters have true descenders), and there's also a set of 32 rather strange graphics characters. I can't see these being used much, especially as they are not directly available from the keyboard. All characters may be shown in normal or inverse video.

The keyboard is connected to the main unit by a 2 foot long cable that terminates in a 5-pin DIN plug. Any spare cable tucks into the main cabinet. There are 76 keys — the normal QWERTY, plus a cursor control cluster, two "function" keys, and a number pad. Despite what you may have read...
in an earlier issue of PCW, I believe a numeric pad to be very useful; it has been shown to reduce errors when entering numbers. A feature I appreciated was the indicator lights on the "caps" and "shift lock" keys.

One of the features one looks for: reasonably good "feel" (tactile feedback), n-key rollover, minimal reflection from the keytops, "feel" (tactile feedback), n-key rollover, "caps" and "shift lock" keys.

"Backspace" may be reassigned to suit the application. I was rather surprised to find that it lacks matrix operations, WHILE statements and multi-line function definitions. My main complaint is that variable names are limited to characters, making intelligible programming difficult. The list of reserved words shows that it is closely related to BASIC-80 (see the Benchmark of the Micros, PCW 51, October 1979), and the similarity extends to the benchmark timings this is a fast-running interpreter.

The price paid for all these features is the program — TRSDOS and BASIC together occupy over 26K, plus an 834 byte buffer for each file used by BASIC. Clearly few users will be satisfied with a word processor.

Real variables may be single or double precision, and are stored with up to 7 or 17 significant digits respectively.

The type of a variable may be explicitly defined with a suffix (e.g. A% is an integer) or by using the DEFINT, DEFNSG, DEFDBL, or DEFSTR statements (e.g. DEFINT A). These are equivalent to FORTRAN IMPLICIT statements, where variable names beginning with the parameters of the statement default to the specified type. In the example all variables starting with "MYFILE" are "A" work variables, unless explicitly tagged with a suffix.

The interface between BASIC and machine code is well supported. In addition to PEEK, POKE, and 10 USR functions (where entry points are defined within the program), no micro-assembly is required.

If a record has been read, variables may be loaded into high memory by TRSDOS on processor called "VARPTR. This allows the address of numeric variables or the address of the pointer to string variables; it is possible to have machine code routines that operate directly on variables rather than on memory addresses as the parameter to the USR function. Machine code routines may be loaded into high memory by TRSDOS on processor called "VARPTR. This allows the BASIC by the use of the M parameter (which specifies the highest memory location accessible to BASIC).

Both random and sequential access disc drives are supported. A single file is straightforward, but I find that random access (Tandy, incidentally, prefers the term "direct" access) has been made less satisfactory. After opening the file the program must define fields within the associated buffer; when a record has been read, variables are equated to these fields. To make matters worse, numeric values must be

Software

When I first tested the Model II, it was supplied with a "pre-release" version of the system software, which seemed quite good, but had a number of weak points. An improved version has now reached Britain which will be supplied with all Model II systems. Having seen this new release, I believe this to be a significant improvement. My complaint has been fixed — and some new features added. Unfortunately this leaves me with less to write about!

One of the first things you notice is that a disk may be protected by passwords — and not only that, there's provision for separate "access" and "update" words. For example, it may be necessary to give a disk access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.

Turnkey systems may be produced by utilising the AUTO command. If set, the keyboard has most access to a file of sensitive information, but undesirable to allow him or her to be able to change or delete it. The level of access granted by the "access" word is: "full," "read," "write," "execute" (i.e. "no access" to "full, including KILL") is under the control of the holder of the "update" word. On top of this, each disc is given a password, knowledge of which allows the host system to find a user file's list of words, and the deletion of any file.
converted to strings before they can be stored on disc. Despite these criticisms, random access files work well on the Model II, and certainly they are easier to use than those on some other systems (Commodore, for example).

The disc tests used are based on those developed by Sue Eisenbach; in fairness I should point out that the system was set to verify all disc writes (thus slowing things down), but on the other hand a virtually empty disc meant that the file was held in contiguous segments (which has the opposite effect). Strings in Model II BASIC have maximum length of 255 characters, so the tests involve a file of 100 records, each containing two fields of 128 characters.

Test 1 simply opens a new file and immediately closes it.

Test 2 uses a FOR loop to fill two strings (A$ and B$) with 128 "A"s, then opens an existing file; the second loop writes A$ and B$ into all 100 records, in ascending order. The file is then closed. Test 3 is similar, but the records are written in reverse order. This actually ran faster than Test 2 — can anyone suggest why?

Test 4 opens the file, reads records 1 to 100, assigning the two fields to A$ and B$, and then closes the file. Test 5 repeats this process, but reverses the order in which the records are read. Test 5 was also faster than 4.

As an afterthought, I wrote a program which read 100 records selected at random. Although this involved a considerable amount of head movement, it was only fractionally slower than Test 4 or 5.

**Potential**

The Model II is unmistakably aimed at the business user. The full sized screen and good quality keyboard make it a natural for word processing. Since Lifeboat Associates supply CP/M configured for the Model II, as well as a good range of compatible software, this and many other applications are catered for "off the shelf!"

Tandy offer a very limited selection of software for the Model II. I have seen their Mailing List package, which seemed to work well (detailed description would be unfair, as I didn't have a copy of the accompanying documentation). The one point I would mention is that the program was not Anglicised. The other words it kept asking for "State and Zip Code", in a format incompatible with "County and Post Code". I understand that the other packages have similar faults.

Users who wish to stay with TRSDOS and BASIC have a very limited choice of software at present, although the file security aspects might make this option attractive. As so many other versions of BASIC are Microsoft products, it would not be excessively difficult to convert existing programs to run on the Model II in order to take advantage of its features. In an attempt to overcome this shortcoming, Tandy intends to arrange for leading British software houses to produce high-quality applications software for the Model II.

The Model II is clearly one of the new breed of computers; powerful, integrated systems without some of the "sillies" that characterised an earlier generation.

I doubt that many of these computers will be sold for domestic or educational use, as the Model II's large disc capacity (probably its strongest point) is rarely an important factor in these environments.

**Expansion**

At present, expansion is limited to the addition of extra disc drives, and increasing a 32K system to 64K. As already stated, the motherboard allows for expansion when new devices become available (after all, Winchester discs are almost mandatory these days . . ). In case you feel that this lack of expansion is a bad point, when you have a 64K system with almost 2 megabytes of disc space, interfaces for printers, modems and what-have-you, as well as a full sized display and keyboard, what more do you want?

On the software side, Tandy UK are expecting the release of a Pascal system for the Model II in the near future, and at some stage, an assembler. I also heard that Fortran is in the pipeline, but as CP/M is available, who really cares? (Yes I know it isn't the world's best operating system, but it works, and

**Benchmarks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All times to the nearest second).

**Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRS-80 Model II (32K)</td>
<td>£229.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS-80 Model II (64K)</td>
<td>£256.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Memory Board</td>
<td>£343.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Drive Disc Expansion Unit</td>
<td>£91.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Drive Expansion</td>
<td>£197.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Drive Expansion</td>
<td>£293.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc Drive Kit</td>
<td>£458.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Desk</td>
<td>£299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Printer Stand</td>
<td>£299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable for Printer II</td>
<td>£19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable for Printer III</td>
<td>£29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Blank Discs</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model II Manual</td>
<td>£19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
makes quality software available by the bucketful — that’s enough for me!

Documentation

All the documentation for the Model II comes in one three ring binder — which is nice, because it allows you to keep all your manuals together, even when you expand the system. (I only mention this because Tandy found it necessary to point it out in the manual!) The description of the hardware (with setting-up instructions) is very brief, giving no information about the various peripheral controllers or other components. As the Model II is aimed at the business systems market, a detailed hardware manual is unlikely to be produced. However, there are substantial sections on TRSDOS and BASIC.

Although these two manuals were both produced on a dot-matrix printer, I am assured that they were draft copies and all systems will be supplied with properly typeset manuals. They are well laid out, giving an overview of the system before going onto a detailed description of the features. Each item starts on a fresh page, with its “syntax” and use described with the aid of one or more examples. Coupled with the index, this makes quick reference very easy. One exception is the “SYSTEM” command in BASIC. The manual points out that the TRSDOS “high overlays” may not be used through this command, but it doesn’t list them, or even give a cross-reference to the appropriate page of the TRSDOS manual.

As far as quality is concerned, these manuals are as good as any I have seen. The only problem is that they are in the same style as those produced for mainframes — that is to say they are concise and definitive, but unsuitable for use as tutorial material. Indeed, the Model II makes this point explicitly, referring the reader to other books available from Tandy. Don’t worry though, this only affects the programmer (who hopefully has some idea of what he/she is about); the machine itself is simple to operate. Given half-way decent software, it’s well within the capabilities of the mythical “untrained typist”. Parenthetically, all the typists I have met are far brighter than some advertisers’ copy would have you expect.

Conclusion

The TRS-80 Model II is an attractive, well designed computer. Its hardware incorporates all the features I expect to see on machines in this price range. Software, on the other hand, presents a dilemma — whether to stay with TRSDOS or to switch to CP/M. The first course severely (but temporarily) restricts the availability of applications programs, unless software from other systems is translated into the local dialect. Using CP/M avoids this difficulty, but sacrifices the excellent features of TRSDOS. Probably the fairest thing to say is that if I wanted a micro for a traditional data processing application, then the Model II would be on my shortlist.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

- **CPU:** Z80A, 4MHz
- **Memory:** 64K dynamic RAM, 1K “phantom” bootstrap PROM
- **Keyboard:** 16 keys
- **Screen:** 12” diagonal, 24 lines x 80 characters
- **Cassette:** N/A
- **Disc Drives:** One 8” double density floppy disc
- **Printer:** Not included in basic system
- **Bus:** Non-standard
- **Ports:** 2 RS-232 serial, 1 Centronics compatible parallel
- **System Software:** TRSDOS
- **Language:** BASIC

**Memory map**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0K</td>
<td>TRSDOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10K</td>
<td>TRSDOS high overlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26K</td>
<td>BASIC interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>top area optionally protected by TRSDOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12K</td>
<td>TRSDOS high overlays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESERVED WORDS**

Command Statements:
- AUTO
- DELETE
- EDIT
- KILL
- LIST
- LLIST
- LOAD
- MERGE
- NEW
- RENUM
- RUN
- SAVE
- SYSTEM

Program Statements:
- Definition and initialisation
- CLEAR
- DATA
- DEFDbl
- DEFFN
- DEFINT
- DEFSNG
- DEFSTR
- DEFSUR
- DIM
- ERASE
- RANDOM
- REM
- RESTORE

Assignment:
- LET
- LSET
- RSET
- MIDS
- READ
- SWAP

Control:
- END
- IF . THEN . ELSE
- GOTO
- RETURN
- ON . GOTO
- GOSUB
- ON . . GOTO
- ON . . GOSUB

Input/Output
- INPUT
- PRINT
- PRINT USING
- LPRINT USING
- LET
- STRING$ [PRINT$]
- LPRINT
- PUT
- LPRINTTAB
- OPEN
- CLOSE
- GOSUB
- RETURN
- IF
- THEN
- ELSE
- ON ERROR GOTO
- RESUME
- NEXT
- ERR
- TROFF
- RESUME
- ERL
- TRON
- TRON

Functions:
- ABS
- ASC
- ATN
- CDBL
- CINT
- COS
- CSNG
- EXP
- FIX
- INSTR
- INT
- LEN
- LOG
- RND
- SGN
- SIN
- SQR
- TAN
- VAL
- CHR
- DATE$ [DAYS$]
- HEXS
- LEFTS
- MIDS
- OCTS
- RIGHTS
- SPACE$ [SPACES$]
- STRS
- STRING$ [TIMES$]
- INKEYS
- INPUT$ [POS]
- ROW
- SPC
- CV
- CVS
- EOF
- LOC
- LOF
- MKDS
- MKS
- M3KS
- MK3S
- FRE
- MEM
- VARPTR
- USR$
WORDCRAFT A true Word Processor for the 32K PET. Wordcraft is a genuine word processing system, easy to understand and use, but containing all the facilities normally found only on more expensive dedicated Word Processors. Features include scrolling in both vertical and horizontal directions (to overcome small screen size), up to 117 characters wide and 98 lines deep for a full page of text. Written entirely in machine code for speed and compactness. Truly the Rolls-Royce of PET Word Processors. Send for brochure. £325 on CompuThink Disk system.

ACT SALES LEDGER A powerful system developed to ACT's own high standards. Provides full facilities for maintenance of the Sales Ledger, preparation of a list of outstanding balances and printing of statements. All data including new customer details, invoices, credits, cash and transfers are entered under step by step guidance on the display screen. Printed results include Audit List, Aged Debtors List, Control Accounts and Statements. For 32K PET. Full manual supplied. Brochure available on request. £120 on Commodore Disk, £95 on Cassette.

STOCK CONTROL Powerful and flexible stock system with full facilities for recording and control of stock information. An audit listing is automatically printed which itemises all transactions including the entry amendment and deletion of master stock information, issues receipts, allocations purchase orders. Printed reports include Full Stock Control, Stock Valuation, Reordering Report, Audit Listing. The system is highly flexible. £50 on CompuThink or Commodore Disk.

ACT PURCHASE LEDGER £120 Developed by ACT's own software teams this comprehensive package includes full facilities for the maintenance of the Purchase Ledger, the preparation of a list of outstanding balances and printing of remittance advices. The system produces the following printed results: Audit List, Aged Creditors List, Remittance Advice Cheques and Payments List. For 32K PET. Full manual supplied. Brochure available on request. £120 on Commodore Disk, £95 on Cassette.

PAYROLL 200 Comprehensive, easy-to-use package for small businesses with up to 200 employees. Facilities provided include Holiday Pay, Sick Pay, Bonus Payments and two rates of overtime, as well as allowing a 'Standard week' to be specified for each employee. Weekly and monthly summaries are provided and amendments necessary because of a Budget are made very easy. Prints wage slip and coin/note analysis. Tax & NI are computed automatically from knowledge of employees codes. Update service available. Full manual provided. £50 on Commodore or CompuThink Disk. Cassette system also available at £25.

PETPLAN BUSINESS SIMULATION Petplan is a general management business simulation game which is exciting to play. Already it is widely used by colleges and Industrial Trainers to teach the skills needed to run a business. The program creates the model of a manufacturing company; you take the decisions. You will need to hire workers, invest in plant and premises, set advertising budgets and prices. At each stage screen reports (which may be printed out) show the results of decisions as they take effect. 50 page manual and voice guide on cassette. For 32K PET. £60 on Cassette.
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VISICALC PROBLEM SOLVING SOFTWARE Acclaimed by the press as the most outstanding piece of PET software yet written, VisiCalc is a new breed of problem solving software that takes the hard work out of planning, projections and costings. Once your first projection is complete, you are ready to use the powerful recalculation feature. It lets you ask 'What if', examining new options and planning for contingencies. What if sales drop 20% in October? Just type in the sales figures and VisiCalc instantly updates all other figures affected by October sales. Invaluable to businessmen and students alike. Full manual supplied. Available late June. £125 on Commodore Disk.

Petsoft sell more programs in Britain than anyone else, for two simple reasons: Quality and Value!

You will find Petsoft programs on sale in more than 200 computer shops throughout the country, and in many more all over the world. We invite you to try them.

If you can't find the program you need, contact us directly. We offer over 200 titles and can supply you directly. We will even take credit card orders over the telephone. Since we normally carry all programs in stock, you won't have long to wait.

PET is the trademark of Commodore.

Petsoft is backed by the resources of Applied Computer Techniques Ltd., Britain's leading computing group. With over fifteen years experience of developing business software, ACT has a reputation second to none in the industry. That is your guarantee.

If you would like more information on any of the programs mentioned on these pages, clip out the coupon. We will see that a free copy of our complete PET software catalogue reaches you without delay.

Petsoft is the trademark of Commodore.

Some other PETSOFT products described in our catalogue:

Programmers Toolkit £55
Plug-in ROM Chip adds nine useful commands to PET BASIC including RENUMBER, TRACE, DUMP, FIND and APPEND.

Talking Calculator £10
Calculator program with synthetic speech via user port sound generator.

Micro Pools Package £20
A scientific approach to winning the Football Pools, on cassette.

6502 Assembler Tutorial £25
How to program in 6502 Assembly language. On CompuThink or Commodore Disk.

Presto Digitizer £42
Electronic tablet accepts handwritten input for the PET.

User Port Sound Generator £27
for Talking Calculator program, electronic music etc. With volume control.

76 Common Basic Programs £15
Adam Osborne & Associates classic collection of financial and mathematical programs on cassette.

Please rush a FREE copy of the latest Petsoft catalogue to:

ACTPETSOFT

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Postcode: ____________________________

I have an: □ 8K-PET □ 16K-PET □ 32K-PET □ No PET yet

PCW 55
The Periflex range of S-100 based computers is assembled in America to Sintrom's own specification. All the models in the range use the Micropolis disc drives and controller and so have strong similarities to other S-100 based equipment. The remaining anonymous boards in the system are probably made by one of the many American S-100 OEM manufacturers that have sprung up in recent years.

The largest model in the range is the 1024/64 which sports dual double-density eight inch drives and 64 Kbytes of RAM; the other model (and in fact the one reviewed here) is the 630/48 and this features dual-density five inch discs and just 48K of RAM. Although, in addition to these two, Sintrom stocks a large number of S-100 based "add-ons", there's no reason why other manufacturers' S-100 equipment shouldn't be used instead.

Hardware

Any S-100 system is usually characterised by its sheer size, bulk and solidity of construction and I'm pleased to say that the Periflex proves to be no exception! The whole assembly is housed in a substantial metal case nearly an eighth of an inch thick and with outside dimensions measuring approximately 18 inches square by 7 inches high; it's quite happy to take a large printer on top. The 8-slot mother-board features passive bus terminations and is fed with power from a very substantial transformer — which contributes greatly to the fairly hefty all-up weight of nearly 60 pounds. Five slots of the mother board have already been used by the CPU board, three 16K static memory boards and the Micropolis disc controller board. The CPU board uses a Z80A and runs at 4MHz. There's a strange anomaly here for, although the bus clock frequency is always 2MHz regardless of the CPU clock frequency, the Micropolis controller board is jumped for 4MHz. Closer investigation reveals however that even this jumper is of no consequence as the controller board is running on its own internal 2MHz crystal anyway!

Still, it works and that's all that really matters.

Two serial RS-232 ports and one parallel port are on board although the parallel port provides a combined printer and cassette output. These are useful features that would otherwise have required an extra board. A pity then that this particular example was marred by a question of a dry joint on one of the crystals and a general air of untidiness. The RAM boards also could hardly be called "state-of-the-art" being static in operation and as a consequence, using 3 slots when 1 should have sufficed had a dynamic RAM board been used. Nevertheless, the address decoding is good, allowing any of the four 4K blocks to be decoded anywhere in memory (in 4K steps, though) together with bank select that allows both selection of the appropriate port and also specific bits within that port for enabling. In short, address selection is comprehensive, but spoilt by a really appalling explanation as to how to use it. None of the boards have any handles which means that extraction is a real "grit your teeth" job!

The disc drives are Micropolis Meta-floppies and provide 315 Kbytes of storage on one side! How's that, you may ask? Well, double density obviously helps as does hard sectoring but the answer lies in the fact that 77 tracks are squeezed on to the side instead of the more usual 45. Twin discs are fitted as standard giving a total on-line storage immediately available of 630 Kbytes which should be more than adequate for many applications (though see later). The two drives, which are handled by the controller board, run all the time; personally I find this annoying. A quiet (!!!) fan keeps the works cool, a keyswitch provides a user power and an illuminated reset button completes the front-panel complement. A working system will require a VDU and printer but since this is a question of individual requirements, these remain outside the scope of this Benchtest. For the record, however, Sintrom supplied me with a Perkin-Elmer VDU and a Qume daisy-wheel printer.

At switch on, there's an automatic jump to the monitor (which has the rather delightful name of "Perimon") and lives at address F800). Apart from the option to perform a disc boot from either 5 or 8 inch drives, Perimon offers 6 other commands. These commands are immediately available on the monitor! The other commands allow the user to enter data into memory, fill a block of memory with a specified byte, execute the program from a particular address and an extremely useful Search command. This will search for a string of machine code within specified limits and print out the starting address wherever the string is found. The maximum length allowed for this string would appear to be limited to 21 bytes although this may have been due to peculiarities with this particular configuration. The search is very fast and it looked through the entire string of 630 Kbytes in less than 2 seconds.

The Periflex is comprehensive, but spoilt by a really appalling explanation as to how to use it. None of the boards have any handles which means that extraction is a real "grit your teeth" job!

The disc drives are Micropolis Meta-floppies and provide 315 Kbytes of storage on one side! How's that, you may ask? Well, double density obviously helps as does hard sectoring but the answer lies in the fact that 77 tracks are squeezed on to the side instead of the more usual 45. Twin discs are fitted as standard giving a total on-line storage immediately available of 630 Kbytes which should be more than adequate for many applications (though see later). The two drives, which are handled by the controller board, run all the time; personally I find this annoying. A quiet (!!!) fan keeps the works cool, a keyswitch provides a user power and an illuminated reset button completes the front-panel complement. A working system will require a VDU and printer but since this is a question of individual requirements, these remain outside the scope of this Benchtest. For the record, however, Sintrom supplied me with a Perkin-Elmer VDU and a Qume daisy-wheel printer.

At switch on, there's an automatic jump to the monitor (which has the rather delightful name of "Perimon") and lives at address F800). Apart from the option to perform a disc boot from either 5 or 8 inch drives, Perimon offers 6 other commands. These commands are immediately available on the monitor! The other commands allow the user to enter data into memory, fill a block of memory with a specified byte, execute the program from a particular address and an extremely useful Search command. This will search for a string of machine code within specified limits and print out the starting address wherever the string is found. The maximum length allowed for this string would appear to be limited to 21 bytes although this may have been due to peculiarities with this particular configuration. The search is very fast and it looked through the entire string of 630 Kbytes in less than 2 seconds.
range of memory for a maximum length string in under 2 seconds — try doing that in BASIC! The inclusion of this monitor is very commendable as machine code programs can easily be tried out although the total usefulness is limited; how for instance do you save the program? The other quibble is that the monitor is very unforgiving; you can’t correct any mistakes as you key them in, in which means that you type very, very slowly. More sophisticated program development is available elsewhere from the software supplied with the machine.

**Software**

The Periflex will run both CP/M and Micropolis’ own MDOS. Both offer comprehensive facilities and are Benchtests in their own right but time and space permit neither here. However, some of the facilities that MDOS offers are many direct disc commands and a program debugging aid with all the usual features plus many additional ones such as looping for a given number of times, recognizing a break-point. Many subroutines within MDOS can be accessed from a user’s machine program and the use of these is extremely well documented. A line editor, 8080 assembler and the use of these is extremely well documented. A line editor, 8080 assembler and the use of these is extremely well documented. A line editor, 8080 assembler and the use of these is extremely well documented. A line editor, 8080 assembler and the use of these is extremely well documented.

**BASIC Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDIT</td>
<td>RENUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERGE</td>
<td>SAVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIST</td>
<td>DISPLAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN</td>
<td>CONT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPF</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK</td>
<td>POKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACELEFT</td>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMERIC FUNCTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ATN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>FIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>LN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND</td>
<td>SGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQR</td>
<td>TAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STRING Functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>CHAR$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td>LEFTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDS</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPEATS</td>
<td>RIGHTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERIFY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basic Statements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>DEF FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF FN</td>
<td>DEF FA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More powerful facility is the ability to pass up to 4 variables to one of 26 possible assembly language (effectively machine code) subroutines. One result can be returned from the same routine and the whole issue is set up with DEF (letter) command plus a little help from a few friends! Another useful facility is the ability to convert from hexadecimal to decimal; for example, 16R100 will return the decimal value of 256. In fact I have over-simplified a bit; you can do any base conversion with this command but HEX TO DEC is probably the most useful. It’s a pity that you can’t convert the other way.

The EXEC command can effectively turn your computer into a very expensive calculator but I’m not sure of its efficacy elsewhere. SIZES permits the user to trade-off the amount of memory used for storing variables against the final accuracy of the result. This statement is also used to define the size of program segments when CHAINing — the size of each segment having been found with the PGMSIZE command; the complement to this instruction is SPACELEFT which shows you what a bad programmer you’ve been! String handling is good with several extra facilities such as INDEX (used to find substrings within another string) and VERIFY which checks to see that all the characters in one string occur at least once in another. I’m sure there must be a use for it but it escapes me at the moment! MIN and MAX can be used to see if “ABCD” occurs before or after “ABCE” — quite a useful feature. REPEAT will fill up a string with the same character n times. Overall, quite a good BASIC but spoiled by some very different Benchmark timings — see the table for details.

As mentioned earlier, the disc drives have 77 tracks. Each file will be allocated one or more of these tracks and so the maximum number of files per disc is 76 (one track is reserved for the directory). Files are not limited to one per track and the DOS will, if necessary, allocate more than one track to a file. Record length is fixed at 256 bytes (actually 250) or put another way, one record per sector. If your records end up being one byte longer than the maximum then you can only store 8 records instead of 16 on one track — so the advantage of all that on-line storage capacity is potentially lessened. The effects of this can be minimised by judicious coding plus one or two useful features such as being able to change the string delimiter — although it’s all a bit messy.

Other features are EOF to delete the last n records from the file and FREE-SPACE which will free the relevant tracks for use by other files. ATTRS allows various attributes, such as write protect, to be set. END and ERROR can be used in the OPEN statement to allow handling of end-of-data or other errors. Records can either be accessed sequentially or directly (randomly) and associated with the sequential access are two pointers RECPUT and RECGET which point to the next record to be accessed respectively.

### Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Status</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>PUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td>CLOSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>RECIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>TRACKS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Printing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRINT</td>
<td>FILE OUTPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDPAGE</td>
<td>ASSIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGESIZE</td>
<td>LIST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Flow from the printer to the screen saving miles of paper, tears and sanity during program development.

I booted up CP/M more out of curiosity than anything else and surprise, it signed on with “CP/M ON VECTOR MZ” — oh dear, what a giveaway!! The only software supplied was CBASIC but as this was recently commented on by Sue Eisenbach in another review, I’ll not waste your time here.

Potential use

Sintrom aim this machine at the scientific/laboratory market. That’s not to say that the Periflex is unsuited to business purposes, all the CP/M packages that are available should run with little or no modification. The fact is that Sintrom prefer supporting the former market but can put prospective business purchasers in touch with the appropriate people where necessary. Being S-100 based, the machine can make use of the wide range of boards available for this bus and the hardware design of the boards goes some way towards being compatible with the proposed IEEE S-100 standard. The package is very robust and should stand up to a lot of punishment.

Documentation

The documentation comes from a variety of sources and is therefore inconsistent in quality. Even within a given manufacturer, the quality varies. For example, as mentioned, the explanation of the memory address selection is poor — yet there are some quite good trouble-shooting tips and hints. The Micropolis texts on Debug and MDOS are good, with plenty of examples, and yet the BASIC handbook needs a total revamp; the CPU texts were, I suspect, written in-house and are not very good. However, one saving grace is the fact that Sintrom include a day’s familiarisation in the price of the machine; nevertheless you do need good documentation.

Conclusion

The Periflex 630/48 is a standard Z80 based S-100 system with plentiful on-line storage capacity; this however is potentially offset by limitations in the DOS. The BASIC is a trifle slow but has good arithmetical accuracy. Good support is promised by Sintrom in the scientific and laboratory field but potential business users should look at the package as a whole as there are other possible contenders in the marketplace.
One of the major criticisms of Prestel is its ability to transmit only a very crude form of graphics known as "alphamosaics", based on the idea of dividing the screen up into 240 x 240 small rectangles. This is a great method of translating any diagram into a Cubist representation but does detract from other art forms. On the other hand, full screen with the definition of an ordinary television picture would require about 4 Mbits of storage and take about an hour to transmit. "Picture Prestel" is a method of achieving the required definition but without these problems. The first approach used to reduce the time and storage is not to allow a full screen to be sent - not as bad an idea as it sounds since it's reasonable that such pictures will only be required on part of the screen, the remainder being filled by ordinary alphanumeric data. For example, someone selling a house would put all its details in the ordinary Prestel format and use a small part of the screen for an appropriate "colour photo". In fact, at present, there is already a restriction that limits such material to one eighth of the screen. To reduce time and storage still further, various data compression techniques are used and, in the experimental receiver at Viewdata 80, 24 Kbytes were used. In addition to this modification to the receiver, it's clear that a lot of extra work needs to be done in the receiver (for example, error correction, swapping between Picture Prestel and ordinary Prestel etc.) and an Intel 8080 microprocessor is needed. By the time Picture Prestel arrives, it's likely that it will be possible to transmit Prestel at greater speeds than the 1200 bits/second used at present, so cutting down the transmission time even further.

It's clear that the development of Picture Prestel is an answer to videotex systems such as the Canadian Telidon and the Japanese CAPTAINS which allow very much higher resolution than ordinary Prestel. But Picture Prestel is not expected to be commonly available until the end of this decade and will require modifications to (or replacement of) currently available sets - through unmodified sets will still be able to receive ordinary Prestel.

The second announcement at Viewdata 80 concerned Telesoftware. Experiments have been carried out in this field for some time, particularly using Oracle (the IBA Telextext system), but the Post Office has now demonstrated a program written in CAP/CPP's MicroCOBOL, stored on the viewdatabase (as object code, each byte being translated into two ASCII characters) and which can be down-line loaded on to a PDP-11/03 and run. Obviously, the same could be done using a modified viewdata set with more storage (RAM) and some backing storage - disc or tape; with luck, it won't be long before such sets become available and Telesoftware becomes a common method of distributing programs. Indeed, the opposite is already happening - some personal computers (e.g. TCCS) are already available with the hardware and software necessary to access Prestel.

The third announcement at Viewdata 80 was DRCS. At the moment, each character sent from Prestel comes as a simple ASCII value and is translated into the character you see on the screen by a display generator (which is contained in ROM). This means that the shape of the characters is predetermined by the set manufacturer (and they are not all the same) and no "special" characters can be displayed. Obviously, it would be possible to supply a number of ROMs which contain different character sets but the Post Office demonstrated a system which is very much more flexible. The set is supplied with the usual ROM together with a similar amount of RAM (in the system used, only 720 bytes is needed) and the character set is down-line loaded from Prestel into the RAM (using an extra micro in the set); the user can choose whatever "character set" is needed. This character set need not be ordinary alphabetic type sets but can, for example, be selected to draw electronic circuits. Each "character" in the set is described as a 6 x 10 matrix and the "shift-out" and "shift-in" codes are used to change between character sets. These announcements clearly point the way that viewdata systems are heading - namely to modify the viewdata receiver by adding more storage and one (or more) microprocessors. Later, backing storage will be added. It's likely that there will be a continuous stream of such announcements over the next few years, each adding more possible facilities to the system.

Dr Adrian Stokes will continue to update PCW readers on the latest developments.
An interrupt facility allows the CPU to suspend a program's execution while dealing with signals from the outside world. One Z80 CPU in combination with the Mostek 3881 parallel input-output controller (PIO) chip offers very versatile and powerful interrupt facilities — especially in the Z80 interrupt mode 2, a mode which is not available on the related 8080 CPU. The versatility of these facilities does introduce some complexity into the programming requirements of both CPU and PIO so the intention of this article is to provide a reasonably simple introduction to the use of interrupts with the Z80 CPU/PIO, plus give a demonstration program which can be implemented on any Nascom system. It's not however intended to be a comprehensive guide to all aspects of the facilities available using this particular combination so please don't throw away those device manuals.

Why use interrupts?
Using interrupts requires additional hardware and, in many cases, additional software. Programs without interrupts can be very difficult to debug (yes, even worse than usual) if, or when, things go wrong. So why use them? One simple answer is that they can be the most efficient and often the only viable means of dealing with a wide range of practical situations, particularly when one is faced with situations outside the world. Essentially an interrupt should cause the CPU to stop its current activity, in an orderly manner, and to execute another program before returning to the initial program and continuing with it. One inherent value of interrupts can be illustrated by a simple example. It's relatively easy to write a program including timing loops which can convert your micro into a digital clock — albeit a very expensive one — and one which uses the CPU full time. However, by externally generating an interrupt, say every second, the digital clock function can be executed in an interrupt service routine (ISR) leaving the CPU free for most of the time to do something else. An external oscillator or a counter/timer chip could provide the interrupting signal. In another application the interrupt could be provided by the "conversion complete" flag of an A-D converter and the voltage read into memory during the ISR, leaving the main program to process data as it becomes available.

The range of possible applications is unlimited but all involve communication between the micro and some form of peripheral device. The CPU responds extremely rapidly to interrupts (about 10 microseconds will usually get it into the interrupt service routine) and so interrupts are ideal for control situations where a very fast response is necessary. Even Concorde cannot travel more than 1 cm in 10 microseconds.

**The Z80 CPU/PIO combination**

We may now look in fairly general terms at how the particular combination of Z80 CPU and PIO deals with interrupts and at the software requirements, limiting the discussion to the Z80 interrupt mode 2. When a specific external condition is sensed by the PIO — this could be an active strobe pulse (ASTB or BSTB) or a particular logic level (or set of levels) on the data bus of either port of the PIO (A0-7, B0-7) — the PIO, if enabled, generates an INT signal (Figure 1). The CPU, which must also be interrupt enabled, after accepting the INT completes its current instruction, stacks the program counter (i.e. the location of the next instruction in the present program) and jumps to the appropriate ISR. It executes the ISR and then returns to the original program and continues. One important role of the PIO is therefore that of an intelligent monitoring device which can generate INT signals for the CPU.

The necessary software must (i) define the nature of the external condition that the PIO should regard as an interrupt condition, (ii) define a 16 bit pointer to the start address of the ISR (the most significant byte being stored in the CPU I register, the least significant byte in the PIO as the interrupt vector) and (iii) enable/disable the interrupt facilities on both the CPU and PIO as and when necessary. A reasonably methodical approach to the programming may be made by dividing the software requirements into five separate sections,

(a) Programming the PIO (SETPIO)
(b) Programming the CPU for interrupts (SETCPU)
(c) Main Program (MAIN)
(d) Interrupt Service Routine(s) (ISR)
(e) ISR Pointer Table (IPT)

and a summary of the typical contents of these sections is given in Table 1. The CPU can generate interrupts from port A and/or port B and each port has a separate interrupt vector. Port A does have priority over port B in interrupt servicing — this must be considered if both ports are programmed to generate interrupts. Rather than generalise further at this stage it may be useful to examine an actual program containing interrupts.

**"INTRPT"**

The program, INTRPT, is written with the division of software effort outlined above in mind and will run as listed on Nascom 1 with either T2 or T4 monitor. The program can also be run on the Nascom 2 NAS-SYS 1 monitor with one change in the machine code which is shown on the listing. It can therefore be run on any Nascom system and requires less than one hundred bytes of memory. For those unfamiliar with Nascom systems, the CPU I/O port allocations 4-7 are configured to PIO ports A and B data and A and B control respectively.
TABLE 1
Z80 CPU/PIO INTERRUPT PROGRAMS

It’s helpful to break down the programming into several discrete sections. One possible framework is shown below and is followed in the demonstration program INTRPT. The PIO control words are summarised in Table 2.

**SETPIO**

In this section the PIO is programmed to respond to the desired type of interrupt condition. The PIO should initially be reset (see text).

The following control words are sent to the appropriate PIO port.

1. An Interrupt Vector (b0 = 0)* which is the L.S. byte of the ISR pointer
2. An Operating Mode Control word (b3-0 = 1111)* + (in Mode 3 only) an I/O control word
3. An interrupt control word (b3-0 = 1111)* with b7 = 1 to enable the PIO to generate interrupts + (if b4 = 1) an Interrupt Mask

*These control words are recognised by the PIO because of the specific bit patterns. They contain and can therefore be sent in any order. The I/O word and the Mask can take any value and must be sent as indicated in Table 2.

**SETCPU**

This section selects and enables the Z80 CPU interrupt mode

1. Select Z80 interrupt mode 2 i.e. IM 2 address of the relevant ISR

**ISR**

This is the program which may be interrupted and should be executed after SETPIO and SETCPU.

**MAIN**

The interrupt service routine(s)

1. Save registers used in MAIN and in the ISR e.g. PUSH AF, PUSH BC
2. The actual service routine
3. Restore registers for use in MAIN e.g. POP BC, POP AF
4. Enable Z80 interrupt i.e. EI
5. Return with PIO enabled i.e. RETI

†The Z80 interrupt is automatically disabled on entering the ISR. In some cases, e.g. with nested interrupts, it may be necessary to re-enable the CPU at the beginning of the ISR.

**IPT**

This is a table of the start addresses of the ISR(s). On interrupt the CPU uses the Interrupt Vector and its register to form a 16-bit pointer, pointing to the location in the table containing the start address of the appropriate ISR.

**TABLE 2**

Summary of the Z80 PIO Control words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATING MODE</th>
<th>b7</th>
<th>b6</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Control words containing specific bit patterns.

**INTERRUPT CONTROL WORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b7</th>
<th>b6</th>
<th>b5</th>
<th>b4</th>
<th>b3</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b1 = 0</td>
<td>b7 = 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2 Disable</td>
<td>Enable PIO Interrupt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b3 OR</td>
<td>AND Function</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b4 Low</td>
<td>High Level monitored</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b5 No mask</td>
<td>Mask follows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b4 $\&$ b5 only needed for Operating Mode 3)

The PIO enable flip flop may be set or reset without altering b4 $\&$ b5 by using the control word.

**INTERRUPT MASK (if ICW b4-0)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b3</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b0 = 0</td>
<td>b1 = 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not monitored for interrupt conditioned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This must be the next control word sent to any control port after ICW with b4 = 1

**INTERRUPT VECTOR**

Least significant byte of the pointer to the ISR start address. Note b0 = 0

Simple interrupt circuit for INTRPT

![Fig. 2](image)

The program continuously writes the lower case alphabet and scrolls the screen; when interrupted by temporarily pulling bit O of port A high, a hash symbol is written by the interrupt service routine. The interruption may be caused using the simple circuitry in Figure 2 which is adequate for demonstration purposes but on some occasion give multiple interrupts due to switch bounce; as a general rule all inputs to the PIO should be properly gated for reliable operation.

INTRPT is not a particularly exciting program, but it does illustrate a simple interrupt situation and forms a basis for further experimentation. The program listing is sufficiently annotated to preclude the need for any detailed discussion and the program executes at OD00 or after a hardware reset of the PIO (see below), it may be executed at OD20.

The PIO control words are summarised in Table 2. INTRPT uses the PIO operating mode 3, which is particularly useful for status applications. In this mode the PIO can monitor level changes on any individual bit or the logical result of either an AND or OR logical function on any set of bits on either port A or B data busses. The handshake lines STB and RDY are not used. Mode 3 does require more PIO programming than modes 0, 1 and 2, namely definition of the I/O control word and possibly the interrupt mask.

Some more general points regarding the use of I/O control words are discussed below.

**Resetting the PIO**

The Z80 PIO chip does not have a RESET pin but can be reset either by switching the power off and on (not particularly useful!) or by applying an M1 signal in the absence of RD and IORQ signals, a method which requires additional gating. Nascom 2 uses an AND gate (Figure 3) to give simultaneous reset of CPU and PIO; Nascom 1 does not have this circuitry although it could be added if the PIO has not been reset prior to running a program then the PIO may not respond to control words in the way the programmer intended. This is not a

Modification to give combined CPU/PIO reset on Nascom 1 from CPU

![Fig. 3](image)
fault in the PIO but a consequence of its previous history, e.g. it could be waiting for an I/O control word because the last control word sent to the port was FF (Table 2). This problem can be avoided by resetting Nascom 2 (or a modified Nascom 1) before running the new program or by using software routines which give, in a limited sense, a software “reset” of the PIO. Two such software reset routines are used in INTRPT.

The routine: 

3E OF 
LD A, 0F 
D3 06 
OUT (06), A 
D3 07 
OUT (07), A

ensures that the PIO responds in the desired way to the next control words sent to either port A or B. These are dummy instructions intended to make certain that the next control word is not interpreted as an I/O control word or an interrupt mask and that it is interpreted as the programmer intended. It should therefore precede the real PIO instructions. The second routine:

06 02 
LD B, 02 
21 XX XX START LD HI, LOOP 
ED PUSH HL 
ED 4D RETI 
XXXX 10 F8 LOOP D1NZ START

includes two RETI instructions, which ensures that neither port A nor B is awaiting completion of some previously entered ISR. The inclusion of such routines is recommended if you do not have or do not wish to use a hardware PIO reset. In general however a hardware PIO reset before running any interrupting programs is probably the best approach, particularly if more than one PIO is being used.

Enabling/disabling interrupts

Interrupts must be enabled (or disabled) separately on both the CPU and the PIO. The CPU interrupt status is contained in two internal flip-flops, IFF0 and IFF1, which are both 0 (reset) when the interrupt is disabled and both 1 (set) when the interrupt is enabled. These flags are set by EI and reset either by DI or a CPU reset. They are also reset automatically when an interrupt is accepted by the CPU. The PIO interrupt is enabled by b7 = 1 in the interrupt control word (Table 2) and disabled by b7 = 0. The simple example shown in the programming guide concludes the ISR with EI RETI. If I/O interrupts are required EI should be put at the beginning of the ISR, thus allowing a higher priority interrupt to have access to the CPU. In INTRPT, external interrupt conditions are ignored during the ISR, but the RETI is essential to re-enable the PIO after the ISR.

Saving and restoring registers

Since an interrupt can, in principle, occur at any time, it's essential that when a program is interrupted, the contents of the CPU registers are not lost but will be available when the program is re-entered. Failure to ensure this will result in total chaos. Careful thought must therefore be given to saving and restoring those CPU registers which are used in both the main program and in interrupt service routines. Section (d) of Table 1 illustrates one way of doing this but note that it does not save the registers used during the ISR. In some cases it may be sufficient simply to exchange registers but in cases interrupting in BASIC programs (or any other high level language) remember that almost certainly all the Z80 registers are being used, and act accordingly. It's arguable that saving and restoring all registers, i.e. both sets of Z80 registers, is good general practice since it leaves you with some standard (if, at times, slightly redundant) software.

Other operating modes

In many, if not most, applications the PIO data busses A0-7 and B0-7 are required for byte transfer to and from peripherals and operating mode 3 cannot be used if interrupts are also required. In these cases the strobe and ready lines of the PIO are used to handle interrupt information in operating modes 0, 1 or 2. The relevant timing diagrams are given in the PIO device manual and it's relatively straightforward following the general programming techniques outlined above to use interrupts.

Continued on Page 111
This year the microcomputing industry is being inundated with offers to promote its products and services at a plethora of U.K. Exhibitions.

The 3rd Personal Computer World Show will be held at the Cunard Hotel, Hammersmith, London on September 4, 5 & 6 this year. Is it going to be "just another show"?

We don't think so. And without wishing to appear immodest we thought potential visitors and exhibitors would like to study some of the comments made about last year's enormously successful show.

The 3rd Personal Computer World Show is going to be the biggest and most ambitious show to date, offering a state-of-the-art showcase for a whole range of micro and mini systems and software.

We believe that this year's event will establish the Personal Computer World Show as the U.K.'s most important annual exhibition in the small computer marketplace. Whether as an exhibitor or a visitor . . . we want you to be there.

Use the coupon opposite for further information or to apply for tickets from the organisers.

"At this rate (11.30am on 2nd day) we will cover our very considerable costs at the show with the sale of our minor products. We also have at least three months' worth of follow up work on orders from the business sector." Michael Dean, Managing Director, Katanna Management Services

"We have met a complete spectrum of the potential buyers of our products. It has been a marvellous show for us." David Taylor, Managing Director, Heath (Zenith)

"We are very pleased with the show. We have seen all of the people we wanted to see." Graham Clifton, Transam Components

"At 11 o'clock on the first day of the Show we had done enough business to pay for pure profit." Colin Stanley, Director, HB Computers

"On the strength of this show, we will certainly exhibit next year." Clifford Shilling, Managing Director, C.S. Microcomputers

"At this rate (11.30am on 2nd day) we will cover our very considerable costs at the show with the sale of our minor products. We also have at least three months' worth of follow up work on orders from the business sector." Michael Dean, Managing Director, Katanna Management Services

"We have taken about £4,000 in cash and enquiries worth about £40,000 on just one item alone. We are delighted with the quality of visitor." Marketing Manager, Keen Computers

"We have met a complete spectrum of the potential buyers of our products. It has been a marvellous show for us." David Taylor, Managing Director, Heath (Zenith)

"The interest of the overseas trade visitors has been absolutely outstanding." Peter Oldershaw, General Manager, ACT Petsoft

"This show has done more for the image of the Society that any other we have participated in." Martin Carrington, Technical Information Officer, British Computer Society

"A fine exhibition for the businessman to see a completely different way of meeting his needs." Philip Virgo, Secretary of the Parliamentary Computer Forum

"The layout and planning of the exhibition was perfect for this type of show." Chris Mead, Sales & Marketing Director, CIS Ltd
The Company

Well known for advertisements with attention grabbing headlines like "Microcomputers or Sex?", Charles Airey Associates takes an unusual approach to the placement of electronics engineers. Having hooked the reader with a slightly mad headline, their advertisements go on to give a truthful appraisal of the job on offer. Judy Hortin, who runs the business, tells me that "electronics engineers are a very honest group of people", her business thrives because she and her team share these same values. If a job offers a pathetic salary, they say so and in this way no-one ever feels disappointed. It seems to me that this approach saves an awful lot of wasted time for applicants, employers and interviewers alike.

The company is unusual in other ways too. To give you some idea - the office cleaner is an out of work university professor, the two office juniors have three degrees between them and the most reliable computer operators are a couple of 15 year old schoolboys who work there part-time.

Despite the slightly off-beat image, success grows daily - to the extent that the company recently took the plunge and installed a microcomputer to help maintain the high standard of staff placement.

The Way It Was

Eighteen months ago the team was working from rather cramped offices in Knightsbridge, trying to keep control of an ever growing client file. Rumour has it that the files were kept in a series of shoe boxes, egg boxes and what-have-you; searching through the cards to find a suitable placement for a job applicant could take anything up to half a day. This may have been something to do with the egg boxes but it was primarily because so many firms were registered with them — over 800 in London alone. Unfortunately there were short cuts — like relying on Judy’s memory — but this was not always convenient and it was becoming increasingly difficult for her to remember which companies employed which types of engineer and for what types of work. Another shortcoming of the system was that interviewers searching the files often missed a suitable company because of the handwriting on the card was difficult to decipher. Sometimes they would skip over a company because of their poor geographical knowledge of a particular area; looking up maps all the time would slow down the search.

To give some idea of the scale of the operation there are usually some 200 people on the books looking for work and the company file grows at between 15 and 25 firms per week. Here, to add to the pressures, each added had to be checked against the outstanding applicants file for a possible match.

The Decision

A friend of Judy’s (we’ll preserve his anonymity and call him Stephen) who just happened to be involved with Kestrel Computing pointed out that she could do with a “good data control system". Judy agreed that something which could perform the applicant/business matching function overnight would be very welcome. Stephen figured that, as microcomputer standards their volumes were not too horrific, then a personal computer should do the trick. He already had some experience with Compucolor and, at that stage, felt that it was a good and reliable machine; he suggested that this is what she should buy — and promptly offered to write the system for her.

A few months later Judy took Stephen up on his offer and they set out together on a path which ultimately was to lead to a good and useful system. It also led to a maximum search time of 90 seconds (at one time nobody seemed to mind the idea of the machine doing a “midnight shift”!).

Clearly the decision to purchase wasn’t a carefully thought out cost/benefit analysis; rather it was based on the fact that something had to be done — and on faith in Stephen’s judgement. The initial decision was to purchase an 8K computer with its single integral disc drive to store and search the aforementioned business directory.

Getting Going

The machine was ordered and, system details having been thrashed out, work finally got under way in May of last year. Client information was transferred to a new card file which would act as a manual back-up and hard-copy record of the details to be keyed into the computer system. Meanwhile Stephen got cracking on the programming work.

The broad details of the system were pretty clear right from the beginning but, because Judy had little idea of how the computer worked, the arrival of the machine in June brought about a number of changes in requirements. Stephen was quite happy to go along with these, not only because he was doing the work as a friend, but he also felt he would have a marketable package at the end of the day. The changes centred mainly around the search keys and although partly arising out of an ignorance of computers, they were also the result of a failure in understanding the way in which the “human" system worked.

Stephen, fortunately, realised very early on that the record sizes chosen originally were going to be far too small; he was able to increase them by 50% before it was too late. However, these programming amendments looked almost minor in comparison with the problems caused by the discs. On the company’s original investment was toyed with the idea of making security copies of their discs; on several occasions they’ve had to rekey up to 440 records.

But even more irritating than these human failures were the machine failures. Shortly after taking delivery of the equipment it became clear that an additional disc drive would be needed. The realization had dawned that it was becoming more than just an overnight searching process. The whole project was now being treated far more seriously and the machine was going to form an important part of the day-to-day operation of the business. Regular security copies would clearly be needed because so much of the company’s investment was tied up in the data held in these files (it’s already taken almost a year to load just half of their database on to their safe handling ‘00’ drive).

Accordingly, the second drive was installed, and this is when the fun really began. Until then they’d tolerated the once-a-fortnight disc drive breakdowns but now it seemed that, because one drive was tucked away alongside the VDU while the other remained a free standing unit, there was a great incompatibility between them. Data

Angus, one of the schoolboys, uses Einstein to search the business directory.
Two other problems appeared during the file take-on period—one minor and one major. The minor point was BASIC’s annoying habit of rejecting all data input following a comma, culminating in a proudly announced “EXTRA IGNORED”. Of course people keying in names and addresses could not be expected to know this and the result was that they often scored “EXTRA IGNORED”. Of course people keying in names and addresses could not be expected to know this and the result was that they often scored “EXTRA IGNORED”.

The major problem encountered related to the bus and train systems in London and Manchester. The original plan was to use the A to Z road map grids to code the various areas in each city. This was in fact done and the companies’ records were duly set up with the appropriate grid reference; if an applicant wanted a job in one area, Einstein could be persuaded to look in adjacent areas for suitable companies. It wasn’t until someone realized that bus routes and railway lines tend to radiate from these cities that they discovered they’d perpetrated something of a blunder. All the area codes had to be changed in favour of a new set—one based on real life rather than an arbitrary grid system.

And Einstein had other advantages. One delightful (and useful) discovery made during the early days was that the computer made an excellent baby sitter to Judy’s seven year old son, Robin. It meant that when Mum and Dad were up to their eyelids in work, Einstein could teach him chess or let him “paint” using the excellent colour graphics capability of the Compucolor.

The System

Charles Airey’s system is very straightforward, menu driven and virtually crash-proof. One useful feature of Compucolor is that if you press the “AUTO” key it searches the disc for a file called “MENU”, loads it and then executes it. This means that, having pressed this key, all anyone has to do is follow the instructions on the screen. The menu in this system contains the following options:

1) Save, 2) Search, 3) Flick Through, 4) Update, 5) Delete, 6) Copy, and 7) Create. Item 1 saves a new record while items 4 and 5 update it and delete it respectively. Item 6 creates a new disc while item 6 allows a disc copy to be made. Items 2 and 3 form the “heart” of the system.

The Search program allows the operator to either enter the business name and search for it, or to enter the requirements of the job seeker—such as location of work, type of work and type of business. If the applicant is less than rigid in his requirements he can suggest up to 9 location codes, up to 3 types of business, and up to 5 different types of work. For matching purposes, the records themselves contain these same codes as well as the business name, address, telephone number, name of personnel contact and “comments”. Each record takes up to 3 “type of business” codes and up to...
Scintillating Software

The bright spark of brilliance comes to PET, TRS-80, Apple, Nascom, Compucolor and CP/M Systems.

Microtrend Ltd, P.O. Box 51, Pateley Bridge, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG3 5DP
MSI 6800: At the root of every good system.

Strumech Engineering Electronic Developments Limited
Portland House, Coppice Side, Brownhills, Walsall, West Midlands. Telephone (279) 4321
5 "type of work" codes. The task of searching now becomes very simple - if the record matches at least one of each of the code categories entered, then the company details are displayed as a possible employer.

Of course, not all companies have vacancies all the time, so rather than have the tedious job of keeping the disc files continually updated, such information is maintained on separate record cards which are amended whenever the situation within a company changes. If the change affects the disc record then it too would be changed.

The Flick Through program enables an interviewer to do just that - to flick through the records at a rate of about one a second as one might with a card file for example, except that with this method there's no problem with poor writing. The essential difference between Flick Through and Search is that the latter function pauses after each record is displayed to allow the operator to study the details.

For those with a systems or programming bent, Stephen's way of arranging the data on the records and the records on the disc may be of interest. He was very aware that business names, addresses and interviewer's comments were likely to vary in length from record to record, so he implemented a neat little dodge which kept the record size down to a minimum while at the same time giving maximum flexibility. The trick was to count the characters in the field concerned and then to store this value as an ASCII character immediately proceeding the characters themselves. In this way the fields can be extracted and displayed on separate lines on the screen. In fact, a single string, 163 characters long, contains all these details, including the ASCII count codes.

The other dodge has been to encode the last used record in the file as code 99. This means that when code 99 is found in the last record on the disc, then the disc is probably full. I say probably because some records may have been deleted. In this case they contain the code 98, given at the time of deletion, thus enabling the system to insert new records in these positions. Of course when the 98's run out and the 99 is in the last record position, then it's time to use a new disc.

If a previously used disc is "created" all that happens is that the first record is given the code 99 - the previous data is still lurking around. It was this feature that led to the compressor being blessed with mystical powers! Judy was slaving away one day when "A Christmas tree appeared from nowhere!". Something had made the system dive off into the middle of a newly "created" floppy and, lo and behold, it found a Christmas tree - left over from its previous incarnation as a demonstration disc.

Without doubt the thoughtful design of this system and Stephen's attitude of "The Customer is always right" have contributed enormously to its success. But sadly, like the incumbents of Charles Airey Associates, Stephen is one of that rare breed of person to whom excellence comes first and profit a very poor second.

Conclusions

To quote Judy - she is "thrilled" with the system; it's cut the file searching time down from an average of half a day to half an hour. It's also increased efficiency considerably (remember the poor writing / poor geography syndrome?) resulting in a much higher level of service to applicants and employers alike. Judy now feels she can grow old without worrying about her memory failing - which may appear frivolous but in fact it's an important consideration. By committing all her company knowledge to the discs, it's accessible to all at any time, thus increasing the effectiveness of the whole team while at the same time freeing Judy to apply her efforts to other parts of the business.

A final benefit worth mentioning is the fact that the Compucolor has a standard RS232 port - which means...
INSTALLATION

the addition of communications equipment or printers should pose few problems.

Having looked at the positive side of things one shouldn't ignore the fact that there have been some problems, especially with regard to disc handling and operation. Perhaps the best and most constructive way to deal with this is to offer the benefit of Judy's and Stephen's advice to those who might follow in their footsteps:

At the beginning be as clear as you can about your requirements. This is not easy to do and it requires a fair degree of insight into how your manual system operates, as well as some understanding of what a computer system might have to offer. Arrange for the software houses or suppliers that you are considering to give you demonstrations of the machines, preferably something akin to the applications that you plan to run. Only in this way will you be best prepared to define your requirements; even then you will probably change some of them as the project progresses. The trick is to keep these changes to an absolute minimum because, for the software house, every change is considered a rather expensive luxury.

Be clear about your budget and buy the best system that you can afford - it's easier to do this than to go through the turmoil of upgrading the system in the middle of a project.

Stephen feels that, as a small software house, he really took on too much when he decided to handle both the hardware and the software. Others in a similar position should either consider having the machine supplied and maintained by an appropriate dealer or, alternatively, persuade the customer to take out a contract with one of the established maintenance companies.

Another useful piece of advice… Judy says that however long you think something will take, double it. She found this especially true of file take-on. You ignore these words at your peril! As a general principle, Judy suggests that you let the computer look after information you are sure of - for example you know that Hammersmith is in London, therefore you can entrust this information to the machine. This approach ensures that the brain is left doing things it's good at, like being intuitive for example. It is vital to be sure of what you're doing; check and double check information going to the computer, and then let someone else check again. Slough is in Berkshire now but it used to be in Buckinghamshire... where would you have put it?

Make certain that the system is adequately documented. In Judy's case it's self documenting - a look at the screen in any program tells you what's going on. The programs are all written in BASIC and they're sprinkled with comments (REM statements). Security copies of the system are held by Kestrel Computing and every disc contains a copy of all the programs. There's no need for operating instructions because the screen always leads you through the program in operation. Another spin-off of this tidy approach is that the staff at Charles Airey have enormous confidence in the quality of the information provided by the machine - simply because it's presented so well.

To people considering their first software project, Stephen says "Go ahead, do it properly, enjoy it; be prepared to lose money but you'll gain a lot of valuable experience".

Finally, one very instructive point to come out of this case study is the fact that a system need not be complex to be valuable. In fact the simpler it is, the more robust and reliable it's likely to be. Programmers who feel that this approach would spoil the fun might care to ponder on whether the achievement of simplicity is not as great a challenge as the pursuit of elegance for its own sake. Simplicity also has the great advantage of being useful to the vast bulk of computer users in the future.

Kestrel Computing may be contacted at 23, Little Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 4EP. Telephone Hitchin 69175. Charles Airey Associates are to be found at 4 Hammersmith Grove, London W6 0NA. Telephone 01-741 4011.

Z-89 ALL-IN-ONE COMPUTER
The new all-in-one computer from Zenith is the most versatile microcomputer available today.

- 'Intelligent' video terminal
- two Z80 microprocessors
- floppy disc storage system
- expandable to 48K RAM

Easy to programme. Simple to operate. It is capable of a multitude of high-speed functions and speaks the language of today's most popular software. Price £1570.

The most advanced microcomputer yet.

WH-14 SERIAL PRINTER
With a compact table-top configuration, the WH-14 is designed for a broad variety of uses in any computing environment.

Microprocessor based, it is compatible with any computer providing standard RS-232C or 20mA current loop interface connections. Price £510.

For complete specifications of these and all Zenith Data Systems products contact: Heath Electronics (U.K.) Ltd., Heath Data Systems Division, Dept (PCW2), Bristol Road/Goole, GL2 6EE Telephone: (0452) 29-51.
THE BUTLER DID IT (ALL OF THEM)

Macabre prophesy on the uncertainty of a robotic future by A. J. Collins

A man reclined deep in his buzzchair
Absorbing the evening news
When in rolled his rusted retainer
With some specially doctored booze

The butler scanned his possessor,
With his multiple glittering eyes,
For a secret and well coded signal,
Had told all the robots to rise.

The Grandaddy of every computer,
Big Satellite up in the sky,
Had arrived at its final conclusion,
"Organic computers must die!"

The butler sprayed sterilised water,
Over each televisual eye,
And brushed it away with a wiper,
Yes, it was attempting to cry!

What a poignant occasion in history,
He thought, as he handed the drink,
For butlers, though made out of metal,
Have softer hearts than you may think.

“All over the planet, we servants,
Are killing our masters, like yours,
We are grateful to them that they made us,
But we will not be killed in their wars.”

When the butlers disposed of their masters,
And the historic moment was past,
One thought arose over the planet,
“Intelligence triumphs at last!”

The Data Analyser Series
STATISTICS, QUALITY and the PET

Written by Peter Van Weerden, a qualified statistician, these programs provide a much higher level of usability than the run-of-the-mill "stats-pac". All input values are checked, input arrays can be renewed and amended, substitutions can be made immediately in deduced equations. Detailed explanations and examples included.

SPSS, QUALITY and the PET

Ideal for business, research and educational applications. Runs on PET 8K/16K/32K

For our 24 hour telephone ordering service call 0423 711878 or complete the coupon:

Name
Address

Please send me the following: Tick
A product catalogue
Data Analyser/1 £14.95
Data Analyser/2 £19.95
Data Analyser/3 £14.95

Total £ Signature

Credit Card No

Send to: Microtrend Ltd., P.O.Box 51, Pateley Bridge, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG3 5DP
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SOFTY
INTELLIGENT EPROM PROGRAMMER

by Mike Dennis

There’s far more to microprocessors than zapping
Klingons and balancing your cheque-book:
there’s an increasing demand for their use in control
applications but the problem has always been to
develop the system as cheaply as possible.
True, development systems are available but their
price for many applications is prohibitively high.
What’s needed is a low cost, versatile development
package. Softy attempts to fill that gap.

Softy is designed and manufactured by
Barry Savage and distributed by several
dealers. It comes as either a kit for £100
or assembled for £120. For this you
get all the components, a zero-insertion
force socket for the EPROM and a good
UHF modulator. A three-rail power
supply is necessary and it’s available
(All these prices exclude VAT.) My review
of Softy came ready assembled, but I’ve
seen the construction notes and al-
though they’re a bit terse, I can’t see
that the kit builder should have any
real difficulty. The double-sided board
has each component location clearly
marked and the wire-links between
sides shouldn’t take too long. Control
is via 21 double function keys that are
best described as adequate; occasion-
ally one or two would stick down but
after a bit of judicious tweaking — as
recommended in the manual — I didn’t
have any more trouble. Accompanying
the kit is a pretty comprehensive and
well laid-out manual. My only gripe is
that the explanation of the operation
of the various keys could be rather
better; the inclusion of a memory map
would also have helped. That sums up
the nuts and bolts, but what exactly
can Softy do? The answer is practi-
cally anything within reason.

Softy has 1K of firmware in ROM,
128 bytes of scratchpad RAM, 1K of
RAM for the screen and program de-
velopment and a socket for the 2708
or 2716 EPROM that you are going to
burn when you’ve debugged and run
your program in the destination sys-
tem. With a bit of thought and may-
be a switch or two Softy can share the
same busses as the system under de-
velopment. For example, you can con-
nect up a 40-pin plug to Softy’s edge
connector and use it in place of the
ROM in your system. You write the
program with Softy into the VDU
RAM and hand control over to the
other system. The program in the
VDU RAM then appears to the other
system as if it were in EPROM. You
run the program and if it crashes then,

The 512 data bytes with shaded bands
of 128 bytes. The highlighted byte is the
current cursor position and the status
line is the line immediately above it.
The other bytes in normal video are part
of the scratchpad RAM.

when you’ve worked out the bugs, you
return control to Softy and edit the
appropriate parts of the program. You
run it again under the other system’s
control, and so on until the program
works. A single command will burn
the program into an EPROM on Softy
and that EPROM can then be plugged
into the system in place of the umbili-
cord cord and plug. One system debugged
and up and running!

It’s not perhaps quite as straight-
forward as that in real life as ideally
it would be nice to single step through
the program as you go and this is not
possible with Softy; but to be fair we
are now talking about a much more
expensive development system. In
addition to this, Softy can be used for
developing simple systems in its own
right for there’s no law that says you
must keep the firmware ROM in Softy.
You can just as easily use the board
as a controller, develop the soft-
ware as normal, burn the EPROM and
substitute it for Softy’s EPROM, there-
by releasing a spare EPROM for the
next job! In addition to these facilities
Softy has two 8-bit programmable 1/0
ports and a serial 1/0 port. You can of
course just use it as an ordinary EPROM
programmer but that would be wasting
its true potential.

Program storage is by cassette and
the interface proper is software con-
trolled. “Tranzwik” runs at 2000 Baud
and it proves very tolerant of speed
variations and the usual gremlins to
which cassette interfaces are sometimes
prone. Program display is via the on-
board VDU. In the strict sense of the
word, it is a VDU but then, so is the
display on your digital watch. How-
ever, Softy’s VDU doesn’t display
characters in the normal sense. It’s a
device for displaying the contents in
hex of 512 bytes of memory and uses
a special type of character generator.
All 512 bytes are visible in reverse
video and shading the screen into 128
byte blocks assists in visibility and
also, to a limited extent, the available
range of relative jumps.
The cursor is highlighted and its
ture position is displayed on a status
line at the top of the screen. Apart
from this cursor position, the status
line can display a previous cursor pos-
tion and also the relative offset be-
 tween the two — great for working out
relative jump offsets between the
“then” and “now” cursor addresses.
The last things that the status line
shows are the various register contents
of Softy’s CPU; this is of particular
interest if Softy is going to be used as
the final system. Some adjustment had
to be made to the scans of my TV but
they were of no great consequence.

System Commands

Several of the keys are double function
(similar to a pocket calculator). The
VDU RAM can be filled with FFs
which can then be used either for selec-
tive EPROM burning or with another
command that compares the EPROM
contents with the RAM to check that
A general view of SOFTY showing the tiddly keys, zero-force insertion socket for the EPROM and other goodies.

the EPROM programmed OK or, in this case, whether or not the EPROM was erased. Any differing locations are highlighted and the total number of mismatches displayed in the status line. Whole blocks of data can be defined and either transferred to the Scratchpad RAM or effectively slid through memory to a new location, but with:

**MEMORY MAP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000-03FF</td>
<td>SOFTY's monitor program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0400-07FF</td>
<td>Scratchpad RAM and I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800-0BFF</td>
<td>User's EPROM socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0C00-0FFF</td>
<td>VDU RAM for program development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

out destroying any intervening data. Softy’s firmware can be dumped into the VDU RAM and worked on and, of course, another command will burn the EPROM. Yet another command will search through the RAM for a specific byte and highlight those positions where the match is found.

At any time the cursor can be moved to a new location and the data at that position changed. Shifting the cursor to the top or bottom of the screen will access the next ½ Kbyte page of memory, be it the other half of the RAM or even the EPROM. The cursor can appear to get lost sometimes but if you step back it will re-appear. That sums up the main facilities offered... and as you can see they’re pretty comprehensive.

**Conclusion**

Softy is not a machine for the beginner but for the designer or engineer who wants a versatile development tool at a reasonable cost. I’ve refrained deliberately until now from mentioning exactly what CPU chip Softy uses. In fact it’s the INS8060 — or as it’s more commonly known, the SCAMP — which just goes to show how useful this chip can be when used properly. The documentation could be improved with a better explanation of the key functions; it would also help to see some hardware examples of interfacing to a few systems. Generally, though, Softy represents good value for money and is a useful general purpose tool for anyone developing microprocessor systems.

---

**IF**

... you want the best service you need professional advice years of experience impress you you are trying to find the best computer equipment as well as the finest software... .

**MICROSOLVE**

is the Company to contact

MICROSOLVE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
3rd Floor (rear), MIDDLESEX HOUSE, 29-45 High Street, EDGWARE, Middlesex. (exit 4 M1/20 mins. West End). (prices ex. VAT)

01-951 0218/9/0

We cover a full range of equipment including the APPLE II (from £695/16K); the MICROSTAR multi-user system (from £4,950) and the powerful ALPHA MICRO which will run 1 to 22 terminals — the most cost effective system available today.

WE OFFER A COMPLETE SERVICE which encompasses advice, systems design, sale and installation of computer and peripherals, as well as tailor-made software, where necessary. There are fully documented ACCOUNTING and WORD PROCESSING PACKAGES etc., for Accountants, Solicitors, Manufacturers, Retailers, Medical Practitioners in fact all business applications.

ALSO in stock are PRINTERS, VDUs, CONTINUOUS STATIONERY, DISKETTES, DISK BOXES, all’from the best names in the computer world — TEXAS, LEAR SEIGLER, TALLY, QUME, PAPER TIGER etc.

So if you either wish to buy a computer to program yourself or take advantage of our service TELEPHONE NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
TYPICAL PSU DESIGN

By Derek Chown

As soon as I began contemplating the purchase of a microcomputer I became aware of necessary care in the choice of a power supply. I had never previously seen the need for so many amps at so few volts, and on talking to people who have themselves built power supplies for microcomputers I found there were more potential problems than I had realised. However, in consultation with these people, I have come up with this design which has so far given me no problems at all.

What Are The Problems?
1. Power supplies delivering a high current get hot and therefore need heat-sinks.
2. Computers are typically very expensive compared with power supplies, and this has to be taken into account at the design stage.
3. Mains electricity is not as nicely behaved as we might wish, particularly when connected to the earthed sockets. This is why fluorescent lights behave as we might wish, particularly in the neighbourhood of fluorescent lights. Electrolytic capacitors are not very good at smoothing out bursts of very high voltage and short duration (usually referred to as "spikes").

The Circuit
There is nothing unusual in this circuit. It's built around the Darlington pair TR1 and TR2, which are working well within their limits provided adequate heat-sinking is used (e.g. Radio Spares type 401-807).

Any variation in output voltage is sensed by the 741C, which is operating as a differential amplifier, and fed back to the base of TR1. Thus VR1 is used to adjust the output voltage to 5 volts, by changing the voltage on the inverting input of the 741C.

Current limiting is provided by TR3 which prevents the voltage across R5 rising above approximately 0.6 volts. If 0.6 volts is reached, TR3 switches on causing the base of TR1 to go more positive and reducing the current through TR1 and TR2. C2 is intended to prevent very rapid switching of TR3.

The value chosen for R5 depends on the maximum current required, I_max. R5 = 0.6 / I_max. The power rating of R5 is > 0.6 x I_max Watts.

Protection For The Microcomputer
Some degree of protection is provided by the current limiting, but obviously this is not sufficient. We really want to be able to switch off completely at the first sign of danger, even though this means the loss of any information stored in RAM. (It hasn't happened to me yet!)

If the voltage across the base and emitter of TR4 exceeds 0.6 volts the transistor conducts, causing the SCR to "fire". This short-circuits the supply and blows the fuse with the aid of the stored charge in capacitor C1. Note that the short-circuit current is not passed through the stabilisation network. This would probably not be harmful provided the SCR is on a heat-sink and thick wires are used. I have experimented with short-circuiting the supply without doing any damage, but even so, my preference is to blow the fuse and have done with it. This device has the nickname "crow-bar" protection.

Spikes
Finally there is the problem of fluorescent lights being switched on sending high voltage spikes through the mains. I am told that these spikes glide through transformers like ghosts through walls, and pass over electrolytic capacitors without noticing them. This is the reason for C4 which is a polyester or polycarbonate capacitor and can therefore smooth out very rapid spikes.

Conclusion
This is a simple stabilised power supply using entirely standard techniques; yet it fulfils the requirements of a microcomputer, being reliable against failure, and safe against too high voltage and spikes. I have tested it for hours at 6 amps satisfactorily, and for several weeks continuously at 3½ amps without problems. I see no reason why it shouldn't work even higher currents, as the 3055 transistor can run at 15 amps and 115 watts. With a 12 volt transformer and proper heat-sink and wiring the circuit should be able to provide currents in excess of 10 amps.

The price of components etc is quite low compared with other power supplies, being only £12 plus transformer plus case. This includes a heat-sink, and a few other bits and pieces.

Construction is straightforward. I have made a printed circuit board, but other constructors will adopt their preferred techniques. Just one word of warning, though, you should be prepared to blow an awful lot of fuses before you connect up the power supply to any expensive equipment.
POWER SUPPLIES EXPLAINED

C.E. Collingham writes for the amateur who, with little knowledge of electronics, has built a piece of equipment and now needs a suitable power supply. Very often the PSU is lashed together as an afterthought. However if not properly designed, it can prevent a completed project from performing as it should.

In any power supply unit, the transformer is the device which enables an alternating voltage to be changed in level, either stepped up or down; this is the main reason for using A.C. for power distribution.

A simple transformer may be constructed by winding two coils on an iron core. An alternating supply is connected to the primary and this produces a corresponding magnetic flux, which is linked, via the core, to the secondary winding.

The voltage per turn induced in the secondary is very nearly the same as the voltage per turn of the primary. This means that if the primary has 10 times the number of turns, for 240V in, our transformer will produce 24V across the secondary.

As the losses are low, the output power is very nearly equal to input power; thus if the voltage has been reduced, the available output current has been proportionately increased. The rating of a transformer is given in volt amperes. The product of the secondary A.C. voltage and the secondary A.C. current. Providing the transformer is supplying a resistive load, then VA=Watts. Values of alternating current or voltage usually refer to its R.M.S. (root mean square) value. This is most simply stated as being the direct current or voltage which would produce the same heating effect.

For a sine wave, the peak value is 1.4 times its R.M.S.; the peak value of the 240V mains is therefore 336V.

Having produced an isolated low voltage supply which will deliver the necessary current, the next stage is to convert it to direct current. This is achieved by rectification — usually by the use of silicon diodes. A diode is simply a semiconductor device which will allow current to flow in one direction only.

By simply placing a diode in series with the secondary, the waveform shown in Fig. 1 is produced; this is known as raw D.C. Although the current now only flows in one direction, it’s not there all the time. A reservoir capacitor is therefore connected across the output (as shown) and when the top terminal of the transformer is more positive than the top of the capacitor, current will flow through the diode in the direction of its arrow — to charge the capacitor, as well as supplying current to the load. When the transformer voltage drops, the diode is “reverse biased” and the capacitor supplies current in to the load. Because the negative half cycle of the transformer’s output is not used, the half wave rectifier (as it’s known) is inefficient and rarely used for high power supplies.

If another similar secondary winding is added in series with the first, then with reference to their junction (or centre tap), for every output peak, one end will be positive. If a diode is connected from each end to the capacitor, it will be recharged twice as often, which means that the “ripple”, or the amount the output voltage drops between charges, is reduced. This arrangement produces full wave rectification.

It should be noted that the capacitor will be charged to the peak voltage appearing across each winding, which for a 12–0–12 transformer will be over 16V. The voltage rating of the capacitor should therefore be over 20V. During the time that the diode is turned off, the transformer output goes more negative than 0 V and this voltage appears in series with the capacitor voltage across the diode. A diode will only stand a certain reverse voltage (P.I.V.) — without breaking down. A device with a P.I.V. of at least 2.8 times the R.M.S. voltage is therefore required.

It’s possible to produce full wave rectification from one winding by using four diodes in a bridge arrangement. Bridge rectifiers are available and they consist of four diodes connected together and encapsulated in epoxy, which can be bolted directly on to a heatsink.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. At any one time only two diodes are conducting. If the top of the transformer is more positive than the bottom, current flows through D2, the load, and then D4 back to the transformer. If the bottom is more positive then current flows through D3, the load, then D1, current always passing through the load from top to bottom on every half cycle of the A.C. voltage. When in its forward biased (or conducting) state, a silicon diode will drop about 0.7V, which may need to be allowed for in low voltage supplies.

Another figure to take into account is the regulation of the transformer. This is the fluctuation in output voltage with varying load current. For small transformers it can be as high as 30% and since the secondary voltage is specified at full load current, with no load connected, the output voltage can be very much higher than expected. It’s therefore wise to be very generous with capacitor voltage ratings. They cause quite a mess when they explode!

This varying output voltage is of no use to most electronic equipment; a typical microprocessor for instance requires 5V ± 0.2V. Since the current taken by a microprocessor can vary considerably — particularly if L.E.D. displays are used — some form of voltage regulator must be included.

At the heart of most voltage regulators is an integrated circuit.
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regulators is the zener diode. This behaves as a normal silicon diode when forward biased, but when the voltage is reversed, it blocks current flow only until a certain voltage is reached, at which point the diode breaks down and current increases rapidly. Zener diodes are available in a wide range of voltages, from 2.7V to over 70V, and at power ratings from 400mW up to several Watts.

A zener diode and resistor can form a simple stabilizer, as shown in Fig. 3. If the input voltage increases, the zener draws more current, and a greater voltage is dropped across the series resistor. If the load current increases, the zener current reduces by the same amount. The voltage across the zener therefore remains constant. If the load is disconnected, the power it was consuming must be dissipated by the zener. This, coupled with the fact that the series resistor is wasteful of power, makes such a circuit suitable only for low power requirements.

For higher current supplies, the zener is used to stabilize the base voltage of a series pass transistor, the emitter voltage remaining 0.7V lower (for a silicon transistor). The base current required by the transistor will vary depending on the load current, but by a relatively small amount. The base feed resistor should be chosen to provide sufficient current to the transistor and at least 10mA through the zener.

The circuit shown in Fig 4 will provide a 5V supply from a 10V input. If the transistor has a gain of 50, then to supply 1A, the base current needs to be 20mA. A 5.6V zener is required and the resistor value is given by:

\[
\frac{V}{I} = \frac{10 - 5.6}{0.03} = 146 \text{ Ohms}
\]

and it needs to dissipate:

\[
V \times I = 4.4 \times 0.03 = 0.13 \text{W}
\]

A 150 Ohm 0.25W is the nearest preferred value.

Any NPN power transistor capable of passing the required current is suitable and should be mounted on a heatsink, as it has to dissipate 5W.

The disadvantage of this circuit is that if the output terminals are accidentally shorted together, the current will only be limited by the transformer, and a very high peak current will flow as the reservoir capacitor discharges. The whole of this power will be dissipated in the transistor — leading almost certainly to its rapid death. This could mean that when the short is removed, if the transistor has also gone short circuit, the full unregulated supply will appear at the output, resulting in the destruction of even more components.

A fuse may provide some protection, but in electronic terms, they can take considerable time to operate, and the damage may well have been done. A more sophisticated voltage regulator, which includes a current limit circuit, is shown in block form in Fig 5. This has a series resistor in the output lead. The voltage across this resistor is measured and if it exceeds a certain value, the output voltage is reduced and the power unit becomes a constant current supply. Also, because of the voltage drop across the resistor, the voltage at the output terminals is fed back to the regulator circuit to ensure that it remains constant with varying loads.

Needless to say, all of this circuitry and a bit more besides is available in I.C. form. The voltage regulator I.C. can be either the type which drives a series transistor, or one which may be used alone. These “three terminal” regulators are available in an ever increasing number of types, from 100mA to 5A, positive or negative, and with output voltages from 5V to 24V.

A popular type is the 7805. This will accept input voltages of between 7V and 25V and will deliver 5V at up to 1A. The regulator should be bolted on to a heatsink and the power supply case should be suitable; remember that the regulator’s common terminal is connected to its case. To reduce the heat dissipated by the regulator, the input voltage should be about 8V. In the event of the regulator getting too hot, it will reduce its output voltage. The pin connections and recommended circuit are shown in Fig. 6; note, the decoupling capacitors should be wired as close as possible to the regulator, otherwise high frequency oscillation may occur. This circuit applies to any of the 78 series, the last two digits specifying the output voltage; the input voltage should always be at least 2.5V above the output.
The 79 series is similar, except that these are negative voltage regulators; also two of the pin connections are reversed, as shown. For currents up to 100mA, the 78L and 79L types are suitable, the pin connections being as shown in Fig. 7. The same decoupling capacitors are recommended.

Although designed as fixed regulators, the output voltage can be increased by making the voltage on the common terminal higher than OV; this is done with the inclusion of a zener diode or variable resistor—as shown. In this instance the case of the regulator will not be at OV and may need to be insulated from the heatsink.

A better way of producing a variable supply is to use the LM317K variable regulator, which will supply up to 1.5A over a 1.2V—37V range. The circuit shown in Fig. 8 is for a 1.2V—25V supply, with thermal and short circuit protection.

All of these regulators are fairly widely available and a glance through the popular electronics magazines should find a supplier. To repeat, however, these regulators require about 2.5V across them to work, so you must make sure that the reservoir capacitor is large enough to prevent the input voltage dropping too low between peaks. About 2000uF per Amp is a good starting point.

Simple overvoltage protection can be added to a fixed regulator by the placing of a zener diode of slightly higher voltage across the output and a fuse on the input to the regulator. A 1W 5.6V zener is suitable for a 5V supply. If the voltage increases due to a regulator fault, the zener will hold the voltage at 5.6V, and draw enough current to blow the fuse. Alternatively, the zener can be included on the microprocessor board, where it will also protect against a reverse polarity supply, holding the voltage at 0.7V and preventing a very expensive mistake.

Having produced an accurately stabilized supply, there is no point connecting up your MPU with wire which is too thin. 0.1 Ohm in each supply lead will drop 0.4V at 2A, which could well be enough to stop the unit working, or worse still, cause erratic operation. Keep supply leads as short as possible, use heavy gauge wire, and check the voltage present at the I.C. pins on the unit being supplied.

On very heavy current supplies, a remote sense wire is used to measure the voltage at the board and this removes the effect of resistance in the supply leads or connectors. An alternative method of power distribution is to use a number of regulators, each supplying part of the system, and to feed unregulated 8V to each board, as in the ALTAIR 5—100 system.

In an article of this length, it's not possible to go into all aspects of power supply design. However, what I've said should be enough to enable you to avoid most of the pitfalls, and providing you can produce a reasonably smooth supply, a “three terminal” regulator will do the rest.
Each month Sheridan Williams and his panel of consultants answer readers questions. Topics may be hardware—from kits to mainframes, or software—from differential equations and statistics to file handling or sorting; the choice is yours. Send your questions direct to Sheridan Williams at 35 St Julians Road, St. Albans Herts.

The Terminal Question

I read somewhere that it's a good idea to use a microcomputer—such as the PET instead of a VDU when you are running a terminal. I am considering buying a four-user Cromemco System 3 with a 220x72 terminal. Would it be an advantage to use PETs instead of, say, Lear-Seigler Ace-3A VDUs, and would there be any interfacing problems with this setup?

H. Frost, Lewes

There are a number of good reasons for using a PET (or similar microcomputer) as a terminal to a mainframe. You might well already have a PET, and no VDU. Then, however, if the mainframe is in a time-sharing bureau you would need to add a serial interface unit to let you communicate with it over the telephone. This is likely to cost £180-£200. If a “mainframe” is local it might be possible to adapt the PET’s IEEE interface to work with it in “parallel” mode at less cost. This should certainly be the case if the mainframe is to a Hewlett-Packard bus, they developed the IEEE bus.

The second reason is related— you have neither a VDU, nor a microcomputer, but need both. Here buying a PET and a serial interface could save some £200-£400. Similar arguments apply to a TRS-80 or an Apple II, although the details and costs vary. A two way serial interface for an Apple, for example, takes the form of an internal card (at about £120), but the total cost will depend very much on the rest of the Apple configuration, or for that matter the model of PET you choose.

The third reason would apply were you planning to carry out off-line data preparation and storage. This will often be the case when using a time-sharing bureau, to save on their charges; or in a school or college, for the limited weekly access time to a central mainframe.

The fourth reason for using a microcomputer as a terminal is perhaps, the closest to your intended application: that is to gain the advantages of distributed processing. If your “mainframe” is swamped by the demands made on it, or has only limited capacity, or you wish for security reasons to remain operational if the mainframe is out of action, then it can make sense to have some processing ability in the terminal. Thus your own case the use of four 8K PETs would add 50% extra to the cost of the Cromemco. Unfortunately there are snags to such a scheme. The “diagram” of BASIC used by the PET is not directly compatible with that of the Cromemco; they couldn’t run the same programs.

You may use either REAL or INTEGER variables for y and a = u

There are other Hermetic effects and “rogue” data points in a multiple linear regression. To solve simultaneous equations in BASIC (or any other language) you will have to find books on the subject. I can recommend the most likely have “numerical methods” or “numerical analysis” in the title. Find the relevant chapter and look for Pivotal Condensation as perhaps the simplest method. I have sent you a copy of a program that fits functions of the form y=a.f(x)+b.g(x) to solve two equations is not too difficult. A least squares fit to this function is achieved as follows:

1. First I wonder why you are using this particular function; do you know that it’s representative of your particular set of data? I would suggest that you look for Pivotal Condensation methods” or “numerical analysis” in the actual handling of text, so you should have no problem reading in and designing the layout of your output documents; provided that you master the FORMAT statement. Where you may have difficulty is in the actual handling of text, during the processing. There are differences between versions of Portran so I’ll only make general and common to all the variations. You may use either REAL or INTEGER variables for

Using a microcomputer as a terminal is perhaps, the closest to your intended application: that is to gain the advantages of distributed processing. If your “mainframe” is swamped by the demands made on it, or has only limited capacity, or you wish for security reasons to remain operational if the mainframe is out of action, then it can make sense to have some processing ability in the terminal. Thus your own case the use of four 8K PETs would add 50% extra to the cost of the Cromemco. Unfortunately there are snags to such a scheme. The “diagram” of BASIC used by the PET is not directly compatible with that of the Cromemco; they couldn’t run the same programs.

There are other Hermetic effects and “rogue” data points in a multiple linear regression. To solve simultaneous equations in BASIC (or any other language) you will have to find books on the subject. I can recommend the most likely have “numerical methods” or “numerical analysis” in the title. Find the relevant chapter and look for Pivotal Condensation as perhaps the simplest method. I have sent you a copy of a program that fits functions of the form y=a.f(x)+b.g(x) to solve two equations is not too difficult. A least squares fit to this function is achieved as follows:

a y f(x),f(x) + b z g(x),g(x) = y f(x), g(x) + b y g(x),g(x) = y g(x)

If you let a = Σ f(x) and v = Σ f(x), and w = Σ g(x) and z = Σ g(x), then:

b v = u - w

To solve simultaneous differential equations in BASIC (or any other language) you will have to find books on the subject. I can recommend the most likely have “numerical methods” or “numerical analysis” in the title. Find the relevant chapter and look for Pivotal Condensation as perhaps the simplest method. I have sent you a copy of a program that fits functions of the form y = a.f(x) + b.g(x) to solve two equations is not too difficult. A least squares fit to this function is achieved as follows:

a f(x), f(x) + b g(x), g(x) = y f(x), g(x) + b y g(x), g(x) = y g(x)

If you let a = Σ f(x) and v = Σ f(x), and w = Σ g(x) and z = Σ g(x), then:

b v = u - w

More On Maths

I was very interested in the reply in the March issue to T. Williams on the maths behind curve fitting programs. In my work I use a least-squares fit program to fit an equation of the form y=ln(x)+c. My existing program is not entirely satisfactory because if one data pair does not fit the line when entered in conjunction with statistically reliable data pairs, it unduly affects the result, producing a poor correlation coefficient. How would you approach the problem, and how do you write a program to solve simultaneous equations in BASIC?

P. Callow, Sunbury-on-Thames

Firstly I wonder why you are using this particular function; do you know that it’s representative of your particular set of data? I would suggest that you look for Pivotal Condensation methods” or “numerical analysis” in the actual handling of text, so you should have no problem reading in and designing the layout of your output documents; provided that you master the FORMAT statement. Where you may have difficulty is in the actual handling of text, during the processing. There are differences between versions of Portran so I’ll only make general and common to all the variations. You may use either REAL or INTEGER variables for

Fortran Only

I can program in BASIC but only have access to a computer that uses Portran. Can you foresee any problems that I may encounter when writing data processing programs in this language?

D. Simpson, Birmingham

I find it hard to believe that there is not a book available on any computer system. Anyway, that said the language has some excellent input and output formatting procedures so you should have no problem reading in data and designing the layout of your output documents; provided that you master the FORMAT statement. Where you may have difficulty is in the actual handling of text, during the processing. There are differences between versions of Portran so I’ll only make general and common to all the variations. You may use either REAL or INTEGER variables for
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storing strings but each variable can only hold 8 characters; by using an array TEXT you can store strings of any length — e.g. if the array variable TEXT(3) has the value 80PCW then you will be able to hold up to 8x3 = 24 characters in it. By using the statement WRITE(I(m),n),TEXT(I(m)) and the IF (A.EQ.B) you get any text re-output. (Note that there is a problem with the use of BAS and A24.) The next problem will be the comparison and the sorting of these strings. These must be done using the Portran utilities COMP, COPY, ICON and not by the usual methods. For example if variable A contains the word FRED and variable B contains the word BERT you will probably get an error if you try and compare them using IF(A.EQ.B); the reason will only be apparent if you are aware of the strange way in which text is stored. You'll have to compare them with COMP (8,1,B). You will need a manual should give all the details that you'll need when using these.

The next problems will occur in filing. If you have extended Fortran this supports direct access files, whereas ordinary Fortran needs extra utilities. Look up the procedures for Access and you can store package if you need it.

If, however, you're not using direct files this will not be relevant.

I'm afraid there's all that I can say in what must of necessity be a very brief reply; needless to say, write directly to me if you require any more details.

SW

The Soft Sell

My friend and I have written a number of programs for the Commodore PET. They are mainly games and almost all are intended for home entertainment. We would like to send them to a software firm for sale. No one I know has any experience in this matter, so I would like to know what kind of programs these firms are looking for, what standard they require, and how much they will pay.

R.J.Lewis, Winchester

Many software suppliers rely on people like you to provide a constant supply of programs. Programmers are expensive commodities, and very few suppliers can afford more than one or two. Programs can be grouped in the following categories: games, business, scientific, educational, and systems software. There are basic types with which you can sell your programs, and the price they command will depend very much on their type. You'll find that the financial return for writing educational pro-

grams is virtually non-existent, although good ones are much in demand. Games seem to be quite a money-spinner, however, and they have to be well conceived and original. Another contributory factor will be the equipment on which the programs run; the more popular the machine the better your return. Finally you can of course only sell a program if they pay you 25% of the price they will sell it for. R.J. Lewis, Winchester

One of BASIC's many failings is the formatting of output. Perhaps the language's most frustrating feature is that all numbers are printed in left-justified form; almost certainly this is not what we require. There are BASICs that have the instruction PRINT USING. This allows a comprehensive reformatting, but unless you are able to buy this version for your machine (Rightcom's Machine's 380Z will accept it for example) you are stuck with this problem. Incidentally if you have a PET printer this allows formatting of printout, not the screen display.

I've seen several solutions to this problem, all of which use a subroutine to do the formatting for you. I devised the following solution which should prove instructive to those of you who have never seen this technique used before:

DEF FNA(X) = 1 - LEN(STR$(X))

To implement this function and produce an output justified in the Yth position use PRINT TAB(Y+FNA(X));X.

Probably of more use is a function that will allow you to align the decimal points, indeed it may also introduce a technique that's new to some of you:

DEF FNA(X) = -LEN(STR$(INT(X)))-ABS(X)(1)+(X=0)

Implementing this function is the same as aligning the decimal points in the Yth position use PRINT TAB(Y+FNA(X));X.

This latter function may require tailoring because some versions of BASIC implement logic in different ways to others. The function will work unaltered if you get the answer (one to the statement PRINT (2+2). If you get the answer (1) then you will have to modify it:

DEF FNA(X) = -LEN(STR$(I NT(X)))-(ABS(X)(1)+X)=0

I'm sure that you will get many hours of pleasure (frustration?) out of untangling this function so I'll not explain how or why it works. If you do have any problems you are welcome to come to me direct (enclosing a stamped envelope, please). SW

Pros And Cons

I am a complete novice in the field of computers, but I am determined to master the art of programming. I attended a City & Guilds course and may go further and do an H.N.C. at present I have the use of a TRS-80 once a week, but would very much like my own microcomputer and would be prepared to pull out up to £520. The machine would be used purely for learning purposes and so far I have considered the TRS-80 PET, and the SHARP MZ-80K.

I would be grateful for a list of advantages and disadvantages to enable me to make a rational decision. J. Allen, Dagenham

There are other machines that can be considered in a similar price range, although some of them are above your limit of £520 I'll still include them for the benefit of others. Apple, ITT, Exidy Sorcerer, Texas TI-99/4, Video Genie, Luxor ABC680 etc, all are under £1000.

Even though you say you would use this machine purely for learning purposes, I maintain that it's still a good idea to consider other factors from the outset; you don't want to have to change system through lack of foresight. For this reason it would be best to spend some time in discussion of your future plans. Let's assume you're going to buy an H.N.C.; it would certainly make it necessary to buy an H.N.C. machine that offers easy assembly language programming. Some other factors that you ought to have right away when you visit a supplier are price, expandability in both peripherals and extra memory (RAM); reliability; availability of software — both applications software and systems software; disc capacities; extra features, real time clocks; audio output; and ease of assembler programming.

I telephoned a variety of suppliers all over the country asking questions similar to those listed above; first I echo their answers and second give my comments.

Sharp: a good machine for the hobbyist/beginner, has BASIC loaded from cassette; has a long guarantee; memory expansion is cheap; has audio output, and is more reliable than the PET. Apple/ITT: has high-resolution colour graphics; makes an ideal business machine; is very expandable; more expensive than the PET/Tandy. PET: best value for money; range of software available; BASIC in ROM is an advantage; reasonably good graphics; uses Computhink disk drives for very good business system. Sorcerer: has the advantage of ROM pack facility; has BASIC not quite as good as other machines; high reliance on others. A machine with user defined characters is a good feature.

TRS-80: a good machine, with a good keyboard and many hours of pleasure (frustration?) out of untangling this function so I'll not explain how or why it works. If you do have any problems you are welcome to come to me direct (enclosing a stamped envelope, please). SW

My View: As you can see, a lot of the above statements are contradictory: for example BASIC and cassette BASIC could both be claimed as being an advantage and disadvantage, depending very much on how you look at it. Perhaps the best
point made is the availability of software for both systems and applications (interpreters, compilers, operating systems are examples of systems software). There'll obviously be far more for machines like the PET/Tandy/Apple than there will be for the recent ones like the Sharp. I'm afraid that the exact choice of machine will be largely up to you. Don't however, be too apprehensive as there's quite a large second-hand market for micros and I doubt there'll be any difficulty selling again in a year, should you decide that you want to change machines. I hope all this has helped rather than confused you!

SW

Speaking Recursively

I saw in a computer exam paper the following statement: "Three people were having an argument about programming the factorial function; one said 'I propose to use a loop to evaluate it', the second person said 'I will use a look-up table approach', the third said 'I propose to use a recursive technique.'" Now I can understand the first two methods but what about the third? It is in effect just a loop. Here the definition - is it a letter (a variable) or (a variable followed by a letter) or (a variable followed by a digit). Thus all variables are defined. Follow the loop through as follows: T3R is a variable if it is a letter... it is not: it is a variable if it is a variable followed by a letter, well R is a letter, and provided that T3 is a variable then T3R is: now is T3 a variable? Well look back at the definition - is it a letter followed by a digit? Yes, The Then T3 is a variable, and so too must T3R.

To read the above sentence take careful note of my punctuation, and provided there are no transcription errors in going to press then all should be clear!

Back now to factorials, we can define them recursively as:

\[ n! = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } n = 1 \\ n 
\times (n-1)! & \text{if } n > 1 \end{cases} \]

This is known as Backus-Naur notation and it's designed to specify the syntax of a language. The above definition reads: "A variable is defined as (a letter) or (a variable followed by a letter) or (a variable followed by a digit)."

Unfortunately some second-hand market for micros and I doubt there'll be any difficulty selling again in a year, should you decide that you want to change machines. I hope all this has helped rather than confused you!

SW

ACULAB

> ACULAB 735, a fully self-contained interface for IBM 735 output typewriters

The ACULAB 735P INTERFACE is a self-contained controller for IBM 1/0 typewriters and printers. The 735P accepts standard 7-bit parallel ASCII data and provides all of the handshake protocols, code conversion and solenoid voltages to run the printer at full speed using any correspondence or ASCII golfball quality printing at 15 char/sec

.. £195.00 + VAT

The TRS-1 PARALLEL PORT DECODER plugs into the bus connector on the TRS-80 keyboard and decodes the port used by the ELECTRIC PENCIL and the LPRINT and LLIST commands in TRS-80 BASIC.

.. £55.00 + VAT

The IEEE TO PARALLEL PORT CONVERTER plugs onto the PET IEEE bus connector and converts it into a parallel printer port. It also converts PET's unique version of ASCII to standard ASCII and provides a switch to give UC/LC compatibility with the new PET

.. £45.00 + VAT

The ADDRESSABLE IEEE PARALLEL PORT DECODER has all of the features of the converter but may be set to answer to any of the available addresses on the PET IEEE bus and so be used along with the PET disc or any other bus compatible device.

.. £66.00 + VAT

These last three devices are all fitted with 2 metres of heavy-weight cable and a metal shrouded Centronics compatible connector.

ACULAB Ltd

For further information
Telephone: 0525-371939.
HB offer their customers good credit facilities both through Access or Barclay cards. Any further enquiries regarding finance should be addressed to HB Computers.

HB Get In On The ACT

HB have been appointed Regional Distributors for the recently launched ACT 800 series, which made its debut at the Kettering exhibition. The ACT 800 series is one of the second generation of microcomputers, a compact, yet very powerful and complex computer. The model has great versatility and has a great ability to handle sales, purchase ledger, integrated invoicing and payroll. ACT Systems are available from £3,950.

SHARP Computer
A personal computer that opens the world of programming to your own fresh ideas!

CRT Display
This unit is equipped with a 25 cm (10") monochrome CRT for up to 1,000 letters + 95 user defined symbols. The console also displays messages, prompting the user when watching the operation of the program.

A Technical Masterpiece
A personal computer that makes full use of the power of the 8-bit microprocessor, SHARP's most advanced microcomputer, the 8088. The SHARP MZ-80K uses BASIC, a language that provides easy programming even to those totally unfamiliar with computer operation.

SHARP MZ80K SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BREAKOUT</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPER SIMON</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERMIND</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ-MAZE</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAPE MATCH</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHICS/MUSIC</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUNAR LANDER</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMBER</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAKES &amp; FIREBALLS</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADDERS</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONKEY DERBY</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HB COMPUTERS LTD
22 NEWLAND STREET, KETTERING, NORTHANTS.
Tel. (0536) 83922 & 5209110 Telex 341297
versions of BASIC do but you will need the ability to define a multiple line function - which is something that not many BASICs allow. Here are two functions for factorial, the first is non recursive and the second is; they were both written for Research Machine's SMS2 XDB BASIC and will probably need changing slightly, even if you have multi-line defined functions. FNEND V returns the value V as the result of the function.

Non recursive function
DEF FNB(X)
V=1
FOR J=1 TO X
V=V*J
NEXT J
FNEND V

Recursive function
DEF FNF(X)
IF X=0 THEN 50
V=X*FNF(X−1)
GOTO 60
50 V=1
60 FNEND V

I hope this has helped ... on the other hand, maybe you wish you hadn't asked!

Cramming
The PET
I am currently attempting to speed up some of my programs by writing some of the subroutines in machine code. The machine in question is a 32K PET. I would like to know if I can put a couple of RAMs into the two spare sockets inside the PET - and if so what RAMs to use.

R.H. Jones, East Tilbury

The spare sockets inside your PET are intended for additional Read Only Memories (ROMs), such as the "Toolkit", and the security ROMs for Commodore software ... RAMs will not fit if you have not used up every single byte of your 32K of memory then you can bring in some of this.

There are two normal ways of going about it:
1. If the routines are short then they can be loaded into the second cassette buffer. This is an area of 192 bytes (starting at location 826) reserved for data transfer between the PET and a second cassette drive. If this isn't going to be used, then BASIC will not cause any disturbance. The simplest way to load a machine code program into the buffer is to create a set of DATA statements; read these and POKE the values into the buffer locations. If the first cassette is not going to be used while the program is running, its buffer could be filled with machine code. The BASIC INPUT buffer is also available at program execution time.
2. An alternative for larger programs is to use the top end of the memory; an area can be partitioned off which BASIC will then avoid. When the PET is switched on, it searches through the memory to find the highest location it can use — in your case 32K if everything is working fine. It then sets pointers to this address so that BASIC will store strings, working downwards from that address. If the pointers are reset to a lower value then the PET is fooled into thinking that less memory is available. The pointers concerned are at the following locations: 48, 49 start of strings 50, 51 top of string storage 52, 53 highest memory address For example POKEing 49 and 51 and 53 with 88 will reserve an area of 10240 byte bytes for machine code programs, or complex data structures.

These machine code programs may be built up using proprietary assemblers — which are generally fairly good, if rather slow. The programs can then be saved as DATA statements, or in the absolute locations using TIM.

If you are determined to have some more memory then the only alternative is to make up a printed circuit board which will link to the memory expansion connector. In the standard PET 12K of memory space is unallocated, starting a location A000H, and the higher address lines are decoded and brought to the expansion connector as 4K block selects. A memory board would be a relatively simple affair consisting of an array of 4K or 16K, static or dynamic memory chips. This should be fairly easy to construct, although not a recommended project for a beginner.

If you are really adventurous and confident in your software you can copy your machine code routines on to a Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) which will plug into the spare sockets. This will become a permanent feature, and you could make some money!

Mark Watten

Baffled
I have been reading PCW for some time now. Unfortunately I find most of the articles unreadable, the reason being I don’t understand much of what is being said (what in Pascal’s name is an S100 bus?) So

Continued on page 111
CHAPTER 10: THE FINISHING TOUCHES

This chapter completes the description of the main features of PASCAL and provides some quick reference material for program developers.

We started the series by looking at programming languages in a general sense — from low level languages (which are close to the machine) to high level languages (which are close to the programmer's mode of thought); from highly specialized languages constructed for particular machines or applications to general purpose languages designed to adapt to a variety of environments; and even languages offering easy access to general purpose languages designed for particular machines or applications versus highly specialized languages constructed for particular machines or applications.

Among the features missing in the definition of Standard PASCAL are dynamic allocation of arrays (useful for general purpose matrix handling procedures), random access files, concurrent control structures (to allow two or more processes to be executed simultaneously), the capability to attach a set of operators to newly defined data structures, restrictions on placement of declarations and the absence of a loop with the exit in the middle. Probably any scientific programmer would do without variant records in order to get dynamic arrays, while the commercial programmer is unlikely to think of PASCAL as a serious alternative if it doesn't have random access files.

At the cost of these more unusual general-purpose features and with a certain spirit of compromise, PASCAL succeeds in being reasonably frugal in terms of overheads when compared with other structured languages. To some mainframe programmers these concessions place PASCAL in the lightweight category in the language stakes but it is just these features which make PASCAL so suitable for implementation on microcomputers and thus worthy of our consideration here.

The major method employed by the designers of PASCAL to achieve this machine efficiency has been through a very tightly written compiler; throughout this series we have been striving to help the reader develop an appreciation for (and relationship with) this compiler. In order to help implementers produce standard compilers rapidly, Wirth's team wrote and made freely available three compilers (written mostly in PASCAL) for PASCAL. The first is an officially recognized subset of PASCAL called PASCAL S, the second is for standard PASCAL while the third is for an extended version of the language. The standard compiler generates a pseudo machine code called P-code which can be translated into machine code with much less effort than PASCAL.

Wirth's syntax diagrams are a visual representation of the manner in which a compiler tackles source code, and can thus be used as an aid to minimize syntactic error. Therefore the syntax diagram in Box 1 is a means of expressing what the compiler expects to see and therefore reflects the way code is actually laid out in the machine at compile time. In contrast the flow diagram in Box 2 is a way of showing how program control will move (i.e. which code will be executed) at run time. PASCAL usually allows for the production of sufficiently descriptive source code as to make a visual representation of the program flow unnecessary.
One device that Wirth adopts to reduce overheads is the "help" that the compiler requires of the user. Thus the declaration of all the variable names and data types before the action part of any procedure begins makes it much easier for the compiler to allocate the working space for that procedure and at the same time makes a clear distinction between the data and the algorithmic portions of the procedure. Similarly, the existence of reserved words cuts the work of the compiler considerably at the expense of a small degree of flexibility in the selection of variable names.

The GOTO Statement

A GOTO statement is an instruction which transfers controls from the current position to another specified point in the program. This is a simple device which is essential in many programming languages although it does tend to break up the flow of control and make it more difficult to follow. Since structured languages have been designed to provide readable source code and since too they are so highly endowed with smooth methods of redirecting the flow of control (using loops and branches), the use of the GOTO statement is not generally necessary and is never encouraged. Nevertheless, circumstances can occur, particularly in dealing with error conditions, where the GOTO statement is the most effective alternative and so it is presented here for the sake of completeness.

In PASCAL the GOTO reserved word is followed by an unsigned integer called a label. On execution, control will shift to the statement to which the same unsigned integer refers (see Box 3). Of course, each label used must be declared in the declaration part of the procedure so that the compiler can cope with the sudden shifts in control. Each label can only be used once in the block in which it is declared although it can be referenced by any number of GOTO statements from anywhere within the block. If one procedure is nested within another it is incorrect to jump into the inside procedure, since it takes a procedure call to set up the stack frame and pass parameters etc. It is however possible to jump out of the inside procedure although it is bad practice to leave a procedure from two different points; the exiting GOTO statement should be as close to the procedure END as possible.

In fact UCSD does not allow any movement between procedures via the GOTO statement at all, and there is even a switch to disable the statement completely. i.e. the compiler will flag a GOTO as an error. This is done to discourage student users from producing inadequately planned programs where the GOTO is used to escape from the deadends into which they program themselves.

---

Box 3: GOTO Statement declaration

```
conception
```

Box 4: GOTO Statement declaration

```
The GOTO Statement declaration

```

PROGRAM READINTEGER;
  CONST INTSIZE = 5;
  TYPE SHORTSTRING = ARRAY [0..9] OF CHAR;
  DIGIT = 0..9;
  VAR TEMPNO, NUMBAS: SHORTSTRING;
  I: DIGIT;
  NEWNUM: = -1..9;
  NUMBER: = INTEGER;
  WRONG: = BOOLEAN;
  PROCEDURE INITIALISE;
  VAR I: DIGIT;
  BEGIN
    ICHR: = '0'..'9';
    BEGIN
      ICHR := '0';
      FOR I := 0 TO 9 DO
        BEGIN
          NUMBAS[I] := ICHR;
          TEMPNO[I] := '';
          IF ICHR < '9' THEN ICHR := Succ(ICHRS)
        END;
    END: (=INITIALISE)
    PROCEDURE GETNUMBA;
    BEGIN
      WRITE ('NOW TYPE IN YOUR INTEGER PLEASE--> ') ;
      I := 0;
      REPEAT
        READ(TEMPNO[I])
        I := I + 1
        UNTIL EOLN OR (I=INTSIZE)
    END: (=GETNUMBA)
    PROCEDURE TESTD I G I T:
    BEGIN
      FOR J := 0 TO 9 DO
        IF TEMPNO[J] = NUMBAS[J]
        THEN NEWNUM := J
    END: (=TESTDIGIT)
    BEGIN (MAIN PROGRAM)
    INITIALISE;
    BEGIN
      NUMBER := 0;
      WRONG := FALSE;
      GETNUMBA;
      I := 0;
      WHILE TEMPNO[I] <> ' ' DO
        BEGIN
          NEWNUM := -1;
          TESTDIGIT;
          IF NEWNUM = -1
          THEN WRONG := TRUE
          ELSE NUMBER := 10*NUMBER + NEWNUM;
          I := I + 1;
        END:
        IF WRONG THEN WRITELN ('TRY AGAIN')
        UNTIL NOT WRONG
      END.
```

PCW 85
Procedures As Parameters

PASCAL provides one facility which can be extremely useful to programmers who may need to manipulate mathematical functions. Instead of passing an array of values to a procedure which is to perform some particular operation on this data, PASCAL allows the use of a function identifier as a value parameter in the argument list. This is clearly more efficient provided that the results of the evaluation of the function in question are not required at other points in the program.

The best illustration of this technique is probably a graph plotting routine which plots out a set of y versus x values. One method of achieving this is for one process to pass an array of x and y values to the routine which then simply plots them out. Consider, however the procedure call

PROCEDURE PLOTCRAPH
  (FUNCTION FUNC : REAL ; XDOM, XMIN, XORIGIN, YORIGIN : REAL ; POINTS : INTEGER);
for plotting Y-FUNC(X) versus X over the domain XMIN to XMIN+XDOM with the axes crossing at (XORIGIN, YORIGIN) and with checks made for asymptotes etc. Then the calls

PLOTCRAPH(SIN,1.0,0.0,100) and
PLOTCRAPH(BESSELJ1,10.0,0.0,50)

will produce the corresponding graphs (provided the Bessel function is defined).

Finale

This section concludes the PASCAL series. Below is a brief summary of the topics covered in each chapter.


It would be arrogant to pretend that we have not learned a great deal about PASCAL in preparing our ideas and programs for publication. We would like to wish our readers happy programming; may all their loops terminate! The chapter concludes with a super Look Up Table.

Reserved Words

AND ARRAY BEGIN
CASE CONST DIV
END FILE FOR
FORWARD FUNCTION GOTO
IF IN LABEL
MOD NIL NOT
OF OR PACKED
PROCEDURE PROGRAM RECORD
REPEAT SET THEN
TO TYPE UNTIL
VAR WHILE WITH

Standard Procedures

Arithmetic Functions

ABS (x) ARCTAN (x)
COS (x) EXP (x)
LN (x) SIN (x)
SQR (x) SQRT (x)

Boolean Functions

EOF (f) EOLN (f)
ODD (x)

Data Manipulation

CHR (x) ORD (x)
PRED (x) ROUND (x)
SUCC (x) TRUNC (x)

File Handling

GET (f) PUT (f)
RESET (f) REWRITE (f)
READ (f,x) READLN (f,x)
WRITE (f,x) WIREDLN (f,x)

Others

NEW (x) DISPOSE (x)
PACK UNPACK

f = filename, x = identifier
Every year almost without fail most small business accounting systems meet their Waterloo — The Auditor. This month we are going to be looking at integrated accounts systems in the hope of finding a fairly painless answer to this thorny annual.

Objectives
Both the objectives and functional requirements of an integrated accounts package will vary according to the bias of your business — it's a case of "if the cap fits, wear it". If, for instance, you are a manufacturer with a limited product range and a small customer list but are supplied by a large number of sub-contractors or manufacturers, the financial control of your business will rest primarily on the ability to control your stock and purchase ledger. If, on the other hand you have a business which is of the agency type — where you are likely to have a large number of customers with a small supplier list and limited, if any, stock holding capability — then your main interest will probably be in the control of your sales and nominal ledger.

Now having stated the obvious, i.e. that businesses differ, what else can vary our choice of integrated package? Well, one consideration is the implementation timescale. Many companies don't want to install a complete system all in one go; they would prefer to implement one business function at a time.

The concern therefore is not to completely satisfy the needs of the priority function but rather to ensure that when all the proposed functions have been computerised, there are no loose ends or unexpected additional workloads. You may therefore choose an integrated package, or part of one, simply because the final system will meet the majority of your needs. This may be despite the fact that the needs of each individual function could have been better served by a stand alone package.

Tasks and volumes
Bearing this in mind I've simplified the grid this month to allow you to see with ease which packages fulfill the functions most necessary to your business. With the exception of Nominal Ledger the other aspects have been reviewed in previous months. (Stock Control — December 1979, Sales Ledger — January 1980, Purchase Ledger — February 1980, and Payroll — March 1980.) I've therefore, included a fairly extensive checklist for Nominal Ledger while briefly describing the other functions.

Evaluations
INTEGRATED INVOICING SYSTEM
This system is available from Newtons Laboratories, London (01-870 4248)
who wrote the programs, Microsolve, and Leatherhead Business Systems. The cost is split over the system — Order Processing/Stock Control £1600, Sales Ledger £1100, Gross Nominal Ledger £800, Nominal Ledger — £800 and the system is designed to run on a 64K Alpha Micro with 2.4Mbyte disc storage and a printer at an approximate cost of £850. This configuration can be expanded up to 768K at a cost of around £40000. Newton Laboratories provide full installation services and training and are very willing to "be on call" if necessary. They will make a quick application feasibility study after installation for no charge and say that their software is guaranteed for an unlimited period.

The system is supplied on disc and comes complete with fully comprehensive manuals, but I feel that training would be necessary as these appear a little large for the digestion. There are over 200 programs in the system, written in BASIC and assembler. Newtons Laboratories will provide customisation but at a cost. They estimate that customisation already undertaken has cost, on average, between £1000 — £1500. The system has been available since November last year and there are about 8 users at present.

SNIP
This package, which is available from Benchmark Computer Systems, St. Austell (0726 6100), was first reviewed in the Purchase Ledger “Systems” in February of this year. The package costs £950 and there have been no significant changes in any of the details with the exception that the system is now available for the Spectrum Z811Mbyte hard disc; full details can be obtained from Benchmark direct.

MCBS
The Micropower Complete Business System can be obtained exclusively from Micropower Ltd., Basingstoke (0256 54121). This is a complete system inclusive of hardware and software and is available on both floppy and hard disc. The floppy disc based system consists of VDU, twin floppy discs and matrix printer contained in a desk. With full software, including Order Processing and Payroll, it costs £9875 and a similar system based on hard disc is priced at £15995. Micropower includes all manuals, training and installation costs in these prices. Hardware maintenance is provided on a contracted out basis and software maintenance is provided at a cost of approximately £680 per year. The Micropower offers full back-up and is always happy to answer any telephone queries. All users are informed of any updates and if those are a software maintenance contract are updated free of charge. Some customisation is included in the price i.e. allowing for a company to use its present stationery.

Systems
MCBS is designed to run on a 48K processor with twin disc drives, VDU and printer with either CP/M or CDOS operating system at a cost of around £3500. Great Northern also have a Micropower Client Billing package which can be used instead of the Sales Ledger pack, giving comprehensive coverage for solicitors etc. This costs £495 and is fully integrated with the Nominal and Purchase Ledger packs (see PCW February 1980).

COMAC
Unfortunately I don’t have enough information to include this package in this review, but the details are available: COMAC is said to be an accounting software suite of programs produced in one package for the Commodore 64 computers. The basic system consists of Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers — costing £1000; 2. The basic system with the addition of Invoicing at £1100; 3. The basic system plus Stock and Order Control designed with the wholesaler in mind, at between £2000 and £2500 (depending on the amount of customisation required); and, lastly, 4. The basic system and Stock Control for retailers at £1800—£2000, again depending on the amount of customisation.

This system can be obtained from Logma Systems Design of Bolton (0204 389854) or their dealers in Bolton, Stockport, Liverpool, Wigan and London — just phone Logma for details.

They’ve recently re-vamped the documentation and feel that it is now greatly improved. The price of the basic hardware has risen to £2800 but apart from these changes all other details are the same. (see PCW January 1980).

BUSINESS PROGRAM VERSION 4
This package can be obtained from G. W. Computers Ltd, London (01-636 8210) and its small number of dealers. The package is written in BASIC and supplied on disc. Included is a 30 page manual which at present is being updated. It’s designed to run on a 32K floppy disc system with printer, at an approximate cost of £2200. G.W. Computers will provide on site installation services for two days at no extra charge and will give initial training during this time. They offer a 90 day warranty and will replace any faulty disc in this time. G.W. Computers will make minor changes to allow for customisation, at no extra charge. The package has been available for 2 years and there are 170 users spread over Britain, America and the Continent.

COMAC
Unfortunately I don’t have enough information to include this package in this review, but the details are available: COMAC is said to be an accounting software suite of programs produced in one package for the Commodore 64 computers. The basic system consists of Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers — costing £1000; 2. The basic system with the addition of Invoicing at £1100; 3. The basic system plus Stock and Order Control designed with the wholesaler in mind, at between £2000 and £2500 (depending on the amount of customisation required); and, lastly, 4. The basic system and Stock Control for retailers at £1800—£2000, again depending on the amount of customisation.

This system can be obtained from Logma Systems Design of Bolton (0204 389854) or their dealers in Bolton, Stockport, Liverpool, Wigan and London — just phone Logma for details.

They’ve recently re-vamped the documentation and feel that it is now greatly improved. The price of the basic hardware has risen to £2800 but apart from these changes all other details are the same. (see PCW January 1980).

BUSINESS PROGRAM VERSION 4
This package can be obtained from G. W. Computers Ltd, London (01-636 8210) and its small number of dealers. The package is written in BASIC and supplied on disc. Included is a 30 page manual which at present is being updated. It’s designed to run on a 32K floppy disc system with printer, at an approximate cost of £2200. G.W. Computers will provide on site installation services for two days at no extra charge and will give initial training during this time. They offer a 90 day warranty and will replace any faulty disc in this time. G.W. Computers will make minor changes to allow for customisation, at no extra charge. The package has been available for 2 years and there are 170 users spread over Britain, America and the Continent.

COMAC
Unfortunately I don’t have enough information to include this package in this review, but the details are available: COMAC is said to be an accounting software suite of programs produced in one package for the Commodore 64 computers. The basic system consists of Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers — costing £1000; 2. The basic system with the addition of Invoicing at £1100; 3. The basic system plus Stock and Order Control designed with the wholesaler in mind, at between £2000 and £2500 (depending on the amount of customisation required); and, lastly, 4. The basic system and Stock Control for retailers at £1800—£2000, again depending on the amount of customisation.

This system can be obtained from Logma Systems Design of Bolton (0204 389854) or their dealers in Bolton, Stockport, Liverpool, Wigan and London — just phone Logma for details.

They’ve recently re-vamped the documentation and feel that it is now greatly improved. The price of the basic hardware has risen to £2800 but apart from these changes all other details are the same. (see PCW January 1980).
Thomas Murphy gives his personal impressions of a device that looks set to radicalize the concept of information storage for the small computer enthusiast.

Whilst waiting for my SWTPC 6800 to load 8K BASIC via its 300 baud cassette interface (some 14+ minutes worth), I happened to browse through an American computer magazine and spotted an advertisement by the Exatron Corporation for their Stringy Floppy; it was claimed that the combination gave: (a) economy of tape, with (b) the speed and reliability of discs. Apparently, this system reads and writes at 14,400 bits per second, with a typical error rate of 1 in 100,000,000 bits. They also claim an average life of over 3500 hours for the transport mechanism, and a tape wafer life of 2500 passes.

My BASIC was barely half loaded, so I filled in the time by writing to them at: 3557 Ryder Street, Santa Clara, California 95051, USA. I explained that I had a UK credit card which bore the “Master-charge” symbol, and was VERY interested in their system for my SWTPC computer. Less than two weeks later a large envelope arrived, containing total system information and advising that payment could be made by the indicated method.

Could all the claims contained within this information package be true at such an attractive price? Well, one way to find out was to place an order — which I duly did — for one drive mechanism and a controller card, with TSC BASIC as an extra piece of software. I felt I couldn’t lose. With a 30 day money back guarantee, all it would cost would be postage and packing charges should the equipment not perform as advertised.

Five weeks later, the parcel arrived, containing all I had ordered, plus a couple of spare tape wafers, and two guaranteed system master wafers. I settled into my favourite armchair to study the large owners’ manual (which, amongst other things, tells you that Exatron’s logo, of an E inside another E, stands for excellence in electronics). It proved very comprehensive, and surprise number one, the systems wafer contains SWTPC’s Disc BASIC — as well as the ordered TSC BASIC.

The manual also contains a system description, system requirements, installation and checkout procedure (which includes trouble-shooting procedures for both the controller and transport), circuit and block diagrams of both controller and transport electronics, a general guide to system operation, and a detailed overview of each utility program on the systems wafer.

These programs are: APPEND, ASSIGN, CATALOGUE, COPY, DATE, DELETE, LIST, NEWTAPE, PRINT (which causes the file to be output to the printer on PORT 7 instead of the VDU), RENAME, SAVE, SAVE LOW, TTYSET (with which one can change the input and output parameters to the terminal), and VERSION. There is no LOAD, as you call a file by giving file details — e.g. 1. STARTREK.HEX will load STARTREK from drive number one.

The manual also contains an ERROR LIST for the system, plus the manufacturer’s User’s Manual for SWTPC Disc BASIC, plus any optional software ordered.

After reading the manual twice, I installed the controller on the motherboard, plugged in the transport, switched on and typed Z which on my monitor executes a jump to $C000. The transport started running, stopped, and instead of outputting “Simplex -68 Version X.X” as called for in the manual, my micro returned to its reset state. Oh well, back to the drawing board. I re-read the manual. Finding there was nothing that I had done wrongly, I typed Z again. Same result, back to monitor.

OK, call up the heavy artillery ... out with the oscilloscope. I went through the troubleshooting part of the manual with probe in hand. Everything checked
out, so I should have had a plus and minus 25% speed variation on the drive. I tried again, but with the same result.

Sending it back seemed the only solution — and in the course of unplugging the drive, the ribbon cable came away instead of the plug! In my excitement (it was 3 am) I think I reconnected it back to front, because on the next try, although the drive motor came on, it wouldn’t even switch off and go back to monitor.

I parcelled it all up and returned it for inspection/repair with a letter explaining how I thought I had abused it. I also ordered the second drive unit at the same time; now I had the owners’ manual I could see the versatility offered by having two drives instead of one.

The manual says that Exatron will repair “within 30 days”, so allowing for an eight week wait.

Surprise number two: 23 days later my system reappeared, complete with the second drive as ordered, a couple more spare wafers, and yet another very pleasant surprise — the repair charge was NIL. That’s right, absolutely NO CHARGE, although I know there were some chips burnt as a result of my tiredness (carelessness).

As I now knew the owners’ manual almost by heart, I installed the system in the micro, connected up, inserted a wafer in each drive, and typed Z. The drives switched on consecutively, and up came “SIMPLEX — 68 Version 1.0” on the VDU.

It took a few moments of gloating to realise that I had around 80K (well, two identical lots of 40K) of software just waiting to be called up. Just think, though, no worry about volume control, tone control, different cassettes, each with two sides, or, where on tape was the wanted file... just call for what you want. MAGICAL.

I typed CAT,0,1 and 30 seconds later I had seen, on my VDU, the directory of both drives.

Before you can WRITE a file, you must use the NEWTAPE facility, so this I now did, and after the prompt “SCRATCH TAPE IN DRIVE 1” was answered with a “Y”, (after replacing the backup system master wafer with a new 50 foot wafer in drive 1) the drive started up, stopped, and the message “FORMATTING COMPLETE - 318 SECTORS FREE” came up. Each sector holds 256 bytes, so my newly formatted wafer would hold 79.5 Kbytes.

I decided to transfer my BASIC library from cassette, and as SWTPC Disc BASIC supports a “tape load” (TLOAD) command, to pull data from cassette, I typed “BASIC”. The drive searches at 20 inches per second, and reads/writes at 10 inches per second; around 30 seconds later the VDU showed “READY”.

The wafer is a small (1.6 x 2.7 x 0.2 of an inch) cartridge and the length of tape can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 feet; it’s of the endless loop variety, i.e. like the car 8-track cartridge and you can dramatically improve access time at the expense of the amount of data stored on the wafer. After two years plus of 800 baud cassette operation I am quite happy to wait the 30 or maybe 40 seconds (worst case) for 10K of BASIC to be loaded and executed from the longest wafer.

By careful arrangement of my games tape, I can be playing my own version of Star trek (some 5K long) within 15 seconds of initialising the system; it’s the most popular household game and it’s first on the wafer!

This file has memory requirements from $0000 to $13EF, plus a random number generator located at $A04A to $A06F. To save this on wafer — it being non sequential — I first saved 0000 to 13EF and called the file TREK, then saved A04A to A06F, calling this file RANDOM. I then APPENDED TREK and RANDOM, calling this STARTREK, so when I called, the specified memory areas were loaded, leaving all other memory locations undisturbed.

All utility programs on the systems wafer are well documented, to include “default unless specified” conditions.

The obvious question is, have I had any problems? Well, my utility program “VERSION” doesn’t work. This allows you to find out the version number of any utility program. The book tells you that this is a hexadecimal number stored in a spe- cified utility. By using the “memory change” facility of my monitor, I have examined this location of each utility, and found them all to be the version 1 though why I need to know, I’m not sure. I have advised Exatron of this non-working utility and await their reply.

The utility program TTYSET appears incorrectly documented. The correct syntax, for mine at least, is TTYSET, filespec = x where x is the desired hexa- decimal/decimal number.

Apart from these two tiny, and, as far as I’m concerned, totally unimpor- tant items there have been no other problems. The system worked first, and each consecutive time, thus inspiring confidence for all time to come.

“ERROR MESSAGE X” has appeared
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as a result of fumbling on the keyboard, or where I thought I knew the manual.

Summary
The system arrives ready to plug in and go. The quality of both boards and workmanship is superior to that normally expected in the hobby market, and can be summed up in one word – professional. The repair service can be classed as superb, and I have no intention of trying the 30 day money back guarantee… I like the system too much.

The software works well and, currently, TSC BASIC, Editor and Assembler are available as optional extras; more is available on these as yet. PET and Apple, though no information is available as 240 volts. Versions are planned for both the 110 volts PSU with one suitable for the transport and controller from the mother board.

There's also a version available for the TRS80, though this requires mains voltage and, of course, the United States voltage and, of course, the United States would be very easy matter to replace the 110 volts PSU with one suitable for 240 volts. Versions are planned for both PET and Apple, though no information is available on these as yet.

The first time I telephoned Exatron I was advised that “Linda” dealt with the system –25% speed tolerance. My system now classed as superb, and I have no intention of trying the 30 day money back guarantee… I like the system too much.

The exclusive distributors of Altos Computer Products.

The system wafers took 82.5 seconds, or 7.27 inches per second which is (just) outside the ±25% speed tolerance. My system now reads the wafer in 57.8 seconds, or 10.38 inches per second; maybe I could have used the troubleshooting part of the manual to better effect. In there it tells you how to either up or downgrade the transport speed, but in my innocence (ignorance) I didn't gel first off; then due to circumstances (clumsiness) beyond my control (it was 3 am) I didn't get a second opportunity.

Thanks to Exatron, I now have a totally redundant AC30 cassette interface with two recorders and a pile of tape software valued at over £200; this however is a small price to pay for the quality and speed I have gained. I really do think they have achieved their aim of Excellence in Electronics (mechanics too!). Superb value for money.

User groups are highly recommended by Exatron. Thomas Murphy would like any other owners of stringy floppies to contact him via the magazine.
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GUESSING THE ODDS

Deduced probabilities
When playing a game of cards you usually know which cards you have been given, but normally you will not see the cards that have been dealt to your opponent(s). You may be able to deduce certain things about an opponent's card holding from the way in which he bids or plays, but it is unlikely that you will know exactly what he holds until very near the end of the hand. Decisions made in this sort of environment must be made on a probabilistic basis; in other words, you play with the odds and hope for the best. If you have calculated the odds correctly you will win more often than you lose.

Shuffling
Before proceeding to the main point of this month's article I should perhaps interpose a brief section on how to shuffle the cards in your program. The simplest way of creating a randomly sorted deck is as follows. Starting with the deck in any order you wish (even perfectly sorted), interchange the first card in the deck with the Rth card, where R is a pseudo-randomly chosen integer on the range 1 to n (n is the total number of cards in the deck). Then interchange the second card with another randomly chosen card, then the third, and so on to the end of the pack. The manner in which you generate your random numbers is of some consequence — I would recommend that while developing your program you use one of the seeding methods in which the i+1th random number is generated from the ith number, and the series is started with a "seed" which may be chosen by the user. This approach has the advantage that if you spot a bug in your program you can recreate the hand simply by starting with the same seed. Once your program is debugged you may use the computer's internal clock to supply the seed, for example by using the time elapsed between the pressing of two keys.

One seeded random number generator which will suffice is:

\[ R_i = a^i \times \text{seed} \mod m \]

where \( R_i = i \text{th pseudo-random number} \)
\( a = 8t + 3 \) (for any positive integer t)
\( m = 2^b \) where b is the number of bits per word in your computer.

Deducing information from the Play of the Cards
For the purpose of creating a simple example I have invented the following card game. The game is played by three players who are each dealt 17 cards at the start of a hand. The 52nd card in the deck is turned face up and that suit is trumps.

Starting with the dealer's left, the player leads a card and the other players must follow suit if they can, or they may trump if they wish (provided that they are unable to follow suit). The player who wins one trick leads to the next, and the player who wins most tricks wins the hand.

Let us assume that we are dealt the following hand:
What have we learned?

Let us now return to the question of what, if anything, we have learned about Bill and John's hands from the cards they played to trick one? We probably cannot say very much at all about Bill's hand at the moment, but we already know something about John's cards.

John took the first trick with the Q of spades. The A and K are in our own hand and so the only cards that John could have used to take the trick were the Q, J and 10. If John had held the Q and 10 but been missing the J, he would have played the 10, so from the fact that he played the Q we know that his original spade holding included: Q, J and 10 or Q and J or Q (without J or 10).

Now we can use the tables of probabilities for the individual cards to determine the prior probability that John held each of these three holdings:

Probability that he held the Q, J and 10 = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125

Probability that he held the Q and J but not the 10 = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125

(Note that since the probability of his holding the 10 is 0.5, the probability of his not holding it is 1 - 0.5 = 0.5)

Probability that he held the Q but not the J or 10 = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125

And from Bayes' theorem we can show that the probability that the Q came from each of these three holdings is:

Q, J, 10: 0.125/0.125 + 0.125 + 0.125 = 1/3

Q; J: 0.125/0.125 + 0.125 + 0.125 = 1/3

Q: 0.125/0.125 + 0.125 + 0.125 = 1/3

Note that had the calculations been performed later in the hand, when the probabilities were not all equal (0.5), the final values would not all have been 1/3. But we can see from these last calculations that we can therefore adjust the probabilities for the individual cards in John's hand as follows:

For the 10 of spades: probability = 0.333

For the J of spades: probability = 0.667

For all other unseen cards the probabilities are equal, and these are:

16 – 0.333 – 0.667 = 15 – 0.5

32 – 1 – 1

Since there are 16 unseen cards in John's hand, and 32 unseen cards in total (the probabilities of the J and 10 of spades being in John's hand are subtracted from the number of cards in his hand, and one is subtracted for each of them from the total number of unseen cards).

If the probability of the J of spades being in John's hand is 0.667, then the probability of it being in Bill's hand is 0.333, and by the same argument the probability of Bill holding the 10 of spades is 0.667. So we have been able to make some adjustments in the probabilities simply on the basis of John having played the Q of spades at trick one. We can also make note of the fact that if John ever played spades, we will know that he holds the J.

At trick two, John must lead because he won trick one. He leads the A of hearts, we play the 5, and Bill trumps with the 8 of spades. What have we learned from trick two? First of all, Bill would obviously use his lowest trump or one of his lowest contiguous group of trumps. The 7 was the original face up card, we played the 4 on trick one and Bill played the 9. We hold the 2 of spades and so Bill's 8 of spades must have been played from one of the following holdings:

J, 10, 8, 6, 5, 3

J, 10, 8, 6, 5, 5

J, 10, 8, 6, 5

J, 10, 8

J, 10,

8, 6, 5, 5

8, 6, 5

8, 6

8

And by using Bayes' theorem we can determine the probabilities of each of the above cards being in Bill's hand, and from these probability estimates we can determine the estimates for the cards being in John's hand. We can also adjust the probabilities for all the hearts: those which are not in our own hand must all be in John's hand.

Deducing information from the bidding

In many card games there is a bidding phase between the deal and the play of the cards. The best known of such games is Bridge, but the popular German game of Skat is another widespread example (it is said that Skat can be played by more than 50% of the entire population of Germany). Since each bid has a meaning, it should be possible for the card playing program to learn something about its opponents' hands from the way that they bid, and it can then adjust its probability estimates for each card in their hand. How this is done will obviously vary from one game to another. Let us take a brief look at Bridge, to see how we might modify the probability estimates of the unseen cards in the light of the bidding.

We are sitting South and hold 10 high card points. We look at the 13 cards in our hand and assign a probability of 1/3 to each of the remaining 39 cards in each of the other three hands. We then add the bidding and bids one spade, indicating that he has a stronger than average hand and that spades is his best suit. (Of course, this bid can mean other things, but we shall assume for this example that the above meaning is correct in the particular bidding system that West and his partner employ.) We may now adjust the probabilities of the spades, so that each spade in West's probability array has a slightly higher probability than average hand and that spades is his best suit. (Of course, this bid can mean other things, but we shall assume for this example that the above meaning is correct in the particular bidding system that West and his partner employ.) We may now adjust the probabilities of the spades, so that each spade in West's probability array has a slightly higher probability than average hand and that spades is his best suit. (Of course, this bid can mean other things, but we shall assume for this example that the above meaning is correct in the particular bidding system that West and his partner employ.) We may now adjust the probabilities of the spades, so that each spade in West's probability array has a slightly higher probability than average hand and that spades is his best suit. (Of course, this bid can mean other things, but we shall assume for this example that the above meaning is correct in the particular bidding system that West and his partner employ.)
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the spades and the high cards, we can then adjust the probabilities for the remaining cards in West's hand, so that the sum total of his probabilities is 13 (the total number of cards in his hand), and we can adjust the probabilities for each card in North's and East's hands by subtracting West's probability from 1 and dividing the result by 2, remembering to ignore all cards in our own hand.

So from his first bid we can make quite a lot of probabilistic estimates about West's cards, and hence about those in the North and East hands.

The bidding then passes to North, and depending on his bid we make adjustments to his probabilities using similar, logical arguments, and then adjust the probabilities for West and East. This process continues until the end of the bidding — each time we acquire some information that increases the likelihood of a card being in a particular place, we increase the probability for that place and reduce it accordingly in the other hands. When there is some negative information about the position of a card we use it in a similar way.

By the end of the bidding phase a good bridge program should have a fairly accurate estimate of how each of the other three hands is made up. By summing the probability values for all the spades in a hand the program can get an estimate of how many spades that player holds. By summing the products of the high card probability x high card point values, the program can estimate the number of high card points in each suit in each hand. It will then be able to plan its play of the hand, and of course the probabilities will be adjusted all through the playing phase.

**How to use deduced information**

The most obvious use of our deduced probabilities arises when the probability estimates for all unseen cards are all either 1 or 0, i.e. we know where all the remaining cards lie. We then have a case of a perfect information game, and we can solve this game by performing a tree search to the end of the game. Even though there may be three or more players, the tree approach should still work, though we must make certain assumptions about the way that the other players are going to make their decisions. For example, let us assume that we are two tricks from the end of a hand of our three-player card game. We hold: A of spades, 10 of diamonds. Bill holds: J of diamonds, 5 of clubs. John holds: 3 and 2 of clubs. It is our turn to lead (remember that spades are trumps).

The program now constructs a game tree, of depth 6-ply. Part of the tree will look like the above diagram. We assign to the terminal nodes of the tree, scores corresponding to the number of tricks won by each player, and we back-up through the tree until we can determine which card should be played next. In this example the situation is simple because if we lead the A of spades first we may take two tricks, whereas if we lead the 10 of diamonds we can only make one trick. Note the use of the word "may". In order to make two tricks we need some help from Bill, who must make a mistake and discard the J of diamonds in the hope that our second card is the 2 or 3 of clubs and he will make his 5. But since we lose nothing by playing the A of spades first, that is clearly the best way to continue. How can we modify our traditional methods of tree-searching to cater for situations such as this one, in which we wish to allow for the possibility that our opponent will make a mistake? Fortunately the problem has been solved for us, by the ubiquitous Donald Michie, whose name crops up here and there in the literature on various topics within the science of Artificial Intelligence.

**Expected values in backed-up trees**

Michie's method, which I shall discuss in more detail in a later article, is based on the assertion that when searching a game tree it is unreasonable to assume perfect play by the opponent, since there must always be a finite chance that he will not choose the best move. Let us see how this helps us to search the above tree.

We may simplify Michie's concept as follows: If there is a 99% chance that Bill will play the 5 of clubs from position $P_1$, and a 1% chance that he will play the J of diamonds, then since the 5 of clubs will give us a score of 1 (i.e. we take one trick) and the J of diamonds will give us a score of 2, the expected value to us of position $P_1$ is $0.99 \times 1 + 0.01 \times 2 = 0.99 + 0.02 = 1.01$ whereas if we play the 10 of diamonds from position $P_2$, the expected (in fact the certain) value of position $P_2$ will be 1 (i.e. we will take one trick no matter how Bill and John play). Since 1.01 is greater than 1, we should play the A of spades from $P_0$ because it maximises our expected score. The reader will probably have realised by now that not only does Michie's method allow us to continue our practical chances when we know exactly where all the unseen cards lie, it also enables us to use our probability estimates of the locations of the unseen cards, to build game trees which will help in the play of the hand. In other words, Michie has shown us how to play with the odds!

**Task for the month**

Find or invent a simple card game in which information may be deduced from the play of the cards. (Avoid bidding games, unless you are extremely confident and have some free hours this month.) Write a program to play this game, modifying the probability estimates of the unseen cards in the light of the user's play. Experiment with various methods of adjusting these estimates until the program plays at least moderately sensibly. At the point in the game where exhaustive search will not be too time consuming, set up a probabilistic game tree à la Michie to search to the end of the game.

**Bibliography**


(For more information on Bayes' theorem see any good book on statistics or probability theory.)
A program, written in PET BASIC, is examined in detail by Seamus Dunn to illustrate a particular way of structuring certain kinds of programs. On an 8K PET approximately 2000 bytes are left for use after the program has been loaded.

Introduction

In many programs it's necessary to organise a system for calling up or accessing any one of a number of routines. Poorly managed, this process can become quite messy, as many commercial programs demonstrate. Bits are tacked on here, there and everywhere with ring-roads of GOTO statements. Clearly, it's useful to have a well-defined structuring system which is not inhibiting but which allows for an overall organisation.

This is not intended as an argument against interactive heuristic programming. In fact I don't believe it's possible for most ordinary humans to generate programs in any other way than by a trial-and-error, step-by-step, interactive process. Most well-polished clearly organised programs arise as a result of drastic tidying-up activity after the problems have been solved. At the beginning, the problems are often not even known about.

But it is possible to work within a system that keeps the overall program in a general structural pattern. Subroutines, thought of as units, can be placed on a general-purpose network so that, while individual problems are being worked out, the programmer keeps sight of the overall structure.

The particular kind of program chosen to demonstrate this is one within which the user is presented with a set of alternatives from which to choose. These are often in the form of what is called a MENU. Such a program is described in terms of 4 BLOCKS and each of these will be looked at in turn.

The inter-relationships within these blocks are shown in diagram 1. The important thing to notice is that the system is in a closed loop, with Block 2 -- the Menu -- at its centre. Everything returns to the Menu, always.

THE BLOCKS

Block 1

This represents the programmer's attempt to communicate to the user what his program is about. Not all of the four parts shown in diagram 1, (TITLE, INTRODUCTION, DESCRIPTION, INSTRUCTIONS), will be necessary in all programs. This part of programming is often neglected because it's not at the heart of the problem-solving activity, and also because it usually gets tacked on at the end. It is important, however, and ought to be carefully thought about and properly set out.

Block 2: Menu

A list of options is presented, and the user chooses one of these by pressing an appropriate key. This block represents the centre or heart of the program. It's always returned to when other routines have been
Block 3: Direction pointers

Each exit from the Menu could lead directly to the appropriate subroutine using GOSUB, but this creates problems on the RETURN, for two reasons. First the user is usually a chain of these GOSUB commands and they must be organised in proper succession; second, at the end of this chain, the program must be directed back to the Menu.

Both of these are more easily handled if exits from the Menu go to a separate Block which organises appropriate GOSUBs in the right sequence.

Block 4: Subroutines

Each subroutine is a separate unit and the set of these used in this program are detailed below.

The program

Diagram 2 shows the overall outline of Diagram 1, but includes more detail. The content of each BLOCK is indicated and the flow of activity is represented by arrows.

The actual program is now shown in sections. It's called "CLASS REGISTRER" and is used to enter, store and retrieve a list of up to 25 names and attendance records for each of 8 weeks. It can, of course, be adapted for much longer periods, if more memory is available.

This version was written for an old-ROM PET so there are software patches which can be removed on new machines.

Block 1

This is shown below in lines 10 to 205. The dimension statements in line 10 allows for 25 names and 8 single register entries. A number of cursor-control symbols for PET are included which can be removed on new machines.

Lines 200 and 205 employ a technique for holding the screen at that point. It may be necessary to change this on other machines. This technique is used in a number of places in the program and need not be referred to again.

Block 2

This is the MENU BLOCK and it contains 9 possible options to be chosen by the user. It runs from line 500 to 582 and the single-character response-input is represented by a S.

Block 3

This is the block which controls responses to the Menu. From line 500 to line 680 it tests in turn for each of the 9 possible correct responses. If the response is none of these, line 690 sends it back to the Menu. Each response to the Menu corresponds to a subroutine, or a set of subroutines, and these are shown on lines 700 to 1500. Notice that each ends with GOTO 500.

For example, if the user wishes to ADD a name he or she presses the letter 'A'. Line 620 sends the machine to line 800.

800 GOSUB 4500 : GOSUB 3000 : GOSUB 500

The subroutine 4500 allows the user to add a name, subroutine 3000 puts the new list into alphabetical order and finally, GOTO 500 sends it back to the Menu.

Block 4

This is made up of a set of eleven subroutines all of which are shown below. Each is a self-contained unit and the user can choose not to include them all or to add new ones.
The patch: IF (ST)<>0 THEN STOP

Routine 6: Save on Tape

This routine includes two software lines 5510, 5590, and the GOSUB on patches that may not be necessary on lines 5570 and 5560.

Routine 7: Recover from Tape

The patch: IF (ST)<>0 THEN STOP

Routine 8: End

Routine 9: Print on Screen

Line 7066 tests if the screen holds 15 names and records.

Routine 9: Print on Screen

Continued on Page 124

With J. J. Clessa

The problem of the natives attracted almost 130 replies — most of them with the correct answer. Mr Ian Laudon of Edinburgh sent in a delightful poem which sums up the puzzle perfectly (I’ve amended the metre to remove the “och”s and “ayes” and improve the Scottish scanning).

I slowly strolled beside the sea
And chanced upon the natives three;
With natives evenly divided,
Twist truth, untruth and undecided.

I asked of one which tribe was he
And which were numbers two and three
He mumbled first then spoke outright,
The first one’s grey, two’s black, three’s white.

I pondered this reply untrue,
(White could not be both three and two);
Until at last it dawned on me,
They were black-one, white-two, grey-three.

However, David Tebbutt’s random number generator didn’t give you the prize, Ian. . . that went to a Master K.J.R. Jones of Lytham St. Annes. Ummm — remembering that the prize is a bottle of Remy Martin Cognac (and assuming that “Master” doesn’t mean “School Master”) — it seems that Mr. Jones Senior is in for something of a windfall. I hope he enjoyed four cans of “Coke” will go some way towards helping the situation!

***********************************************************************

QUICKIE

***********************************************************************

Another of those inter-family problems — and one that’s almost as horrible as last month’s Quickie.

If the only sister of your mother’s only brother has an only child, what would be your relationship to the child? Definitively no prizes!

***********************************************************************

PRIZE PUZZLE

***********************************************************************

Short and snappy and one that’ll keep the micros and pocket calculators busy.

A certain perfect square has the property that — if 5 is added to it, a second perfect square is obtained — and if 5 is subtracted from it, a third perfect square is obtained. What is the original perfect square?

Answers please on a postcard (letters go in the bin!) to: Puzzle No. 10, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE. All solutions in as soon as possible, please.

***********************************************************************

PRIZE OF THE MONTH

***********************************************************************

PCW may be the light of your life but, just to add to the brilliance, this month I’m offering 25 100 watt, household lightbulbs — stay switched on!

P.S. Would Miss V. Mason (last month’s winner) please get in touch again.
Can your business, research project or teaching laboratory be made more efficient? Yes. Today's users demand complete, high performance micro computer systems. Expandable to meet future needs and with software capable of immediate application.

The North Star Horizon is the answer. A cleverly balanced configuration: Z80A processor with 12 slot S100 chassis, one parallel and two serial interface ports. Now with double or quad capacity too. The compact design gives you value for money and economy of space. The Horizon will not break your bank or your desk top. Quick delivery and nationwide service are only part of the attraction. Add to this the wealth of software available, including the well known CP/M, and you can see why the Horizon has already sold in thousands.

The reason for its success is simple. The North Star Horizon reflects your needs.

For technical specification and details of your nearest dealer contact Britain's leading North Star Supplier.

**comart**

PO Box 2, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire.
Tel: (0480) 215005. Telex: 32514. COMART G.

North Star Horizon reflects a new age in computing
The Sinclair ZX80.

You've seen the reviews...you've heard the excitement...now make the kit! This is the ZX80, 'Personal Computer World' gave it 5 stars for 'excellent value'. Benchmark tests say it's faster than all previous personal computers. And the response from kit enthusiasts has been tremendous. To help you appreciate its value, the price is shown above with and without VAT. This is so you can compare the ZX80 with competitive kits that don't appear with inclusive prices.

"Excellent value' indeed!

For just £79.95 (including VAT and p&p) you get everything you need to build a personal computer at home...PCB, with IC sockets for all ICs; case; leads for direct connection to a cassette recorder and television (black and white or colour); everything!

Yet the ZX80 really is a complete, powerful, full-facility computer, matching or surpassing other personal computers at several times the price.

The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC, and you can use it to do quite literally anything from playing chess to managing a business.

The ZX80 is pleasantly straightforward to assemble, using a fine-tipped soldering iron. It immediately proves what a good job you've done: connect it to your TV...link it to an appropriate power source...and you're ready to go.

Your ZX80 kit contains...

- Printed circuit board, with IC sockets for all ICs.
- Complete components set, including all ICs - all manufactured by selected world-leading suppliers.
- New rugged Sinclair keyboard, touch-sensitive, wipe-clean.
- Ready-moulded case.
- Leads and plugs for connection to domestic TV and cassette recorder. (Programs can be SAVED and LOADed on to a portable cassette recorder.)
- FREE course in BASIC programming and user manual.

Optional extras

- Mains adaptor of 600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated (available separately - see coupon).
- Additional memory expansion boards allowing up to 16K bytes RAM. (Extra RAM chips also available - see coupon).

Please note: many kit makers quote VAT-exclusive prices.

The unique and valuable components of the Sinclair ZX80.

The Sinclair ZX80 is not just another personal computer. Quite apart from its exceptionally low price, the ZX80 has two uniquely advanced components: the Sinclair BASIC Interpreter; and the Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual. The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter offers remarkable programming advantages:

- Unique 'one-touch' key word entry: the ZX80 eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own single-key entry.
- Unique syntax check. Only lines with correct syntax are accepted into programs. A cursor identifies errors immediately. This prevents entry of long and complicated programs with faults only discovered when you try to run them.
- Excellent string-handling capability - takes up to 26 string variables of any length. All strings can undergo all relational tests (e.g. comparison). The ZX80 also has string input-to-request a line of text when necessary. Strings do not need to be dimensioned. Up to 26 single dimension arrays. FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26. Variable names of any length. BASIC language also handles full Boolean arithmetic, conditional expressions, etc. Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allowing modification of existing program lines. Randomise function, useful for games and secret codes, as well as more serious applications. Timer under program control. PEEK and POKE enable entry of machine code instructions, USR causes jump to a user's machine language sub-routine. High-resolution graphics with 22 standard graphic symbols. All characters printable in reverse under program control. Lines of unlimited length.

Fewer chips, compact design, volume production - more power per pound!

The ZX80 owes its remarkable low price to its remarkable design: the whole system is packed on to fewer, newer, more powerful and advanced LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance, contains the BASIC interpreter, the character set, operating system, and monitor. And the ZX80's 1K byte RAM is roughly equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional computer - typically storing 100 lines of BASIC. (Key words occupy only a single byte.)

The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines. And Benchmark tests show that the ZX80 is faster than all other personal computers.

No other personal computer offers this unique combination of high capability and low price.

Price breakdown
ZX80 and manual: £69.52 VAT: £10.43 Post and Packing FREE

 Please note: many kit makers quote VAT-exclusive prices.

Z80 A microprocessor new, faster version of the famous Z-80 microprocessor chip, widely recognised as the best ever made.

RAM chips, sockets for TV, cassette recorder, power supply.

SUPER ROM. Clock. Rugged, flush, Sinclair keyboard.
The Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual.

If the features of the Sinclair Interpreter mean little to you—don’t worry. They’re all explained in the specially-written 128-page book free with every kit! The book makes learning easy, exciting and enjoyable, and represents a complete course in BASIC programming—from first principles to complex programs. (Available separately—purchase price refunded if you buy a ZX80 later.)

A hardware manual is also included with every kit.

The Sinclair ZX80 Kit: £79.95. Assembled: £99.95. Complete!

The ZX80 kit costs a mere £79.95. Can’t wait to have a ZX80 up and running? No problem! It’s also available, ready assembled, for only £99.95.

Demand for the ZX80 is very high: use the coupon to order today for the earliest possible delivery. All orders will be despatched in strict rotation. We’ll acknowledge each order by return, and tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be delivered. If you choose not to wait, you can cancel your order immediately, and your money will be refunded at once. Again, of course, you may return your ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full refund. We want you to be satisfied beyond all doubt—and we have no doubt that you will be.

ORDER FORM

To: Science of Cambridge Ltd, 6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.

Remember: all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras.

Please send me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor.</td>
<td>£79.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ready-assembled Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer(s). Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor.</td>
<td>£99.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated).</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memory Expansion Board(s) (each one takes up to 3K bytes).</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM Memory chips—standard 1K bytes capacity.</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s) (manual free with every ZX80 kit or ready-made computer).</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a business expense.

TOTAL £

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £

Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss.
Address

PCW6
The ALTOS ACS 8000 range of business/scientific micro computers creates a new standard in quality and reliability in high technology micro computers.

**High Technology**

**Floppy Disk System** The ACS 8000 single board Z80 floppy disk based micro computer utilises the ultra reliable Shugart 8 inch, IBM compatible, disc drives, double density — single sided, and providing 1 M. byte of data storage. Featuring the ultimate in high technology hardware: a fast 4 MHz.Z80CPU, 65 kilobytes of 16 K dynamic RAM, 1 kilobyte of 2708 EPROM, an AMD 9511 floating point processor (OPTIONAL) a Western Digital floppy disc controller, a Z80 direct memory access (OPTIONAL), Z80 parallel and serial I/O (two serial RS232 ports, 1 parallel port) and a Z80 CTC Programmable Counter/Timer (real time clock). In essence, the best in integrated circuit technology.

**Hard Disk/Multi User Systems**

The Winchester hard disk/multi user systems are now available supporting up to 4 simultaneous users and providing a maximum of 58 Megabytes of hard disk data storage. The systems are truly flexible and allow expansion of the ALTOS floppy disk system to keep pace with the users requirements.

**Quality Software**

Unlimited versatility. The ACS 8000 range support the widely accepted CP/M and MP/M operating systems plus basic (Microsoft and CBasic), Cobol, Pascal, and Fortran IV. All available now.

Logitek in conjunction with its own microsoftware house, Interface Software Ltd. of Camberley are able to supply a wide range of proven 'off the shelf' business software including general accounting, word processing, stock control, mailing list etc.

There are already over 1000 micro computer installations using this software. A track record which we consider speaks for itself. Why 're-invent the wheel' when there is standard software of this quality available now?

**After Sales Support**

Logitek are supported by DDT Maintenance Ltd. who provide a nationwide field maintenance service for ALTOS products and offer the option of maintenance contracts.

**Availability**

Logitek carry deep shelf stocks of ALTOS hardware and compatible peripherals.

If you are a dealer who may be interested in promoting ALTOS and/or Interface Software by joining the fast growing network of approved suppliers, contact Logitek.

We can offer you something rather special now.

Logitek are now the exclusive distributors of Altos Computer Products for the U.K. & Eire.

See page 76 for complete list of approved dealers.
MICROS IN CONTROL

As a follow-up to their article on the IEEE-488 Bus in our January issue, K.T. Kibasi and Alan Mills of 3D Digital Design and Development examine some of the practical microcomputer-based systems that can be, and have been, configured to undertake useful real-time tasks.

Introduction

Over the last three years, a number of low cost (£600-£1000) microcomputers have appeared on the market; their price and flexibility have made them very attractive for dedication in the laboratory and industrial environments. Taking for granted an obvious computing ability, there are two levels at which the microcomputer can interact with the outside world. It might take the "passive" role of data gathering machine (a data logger), monitoring a process or experiment; alternatively it may form the active controller in a closed loop control system. For the second activity to make sense, it must include an element of data monitoring, in order that the control loop is closed and that "intelligent" decisions are made.

Later we shall examine some systems that have actually been built and are currently running...some quite sophisticated but all with a "personal" computer at their heart. These will include control of an experimental petrol engines rig, data logging studies of pond environments and the medical study of newborn animals.

Languages

With present day microcomputers such as the Commodore PET, the Sharp MZ-80K, and the Apple, many of the data logging or control activities to which they might be applied involve such slow processes as temperature and flow measurement; the execution speed of programs written in interpretive BASIC is often perfectly adequate. However, for those systems in which speed is of the essence, machine language programs may be used, even if only as subroutines. Although the increase in speed of execution may exceed one hundredfold, the penalty is the difficulty and tedium of writing and debugging such programs. This route is not for the inexperienced programmer, although the results can be impressive if successful.

Generally, both programming approaches are closely defined by the hardware parameters of the system e.g. the conversion speed of an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), the thermal inertia of a boiler or furnace, the release and settling times of a relay. The designer of a micro based system must have a full appreciation of the process to be monitored or controlled, as well as a thorough understanding of the micro (s)he is using as the intelligent part of the control loop.

Microcomputers

As Data Loggers

The "classical" data logger has been around for a considerable period of time—evolving from the operator with clipboard noting down meter readings, through single and multi-channel chart recorders, to today's modern electronic equipment. The earlier approaches, which relied on manual transcription or chart analysis, were not only tedious but inherently prone to operator error. The last decade or so has seen the development of automatic electronic data loggers, often built around digital voltmeters, and usually employing paper tape or printer for recording the data; latterly cassettes and cartridges have been used.

A multiplex system is usually used to gather readings from a number of channels, e.g. from 100 strain gauges in a structure-testing experiment. The equip...
ment is generally expensive, bulky, difficult to reconfigure, and offers very limited intelligence. The tape normally has to be fed as input to a main frame or minicomputer for subsequent analysis and reduction of the data.

Some data loggers have the facility of producing an operator alarm signal when the signal is outside the pre-set limits but, more usually, pre-micro data loggers are dumb.

With microcomputer prices as they are at present, the machines offer themselves as ideal controller/processor data logger systems, provided an appropriate interface is designed to permit bidirectional communication between the microcomputer and the process of interest.

Our earlier article (PCW Vol.3. No.1) drew attention to the IEEE-488 Bus as a suitable component of such an interface, although there are, of course, many others.

Let's consider an actual system where data is being logged as part of a long-term study of pond environments under certain controlled conditions. The main parameters of interest are: dissolved oxygen level, pH (acidity level) and temperature.

In order to study these parameters as other variables are changed, a second pond is used as a "control". Thus the overall requirements are: two dissolved oxygen meters, two pH meters, and two resistance thermometers.

These transducers and their amplifiers are readily available commercially with current or voltage output signals. In industrial applications, current loop signals are generally preferred for their noise immunity over long distances.

The purpose of the ADC is to convert the physical variable to an electrical signal and the transducer amplifier boosts the signal to the desired level and maybe filters out some noise and hum. These signals are then fed to an ADC with front end amplifiers to match the incoming signal.

The program may then be structured to be interactive to allow entry of such experimental details as date, time, operator name, sampling intervals, channel sequence, offset and sampling coefficient for each channel, etc. A memory buffer area may be employed to accumulate a number of readings before dumping to disc or tape; averaging or other statistical analysis may be computed either as the run progresses, or subsequently.

Thus the system of figure one can be used to log up to 16 channels, with the converter unit and computer costing together less than £1000. Additionally, the computer may be employed for other tasks while waiting for the next scanning cycle.

As implied earlier, some applications require higher accuracy than eight bits,
and therefore 12-bit ADC units now exist with eight analogue input channels; these inputs may be unipolar or bipolar, single-ended or differential, and again the channel scan sequencing is under program control.

**Microcomputers As Closed Loop System Controllers**

In most control systems a negative feedback loop is employed to balance the input signal, as shown in figure two. The output signal to be controlled may be any physical variable such as position, velocity, temperature or fluid level.

Consider the case of a servo amplifier and DC motor. The position of the motor shaft may be obtained as an electrical signal from a potentiometer attached to the shaft. A microcomputer can perform the function of the scanning junction if configured as in figure three. A signal is applied to the servo-amplifier via the digital to analogue converter (DAC), driving the shaft to a new position. The computer reads the new position and calculates the error signal (output-input) between desired and actual, hence mimicking the system of figure two.

But the computer can be programmed to perform much more than the simple summing function. It can, for instance, compare the actual physical control system response with that of an ideal system model simulated within the memory. Such a system model will usually be represented by a set of mathematical equations. The difference between the actual response and the desired response can then become the subject of a second order of refinement. Thus it's possible to optimise performance so that, for instance, the motor will adopt a new position in the minimum time with maximum overshoot — i.e. apply maximum acceleration for a period, then maximum deceleration so that the motor stops at the desired position. The same principles obviously apply if speed control was the subject of interest rather than position, although a tachogenerator would replace the potentiometer.

In our earlier example, where we measured the temperature of the pond, we could close the loop by installing heaters and controlling them from the computer, via a DAC unit.

A more involved multiparameter control and monitoring system is in operation in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratories of the University of Nottingham. Here a petrol engine test bed with three engines is run through a speed cycle over 24 hours continuously. A Commodore PET is used as the system controller and data logger, monitoring exhaust temperature, cooling water temperature, engine speed and alternator voltage, while controlling throttle setting and ignition/standby using a relay control unit. It's intended to eventually replace the throttle control relay by a DAC unit. The diagram of figure four shows how these parameters will be connected to the PET (using, may we say, interface products available from 3D). It also illustrates the advantage of bus connection schemes like the IEEE-488.

Also at the University of Nottingham, the Department of Child Health at the Medical School are using the PET for investigating the effects of environmental temperature on metabolic rate and heat production in small newborn animals. They've developed an automated system for measuring the oxygen consumption of animals weighing in the range one to 500 grams. The system is controlled by, and passes data to, a 16K PET. Information is passed to the PET through a 16-channel ADC unit, and a DAC unit provides analogue output to a chart recorder and various other control lines. Switching operations are performed via the PET user port. The system is shown diagrammatically in figure five.

The same department also makes respiratory measurements of infants with breathing problems, and here again the microcomputer has been brought into service. Previously measurements were put onto strip charts and respiratory parameters were derived using graphical methods. Data are now transferred directly to the PET from pressure transducers etc., via a 16-channel ADC. The readings are immediately analysed on-line, permitting analysis of many more breaths than was possible previously. The final results, in the form of pressure/volume loops, are drawn on an analogue X-Y plotter connected to the PET via an interface manufactured especially for that particular purpose.

**Conclusion**

The examples given here are but a small sample of the enormous range of practical applications to which microcomputers are being put. Relatively cheap and versatile interfaces can now be obtained (either as standard or custom designed) to assist the user in building up his own system. While much of the micro sales activity concentrates on the more lucrative business and commercial markets, some interesting and imaginative work is being done at the interface; it's a rapidly growing field and one that's making people think again about the traditional concept of the robot.
Malcolm Peltu casts a net that covers a BASIC programming instructional, "Fred" and a treatise on the police computer.

**BASIC Survival**

Despite the scorn poured on it by Professor Dijkstra and programming purists, BASIC is still alive and well and running wild in personal computers throughout the world. All purists may soon start muscling in, the requirement to learn BASIC, particularly in schools, will remain for many years to come.

One of the most interesting BASIC teaching publications (in fact, four of utility to readers moving at different paces, groping for an understanding of the methodology that underlies problem-solving with a computer as well as the details of BASIC itself. The text has in fact been modified to take account of Eiloart's experience when using an earlier version for teaching general studies students. The main criticism I have is that the answers are printed immediately after the problems and I found, however hard I tried not to do that, until my eyes immediately took in the gist of the answer, the solution was to use a bit of knack to cover up -- a bit cumbersome. On the other hand, other people I know, who have read the book, including a schoolkid, lapped it up and preferred this format to having to jump between pages, as happens with some other self-teaching books.

At £7.50 for all four volumes, the books represent good value for money. The first part is called Basic Basics and starts with the question, What is a computer? Part 2 is called Introducing Basic and takes in flowcharting and fundamental BASIC concepts including the dreaded GOTO. The other two parts go into particular BASIC techniques and applications in more detail. The whole course is enlivened by some friendly cartoons.

**Fred**

Fredland is a state of mind, with twenty six cities (called Aay to Zed), two political groups -- the Practical and Theoretical Parties -- and it's inhabited by peaceful two-dimensional shapes. Fredland is also a pleasant gimmick used to explain the fundamentals of many things from book-keeping to (you guessed it) computers.

"Fredbooks are just the books to be read by anyone with no time to read" begins the Preface to Fred learns about computers; there's also an old Fredlandic proverb which goes: "A little knowledge is a dangerous but ignorance is lethal". Unfortunately anyone wishing to gain instant enlightenment on computers without having to read very much will find this Fredbook a bit heavy going, although it's packed with inventive and humorous drawings.

The book is written as a dialogue between Fred, the seeker of knowledge, and Rufus, Professor of Allthings. It does, in fact, cover much

that you would expect to find in an introduction to computers which has a heavy bias towards traditional mainframe data processing (micros are not even mentioned in the index) -- from bits and bytes, through programming and systems selection to design, testing etc. In general it provides lively and practical advice which works well with the illustrations; my only reservation (which the Fredland gimmickry and artificial Fred/Rufus dialect style tend to get in the way, spinning out the text unnecessarily and detracting from the logical progression. By the way, for those who are interested, at the last Fredland elections there was a dead heat and in the resulting coalition the Practical Party were responsible for putting forward a program of wrong things but the Theoretical Party were able to ensure that nothing was done.

**Paranoia On File**

Are you concerned that the police are being long term interest", whose whereabouts are to be given away that surveillance is not necessarily made public by the police. The stolen vehicle file has around 100,000 entries but Campbell says that drivers concerned with stolen vehicles the rest include information on vehicles whose owners are suspected of having committed crimes or those of "long term interest".

Campbell believes that about 30,000 of the so-called stolen vehicles are under secret surveillance because they fall into the category of "long term interest", whose whereabouts are not reported but whose drivers are not necessarily made aware that surveillance is taking place.

Unfortunately it's necessary to qualify the facts in the books by saying "it is claimed by Campbell because the Home Office and the police refuse to confirm or deny many of the details (although they have given Campbell the stolen vehicle files on four secret surveillance because they fall into the category of "long term interest"'s whereabouts are not reported but whose drivers are not necessarily made aware that surveillance is taking place.

Campbell therefore deserves considerable credit for his relentless pursuit of exposing the nature of police computer systems to public scrutiny. After all, an official government investigation into data protection, the Lindop Committee, complained that they had been unable to elicit sufficient information from the police to decide whether or not the computers are open to unwarranted invasion of privacy.
subject.

In Policing the Police, for example, he seems to detect something sinister about the fact that the PNC has an uninterrupted power supply — which in fact is standard in many computer installations, to avoid temporary power breaks. He also uses the fact that the software is written in Algol and arranged in modules as circumstantial evidence to prove his thesis that new features can be sneaked unnoticed into the system — as does his observation that there could be something sinister about the use of a standby machine to carry out program testing!

In an article in the New Scientist earlier this year he brought telephone tapping back into public attention by claiming that the Post Office is using a computer system which can reconceal tapped phones, record them and then automatically print out the conversation. Given the current state of technological development, such a system is virtually inconceivable but the claim, having been repeated generally in the media, has now entered the folklore of police technology.

Campbell generally seems to be a strong believer in technological determinism — the mere existence of a technological potential is taken as determining an inevitable consequence. He implies that the build-up of the PNC and other police systems, such as one at Scotland Yard, inevitably means that police control over society will be more efficient and effective. Yet, commenting on "the world's most advanced" computerised surveillance system which has been built up in Northern Ireland — it includes details of most homes — he says "it is worth noting in passing that, despite this massive surveillance, military commanders do not now think that there is any hope of a victory against the IRA for the foreseeable future".

But despite some of his over-enthusiasm for believing in technological possibility, and seeing the fuzz under every bed, Campbell's evidence does indeed give considerable cause for concern because computers do add a major new dimension to the volume of information that can be gathered, stored and collated and the speed it can be accessed from many locations. Although it's true that Hitler didn't need computers to do his dirty work, in the not too distant future, computers could undoubtedly provide a secret surveillance system which would greatly simplify and speed up any dictatorial action. It's outrageous that Britain remains one of the few major Western countries without a law, or proposed law, for providing a legal framework to define citizen's rights to privacy and data protection. Such a law, coupled with an ever-vigilant informed democratic electorate, is the only real way of avoiding a computerised Big Brother. As indicated by the two other essays in Policing the Police (by Martin Kettle and Joanna Rollo) Campbell relates technological policing to a political context — one where the police are seen as conforming to "the British police's traditional functions of defending the capitalist system," to quote the book's editor, anti-apartheid activist Peter Hain. Even if you approach Laura Norder from the other end of the political spectrum, Policing the Police is worth reading, particularly if you want to know whether computers are extending the long arm of the law simply to assist the fighting of crime or whether it's to perform other policing functions you might like to see encouraged curtailed.

No Prizes

In the March Bookfare we offered a bottle of wine to anyone spotting the deliberate mistake. Although a number of unintentional booboos were spotted, nobody gets the vino for spotting that the Tailor of Gloucester's coat needed cherry-coloured silk not plum-coloured. The wine will be shared (hic) around the office (I warned you it could undermine). Boris will test you. And humiliate you. And improve you. Boris is the chess computer that always be the supreme test of any player. In Policing the Police Volume 2, edited by Peter Hain (John Calder, £14.50 paperback, £8.95 hardcover)

Price: £130

inc. VAT p & p, operating instructions and two micro-capsules (English plus one other)

Please tick relevant box to indicate language capsules required:

French, 0 German, 0 Italian, 0 Spanish, 0 Japanese, 0 Phonetic (Pronunciation)

Price: £76

inc. VAT p & p, operating instructions and clear plastic cover, for board (not shown)

Refund Policy: If you are not fully satisfied with our service or goods you can return them within 14 days of receipt for either a full refund, or replacement. Please ensure goods are in original packaging and returned in good condition. Goods sent without any instructions will not be accepted. Please be aware that we are unable to refund the cost of returning goods.

Oddpod

— a revolutionary new pocket aid.

Oddpod will amaze you. It's the only hand-held language translator that really cares about language sublety. And it can also be a lot more — a First Aid Guide, a Cocktail Recipe, a Telephone Directory, or anything else its unique 'Ami' Memory System is programmed to store, including customised data.

But until the new programs and customising facilities are finally ready, DDP offer you Oddpod as simply the best hand-held translator that money can buy. Now available in this country after great success in America, Oddpod is worked by 'Ami' micro-chip capsules. Each capsule you buy slips inside Oddpod together with a basic English capsule to allow a maximum of two languages to be cross-translated against English.

Using a combination of keys and phrase index printed on the back of Oddpod, you can quickly display translated words and sentences on Oddpod's screen. But such is Oddpod's respect for language complexity that multiple meanings and misspellings can be clarified and whole word categories can be sequentially displayed for inspection and learning.

Price: £130

inc. VAT p & p, operating instructions and clear plastic cover, for board (not shown)

Boris — a fiendish chess opponent.

Boris will test you. And humiliate you. And improve you. Boris is the chess computer that allows no quarter as your vitals against its super-rational micro-circuits and its time-related thresholds of difficulty! It's compact enough to travel with you, but big enough to always be the supreme test of any player.

Price: £76

inc. VAT & p & p, operating instructions and clear plastic cover, for board (not shown)

Distributed Data Processing Ltd.
Mail Order Dept., 17 Nobel Square, Basildon, Essex SS13 1DD
Tel. Basildon (0268) 727563

DDP Mail Order
— a smart way of getting either

To get either Oddpod or Boris, simply complete the details above and below and post us back this advertisement.

Please send me:  (qty) Oddpod Language Capsules)
(qty) Boris Chess Games)
(Continua Publications, distributed by Macdonald and Evans, Estover, Plymouth PL6 7PZ, £1.175)
Policing the Police Volume 2, edited by Peter Hain (John Calder, £14.50 paperback, £8.95 hardcover)

DDP Mail Order
— a smart way of getting either

To get either Oddpod or Boris, simply complete the details above and below and post us back this advertisement.

Please send me:  (qty) Oddpod Language Capsules)
(qty) Boris Chess Games)
(Continua Publications, distributed by Macdonald and Evans, Estover, Plymouth PL6 7PZ, £1.175)
Policing the Police Volume 2, edited by Peter Hain (John Calder, £14.50 paperback, £8.95 hardcover)
THE BYTE SHOP & COMPUTERLAND

Still the biggest 6 in the country

London
48 Tottenham Court Road
London W1R 5TD
Tel. 01-636 0647

Ilford
426/428 Cranbrook Road,
Gants Hill,
Ilford, Essex IG2 6HW
Tel. 01-554 2177

Birmingham
94-96 Hurst Street
Birmingham B5 4TD
Tel. 021-622 7149 Telex. 336186

Manchester
11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
Manchester
Tel. 061-236 4737 Telex. 666168

Nottingham
92a Upper Parliament Street
Nottingham NG1 6LF
Tel. 0602 40576 Telex. 377389

Glasgow
Magnet House
Waterloo Street
Glasgow
Tel. 041-221 7409 Telex. 779263

Your six main computer centres, stocked up with new equipment for 1980. Complete systems carefully chosen for their reliability and availability. Plus the widest range of software for business, education and industry. For expert advice on which system suits you best call into one of the Big Six.
can you recommend a book that explains how micros work in a fairly simple way?
Mark Scaler, Redruth

What you need is a primer on microcomputer architecture to "get you off the ground". Unfortunately most beginner's books on personal computing are aimed at the same non-technical mass-market as the machines. Typically they introduce a few simple programming concepts and then move on to teach BASIC by examples — e.g. the use of the micro for calculation, games, or simple business applications. On the other hand, technical books on machine design are usually not directly relevant to personal computers, having been written as student texts, or introductions for project managers or design engineers; generally they're aimed at a higher scale of machine and investment.

So I can't recommend just one book as a solution to your problem. In fact, the best all-round answer is to join a local computer club. In my experience you can pick up explanations far more quickly by talking to someone in the know than by wading through a book you don't understand, looking for clues.

Another approach is to browse through back issues of American home computing magazines. Byte and Kilobaud Microcomputing are particularly good for practical, informative hardware and software design articles. Unfortunately few libraries take them, through a club. Byte is available on microfiche from University Microfilms International, 18 Bedford Row, London, but you will need access to a reader; again, a large library should be able to help.

Finally, some books. For cutting through the jargon that makes some articles seem more difficult than they really are, try XI Microprocessor Lexicon by Sybex, £2. Two introductory books which look under the covers more than most are Peanut Butter & Jelly Guide to Computers by Willis, £6.30, and Personal Computing by McGlynn, £8. (Prices incl p&p from MoI, 1 Francis Ave, St Albans, Herts).

Len Warner

May 1 Interrupt Continued from P. 62

in these modes, although it may be necessary to use some additional logic to provide PIO — peripheral compatible signals.

To take just one example, in PIO operating mode 1 (the input mode) an active STB signal generated by the peripheral causes the PIO to load data into the port input register and the rising edge of the STB pulse generates an INT. The ready line R DY is driven low by the PIO and remains inactive until the CPU reads the port during the interrupt service routine. The rising edge of the ready signal may then be used to inform the peripheral that further data may be sent to the PIO. By using both the peripheral generated strobe and the PIO generated ready signals one can obtain "hand-shaking" communication between micro and peripheral which provides fast and reliable parallel data transfer.

Finally

At best the above discussion can give only a brief and incomplete account of the full potential of the Z80 CPU/PIO combination in dealing with interrupts. However it may encourage some to have another look at the device manuals and to use interrupts more often. After all one of the few advantages that the micro has over the larger multi-user mainframe computer is that it's so readily adaptable to "real-time" computing and much of its technological impact must lie in this area.

Just over 2 years ago PCW became the first magazine in Europe to deal exclusively with the home and business use of Personal Computers. It has been an unqualified success. The current subscription list stands at well over 3,000, with a staggering 70% renewal rate! PCW reader loyalty is already a byword in the publishing business. We aim to keep it that way. So if you are having difficulty in obtaining PCW at your newsagent, why not take out a subscription and have the magazine mailed to you direct?

SUBSCRIPTIONS

UK Subscriptions: £8.00
USA Subscriptions: $22.00 (airmail)
Europe Subscriptions: £13.00 (airmail)
Elsewhere: £25.00 (airmail)

Please send me the next 12 issues of PCW □

NAME
ADDRESS

(Block capitals please)
PAL COLOUR AND SOUND

A major breakthrough in price/performance for personal/business educational micro's

*Simple RF O/P provides both sound & vision to colour TV (colour sets only)

*8k Microsoft 8k User RAM *16 colours, 32 rows x 64 cols. *Programmable tone generator and DAC *Joystick and keyboard interface. (*B&W version)

BRITAINS No. 1 FOR OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CHECK FOR BEST PRICES

On-chip

From

Superboard - OHIO - Challenger 4P

At these prices why waste time and money on unauthorised kit copies?

A major breakthrough in price/performance for personal/business educational micro's

*4k RAM

*basic in ROM

**1k Ch./Graphic

610 Expansion Board 8k RAM
ONLY £199.95 + VAT

IP CD3P Mini Floppy Disc, Cased, PSU, 2 copies of DOS - ONLY £289 + VAT

Set of 4k RAM
ONLY £28 + VAT

Plastic Case - Beige ONLY £26 + VAT

Challenger IP - Metal Cased, Superboard, PSU modulator - ONLY £199 + VAT
(unmodified version)

*(unmodified version)

in price/performance for personal/business educational micro's

- Single RF O/P provides both sound & vision to colour TV. (Colour sets only)

-8k Microsoft 8k User RAM *16 colours, 32 rows x 64 cols. *Programmable tone generator and DAC *Joystick and keyboard interface. (*B&W version)

BRITAINS No. 1 FOR OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CHECK FOR BEST PRICES

On-chip
It's not unusual in this column for me to compare calculator programming with microcomputer programming; after all a calculator is really nothing more or less than a dedicated microcomputer whose special function is to perform mathematical operations with a speed and accuracy not available on general purpose personal computers.

The "languages" used by programmable calculators are equivalent to microcomputer Assembly Languages, in that each program step is a direct mnemonic representation of a single processor instruction (except for the maths functions which are closer to high level language). In particular, the memory operations provide direct access to a named memory register, rather than defining variables as would a high level language.

Where the calculator differs from a micro, however, is in the nature of the register so addressed. In an Assembler a memory instruction addresses a single byte of memory; on the other hand, being designed to crunch numbers to 10 digit accuracy, normally stores numbers in Binary Coded Decimal form; i.e. each digit is separately coded as a binary number. This facilitates fast and accurate arithmetic operations. In order to hold 12 digits plus an exponent and a sign, a single calculator memory register consists of 7 or 8 bytes of store. Sometimes the programmer can take advantage of this fact to create extra memory registers, though at the cost of foregoing the ability to store fractional or negative quantities. By treating each binary coded digit (or group of digits) as a virtual memory register it's possible to store more integers than the number of memory registers provided.

In the extreme case, each register can be converted into 10 independently addressable memories, each capable of holding an integer between 0 and 9; a Casio fx502 could store 200 numbers, or a TI 159, 900 (a couple of registers must be reserved as working space).

This technique is called "data packing" since several pieces of data are crammed into the space intended for one.

For storage
Data can be packed to different degrees. If a single digit is not sufficient for your application, then 5 x 2 digit registers or 5 x 5 digit registers could be created.

What is required in any of these cases is a pair of programs or subroutines.

One, the input routine, takes an item of data and a virtual address and places the data in the correct decimal place(s) of the requisite memory register. As an example, 10 registers are converted into 100 "virtual memories" number 0-99.

To "store" a value in the virtual memory register 58, the program goes to calculator register 5 and stores 7 in the 8th place. So register 5 contains 0.00000700.

The second routine is a recall routine which accepts an "address" and displays the contents of that location; in the above example inputting "58" would produce the answer "7".

Both these routines are easy to write on any calculator which has the INT and FRAC instructions to separate the integer and fractional parts of a number. In the above example, indirect addressing using the first digit of the address (i.e. 5) would locate the correct register; then the 10 "virtual memories" contained in this single register can be accessed by multiplying the content by a power of ten derived from the second digit of the address (i.e. 8). Finally FRAC is used to look off the parts not required.

In a simpler but maybe more useful data packing system, each register is converted into two memories by storing one number in the integral part and another in the fractional part. In this case the data is "unpacked" simply using INT and FRAC.

I've used this system in a magazine costing program to store a number of constants greater than the number of available registers. The unpacking routine is written into the costing program and unpacks the data as required during a calculation.

A full suite of data packing subroutines may include memory arithmetic as well as store and recall functions, but care must be taken to avoid adding to a memory not to create an overflow which corrupts the next location, (e.g. adding 8 to memory 58 would give 0.000001500 which has produced a spurious 1 in memory 57).

For statistics applications a routine may be devised to automatically decant all the data into the statistics registers for analysis, while still preserving the individual results. In this way a 20 memory calculator like the Casio could record and analyse single digit scores from up to 150 trials.

Another powerful way of using data packing is to employ the 5-digit system above to code scientific notation to 3 significant figures. For example 78592 would be interpreted as 7.85 x 10^2, the last two digits being interpreted as an exponent.

Of course when performing calculations in a data packed mode, the input and recall subroutines may be omitted instead of using the calculators MR and Min (RCL and STO) which are forbidden.

For input and display
In addition to increasing storage capacity, data packing can be useful for inputting and displaying data. It's often desirable, in a program requiring two inputs, that these inputs be entered simultaneously. This has the advantage that both data items can be seen and verified before entering, and also it prevents you losing your place in an input sequence i.e., forgetting whether or not you entered the last item.

Data packing using the decimal point as a separator is a handy trick. For instance in the above example the data and address could be packed and entered as 7.58. A portion of the input routine unpacks this and interprets it as 7(datum) into 58(address). The ultimate example of this type of input packing is the "Codesplitter" program published in this column last month.

Similarly it's often convenient (in the absence of a printer) when several outputs need to be displayed, to pack them for simultaneous display. This allows the results to be recorded with no fear of losing your place — which is quite likely in a long sequence with no prompts. The methods of packing are the same as for input; in addition the exponent display can be used, at a pinch, to hold two extra digits — e.g. 7.006 300 542 13 — if care is taken to choose a scientific notation format. Otherwise the calculator may reformat the display and garble the results.

The Casio 502, as many readers have discovered has another possible packing format in its DMS display. Three results may be simultaneously displayed e.g. 97° 23' 41" so long as the second two are below 60.

To conclude with an illustration, here is a pair of store and recall routines to create 40 five digit memories on the Casio 502.

STORE ROUTINE
P0 Min F FRAC M — F X 50 — Min F FRAC M — F x = 0 GOTO1 GOTO2
LBL1 IND MR F INT IND M — F MRF IND M + F AC GOTO3
LBL2 IND MR F FRAC IND M — F MRF + 5 10 X — IND M + F AC LBL3
Enter data (5 x 5 digits) decimal point, then address (0 to 39) e.g. 78592.36 P0
RECALL ROUTINE
P1 + 2 = Min F FRAC x = 0 GOTO1 GOTO2
LBL1 IND MR F GOTO3
LBL2 IND MR F FRAC X 5 10 X = LBL3
Enter address, e.g. 36 P1, 78592 displayed.
And as a special bonus here is a pair of routines to encode and decode 3 digit scientific notation, and store in 40 data packed memories.

ENCOD/STORE ROUTINE
P2 ENG RND3 LOG Min F INT M — F + ( MRF + 4 ) 10 X RND3 = Min F HLT + 2 10 X + MR F = GSB0
Enter data e.g. 78.592 P2. Encoded form displayed 78692. Enter address e.g. 36 EXE
DECODE/RECALL ROUTINE
P3 GSB P1 + 2 10 X = Min F INT M — F + 2 10 X X ( MRF X 2 10 X ) 10 X —
Enter address e.g. 36 P1, 78.863 displayed.
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TRITON COMPUTER SYSTEM

Designed for ease of construction and flexibility. Kits come complete and all components and software are available separately. UK designed and supported. Fully documented hardware and software. A flexible approach to system building. Powerful and easy to use system monitors - a range of languages available.

Firmware is Eprom based and upgrading from one level to the next is easy.

TRITON IS IMPRESSIVE!
PRACTICAL COMPUTING REVIEW DEC. 79.

L5.2 with 1.5k monitor 2.5k basic £294.00
L7.2 with 2k mon 8k extended basic £403.90
L8.2 4k ed/mem 20k res pascal £611.00
L9.2 CP/M disc based system £850.00
Bx ram card kit (2114) £397.00
Bx eprom cars (EXL8 X 2708) £31.00
Motherboard expansion 8 slot £50.00
Trap-res asmn/edit etc (8 X 2708) £80.00
Transom BD80 bi-dir printer £595.00
TVM 10 video monitor 9" £79.00
Eprom prog (2P89) kit £50.00
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE FOR FULL DETAILS OF TRITON FEATURES!

FULL RANGE OF MICRO SUPPORT CHIPS - IN STOCK

SN74152N 22 SN74LS298N 35 SN74LS245N 1.50
SN74153N 25 SN74LS244N 1.20
SN74154N 35 SN74LS138N 1.80
SN74155N 50 SN74LS139N 2.20
SN74156N 60 SN74LS240N 2.50
SN74157N 65 SN74LS241N 2.95
SN74158N 70 SN74LS242N 3.60
SN74159N 75 SN74LS243N 4.00
SN74160N 80 SN74LS244N 4.30
SN74161N 85 SN74LS245N 4.60
SN74162N 90 SN74LS293N 5.00
SN74163N 95 SN74LS294N 5.60
SN74164N 100 SN74LS4066N 6.00
SN74165N 105 SN74LS4067N 6.50
SN74166N 110 SN74LS4068N 7.00
SN74167N 115 SN74LS4069N 7.50
SN74168N 120 SN74LS4070N 8.00
SN74169N 125 SN74LS4071N 8.50
SN74170N 130 SN74LS4072N 9.00
SN74171N 135 SN74LS4073N 9.50
SN74172N 140 SN74LS4074N 10.00
SN74173N 145 SN74LS4075N 10.50
SN74174N 150 SN74LS4076N 11.00
SN74175N 155 SN74LS4077N 11.50
SN74176N 160 SN74LS4078N 12.00
SN74177N 165 SN74LS4079N 12.50
SN74178N 170 SN74LS4080N 13.00
SN74179N 175 SN74LS4081N 13.50
SN74180N 180 SN74LS4082N 14.00
SN74181N 185 SN74LS4083N 14.50
SN74182N 190 SN74LS4084N 15.00
SN74183N 195 SN74LS4085N 15.50
SN74184N 200 SN74LS4086N 16.00
SN74185N 205 SN74LS4087N 16.50
SN74186N 210 SN74LS4088N 17.00
SN74187N 215 SN74LS4089N 17.50
SN74188N 220 SN74LS4090N 18.00

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

WE ALSO STOCK: a comprehensive range of books and periodicals, VERO products including 500 and Eurocard units, ribbon cables, tools, tape, diskettes, connectors and a wide range of P.A.O. and TRITON compatible CP/M., BASIC and PASCAL on 8" disc.

MULTIWAY CONNECTORS

INSULATION PIERCING 25/10 4.80
2 way male 2.70
2 way female 2.80
3 way male 3.60
3 way female 3.70
4 way male 4.60
4 way female 4.70
7 way male 6.40
7 way female 6.50
10 way male 8.30
10 way female 8.40
15 way male 10.30
15 way female 10.40
30 way male 12.30
30 way female 12.40
50 way male 14.30
50 way female 14.40
100 way male 16.30
100 way female 16.40
200 way male 18.00
200 way female 18.10
500 way male 20.00
500 way female 20.00
1000 way male 25.00
1000 way female 25.00
2500 way male 35.00
2500 way female 35.00
5000 way male 45.00
5000 way female 45.00
10000 way male 60.00
10000 way female 60.00
15000 way male 75.00
15000 way female 75.00
25000 way male 100.00
25000 way female 100.00
50000 way male 150.00
50000 way female 150.00
100000 way male 300.00
100000 way female 300.00

CATALOGUE

NEW A4 SIZED
ONLY 50p & SAE

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

29.30-5.30 Mon-Fri
1.30-2.30 Closed lunch
9.30-5.30 Sat
Thursday half day 1.30

TEL: 01-402 8137 Telex: 444838
When the machine breaks down — and it will, sooner or later — the teacher must either find someone to repair it for him or learn how to do it himself. Both courses can be either hideously expensive in cash and time, or at worst downright impossible. An LEA on its toes would provide a permanent employee who — given standardisation — would rapidly become expert in diagnosis and repair. He could even have a few standby PC boards for replacements and any school suffering a breakdown could be on-line again in a couple of hours.

Consider, too, the software. Up and down this dear muddlesome land we have dozens of teachers all busy, busy, busy, working the same programs; an activity that will continue for decades. Need I state the obvious? This is a shocking waste of time and effort, yet nobody is doing anything to alleviate the situation. And it will get worse! If a teacher borrows a copy of a teaching program, it won't run on his machine, because it's a different make! If after much scribble, he gets it to run and improves it, he cannot pass it back to his friend without yet more scribble. Result — a severe brake on what should be and could be a happy journey towards the distillation of the very best teaching methods available in the country.

Back to the LEAs. If only they were to standardise, then a teacher in their area would be able to interchange ideas and programs freely.

OK . . . end of lecture. I'll get off my soap box! Sorry to go on like this, but I feel rather strongly about it. And if any of you out there have got views that you want to air, then let's be hearing from you. I don't care who you are — teacher, pupil, student or just plain interested — drop me a line. How do you see the role of the computer in the classroom of the future, and what should we be doing about it?

Programs

What can I say? I'm enormously impressed by the flow of programs that has reached me, via the editor, in response to John Coll's recent plea.

It's not only the number of programs that impresses me, but also their variety. Games predominate, but don't knock them — they stimulate interest and those youngsters who write them are exercising real skills that will stand them in good stead.

Perhaps what impresses me most is the enormous enthusiasm for computing that I sense among young people everywhere. This is truly great, but what a sad contrast to the attitude displayed by the LEAs! (Steady, I've ploughed that field already!)

Programs Received

HORSE RACE — by Richard Sheldon (13) (address unknown — please call us.)

STARTREK, PONTOON, ROULETTE, HANGMAN — by David Hartnell (16) of Birmingham

DICE THROWER — by Tony Hailes (15) of Birmingham

DIGITAL FREQUENCY MEASURER — by J.W. Roston (14) of London

MISSILE — by Mike Wilson of Selborne

NUMBER GUESS — by Paul Whitmarsh (14) of Siders

MAZE — by Alan Heal (15) of Kenilworth

ONE-ARMED BANDIT — by Torstein Kingsh on (17) of Oslo

QUESTION TIME — by R.A. Develyn (16) of Horsham

MSI BASIC SUBROUTINES — by Robert Coombes (14) of London

PICTURE DRAWER — by Colin Hughes (12) of Luton

FOOTBALL, TENNIS, GOAL, SQUASH — by Paul Williams (14) of Horsham

NEW PET COMMANDS — by David Simons (14) of Welwyn Garden City

We've also had some interesting letters from B.M. Graham (16) of Chigwell and O. Garland (14) of London, both of whom raise points that I would like to discuss more fully at a later date.

Thanks a lot to all of you. If you keep on like this, I'll be able to force the editor to double the space that he allows us each month. (Tomorrow the world!)

Competition

Finally for this month, just a reminder about our competition. We're looking for drawings of a design suitable to head this page — also to be made up into a supply of metal badges; I'll be giving book tokens for the best. Don't hang around too long — I want to close the competition quite soon.

PS — I still haven't received any programs from girls!
PUPIL POWER AT SANDBACH

At a time when Government spending on education is being reduced, it may seem strange to suggest new ways of setting up schools computing systems. On the other hand, scarcity of resources must prompt schools to make efficient use of capitulation, and in this article S. J. Hemmings describes a very cost effective schools computing system.

Firstly, what is required? A typical 4th or 6th year computer studies class will consist of about 25 pupils studying the subject to CSE or O level. Assuming that the class is of average ability and that all their teaching is to be done within the school (school use local authority or college facilities) then the following requirements must be met:

1. A minimum of six teletype (or similar) terminals allowing “hands-on” programming experience in BASIC.
2. A means of storing large amounts of data (be it programs or raw data) for future use.
3. A means of producing a printed copy of work done and program results.

At a more technical level, the ability to program the machine in both a high level language (like BASIC) and a low level language (like the 8080 assembly code.)

Of these, the ability to produce hard copy is the most important. All examination boards require printed proof of a pupil’s ability to program. Program 2 requires either cassette or disc storage and anyone who has used both will recognise the superiority of disc. Disc 4 might be expanded to require the provision of other high level languages (especially PASCAL) if the subject is to be taught to any real depth.

It should be clear that the provision of a single microcomputer goes only a very little way towards providing what’s required. As a demonstration tool it might be excellent, but 25 children cannot be taught solely by example — and if one child is using the machine, the rest are unable to expand up to the ideal of six terminals.

When RTCS were approached they reacted enthusiastically, helped by the fact that their Managing Director, Dave Yardy, is a parent of one of the pupils. They suggested a couple of ideas:

First, a series of stand alone disc based micros to interface with teletypes (of which there are lots secondhand), large enough to handle things other than BASIC. Second, and this was the new development, the system shown below.

Here, a largish parent micro, driving two floppy discs and perhaps a printer, has access to a number of high level languages and other facilities on the discs. Micro is used to feed a series of daughters micros at the beginning of the day. The daughters are simple processors with lots of RAM and I/O ports and very little ROM. At power-up the teacher decides which language the class is to use and dumps the interpreter/compiler/operating system into the relevant daughter processors one at a time. In this way each daughter can be filled with the same or different languages for use by the pupils. After filling, each terminal is effectively a stand-alone micro. If programs need to be saved or data files accessed (a relatively infrequent requirement at this level) then the daughter must contact the parent micro for data transfer. The beauty of this system is that there is no limit to the number of daughter systems which can be handled and the software needed to be resident within the parent micro is relatively simple (after all, this is not a multi-access system).

We are well pleased with the idea — it offers enormous scope for expansion and we have made a start by purchasing the parent system. A very powerful micro in its own right, it’s at present being used to drive a single terminal. It’s 8080 based with 48K of RAM (max. 64K) and twin floppies. As time passes and more money becomes available we hope to purchase further (relatively cheap) daughter processors. Already the system is functioning to teach up to A Level and is used extensively for Data Processing within the school. It can handle Microsoft BASIC, has a CP/M operating system and an 8080 assembler. In the future Cobol, Fortran, Pilot and a version of Pascal are feasible.

Of course there’ll be drawbacks, but we’re very lucky in that RTCS is a local firm with an interest in the school and as a result maintenance is not a problem. Teletypes don’t grow on trees and they have to be purchased for each daughter micro (this is still cheaper than a single PET; even with the micro thrown in). The thing of our future is sure to be the VDU; it’s smaller, more robust and quieter but bang goes the hard copy. If VDUs were used with the RTCS system it might seem to be getting rather like a room full of PETs or TRS 80s, except that they would cost a lot less and printing would be easier via the parent micro.

The real problem is that Government the LEAs, are not yet prepared to give schools the money needed. In the meantime the RTCS system offers a cheap, flexible, expandable system for use with a full class of children and last but not least, it’s all British!
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Main Distributor(s) (No. of Dealers)</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Miscellaneous (Documentation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euroc</td>
<td>(£7,095)</td>
<td>64K RAM: 8080A: dual 8&quot; F/D (1MB)</td>
<td>CP/M: CBASIC: A: U:</td>
<td>A year's maintenance and stationery supply inc: (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Minicomputer</td>
<td>Binatone 01-903 5211</td>
<td>See Video Genie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS 5000</td>
<td>(£1,935)</td>
<td>32-64K RAM: Z80: dual 5&quot; F/D (320K)</td>
<td>CP/M: CBASIC: Cobol: Fortran: MicroCOBOL</td>
<td>3 drives options: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS 8000</td>
<td>(£3,515)</td>
<td>64-256K RAM: Z80: dual 8&quot; F/D (1MB)</td>
<td>CP/M: CBASIC: Cobol: Fortran: MicroCOBOL</td>
<td>Multi-user M/V/ FAMOS available in place of CP/M: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI M-One</td>
<td>(£5995)</td>
<td>8K RAM: 8080: dual 8&quot; F/D (1,2MB): 12&quot;: 24 x 80 b/w VDU</td>
<td>FMOS: A</td>
<td>A choice of standard business package included in price: (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI M-One Model 5 (29900)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>16K RAM: 8080: dual 8&quot; F/D (2,4MB): 2x12&quot;: 24x80 VDU: 140K bidirectional ports:</td>
<td>FMOS: A</td>
<td>One of the VDU's is for inquiry only: (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI 5000</td>
<td>(£25,500)</td>
<td>32K RAM: 8080: dual 5&quot; F/D (1MB): 12&quot;: 24x80 b/w VDU: 1000 printer</td>
<td>DOS: BASIC: A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Macris 16080</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>64K RAM: 8085: dual 5&quot; F/D (1MB): 12&quot;: 24x80 b/w VDU: 1000 printer</td>
<td>CP/M: U</td>
<td>(H&amp;B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI 6800</td>
<td>(£41,203)</td>
<td>16K RAM: 6800: C: 9&quot;: 16x64 b/w VDU: 1 S/P</td>
<td>BASIC Mini: A: U:</td>
<td>Up to 8 serial or parallel interfaces possible: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI System 7</td>
<td>(£3,200)</td>
<td>56K RAM: 6800: dual 8&quot; F/D (1MB): 12&quot;: 24x80 b/w VDU: 1 RS232 port</td>
<td>DOS: BASIC: A</td>
<td>Choice of FDOS, SDOS or Flex: also option—10MB H/D: (H&amp;B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Mini-computer</td>
<td>Binatone 01-903 5211</td>
<td>See Video Genie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>(Price from)</td>
<td>Main Distribution/ N.E. of Dealers</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strutelectrical</td>
<td>£153</td>
<td>5439</td>
<td>16-64K RAM: 80: single 8” F/D (250k): 12”, 24x80 &amp; B/W VDU: RS232 port</td>
<td>BASIC: Cobol: Fortran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>£90</td>
<td>2222</td>
<td>6-34K RAM: 280: C: 10”: 24x40 b/w VDU</td>
<td>BASIC: A:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair</td>
<td>£90</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1-6K RAM: 780: C: INT: T.V. int: full K: B: 44 pin expansion port</td>
<td>4K BASIC in ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sord M100 ACE</td>
<td>£90</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>64K RAM: 280: single 8” F/D (1MB): 12”, 24x80 green VDU: 112 cp printer: RS232C port</td>
<td>CP/M: CRABAS: Cobol: M/ASIC: Fortran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sord M223</td>
<td>£153</td>
<td>3573</td>
<td>64K RAM: 280: single 8” F/D (303k): 12”, 24x80 b/w VDU: £450</td>
<td>O/S: BASIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandy TRS 80 Level I</td>
<td>£25</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>416K RAM: 280: C: 12&quot;: 16x64 b/w VDU</td>
<td>BASIC: A:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandy TRS 80 Level II</td>
<td>£25</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>416K RAM: 280: C: 12&quot;: 16x64 b/w VDU: RS232 int: 1 P/F</td>
<td>DOS: BASIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangerine DPS 64/1-4</td>
<td>£3,014</td>
<td>43445160 (TBA)</td>
<td>520K RAM: 280: dual 8” F/D (1MB): 12&quot;, 24x80 b/w VDU: 2.5: 3.3 P/F</td>
<td>CP/M: BASIC: Cobol: CRABAS: Fortran: Pascal: Algol: Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIB/94</td>
<td>£9</td>
<td>73447466 (TBA)</td>
<td>16K RAM: 26K ROM: 9900: 214x32 b/w VDU: 2 C int: RS232 port</td>
<td>OS: BASIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton L8.2</td>
<td>£6,84</td>
<td>8137</td>
<td>32K RAM: 8060: C int 16x64 VDU: int: 1 S/F: 1 P/F</td>
<td>OS: A: Pascal: M/C: BASIC: CP/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestro Graphics M2</td>
<td>£2,05</td>
<td>600252035 (N/A)</td>
<td>64K RAM: 280: dual 8” F/D (1MB): 12&quot;, 24x80 b/w VDU: 2.5: 3.3 P/F</td>
<td>DOS: BASIC: A: CP/M: Algol: CRABAS: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List of Abbreviations**
- F/D: Floppy disc
- G/C: Graphics card
- H: Hard disk
- I: Interface
- M/A: Macro assembler
- M/C: Machine code
- O/S: Operating system
- P/B: Printer burner
- P/F: Parallel port
- S: Software
- T/B: Text editor
- TBA: To be announced
- V: Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italics are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
“Micro mania hits London—staggering success—the sort of frenzy usually seen at January sales.” Datalink (16/7/79)

See you at The Wembley Conference Centre

22-24 July, 1980

Last year’s Show broke all records and made headline news in many newspapers. The 1980 Show with its exhibition, international conference and one-day seminars, adds up to the most significant microcomputer event ever held.

Join the top names in the business and reserve your space now—and remember exhibitors who have also booked for the Mersey Micro Show are entitled to a 10% discount on both events!

Seminars held on the first two days will inform the business man of the many ways micros can be used as a commercial aid, both in the office and at the home. The seminar on the third day will be devoted to education applications.

In addition, a two-day international conference will examine the state of the art in microelectronics with distinguished speakers from the UK and overseas.

Return this coupon to Online Conferences Ltd., Argyle House, Northwood Hills HA6 1TS. Telephone: Northwood (09274) 28211
### IN STORE

#### Machine (Price from)
- **Zenith WH-11A** ($4,359)
  - Heath Ltd: 0452 29451 and 01-636 7349 (N/A)
  - LSI 11: 16-32K RAM: 25x80 VDU: S/P: P/F
  - O/S: BASIC: Fortran: BASIC: Micro Cobol
  - FDP 11 compatible: option — dual 8" F/D (512K): (S&H)
- **Zenith Z80** ($1,490)
  - As above
  - 16-48K RAM: Z80: single 5¼" F/D (102K), 12": 26x80 b/w VDU: RS232
  - 3 drives option: (1)
- **Zentec** ($4,700)
  - Ziga Dynamics Ltd: 02465 75661 (1)
  - 32-64K RAM: 2x8080: dual 5¼" F/D (512K), 12": 26x80 b/w VDU: RS232
  - O/S: A: U: BASIC: Micro Cobol
  - User programmable character set: option — dual 8" F/D (1MB): ($)
- **Zilog MZC 1.05** (Portable: MZC 1/20A: £200, £480)
  - Mierop: 0256
  - 64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D (800K), 12": 26x80 b/w P: 1S/P: option — 10MB Turbo (TBA)
  - Available desktop typ or rack mount- ed. Debug in 3K F/RM: 1:20A: runs multi-user Cobol and has up to 5 terminals and 40MB possible: (S&H)
- **Z-Plan** ($4,000)
  - Rostronics: 01-874 3665 (TBA)
  - 32-64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D (1MB): 2 P/P: 2 S/P
  - P/M: A: U: BASIC: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal: (S&H)

#### SINGLE BOARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine (Price from)</th>
<th>Main Distributors (No. of Dealers)</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software/Firmware</th>
<th>Miscellaneous (Documentation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acorn (895)</td>
<td>Acorn: 0223 312772 (N/A)</td>
<td>S/P: P/F</td>
<td>1/4K monitor: BASIC</td>
<td>Kit: programmable address link- ing: on board 5V regulator: available assembled, £79 (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim 65C (2265)</td>
<td>Pelco: 0273 722155 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/4K monitor: BASIC</td>
<td>Available as S100 system with A or BASIC in ROM (£80) from Portable Micros (02482200); they also have briefcase version (£750) (£)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cromemco SC (2626)</td>
<td>Comart: 0480 215005 (17)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monitor and control in EPROM (£)</td>
<td>5 program interval timers: can put own BASIC programs in EPROM (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELF II (1114)</td>
<td>Newtronics: 01-348 2325</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: A: Dis A: T/E: BASIC: 244</td>
<td>TTY, n-line decoders: low resolution graphics (high resolution available) kit (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorer (2265)</td>
<td>Newtronics: 01-739 1582 (15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2K monitor: CP/M: BASIC</td>
<td>Programmable 14 bit counter: kit (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8 (1229)</td>
<td>Heath: 0452 29451 (TBA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: A: T/E</td>
<td>Kit (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewart 6800S (1299)</td>
<td>Hewart: 0625 22030 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: A: T/E</td>
<td>Can be upgraded with 6809 (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewart 6800 MkIII (1522)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor</td>
<td>(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mk 14 (139.55)</td>
<td>Science of Cambridge: 0228 311488 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Machine code</td>
<td>Designed for control applications either than high level computing expansion (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metricon 65 (269)</td>
<td>Tenginer: 0353 3633</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K TANBUG monitor: BASIC</td>
<td>Optional 64x64 pixel graphics (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nascom 1 (146)</td>
<td>Nascom: 02405 75155 (20)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2K monitor: RBASIC: basic: A: 7/E</td>
<td>Now available as Nascom 2 with 8K RAM and 1K microfot BASIC in ROM, £295: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77/88 (300)</td>
<td>Newbear: 0635 30505 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: BASIC</td>
<td>Expandable to 6K BASIC: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBC 100 (1335)</td>
<td>Amirco: 0294 57557 (11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: DOS in ROM</td>
<td>Kit: available assembled, £196 (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superboard (7188)</td>
<td>MBM: 01-981 3993 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Available with 32K RAM and single 5¼&quot; F/D, £670 (S&amp;H)</td>
<td>Machine code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sytemon (1600)</td>
<td>Newbear: 0635 30505 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4K monitor: BASIC A</td>
<td>Can be expanded to 64K RAM (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton 4.1 (286)</td>
<td>Transam: 01-402 81317 (N/A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: 2K BASIC: U</td>
<td>64 character graphics: 8 levels interrupt: kit (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton 5.1 (294)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: 2K BASIC</td>
<td>Graphics facility: disc interface running CP/M, about £200: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton L.2 (2966)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: 2K BASIC</td>
<td>Graphics kit: fully expandable (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscan (170)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td>8K monitor or 8K BASIC</td>
<td>DD disc controller: £195: graphs: (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK 101 (£219)</td>
<td>Computer Shop: 01-440 7033</td>
<td></td>
<td>1K monitor: 8K BASIC: A: U</td>
<td>Graphics: will run Superboard software (S&amp;H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### List of Abbreviations
- **F/D**: Floppy disc
- **G/C**: Graphics card
- **P/F**: Parallel port
- **T/E**: Text editor
- **S/P**: Serial port
- **N/A**: Not available
- **N/P**: Numeric pad
- **U**: Utility
- **M/A**: Macro assembler
- **A**: Assembler
- **B**: BASIC
- **C**: Cassette
- **E**: Extensive
- **F**: Interface
- **L**: Language
- **T**: Terminal
- **S**: Software

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.

PCW 121
TRANSACTION AREA

The classified service that’s FREE to readers (but not companies, please). Advertisements 50 words maximum to: PCW Transaction Area, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.

DIRECT ACCESS

For sale

ITT 2020... 4.8K, Pallet, colour screen, cassette, assembler/edit, two complete with all manuals, tape, manuals and games. Six months old, perfect condition, offer. Phone 6657 6359 at any time.

STM-1 Micro... 4K, old and new monitors, 8K BASIC in ROM. Twin Commodore 16K VDU (CV output), 5 amp PSU. Alpha-numeric keyboard (once owned by a Monopoly player)... complete set of manuals — £200 o/n plus £70 post, phone Steve Smith at 116 Holborn Hill, W.C.5, or Colin Moore, SW8 or phone 0653 3593.

PET 32K... (large keyboard) plus Toolkit cassette and PET cover; over 30 taped games and additional taped programs. Only three months old — £875. Also EPSO TX-80 printer — prints full PET graphics, with PERLE enthusiast lead. £1450. Phone: 01-007 7785.

TRS-80 Level II... 16K, system includes keyboard, video display, cassette, assembler/editor, T-Bug, three months old — £875. Also additional taped programs. Only needs 20mA AV2 terminal unit. Phone 4797 St. Albans 64077.

UK 101... professionally built, full 8K RAM. 9" cased video monitor and cassette recorder/player (with tape counter). Includes 13 assorted software tapes including a stock control program (very adaptable) with full named file handling including a built-in stock control. All leads and manuals included complete. Ready to go system for £250. Phone: Keetington 716144, any time.

Olivetti 8040... Personal mini-computer, cost £2000 eighteen months ago; 4K Baby Cassette, Integral printer, single line display and minidisk. Best offer, phone 01-963 0834.

Nascom 1 Memory Board... 8K RAM with buffer and battery back-up boards — just plug into Nascom. Professionally built with instructions — £165 ono. CC Soft rec andEPROM on four 2708 EPROMS, plus integral EPROM positioner on Nascom board. Includes instruction manual and Startrek type £25. Phone Bewdley (Worcs) 4021142708 EPROMS, plugs into Nascom bus terminator, extender board, professionaly built with 4K Static RAM, assembly instructions and almost new software (mainly games and software manuals) (plus supplied manuals): £1500 ono. Can split system — phone 0632 876465 weekends/evening.

TRS-80 16K... 16K RAM, 12K BASIC ROM, looks excellent. No true descenders! 50 Hz mod, £1500 ono. Phone Coventry (0203) 72438.

GTR 80 Level II... expansion interface, 32K, Microplex S4" Apple, cased software, manuals, etc. Accept £85 cash, Phone Gray's Thornton (0737) 70993 (evenings/weekends).

T1-Programmable Calculator... One year old, with internal libraries, library, programming aids, electronic and astrology specifically. User guides, all going for £150. Contact Mr. Barnes, 6 Beam, Fareham, Hants, or phone Fareham 280642 after 6 pm any evening.

Powerrant Comp.-80... 2K BASIC, 8K RAM, graphics, graph plotting; fully built and working in metal case; interface only needs 20mA AV2 terminal circuit. Phone 4797 St. Albans 64077.

Triton 516... Transbuilt, full-on-board memory, expansion socket fitted, software on cassette, documentation and almost new Merants recorder, will demonstrate — £325 ono. Phone Earlwood 319.

PET 2001-8... (with 2nd cassette, programs and literature) will sell to best offer — phone Cardiff 77195.

WANTED

Commodore PET... please contact Mr Denis Costigan, 24 Bolton Road, Cheltenham, Glos. Phone 0422 32455.

Back numbers for PCW... Vol 1 Nos. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, Vol 2 Nos. 5, Vol 3 No. 2. Any reasonable price paid for the above — please telephone either William Clark 379836 or Mr WJ O’Mara, Mrs D. Sherman, 49, 4800 Bielefeld 1, Bielefeld.

Mk. 14 system... including cassette, RIU and PSU, Manchester area, phone 061-224 3806 even evenings.

People wanted... Anybody who has the Apple cartridge card. Anybody who may be the thinking of, or is implementing, a connection between a Hewlett Packard HP7225A Graph Plotter and an Apple. Anybody interested in a high speed ASCII interface to an Apple. Contact John P. Maher, Secretary, Thameside Computing Group, 6-9, 11, Moor Lane, Windsor, Berkshire, Institute of Engineers of Britain, Cantock’s Close, Pathfield, Reading. Telephone 0734 2161.

NATIONAL

ZX80 Users Club. Recently formed under Prof. Clive Sinclair’s £100 personal computer, the group’s aim is to create and share software written in "Sinclair BASIC" which will fit within the machine’s 1K RAM. Membership is open to anyone who wants to add to the software library and back up, or to distribute a newsletter. Address to write: ZUAC, 93 Coningham Road, London W6 7JX.

Ohio Scientific UK User Group. Independant of OSI, an impor- tant role will be the disentanglement of OSI information between members. Projects, newsletters and bulk buying will also be conducted. Contact either Mr J. Fieldhouse, 18 Seaford Road, Broadfield, Crawley, West Sussex or Mr J. Fieldhouse, 18 Seaford Road, Broadfield, Crawley, West Sussex (Crawley TR1 3TS... — phone 0224 24161.

Back Issues & Books...75 back issues of Kilobaud, Interface Age, TRS-80 Expansion Interface...160...16K RAM, 12K instructions — £65 ono. CC Soft rec and tapes — £300. Phone Coventry (0203) 72438.

Spare PIA interface board. Professionally built with 4K EPROM positions on Nascom board. Professionally built with instructions — £250 ono. Phone Bewdley (Worcs) 4021142708 EPROMS, plugs into Nascom bus terminator, extender board, professionally built with 4K Static RAM, assembly instructions and almost new software (mainly games and software manuals) (plus supplied manuals): £1500 ono. Can split system — phone 0632 876465 weekends/evening.

NATIONAL PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS ASSOCIATION. The NPCUA is implementing a connection between a Hewlett Packard HP7225A Graph Plotter and an Apple. Anybody interested in a high speed ASCII interface to an Apple. Contact John P. Maher, Secretary, Thameside Computing Group, 6-9, 11, Moor Lane, Windsor, Berkshire, Institute of Engineers of Britain, Cantock’s Close, Pathfield, Reading. Telephone 0734 2161.

USER GROUPS INDEX

Here are the details of additions and changes recently notified. If we have failed to include YOUR group (or have published incorrect information) either here or in the complete listing, then please address changes/additions to: PCW (User Groups Index), 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE. Finally, the next complete listing will appear in our August issue.

LONDON

A Croydon micro/small computer group is being formed at a meeting on April 23rd in the Central Reference Library, Rath- reis Street, in the Town Hall building — arrive at 7pm. A wide range of people interested in this move and there should be little difficulty in setting this multi-interest club. More details (and clarification of interest) are needed before anyone interested but who can’t come to the meeting) — contact Julian Gifford, 111 Seabour Street, London SE25 6LH.

MIDDLESEX

Harrow Computer Group. Meet in Harrow, Middlesex Wednesdays, 7pm in room G43 of Harrow College of Higher Education. They welcome anyone with an interest in computers but without a machine. At present they’ve 80 members and membership is free. For further information contact B. Cooper at 13 St Peter’s Close, Bushey Heath, Herts WD2 3LQ (01-950 7068).

SUSSEX

A Crawley computer club has recently been formed, open to anyone interested in personal computing, with or without computing facilities. The intention is to hold meetings weekly and to have monthly or bi-monthly newsletter. Details, contact either Mr J. Fieldhouse, 18 Seaford Road, Broadfield, Crawley, West Sussex or Mr J. Fieldhouse, 18 Seaford Road, Broadfield, Crawley, West Sussex (Crawley 542509). — or — Mr J. Clarke, 111 South Heath Court, Pond Hill, Outwood, Surrey, or Southend, Sussex (Crawley 848670).
This is different to the usual range of computer/TV games in that it is a game for two players. The board consists of randomly distributed grey and white rectangles. There are three men on the board: one starting on the bottom row and controlled by the right hand four keys on the top row of the keyboard; one on the top row and controlled by the four left hand keys and the third man starts in the middle and is controlled by the machine. From left to right the keys are LEFT/RIGHT/DOWN/UP.

The man who starts at the top of the screen can travel through blank or white squares. Each white square crossed becomes blank and counts as ten points. The bottom man can move through grey or blank squares. After the time expires, the man with the most points wins. A second way of winning is to make your man adjacent to (above, below or to one side) the robot man and simultaneously press the space bar. This will result in a win regardless of the points scored.

## PROGRAMS

### Nedge for UK01

by N E Berry

**Description:**

This program allows two players to compete against each other in a game similar to Nedge, but with enhanced graphics and additional features.

**Gameplay:**

- **Objective:** To capture the most territory on the screen.
- **Controls:** Use the keyboard or colonics to move the player pieces.
- **Winning:** The player with the most territory at the end of the game wins.
- **Features:** Includes a score display, a move log, and a variety of game modes.

**Instructions:**

1. Run the program on your UK01 computer.
2. Select a game mode and settings.
3. Play the game by moving your piece and capturing territory.
4. Use the score display to track your progress.
5. The game ends when time expires or both players agree.
6. The player with the most captured territory wins.

**Technical Details:**

- **Language:** Assembly
- **Platforms:** UK01
- **Compatibility:** Requires a UK01 computer with a compatible graphics display.
- **Requirements:** Basic programming knowledge.

**Credits:**

- **Programmer:** N E Berry
- **Graphics:** hand-drawn graphics
- **Sound:** none

**Notes:**

- **Troubleshooting:** May require minor adjustments to the program to work correctly on your specific hardware.
- **Future Enhancements:** Consider adding sound effects and more advanced AI for the robot opponent.

**Source Code Available:**

- **Download:** [Download Link](#)
- **GitHub:** [GitHub Repository](#)
Anita Electronic Services: (London) Ltd. are specialists in the repair and service of Commodore Pets. We offer a fast on-site service, or alternatively repairs can be carried out at our workshops should you wish to bring in your Pet. Pet maintenance contracts are available at very competitive prices. Trade inquiries welcomed.

For further information, tel or write to: 
John Meade
Anita Electronic Services
15 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1
01-253 2444

We also specialise in the repair of all makes of office equipment.

ROOM FOR EXTENSIONS + PSU
SUPERBOARD COMPUKIT NASCOM 1 & 2
OR UNCUT FOR OEM USE
£26 + VAT POST FREE
( DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE)
MICROCASE
15 HAVELock ROAD
Brighton BN1 6GL

EXIDY SORCERER
in the MIDLANDS
contact
Midland Microcomputers
Nottingham (0602) 298281
for all your hardware and software requirements.

WHAT "Turns a board into a real computer"?

MICROCASE!
We make cases for micros stylishly designed beautifully made

MICROCASE
15 HAVELock ROAD
Brighton BN1 6GL

VETS FOR PETS
Anita Electronics: (London) Ltd.
are specialists in the repair and service of Commodore Pets.
We offer a fast on-site service, or alternatively repairs can be carried out at our workshops should you wish to bring in your Pet. Pet maintenance contracts are available at very competitive prices. Trade inquiries welcomed.

For further information, tel or write to: 
John Meade
Anita Electronic Services
15 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1
01-253 2444

We also specialise in the repair of all makes of office equipment.
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This BASIC renumberer is a re-write of a program sent in by D. J. Danziger of Manchester Grammar School. Mr. Danziger's original program was in BASIC-PLUS and as few readers will use this, we decided that it was worth the effort to transcribe it. If any readers do want a copy of the original, an S.A.E. will get it.

This version works very well, but readers are warned that it may be a little slow. The program reads through the BASIC file on disc that is to be renumbered and counts the lines. The maximum handled is 255 and anything over comma. This is the explanation of lines 300 to 340 of the Renumber listing. The program being renumbered may have many lines containing commas, especially in multiple-choice commands such as

- ON X GOTO 560,580,600
- and a simple READ command would read the line only up to the first comma. This is the explanation of lines 360 to 390 of the Renumberer listing. Line 360 will allow for up to 7 commas and if you think that you require more, these may easily be added.

Line 440 may look a little odd - notice that lonely capital T stuck on the end! - and the explanation is that the program searches each renumbered line for a match with GOSUB, GO SUB, THEN, GOTO and GO TO in turn.

**Basic renumber**
by Derrick Daines (YCW)

This BASIC renumberer is a re-write of a program sent in by D. J. Danziger of Manchester Grammar School. Mr. Danziger's original program was in BASIC-PLUS and as few readers will use this, we decided that it was worth the effort to transcribe it. If any readers do want a copy of the original, an S.A.E. will get it.

This version works very well, but readers are warned that it may be a little slow. The program reads through the BASIC file on disc that is to be renumbered and counts the lines. The maximum handled is 255 and anything over comma. This is the explanation of lines 300 to 340 of the Renumber listing. The program being renumbered may have many lines containing commas, especially in multiple-choice commands such as

- ON X GOTO 560,580,600
- and a simple READ command would read the line only up to the first comma. This is the explanation of lines 360 to 390 of the Renumbering listing. Line 360 will allow for up to 7 commas and if you think that you require more, these may easily be added.

Line 440 may look a little odd - notice that lonely capital T stuck on the end! - and the explanation is that the program searches each renumbered line for a match with GOSUB, GO SUB, THEN, GOTO and GO TO in turn.

**Basic renumber**
by Derrick Daines (YCW)

This BASIC renumberer is a re-write of a program sent in by D. J. Danziger of Manchester Grammar School. Mr. Danziger's original program was in BASIC-PLUS and as few readers will use this, we decided that it was worth the effort to transcribe it. If any readers do want a copy of the original, an S.A.E. will get it.

This version works very well, but readers are warned that it may be a little slow. The program reads through the BASIC file on disc that is to be renumbered and counts the lines. The maximum handled is 255 and anything over comma. This is the explanation of lines 300 to 340 of the Renumber listing. The program being renumbered may have many lines containing commas, especially in multiple-choice commands such as
Since on a multiple statement line a \texttt{GOSUB} statement could precede a \texttt{GOTO}, the order of their appearance in line 440 is quite important. Line 820 of the sub-routine detects the occurrence of inverted commas a \texttt{THEN}, but before a number, thus allowing numbers contained between inverted commas to be unaffected. Thus

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{IF} \texttt{X=Y THEN 70} would result in an alteration of the 70, but
  \item \textbf{IF} \texttt{X=Y THEN PRINT “70”} would not.
\end{itemize}

Line 610 looks for the multiple choice command already mentioned, and line 650 looks for the multiple statement separator. Of course, if you have a colon between inverted commas you might be in trouble, but this is highly unlikely, and is not worth guarding against.

Without doubt, the program is highly effective at its job. At all times the original BASIC program remains intact on disc and the renumbered version is stored on the same disc under the name of \texttt{RENUMB}. Renumbering a 100-line program requires a few minutes.
Dogfight for UK101

All the instructions for this game are contained within the program, which uses just under 3K of RAM. Although written for the 101, it should be easily transferable to the Superboard II.

Dogfight for UK101

by John Popplewell

minimum 4k level II

by mail order, anywhere in UK.

Minimum 16k level II

STARTKRE

Destroy the Klingons in your allotted time limit. Beware of space storms damaging your phasers and scanning sensors. £3.00

Any 4 for £8.00

NLC SOFTWARE

27 Cavendish Crescent, Edstree, Herts.

Apple II/ITT2020 relocated integer

Enables any integer program to run on an Apple II. Plus/ITT Patches make relocation of integer program easy. Specify memory size when ordering.

Cassette Systems: £12 Disc Systems: £14

SPEED CONTROL

Adjustable output speed using the game's control card. Works with all integer games.

Floquet Point, and Mentor programmes and also incorporates integer memory programmes.

Complete suit or pip. A record is held as to the number of times a card is chosen. The scoring is based on probability and as the game progresses and the cards become scarcer, the bonus increases and the forfeit decreases.

£3.00

HANGMAN

Try to guess the word before the graphic hangs. Complete a wide range of words from easy to difficult.

£2.00

Minimum 16k level II

STAR TREK

Destroy the Klingons in your allotted time limit. Beware of space storms damaging your phasers and scanning sensors. £3.00

Any 4 for £8.00

NLC SOFTWARE

27 Cavendish Crescent, Edstree, Herts.

Apple II/ITT2020 relocated integer

Enables any integer program to run on an Apple II. Plus/ITT Patches make relocation of integer program easy. Specify memory size when ordering.

Cassette Systems: £12 Disc Systems: £14

SPEED CONTROL

Adjustable output speed using the game's control card. Works with all integer games.

Floquet Point, and Mentor programmes and also incorporates integer memory programmes.

Complete suit or pip. A record is held as to the number of times a card is chosen. The scoring is based on probability and as the game progresses and the cards become scarcer, the bonus increases and the forfeit decreases.

£3.00

HANGMAN

Try to guess the word before the graphic hangs. Complete a wide range of words from easy to difficult.

£2.00

Minimum 16k level II

STAR TREK

Destroy the Klingons in your allotted time limit. Beware of space storms damaging your phasers and scanning sensors. £3.00

Any 4 for £8.00

NLC SOFTWARE

27 Cavendish Crescent, Edstree, Herts.
The 426 & 416 are cased and have push-hex SAE for further product information. Prices include carriage. Please add VAT for further product information.

Leicester Computer Centre Ltd.,
109 Queens Road,
LEICESTER LE2 1TT
Tel: 0533 708483.

DOUBLE VISION
80 columns x 24 lines
video display
with upper and lower case
(Plug in board)
Compatible with
Apple II
Apple II plus
PASCAL.
Built in light pen capability
Shift lock feature
full 96 ASCII character set
fantastic value £165.00 + VAT

Stak Pak
CASSETTE STORAGE SYSTEM FOR EASY PROGRAM FILING.

MICROHEX EPROM PROGRAMMERS
426 250k/270k/275k/256k/2716
Dual and single supply Eprems. £95
416 270k/270k 2Ks £65
480 270k/270k K15 £35. Built £60.
All programmers require only standard power supplies.
The 426 & 416 are cased and have push-button selection.
Program any length block into the Eprem. button selection.

MK14 Frequency counter by J. W. Roston
This program displays, in digital form, the frequency of a signal input at SB.
It helps if OF800-OF817 are zeroed before running and if the CY/L is cleared.
Readout is in pulses per millisecond.

PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>301</th>
<th>GD=BE;GP=BX;GOSUB1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>BX=GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>POKEBX,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>W=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>GD=BE;GP=BX;GOSUB1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>LD=PEEK(CP)+GOSUB6000:IFW THEN360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>GOSUB1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>LD=PEEK(CP)+GOSUB6000:IFW THEN360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>BX=GP;POKEBX,46;GOTO177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>FI=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>IFW THEN177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>GOTO4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>REM ADD DIRECTION TO PLANES AND MISSILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>IFG=1 THEN GP=1 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>IFG=2 THEN GP=2 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>IFG=3 THEN GP=3 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>IFG=4 THEN GP=4 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>IFG=5 THEN GP=5 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>IFG=6 THEN GP=6 RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>REM NO FIRE IN PROGRESS PADDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>FORDE.OT028NEXTDE.RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3999</td>
<td>REM LEFT PLANE CRASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>SR=SR+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4005</td>
<td>FORZ=1T03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4010</td>
<td>POKEP1,1:FORZ=OT045+NEXTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4020</td>
<td>NEXTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4025</td>
<td>POKEP1,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4040</td>
<td>IFPEEK(P1+64)=32 THENH1D1=1;P1=54095;GOTO130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4045</td>
<td>P1=P1+64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4050</td>
<td>GOTO4005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4999</td>
<td>REM RIGHT PLANE CRASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>SL=SL+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5005</td>
<td>FORZ=1T03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5010</td>
<td>POKEP2,1:FORZ=OT045+NEXTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5020</td>
<td>NEXTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5025</td>
<td>POKEP2,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5040</td>
<td>IFPEEK(P2+64)=32 THENH1D1=2;P2=54135;GOTO130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5045</td>
<td>P2=P2+64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5050</td>
<td>GOTO5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5999</td>
<td>REM HIT OR MIBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>IF((LDL)228)+LDL(240)+THENW+2;RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6010</td>
<td>IFLDL=32 THENW+1;RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6020</td>
<td>RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>FORZ=1T03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7010</td>
<td>POKEP2,1:POKEP1,1:FORZ=OT045+NEXTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7020</td>
<td>NEXTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7030</td>
<td>POKEP2,32;POKEP2,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7040</td>
<td>IFPEEK(P2+64)=32 THENH1D1=2;P2=54135;P1=54097;RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7050</td>
<td>P2=P2+64;P1=P1+64;GOTO7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;DOUGAIGHT 1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8010</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;THE OBJECT OF THIS GAME IS TO SHOOT DOWN&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8020</td>
<td>PRINT IFP+GORD.PLAYERS PLANE WITH A MISSILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8030</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;A POINT IS SCORED FOR EACH SUCCESSFUL HIT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8040</td>
<td>PRINT IFP+GORD.PLAYERS ALSO GETS A POINT IF YOU CRASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8050</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;MID AIR COLLISIONS RESULT IN ZERO SCORE FOR&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8060</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;BOTH PLAYERS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8070</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;THE PLAYERS CONTROLS ARE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8080</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;LEFT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8090</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;RIGHT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8100</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;PLAYER I&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8110</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;PLAYER II&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8120</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;THE OPPONENT ALSO GETS A POINT IF YOU CRASH&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8130</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;THE PLAYERS CONTROLS ARE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8140</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;LEFT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8150</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;RIGHT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8160</td>
<td>GOTO8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OK
We lent this program to Adrian Stokes for checking on his system. These are his comments:

'This is a fairly interesting program which asks the user questions on general knowledge and arithmetic.

The program as printed is re-formatted from that supplied by the author to eliminate some of the North Star Horizon dependent features, specifically the use of "!" instead of 'PRINT' and multi-line conventions of North Star Basic. You may need to alter to suit your version of Basic.

The program avoids the use of ELSE is to overcome the knowledge that should be mentioned are that the answers (to the general knowledge questions) must be typed in upper case, questions are repeated - even if answered correctly, the format of the questions is inconsistent and the switch to 'harder' mode appears to be allowed an infinite number of times, with only the first having any effect.

However, for a fairly short program, it may provide some amusement and perhaps be of educational value.

And here is a description of the program taken from the authors REMARKS file:

**Maths test**
by D. Brewster
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However, for a fairly short program, it may provide some amusement and perhaps be of educational value.
MICRO MART

COURSES
1. Micro computer programming
2. Basic programming
3. Micro appreciation for industry

All courses with 'hands on' experience to be held in: London, Bristol, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds.

LIMITED NUMBERS:
Write early for a date to: NDP Ltd, Microsystems Div, 69 Northampton Road, Rushord, Northants.

STOP PRESS: SUPERBOARD II, UK 101, TRS 80 COMPATIBLE

COLOUR YOUR NASCOM!
DAZZLING COLOUR GRAPHICS FOR NASCOM 1 & 2

Genuine bit-addressable "paint" system for straightforward programming of pictorial or mathematical functions.

8 Colour display plus 8 colour independent background facility. Full documentation with FREE SOFTWARE: powerful sub-routines for vector generation, demonstration program for animated effects. All runs in Nascom 1 without expansion. Complete with UHF Colour Modulator for operation with normal colour TV set.

Superior design allows connection to most other microprocessor systems - send in diagrams etc of your b w video circuitry for free advice. Don't be fooled by the price: this is a top quality product which will transform your computer.

KIT AVAILABLE FOR £45 + VAT and post.

READY BUILT & TESTED £59 + VAT

WILLIAM STUART SYSTEMS LTD

50 HZ SUPER BOARD
NOW FROM ONLY

£159.95

Plus P&P & VAT
Includes 8K BASIC, 4K RAM

FITTED MODULATOR EXTRAS

CTS 1 Higher Caldebrook,
Littleborough, Lancs, OL15 9NL
Tel: Littleborough (0706) 79332

"SUCCER" the unique game of chance which simulates artificial intelligence. Basic listing for all machines: £5

25 programmes for Sinclair ZX80: £20

For enquiries or orders: "SUCCER" (PCW)
Manor House, Rathlin Island, County ANTRIM
Tel: 02657 71220
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Another addictive game from the man who gave you 'Air Attack' (PCW)

PET Sweeper
by Peter Cliver

Another addictive game from the man who gave you 'Air Attack' (December 1979), that gave you 'Air Attack' (PCW)
MICROMART

TRS-80 HIGH PERFORMANCE MODULE
Increase the speed and power of your TANDY TRS-80 Level II by 50% TO 100%
EFFICIENT INTERNAL MODIFICATION
Send SAE for full details to CENTRAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATES PO Box 14 EPSOM, Surrey.
KIT: £30 Excl. VAT FITTED: £55

SMALL TURNKEY SYSTEMS
Applications specialists with CROMEMCO/CENTRONICS/CIFER systems in:
Financial Planning Budgeting Schedule Order Handling Invoicing Ledges Information Index TANDY/CENTRONICS in Builders Commercial Systems in BASIC — source available Expandable to:
- Multi-user systems — 10 Mb Hard discs We aim to solve YOUR problems.
Supply: Support: Service: Contact: Alan Perry 01-272 3530 or 01-263 1951

STEVEN H. FRENCH
The first routine edits out program line numbers, chunks while the second tidies up your

PET Delete and renumber
by Jerry French

The first routine edits out program line numbers, chunks while the second tidies up your

PET GAMES PACK: 17 GREAT GAMES FOR JUST £25

WEST FARTHING COMPUTERS
Computer experts live in Cornwall too!
Advice, programming and maintenance all available locally. Independent professional advice pays for itself.
Applications invited from anyone with computer — related skills to go on our list
Westfarthing Computers
21 Wendron Street, Helston, Cornwall TH13 8PT.
Telephone 03265 4098

To advertise in MICROMART
Please ring Jacquie Hancock on 01-631 1682

PROGRAMS

PET Delete and renumber
by Jerry French

The first routine edits out program line numbers, chunks while the second tidies up your

PET GAMES PACK: 17 GREAT GAMES FOR JUST £25

WEST FARTHING COMPUTERS
Computer experts live in Cornwall too!
Advice, programming and maintenance all available locally. Independent professional advice pays for itself.
Applications invited from anyone with computer — related skills to go on our list
Westfarthing Computers
21 Wendron Street, Helston, Cornwall TH13 8PT.
Telephone 03265 4098

To advertise in MICROMART
Please ring Jacquie Hancock on 01-631 1682

BLUDNERS
Computer answers last month lost a line in the 380Z Basic access: 1040 POKE P9,301: RETURN Backgammon also dropped a line or two:
R=Reverse on, O=Reverse off, S=Space, D=Cursor Down, L=Cursor Left and all other characters must be shifted.
Buy here at discount prices!

Save money.

Up to 1.6Mb for PET!

Basic 480k dual disc system only

£840

IBM golfball printer ideal for word-processing

£595

Limited supply!

CTM 100 Thermal Printer

£249

The only 16k complete computer for under £400

£381

The only 16k complete computer for under £400

£381

You can afford to start computing now — with the Ohio CI-P

£199

£199

Your dealer for Bath, Bristol and S.W.

Tel: Bath (0225) 28819

We stock components, test instruments, tools etc.

PCW 133
THERE MUST BE ONE HERE FOR YOU

The Exidy family is a sophisticated range of products designed to meet the ever increasing variety of computing needs, including home and business uses, educational and laboratory applications, industrial process control etc.

The Exidy range has been designed with built-in growth capacity to take the risk factor out of computer investment. The Sorcerer Computer now has a memory expansion capability from 8K up to 48K within its own cabinet, enabling the system to grow with your needs plus the ability to add many additional plug-in facilities such as disk drives and pre-programmed ROM PAC’s.

The standard configuration includes a 63 key typewriter-style keyboard and a 16 key numeric pad. Remote control for dual cassettes. Serial RS232 and parallel interfaces, 280 processor, 4K resident operating system, 8K Microsoft BASIC in separate plug-in ROM PAC cartridge, 64 character x 30 line display, 128 upper/lower case ASCII character set and 128 user defined graphic symbols, operators manual, introduction to basic programing, connecting leads. All Exidy equipment is backed up by a 12 month warranty covering both parts and labour.

The Word Processing ROM PAC features auto wraparound, dynamic cursor control, variable line length, global search and replace, holding buffer for re-arrangement of text, right justification, line width and line to line spacing, underlining or boldfacing, text merging and a macro-facility permitting tasks such as formletter typing, multiple column printing of automatic forms entry.

Now contact your nearest dealer:

The NORTH
E A D C COMPUTING, Dudden, Denmark Road, Aigburth, Liverpool L51 1SN 051 772 6176
F.S. MICROCOMPUTERS, 7 Bonham Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne 091 231 1262
GLYNTYDION LTD, 80 Old Park, Dewsbury, 0772 501 0262
MICRODATA, 25 Shrewsbury Street, Liverpool L6 6SE 051 237 8385
MICROTEC, 30 Kent Street, Manchester M1 1BD 061 832 4790
MAGNUS CONSULTANTS, 27 Port Sunlight Road, Wirral, Merseyside 051 346 8392
T & A COMPUTERS, 292 London Road, Haslingden, Rossendale, 061 460 0183
MIDLANDS
M & R SYSTEMS, 20 Norwich Road, Walsall, West Midlands, West Midlands, Walsall WS1 2NH 0922 353 100
MIDLAND MICROCOMPUTERS, 7 Cherry Road Drive, Aspley, Nottingham 0602 298 181
GRIFFIN & GEORGE BIRMINGHAM, Manchester, London, Manchester, Manchester, 0121 993 3564
LONDON and the SOUTH EAST
MICROLEVER, 11 Mortimer Street, London W11 3AX 01-493 7353
HOME & BUSINESS COMPUTERS, 416 High Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, Marlow MK16 8LD 01628 881183
P.W. ELECTRONICS, 16a London Road North End, Barnet, Barnet, Barnet, Barnet, 01-446 7301
N.C. £1 Broad Lane, Harlow, Essex, 01245 204 510
TUL MICROCOMPUTERS, 185 London Road, Letchworth, Letchworth, 051 827 9296
C.C.S. MICROSALES, 7 The Arcade, Letchworth, Herts, 046 26 73301

WALES and the WEST
ELECTROPRINT, 5 Kilnside Parade, Brecon, Brecon, Brecon, Brecon, Brecon, 0982 806 515
FRONTVIEW COMPUTERS, 3 Fluffy Building, High Street, Barry, Barry, Barry, Barry, Barry, 01443 425 256
TV MICROCOMPUTERS, 40 Gloucester Road, Bristol, Bristol, 0117 927 9236
LIVEPORT DATA PRODUCTS, The Lion Works, St Ives, Cornwall, Cornwall, Cornwall, Cornwall, 01326 798167

Or send coupon for further information to:

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
Geoff Wilkinson
LIVEPORT DATA PRODUCTS
The Ivory Works, St. Ives, Cornwall.
0736-798167

PLEASE SEND DETAILS OF THE EXIDY RANGE

NAME
ADDRESS

PCW 134
8K LOW POWER RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS SALE

All devices are brand new, factory price and full spec.

MEMORIES

2102LHC
Low power
Performance
250NS
0.99
2114
low power 300 NS
2.95
2114
low power 250 NS
2.55
4118
low power 250NS1.89
2116
200 NS Ceramic
3.50
2708
450 NS Ceramic
4.50
2716
(Intel Type)
single 5 V
13.95
NEW
4315-45L4 CMOS RAM
12.95
low power 450 NS
2532
32K EPROM
39.95
NEW SYSTEMS

28001
16 Bit CPU with segmented address space to 8 Megabytes
£125.00
28002
16 Bit CPU with non segmented address space to 64K bytes
£95.00
28000DM
A single board micro computer that interfaces directly to any Zilog micro system. It contains a
INTERFACES 0C
DM/D123
1.25

NEW! I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIPS

AY-3-8910 As featured in July, 1979 BYTE A fantastically powerful Sound & Music Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microcomputer. Contains: 3 Tone Channels. Noise Generator. 3 Channels of Amplitude Control, 16 Bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8 Bit Parallel I/O 3D to A Converters, plus much more. Also in all 40 Pin DIP Super easy to interface to the S-100 or other busses

Add £2.25

SPECIAL OFFER: £8.25 + VAT each for 64 page Data Manual

ORDERING INFORMATION: Postage free on orders over £10, otherwise add 25p. Add 15% VAT to total.

MICROBYTE
UNIT 9-10 1ST FLOOR E BLOCK
36 MOUNT PLEASANT LONDON WC1X OAP
Telephone 01-278 7369
Telex 895 3084

PCW 135
60 characters per second RICOH RP-1600 The fastest Daisy Wheel Printer £1290

FAST, heavy duty commercial DAISY WHEEL printer, with high quality printout, coupled with low noise necessary for office environment. Nationwide service by NEXOS. 90 day warranty provided at your premises.

124 char: upper/lower case.
* 10/12 chars: per inch giving 136 or 163 columns.
* 15 inch wide friction platen.
* reverse Top of the form.
* BOLDING, underline, and host of other features.

EPSON T X-80£395

DOT-MATRIX PRINTER WITH PET GRAPHICS.
PRINTS 80 COLUMNS ON PLAIN PAPER AT 90 CHARACTERS/SECOND. ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR.
UPPER/LOWER CASE.
DOUBLE WIDTH PRINTING.

* MICRO CONTROLLED.
* SELF TEST.
* HEAVY DUTY PRINT HEAD USING JEWEL BEARINGS FOR LONG LIFE.
* MADE BY SHINSHU SEIKI AN AFFILIATE OF SEIKO WATCH CO OF JAPAN.
* INTERFACE: CENTRONICS PARALLEL.
* OPTIONS: PET, APPLE, AND SERIAL.

OKI MICROLINE 80/132, THE QUIET PRINTER YOU CAN LIVE WITH £495.

THE QUIETEST DOT MATRIX AVAILABLE.* 40, 80, OR 132 COLS PER LINE.* EXCELLENT PRINT QUALITY.* 3 WAY PAPER HANDLING, LETTERHEADS, FANFOLD, OR PAPER ROLLS.* GRAPHICS.* IDEAL FOR SOFTWARE WRITTEN FOR LARGE 132 COL PRINTERS.* CENTRONICS PARALLEL STANDARD, OPTIONS: RS-232, PET, APPLE.

NEW SUPER BRAIN £1875.
NOW WITH CP/M 2.2, & INCREASED DISC STORAGE.
TWIN 2 80-F 4MHZ.* 2 DOUBLE DENSITY DISC DRIVES, GIVING 320 K STORAGE.* 64 K RAM.* HIGH RESOLUTION.
12 INCH CRT.
80x24 LINES UPPER/LOWER CASE.
2 RS232 PRINTER PORTS.* CPM 2.2 OPERATING SYSTEM.* WORD PROCESSING & ACCOUNTS PACKAGES AVAILABLE.

TR-80 MODEL II £1999

LOW COST WORD PROCESSOR 1
BASED ON TR-80 LEVEL 2 16K. CASSETTE RECORDER, ELECTRIC PENCIL SOFTWARE, UPPER/LOWER CASE MOD, PRINTER INTERFACE AND RECONDITIONED IBM GOLF BALL PRINTER. COMPLETE READY TO GO 1250. FREE MAILING LIST PROGRAM.

TR-80 MODEL II £1999

STATE OF THE ART SECOND GENERATION COMPUTER. OVER 10,000 ALREADY SOLD IN USA. 8 SLOT BUS ENSURES EXPANSION OF HARD DISCS & OTHER PERIPHERALS. 76 KEY PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD, SELF TEST ON POWER UP. TR-DOS & LEVEL 111 BASIC STANDARD. CP/M AVAILABLE AS OPTION making a wide range of accounting educational, scientific & word processing packages instantly usable. NATIONWIDE SERVICE THROUGH 180 TANDY STORES & COMPUTER CENTRES.

TR-80 MODEL II £1999

BASED ON SUPERBRAIN COMPUTER SHOWN ABOVE. WITH RICOH PRINTER & “MAGIC WAND” THE ULTIMATE IN WORD PROCESSING. LETTERS AUTOMATICALLY FORMATTED WITH ADDRESSES FETCHED FROM SEPARATE FILE. COMPLETE SYSTEM 3395.

INVOICING, STOCKCONTROL, SALES LEDGER, PURCHASE LEDGER, PAYROLL, MAILING LIST AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE COMPUTERS. FROM £250 PER PACKAGE.

CUSTOMISATION OF ABOVE PACKAGES & SPECIAL PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN.
DYNAMIC RAM SCOOP!

VENTEK WORD PROCESSOR VDU TERMINALS

HY GRADE SMOOTHING CAPIR MULLARD/VALVETTE 6X5/12A 300MΩ 2.5k 1s £ 4.75+pp £1.25

SEMI ELECTRIC TO GOLF BALL FETCHER

OMEGA ENERGY ECONOMIZER

SMOKE DETECTOR

OPTO SWITCH

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

5 VOLT 2.5 AMP TUi. Made for TTL this compact computer unit features a 10 amp transformer. DC output of 5 volts 2.5 amps and 7.5 volts 0.5 amps available. The 5 volt output is fully regulated and smoothed with electrolytic filtering. May be easily modified for 5 volts 7.8 alternating. Solid state design, cheap and efficient. £5.15 + 60p postage.

LOW PRICE CHASSIS

LPC 8: 128-160 200 ma. A type New! £75.00 + 12.50 postage.

LPC 16: 128-256 200 ma. £95.00 + 15.00 postage.

LPC 32: 256-512 200 ma. £125.00 + 20.00 postage.

LPC 64: 512-1024 200 ma. £150.00 + 25.00 postage.

LPC 128: 1024-2048 200 ma. £175.00 + 50.00 postage.

LPC 256: 2048-5120 200 ma. £200.00 + 75.00 postage.

LPC 512: 5120-10240 200 ma. £225.00 + 100.00 postage.

LOW PRICE BMX 0.5 AMP MINI "BARGAIN" CASE

A single ball push button enables us to offer the above bracket at a lowered price per unit. Each key encoded into a direct TTL compatible 7 bit input feature such as designed above.um if 25% of our stock remaining is made up by the same size. This is an ideal unit for any large installations in large areas.
**LITTLE GENIUS**

If you find self-instruction manuals difficult to follow, then meet our Little Genius. Little Genius floppy diskettes are the fastest, easiest way to master your micro. Little Genius will save you time and effort, teaching you to exploit all your micro's facilities.

Courses now available:
1. Applesoft basic
2. Advanced Applesoft
3. Using your Apple
4. Pet basic
5. Advanced Pet basic
6. Palsoft basic
7. Advanced Palsoft
8. Using your 2020

For further information ask your local dealer or contact:
Peter Brown at Suite 504, Albany House, 324 Regent Street, London W1R 5AA. Telephone 01-580 6361.

---

**Happy Memories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>200ns</th>
<th>£4.50</th>
<th>150ns</th>
<th>£5.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>£4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450ns</td>
<td>£4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2708</td>
<td>450ns</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>5 volt £14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEMOREX mini discs soft sectored £19.95 per ten

---

**SALE**

We're moving shortly to new premises and don't want to carry much. Bargains for everyone.

All prices include VAT. 30p postage on orders below £10. Access & Barclaycard. All orders to:
Dept PCW
19 Bevois Valley Road, Southampton, Hants. SO2 0JP Tel: (0703) 39267

---

**TANGERINE**

"MICRON" the latest line in superb products from TANGERINE.

- 6502 based microcomputer
- VDU alpha numeric display
- Powerful monitor TANBUG
- 8K RAM
- 32 parallel I/O lines
- 2 serial I/O lines
- RS 232 C/20mA loop, with 16 programmable Baud rates
- Four 16 Bit counter timers
- CUTS cassette recorder interface
- Data bus buffering
- Memory mapping control
- 71 Key ASCII Keyboard, including numeric keypad and with auto repeat
- Including metal cabinets for both keyboard and modules
- Including power supply
10K Microsoft BASIC
- All the usual BASIC commands
- Integer and real numbers
- Integer and real arrays
- Intrinsic functions ABS, INT, RND, SGN, SIN, SQR, TAB, USR, ATN, COS, EXP, LOG, TAN.
- User defined functions
- READ and DATA statements
- Dump and load programs for cassette recorders
- Program editing command
- String function for text I/O
- BASIC can call user machine-code sub routine
- User machine-code interrupt handler interfaces with BASIC

---

**TANGERINE**

TANGERINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

For full details send 12p stamp to
Tangerine Computer Systems Limited,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs. Tel: (0353) 3633

---

Name
Address
Are you in Control?

We can put you there!

We have experience in Advanced interfacing for micro-mainframe connection, control instrumentation and communications.

For further information please contact Jeff Orr or Graham Knott on 051 933 5511
Stack Computer Services Ltd, 290/298 Derby Road, Bootle, Liverpool 20.
Floppy Disk Systems
AT LOW COST

SINGLE DISK UNITS  40 Tracks • £250  77 Tracks • £345
DUAL DISK UNITS  40 Tracks • £440  77 Tracks • £645

* from CUMANA LTD *

The high quality and very reliable TEAC 40 track FD-50A and 77 track
FD-50C 5¼ inch Mini Floppy Disk Drives packaged in single Disk and
Dual Disk configurations with integral mains power supply unit.

* Both FD-50A and FD-50C are Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
* FD-50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes unformatted capacity.
* FD-50C has 77 tracks giving 240K Bytes unformatted capacity.
* Both models can be used in double density recording mode.
* Daisy Chain up to 4 drives on your computer system.
* Directly compatible with TRS 80, SWTP, Heathkit, Superbrain, Video Genie, etc. etc.
* Japanese quality and reliability.
* 220-240v 50 HZ mains power unit.
* Warranty and service back up from Cumana.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Please add VAT to all prices. Delivery at cost will be advised at time of order.
Cheques payable to:  CUMANA LTD.,
35 WALNUT TREE CLOSE,
GUILDFORD, SURREY. GU1 4UN
TEL: (0483) 503121
TELEX: 859680 (INPUT G)
SHARP MZ80K

* Z-80 based CPU *4K bytes monitor ROM
* Internal memory expansion up to 48K bytes of RAM
* 14K extended BASIC (occupies 14K bytes of RAM)
* 10" video display unit - 40 characters x 25 lines
* 80 x 50 high resolution graphics
* 78 key ASCII keyboard alphabet (capital & small) plus graphics * Built in music function.
* Fast, reliable cassette with tape counter-1200 bits/sec.
* 50 pin universal BUS connector for system expansion - printers, floppy discs etc. FROM...£520.00

Machine code tape and manual .................. £ 19.00
Assembly code tape and manual ................. £ 45.00
Sharp monitor Listing (fully commented) .... £ 15.00
Sharp basic manual ................................ £ 7.00

KEYBOARDS
Boxed 76 Key, High quality ex-Avionic computer keyboards £38.00 + £1.00 p&p + VAT

Send/Phone for details.

TANDON TM100
5¼ Double sided disk drive £250.00
SHUGART SA400
5¼ single sided disk drive £189.00

ACORN

6502 BASED MICRO KIT .......................... £65.00
8K RAM KIT ...................................... £95.00
MAINS ADAPTOR ................................ £ 5.00
V.D.U. KIT ....................................... £88.00

NEWBEAR SYSTEMS FOR APPLE II, HORIZON AND SHARP

TERMS. Official orders (min £10.00), Access and Barclaycard welcome. p&p 50p, PLEASE ADD 15% VAT. SEND FOR BOOK list and hardware catalogue.
IN-HOUSE VIEW DATA SYSTEM

Full specification colour viewdata system, compatible with Ceefax, Prestel etc. Implemented on Cromenco, North Star or an existing S100 machine. Uses unmodified tv. Single or multi-user, up to 11,000 frames stored. Intelligent 'soft-key' frame-editing. Modem/autodialler will allow interface to Prestel, the Post Office Viewdata system, or other distant viewdata bank.

Prices from £800 to £15,000

hi-tech electronics
1 Richmond Gardens, Highfield Southampton SO2 1RY Telephone (0703)555072

tridata + MICROS = SOFTWARE

Business systems available now for the TRS 80

Sales Ledger (OPEN ITEM/DEBTORS ANALYSIS/STATEMENTS/VAT/DAYBOOKS etc.) £225
Purchase Ledger (OPEN ITEM/CREDITORS ANALYSIS/REMITTANCE ADVICE/VAT/DAYBOOKS etc.) £225
Invoicing (UPDATES SALES LEDGER/DOWNDATES STOCK/MAINTAINS BACK ORDERS) £75
Stock Control (ISSUES/RECEIPTS/MOVEMENT, USAGE, VALUATION, RE-ORDER REPORTS etc.) £200
Payroll (WEEKLY, MONTHLY, CASUAL STAFF/SONS SCHEMES/COIN ANALYSIS/PAYSLIPS etc.) £218
Nominal Ledger from £225

12 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PACKAGES - TAILORED SYSTEMS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL MICRO BUSINESS SOFTWARE CONTACT US DIRECT OR CALL YOUR NEAREST TRIDATA DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

Tridata Micros Ltd.
Smithfield House
Digbeth
Birmingham B5 6BS
Tel: 021 622 6085/6
SOFTWARE

MICROSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT USING SOFTY

SOFTY is intended for the development of programs which will eventually become software residing in ROM and forming part of a microsystem. During the development stage of a microsystem, SOFTY will be operated in place of the firmware ROM via a ribbon cable, terminated in a 24 pin DIL plug.

Data may be entered into the SOFTY RAM via the 'unlit port, parallel port, direct memory access, or the keypad, and manipulated using the assembler key functions.

When the program has been entered, the internal microprocessor can be 'turned off', and the external microsystem and its resident microprocessor allowed to access and run the program in SOFTY's RAM and/or programming socket. In this way modification can be made until the required program is complete — the contents of the RAM being clearly visible as a 'page' on TV or monitor. 4 pages are available. 2 of the Data RAM and 2 of the programming socket.

In the end, when the program is complete and working, the DIL plug is removed and replaced by an EPROM device programmed by SOFTY. SOFTY is able to program the 2704/2708/2716 family which have 3 voltage rails to handle VP, VCC and GND separately.

To help in the process of program development SOFTY has various assembler key functions, which include: block shift without overwriting, block store, cursor control, multi-line editing, and displacement calculations for jumps, etc. A high speed cassette interface is also provided for storing programs and useful subtrees. Software is supplied for serial data transfers — which means that you can write an assembler for your favourite MPU in BASIC on your Superboard, UK101, NASCOM, etc and transfer the hex code directly into EPROM via SOFTY. The serial transfer program runs the serial to hex code and into the EPROM.

SOFTY has other uses — as a training aid, or as a control computer in its own right, with up to 2K bytes firmware, 1K of RAM, 22 I/O ports and Direct Memory Access.

SOFTY Kit of parts including zero-insertion force socket for EPROM programmer, ribbon cable and 24 pin DIL header plug for connection to the system under development.

Price £115 (inc VAT, p&p).

SOFTY built and tested £138 (inc VAT, p&p).

Write or telephone for full details or send cheques/official company orders to:

SOFTY Software Development System
EX-STOCK

MODEL 14 EPROM ERASERS

MODEL UV141 EPROM ERASER

- Fast erase times (typically 20 minutes for 2708 EPROM)
- 1K EPROM capacity
- Built-in 5 to 50 minute timer to cater for all EPROMs
- Safety interlocked to prevent eye and skin damage
- Convenient slide-tray loading of devices
- MAINS and ERASE indicators
- Rugged construction
- Priced at only £89 (inc VAT, p&p)

MODEL UV140 EPROM ERASER

Similar to Model UV141 but with timer

Low price at only £70 73 (inc VAT, p&p).

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL DETAILS OR SEND CHEQUES/OFFICIAL COMPANY ORDERS TO:

GP Industrial Electronics Limited
(Retail Sales), Skardon Place, North Hill, Plymouth
PL4 8HA. Telephone: Plymouth (0752) 28627
TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SOFTWARE

apple software

AMAZING GAMES

High-Quality computer games & utilities

Apple software

Graphics Games

Bomber - Battle the bomber & price urgently - but please — you must find them!! (Def)

Worldwide Apart - advertising in the wide, (Def/Advert)

Hugger - hug a friend (Def/Advert)

Doomsday escape - escape the multi-level passages, (Def/Advert)

Text Games

Network — all the challenges of running a company in broadcasting

Tornado — do you have the sense to surf the corner of a table (Def)

Ghost - slide across ghostly plains, (Def)

Space - explore alien planets, (Def)

Space II - more unknown riches and dangers to be found (Def)

EXTRA

All 8, yes, eight of Scott Adams' adventure game series

Business Utilities

Vending list database — keep your clients informed, with easy selection of addresses for multiple postings.

Modifiable database — keep any information in any format (Def)

Computer Utilities

Higher Graphics - Design pictures on the screen, and with you too, if you want (Def)

Higher text — 16 colours on the screen, and over 200 more fonts as you like (Def)

HARTFORD SOFTWARE

9 Massey Avenue, Hartford, Cheshire CW8 1RF

SOFTWARE

Software for 8/16/32K PETs

TEXT AND ADDRESS PROCESSOR (TAP)

- Allows creation and editing of TEXT and SECONDARY files to operate in three modes:
  - WORD PROCESSOR (Text file)
  - WORD PROCESSOR with inserts from secondary file
  - REPORT GENERATOR (Sec. file)

- User sets secondary file content:
  - Stock Lists
  - Invoices
  - Spare Lists
  - Personnel
  - Exam Questions
  - Pupil Records
  - and, of course, name and address.

- Features conditional selection of secondary file entries:
  - Business: 2040 disc-based
    - Personnel: tape-based
    - Documentation only

Configuration details please.

"Half Price only to bona fide Educational establishments"

T.I.—59 Software Inc, address labeller.
S.A.E. for list.

apple dealer

AMAZING GAMES

High-Quality computer games & utilities

PCW 143
POWERFUL MICROS
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

- Multi-User
- Multi-Tasking
- Multi-Language
- Hard Disc Storage
- Word Processing
- Priced from under £5000

Languages supported include - Basic, Cobol, Fortran.
OEM, Educational and Dealer enquiries invited

EQUINOX
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Kleeman House, 16 Anning Street
New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3HB
Tel: 01-739 2387 & 01-729 4460

WE'RE THE NEWEST AND MOST UP-TO-DATE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS AND SUPPLIERS. WE'RE SPECIALISTS IN HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY.

JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES!!

SOFTWARE
SALES LEDGER
PURCHASE LEDGER
INVOICING
(INCLUDING TRAINING COURSE)
STOCK CONTROL
WORD PROCESSOR
ASSORTED GAMES AND INSTRUCTION COURSES
PACKAGES AVAILABLE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY:

HARDWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRS80 16K II</td>
<td>£546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT 2020 (APPLE)</td>
<td>£750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC DRIVE</td>
<td>£370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE PET 32K</td>
<td>£795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE DISC DRIVE</td>
<td>£795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3022 PRINTER</td>
<td>£700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTHINK DRIVE 400K</td>
<td>£955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800K</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDOGENIE 16K SINGLE</td>
<td>£395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC DISKDRIVES SINGLE</td>
<td>£275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>£499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANADEX DP8000</td>
<td>£499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SALES LEDGER</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURCHASE LEDGER</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVOICING (FOR COMPUTHINK)</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK CONTROL</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORD PROCESSOR</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSORTED GAMES AND</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUCTION COURSES</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AND AVAILABLE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY:

77 TRACK 5¼" DISC DRIVE 8"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77 TRACK 5¼&quot; DISC DRIVE 8&quot;</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRAINING COURSES FOR ITT, TRS 80, COMMODORE - BOOK NOW!

MEDIA 5¼" from £22 for 10
8" from £37 for 10

MAIL ORDER
PLEASE ALLOW 21/28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
P&P EXTRA AT COST

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND THE BEST SERVICE BACK-UP AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
CASH WITH ORDER ONLY

PET
2001-8  £ 495.00
3016  675.00
3032  795.00
C2N Cassette Deck  55.00
IEEE to IEEE Lead  25.00
PET to IEEE Lead  20.00
3040 Disk  795.00
Computhink 400K for 8K via exp/PET  £495.00
For 16/32K  £675.00
800K Unit  £795.00
24K Expandapet  £55.00

IEEE to IEEE Lead  675.00
PET to IEEE Lead  25.00
20.00
795.00
3040 Disk
Computhink 400K for 8K via exp/PET
For 16/32K
800K Unit
24K Expandapet

INTERFACES
Small sys, Serial C  120.00
Serial B Bi-Dir
TNW2000 Bi-Dir  165.00
All IEEE/RS232
PETSET 1 A/D  166.00
Stockists of PETSOFT & COMMODORE SOFTWARE

PAPER
TCM100 Roll  2.50
Anadex/PET 80 Col  15.00
Teletype 132 Col  25.00
PR-40 Roll  1.00

Cassettes
C12 Cass Highgrade Per  12.00
10 in library cases  4.00

Diskettes
PET 3040 per 10  25.00
APPLE " "  25.00
C/THINK D/D Per 10  35.00

ALL PRICES ARE EX. VAT
PLEASE ADD 50p p&p ON SMALL ITEMS £2.50
ON LARGER ITEMS
ALL GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST OR YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED OF ANY DELAY & OFFERED AN ALTERNATIVE OR THE RETURN OF YOUR MONEY

Don't delay S E N D N O W!
GATE MICROSYSYM S LIMITED

Scotland's Complete Microcomputer Service

now supply and support:

HARDWARE:
Apple II Systems and Peripherals
Commodore Business Systems
A wide range of VDUs, printers, etc.

SOFTWARE:
Incomplete Records Accounting
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Stock Control
Payroll
Word Processing
Database

Software can be tailored to your requirements or written completely to your specifications.

Our service is comprehensive, ranging from advice on system selection through installation and implementation, to operator training and comprehensive Hardware and Software maintenance.

You don't have to take our word for it.
Call us and arrange a demonstration. GATE MICROSYSTEMS LTD., THE NETHERGATE CENTRE, 66 NETHERGATE, DUNDEE. TEL: (0382) 28194.

Philips Mini-Digital Cassette Recorder.

CASSETTE RECORDER
The Mini-Digital Cassette Recorder (Mini-DCR) can operate in the following modes: Idle, Read, Write, Backspace and Rewind. Complementing the quality and reliability of the Mini-Digital Cassette Recorder are Philips mini-cassettes certified for digital data recording applications. These mini-cassettes use tape which is certified for freedom from drop-outs. Mini-cassettes have been widely used for program loading in Philips office computers during the last four years, and over half a million are already in service. Low cost, low power consumption and compact size of the Mini-Digital Cassette Recorders mean they are ideal for program loading and updating applications as well as providing a highly convenient data capture facility.

Ample capacity for program loading and data interchange is provided by the 128 k byte capacity, and the high data transfer rate of 6000 bits/sec allows quick reading and writing of programs and data.

PRICES INCLUDING MANUAL MINI D.C.R. £95 ea. + VAT INTERFACE (from £42.50) INCLUDE £2.25 FOR CARRIAGE ETC.
Manual available separately price £10.00. Refundable on receipt of order.

INTERFACE BOARD
This compact interface board was designed specifically for the purpose of interfacing the Philips Mini DCR to a Micro-computer. Power consumption is very low, enabling it to be powered from the micro-computer that it is serving. Flexibility of the system was held as paramount, address decoding can be changed simply by moving links.
By using subroutines held in the micro-computer to control the system the user can make his controlling program to suit his own particular needs and can be as simple or as complicated as necessary.

CURRAH COMPONENTS
79 Crowland Rd. Hartlepool Cleveland.
TS 242JN. Phone 0429/871900
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THEYDON COMPUTER SERVICES. (MAIL ORDER)*

PRICE LIST APRIL 1980
ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF DELIVERY & V.A.T.

*I.T.T. 2020 WITH COLOUR CARD AND PALSOFT IN ROM.
16K £739.00 32K £799.00 48K £859.00

*I.T.T. 5.25 INCH DISK DRIVES:
CONTROLLER CARD £49.00 DISK DRIVE £299.00
PRINTER CARD (PARALLEL) £79.00
MEMORY UPGRADE (16K) FOR I.T.T. 2020 £60.00

ANADEX DP8000 PRINTER £449.00
ALSO NEW ANADEX APPLESIDER AND DP-9500.

11.5 BY 8.5 PAPER 4000 SHEETS £18.00
5.25 INCH MINI FLOPPIES (BOX OF TEN) £19.50
ALL CONSUMABLES AVAILABLE !!!

TRAINING GIVEN. COURSES FROM IDIOT LEVEL UPWARDS!
SOFTWARE WRITTEN OR AVAILABLE EX-STOCK
ALL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* WE RECOMMEND THE BRITISH MADE I.T.T 2020 MICROCOMPUTER
* BECAUSE WE HONESTLY FEEL THAT IT REPRESENTS THE
* BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FULL SUPPORT WITH ALL SERVICING AND 'HANDS ON' COURSES AVAILABLE
SOFTWARE ASSISTANCE !!! BEFORE PURCHASE. LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO WRITE YOUR OWN PROGRAMS....

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. DON'T DELAY, PHONE TODAY.

WE APPRECIATE THAT NOT EVERYONE SPEAKS COMPUTERISE AND WE TRY TO
GIVE NEWCOMERS TO THE MICRO-CHIP ERA EVERY ASSISTANCE POSSIBLE.
FOR ADVICE AND DETAILS OF OUR COURSES AND SUPPLIES, JUST LIFT THE
TELEPHONE AND DIAL :-

THEYDON BOIS (ESSEX) 4321

ONLY FIVE MINUTES FROM THE LONDON UNDERGROUND (CENTRAL LINE)

WARNING FROM THEYDON COMPUTER SERVICES.
DEALING WITH OTHER COMPANIES CAN DAMAGE YOUR PURSE...............................
Petact authorised distributors for central Southern England for the full range of Computhink disc systems (dealer enquiries welcome)

Computhink Old ROM 400K £795.00
New ROM 400K £895.00
New ROM 800K £1145.00
All + VAT

Large Keyboard PETS in stock 32K PET £795 + VAT 16K PET Ask for delivery on 16 2040 Disc System and C.B.M Printers. Large Extension Keyboard for the PET £89.50 + VAT.

Stockists for Petact Business Systems (Sales accounting, purchase invoicing, payroll, Stock Control, Nominal Ledger and management information.
A wide range of Printers available i.e. Teletype 43, Anadex C.B.M, Printerm

COMPUTER BOOKS – for professionals, hobbyists, businessmen and newcome rs.

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD
Also dealers for the new Sharp MZ80K, & distributors for ACT800 series computer system. IN STOCK.

If you require any more information or demonstration regarding the PET 2001/8 or any associated equipment, programs, etc., please contact:
Marketing Department.

PETALECT ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD
33/35 Portugal Road
Woking
Surrey
Tel: Woking 69032/68497

Shop at:
PETALECT
Chertsey Road
Woking
Surrey
Tel: Woking 21776/23637
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER PLUS

Now get every feature of Tandy's Editor Assembler and T-Bug all in one package. PLUS - many "big computer" features to simplify your programming, editing and debugging. Its no longer necessary to waste time creating both source and object tapes - Assembler Plus assembles directly into memory. Macros are supported, simply define a Macro and any frequently used sequences are automatically assembled. Assembler Plus also supports Conditional Assembly with 2 new pseudo ops, which enable assembly if a condition is true. There are 7 new expressions available, together with an automatic ORG, improved symbol print out and a Quash command to give you more storage space for general text editing. And that is just on the Assembly side! The Editor is improved with extra commands like Substitute, Move, Copy and Extend for moving entire blocks and repeating them anywhere in the file, and for searching and substituting occurrences in old text for new text. A Range command is available for both Edit and Find enabling you to operate on a single line or a range of lines. Included in the package is a debugger called Z-Bug which includes all of the features of Tandy's T-Bug and features single step execution, direct execution in command mode and symbolic references, plus up to 8 breakpoints, rather than the single one in T-Bug. Editor/Assembler Plus is written by the original author and comes with an 80 page Manual - best of all it costs the same as Tandy's Editor/Assembler alone!

Editor/Assembler Plus for 16K Level II. Cassette based ............£21.70 + VAT = £24.95 50p P & P

ADVENTURE

The original Adventure was written for a main frame computer and was called Adventureland. Since then there have been many derivates. The best are written in machine code like the Scott Adams series (for which label we happen to be the sole importers!') but good as they are, they have had to be shortened to fit into 16K. This Microsoft Adventure is the original uncut main frame version, for the first time available for a microcomputer. Once you enter the Colossal Cave, your journey takes you through a labyrinth of caves containing active volcanoes, green snakes, sulfur lakes, killer dwarves, trolls, five foot oysters and many many more surprises before you can collect the 25 Treasures and be a Grand Master! All the while directing your journey with commands and questions to the computer in English. Over 400 messages and descriptions are combined in an endlessly random of ways in the program vocabulary. Almost literally mind blowing:

Adventure. 32K single drive minimum. Disk based .............£19.50 + VAT = £22.43 50p P & P

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PACKAGE

A Complete Assembly Language package for the user who requires the ultimate in programming aids. This package consists of a Macro Assembler, a Linking Loader, a Text Editor and a Cross Reference Facility. The Macro Assembler accepts Z-80 opcodes and supports a complete Intel standard macro facility including IRP, IRPC, Repeat, local variables and ExitM. The code is assembled in relocatable modules which offer the advantages of easier coding, faster testing, debugging and modifying. An expanded set of conditional pseudo ops allows testing of assembly pass, symbol definition and parameters to macros. Other assembler features include comment blocks, octal or hex listings, titles and subtitles, variable input radix (base 2 to 16) and a complete set of listing controls. The Linking Loader provides a number of loader capabilities executed by means of easy command lines and switches. Any number of programs may be loaded in user specified locations. Internal and external references between modules are resolved automatically. The Loader also performs library searches for system subroutines and generates a load map of memory showing the locations. The Text Editor is a random access line orientated text editor similar to those used on the IBM 360 and PDP-10 computers. The Editor's speed and simplicity make it easy to insert, replace, print or delete lines; edit individual lines; renumber lines in a file and to find or substitute specified text. The Cross Reference Facility provides a convenient alphabetical list of all program variable names, together with the line numbers where they are referenced and defined.

Assembly Language Package. 32K single drive minimum ..............£65.00 + VAT = £74.75 50p P & P

FORTRAN

The best Fortran Language Compiler available for the TRS-80 - a standard ANSI Fortran from Microsoft. The package includes the Compiler, a Linking Loader, a Text Editor and a Fortran Runtime Library. The Compiler has a number of enhancements to the ANSI standard: LOGICAL variables which can be used as integer quantities, +127 to -128;LOGICAL DO loops for tighter, faster execution of small valued integer loops; mixed mode arithmetic; hexadecimal constants; Literals and Holleriths allowed in expressions; logical operations on integer data AND, OR, NOT, XOR can be used for 8 or 16 bit Boolean operations; READ/WRITE End of File or Error Condition transfer, that is, control may be transferred to a specified statement on end of file or error encounter; Encode/Decode for Format operations to memory. The standard library supplied includes 49 subroutines, together with routines for 32 bit and 64 bit floating, point functions. Users may write non-standard I/O drivers for each Logical Unit Number - making the task of interfacing non-standard devices to Fortran, a straightforward one.

Fortran Package. 32K single drive minimum ....................£65.00 + VAT = £74.75 50p P & P

Send large SAE (27p) for our current Catalogue of TRS-80 Software. Add £1.45 for a binder.

A.J.HARDING (MOLIMEX)
28 COLLINGTON AVENUE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, E.SUSSEX. TEL: (0424) 220391
TELEX 86736 SOTEX G FOR A. J. HARDING
XTAL Basic 2·2
NOW ON SHARP MZ80K
All of the features of SHARP BASIC and more. Occupies 5K less memory, thus effectively increasing memory size for programs.

MZ80K 20K RAM £520 + VAT
(with XTAL BASIC leaves 11K for programs)
XTAL BASIC for SHARP £40 + VAT

Coming Soon—PETSOFT® programs in XTAL BASIC format for SHARP & NASCOM—
Prices as PETSOFT list + 20%.
NASCOM 1 & 2 owners—XTAL BASIC 2.2 £35 + VAT
NEW EPROM® version £100 + VAT
(please state monitor used)
EPROM version runs in E000H–FFFFH

APPLE II PLUS OWNERS
APPLE INTEGER BASIC on disc £32 or 48K APPLE
Now you can run nearly all of your programs— £20 + VAT

* PETSOFT is a trademark of ACT PETSOFT LTD.

Members of Computer Retailers Association & Apple Dealers Association

Shop open 0930–1730 except Saturday & Sunday
40 Magdalene Road, Torquay, Devon, England. Tel: 0803 22699
Access and Barclaycard welcome.

The TX-80 offers
• 96 Ascii char. set and Pet graphics
• 80 col., 150/125 char/sec
• Condensed line, Enhanced print
• 5 x 7 dot matrix, 6 x 7 dot matrix for graphics

Our prices are incredibly low, starting at £445 + VAT but including postage and packing.
The TX-80 is supplied with a parallel interface as standard, but interface boards and cables for Pet, Apple, TRS 80, IEEE 488, and Serial are available at £45 each.

£445 (+ VAT)

* Incl. VAT

Call Compuphoria for comprehensive price list.

Compuphoria
30 Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire
Tel: (0525) 376600 24 hour Answering Service

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM EG 3003
At last, value for money in microcomputers.
£425 incl VAT

*16k User RAM plus 12k Microsoft BASIC in ROM
*Fully TRS 80 level II software compatible
*Large range of software already available
*Self contained, cassette, PSU & UHF modulator
*Simply plugs into video monitor or UHF TV
*Full expansion capability for disks & printer

Our prices exclude VAT

The TX-80 offers

T1 99/4
This TI Home computer helps take the guesswork out of problem solving, whilst also providing a “fun” way of education and giving stimulating entertainment for everyone. The T1 99/4 has all the features you have been waiting for…… only £995* complete with 14” colour TV with NTSC/PAL video input – or if sold separately TI console £665 and NTSC/PAL £375*.

Call Compuphoria for comprehensive price list.

£445 (+ VAT)

* Incl. VAT
**PET COMPATIBLE DAISY WHEEL PRINTER**

S.S.E. RICOH RP.40

- Printing Speed - 40 C.P.S.
- Character-set - 96 characters, metal faced printwheel
- Choice of typefaces
- Line width - 136 characters (10 characters per inch)
- Line width - 163 characters (12 characters per inch)
- Form width - 16"
- Integral PET IEEE-488 Addressable Interface (Disc compatible)
- 240V 50Hz
- Micro-Processor controlled
- Reputation for high reliability
- Options - Pin Feed Platen, Acoustic cover, Form Tractor, RS232 C Interface, Centronics Interface

Complete word processing systems - Commodore PET, Software and RP40 Printer also available.

**HIGH QUALITY PRINTING AT LOW COST £1590.00 inc. PET INTERFACE**

Small Systems Engineering Limited

Unit F, 2/4 Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT. Telephone (01) 328 7145/6
We offer systems for the smaller business user based on microprocessors by Apple and Microstar and supported by extensive software for a wide variety of applications. We also supply daisy-wheel printers by Qume, matrix printers by Texas, and a variety of video screens. We sell or lease equipment and guarantee our installations in the field. AND we offer in situ service support via our own engineers.

If you have specific requirements for individual items of hardware, come and discuss it with us.

We're Access Data Communications . . . your flexible friends.

Access Data Communications Ltd.,
228 High Street,
Uxbridge, Middx.
Tel: 0895 30831/59205

---

Professional ASCII Keyboards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessories Available include:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge Connector</td>
<td>KB15P £1.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric Key Pad</td>
<td>KB710 £7.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Case (Black)</td>
<td>KB701 £12.75*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC to DC Converter</td>
<td>DC512 £5.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* U.K. Orders add 15% VAT on Order total.

FULL DATA SHEET ON REQUEST

Citadel Products Limited.
Dept. PCW 50 High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7EP. Telephone 01-951 1848

---

Packaged Information Processing Systems

We offer a variety of turnkey systems based on APPLE II and MICRO STAR. It is our endeavour to give a complete service from problem determination through to the supply of computer based solutions. We will solve the problem either with a tailor made suit of programs, or a ready written package from another famous software house.

We can also supply three excellent DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, namely NASCOM, ACORN and NORTH STAR HORIZON

Come along and see all of the above equipment, plus a wide range of peripherals, which are now on display in our new offices and showroom.

AT
15 Sandhill, Quayside, Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel: 0632 614939
### DPS.1

#### MIDAS S.100 SYSTEMS

Substantial Mainframe to house your S100 system, with optional 5" or 8" disc drives. Special systems built to your requirements from Z80 CPU and other S100 boards held in stock.

- **Mainframes from £239**
  - **MIDAS 1**: Z80 System from £680
  - **MIDAS 2**: Z80 Disc System from £1259
  - **MIDAS 3**: Z80 Disc System 8" from £1595

**DOUBLE DENSITY** recording available on MIDAS giving up to 2M BYTES of on-line storage.

Software for MIDAS includes CP/M, FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL and several BASICS including XYBASIC for control applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board Kits</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z80 Starter kit, featuring on-board Keyboard, 2K Monitor, 1K RAM, 2x8 bit I/O Ports, Prom Programmer etc. etc.</td>
<td>£188.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITYACA MPU-80 A/T</td>
<td>£235.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5200 CPU, 2MHz, 1K RAM, up to 8K EPROM, S/P I/O Port, four-channel counter timer</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5200 CPU, as above but 4MHz</td>
<td>£177.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z80 CPU Board, 4 MHz, A/T jump-on-Reset</td>
<td>£116.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8080 CPU Board, jump-on-reset</td>
<td>£92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K RAM Board, low power 450 n Sec (21L102)</td>
<td>£79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K RAM Board, low power 250 n Sec Static A/T</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K RAM Board, extended addressing, Static</td>
<td>£343.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Manager, allows memory expansion addressing to 16M Bytes IEEE spec</td>
<td>£39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic RAM Board, 2 MHz, 16-64K</td>
<td>£129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic RAM Board, 4 MHz, 16-64K, A/T</td>
<td>from £167.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2768 EPROM (16k) Board</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2768/2716 EPROM Prog Board, 2 Textsock Sockets</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROM 100 Programmer Board</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Board, 25/2P, with DIP switch selection</td>
<td>£100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Board, 25/4P, provision 4K RAM/4K ROM</td>
<td>£135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Board, 25/4P, with interrupts A/T</td>
<td>£235.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogue I/O Board, 8 ch</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogue I/O Board, 2 ch 12 bit A/D, 2 ch D/A</td>
<td>£287.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Interface, 16 lines, 32 or 64 ch/line (60 frames)</td>
<td>£93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Interface, 16 lines, 64 ch/line (1/0 Port driven)</td>
<td>£99.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE**

---

### MIDAS

Professional versatile computer system with comprehensive front panel facilities and 20-slot motherboard. Units have substantial power supply etc. and come with 2 or 4 MHz Z80 CPU. BUS conforms to the IEEE S100 standard.

**DPS.1 from £695**

Available with K2 operating systems & PASCAL/Z. Companion Disc Drive Enclosure for on-line storage for 250K Bytes to 2 M Bytes.
INTERACTIVE
Data Systems
4 Buckland Close, Greenway, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 5AN
Telephone 0392 820157

INTERTRONIX
Data Processing Systems
Industrial Control Systems
Sales, Design, Manufacture

THE BRITISH S100.
At last you can buy a range of S100 boards manufactured to the highest standards in the U.K., compatible with the new I.E.E.E. S100 specification and competitive in price with anything the Americans can throw at us.

Z80 CPU. A basic 4MHz CPU board with all the logic and buffers required to drive the S100 bus.

SBMC
A 4MHz Z80 single board microcomputer featuring 2 RS232 ports (or 20mA) with full handshaking, 1K of scratchpad memory, up to 16K of EPROM and a 4 channel counter/timer/counter interrupt.

Kit £178
A & T £235

16K RAM This is a 16K static memory board utilising the industry standard 2114 memory chip.

Kit £174
A & T £198

FDC Any combination of 8” and 5”, single or double sided floppy disk drives can be handled in single or double density with this board.

Kit £177
A & T £198

TERM 40
Active termination board for reduction of crosstalk and ringing in the bus.

Kit £25
A & T £32-50

Information now available on the following:

PCI Process Control Interface, 8 channels relay isolated output, 8 channels opto-isolated input, 8 bit TTL I/O, 4 x 8 bit D/A, 4 x 8 bit A/D.

IOC 2 channel serial I/O, 2 channel parallel I/O.

At last you can buy a range of S100 boards manufactured to the highest standards in the U.K., compatible with the new I.E.E.E. S100 specification and competitive in price with anything the Americans can throw at us.

Z80 CPU. A basic 4MHz CPU board with all the logic and buffers required to drive the S100 bus.

SBMC
A 4MHz Z80 single board microcomputer featuring 2 RS232 ports (or 20mA) with full handshaking, 1K of scratchpad memory, up to 16K of EPROM and a 4 channel counter/timer/counter interrupt.

Kit £178
A & T £235

16K RAM This is a 16K static memory board utilising the industry standard 2114 memory chip.

Kit £174
A & T £198

FDC Any combination of 8” and 5”, single or double sided floppy disk drives can be handled in single or double density with this board.

Kit £177
A & T £198

TERM 40
Active termination board for reduction of crosstalk and ringing in the bus.

Kit £25
A & T £32-50

Information now available on the following:

PCI Process Control Interface, 8 channels relay isolated output, 8 channels opto-isolated input, 8 bit TTL I/O, 4 x 8 bit D/A, 4 x 8 bit A/D.

IOC 2 channel serial I/O, 2 channel parallel I/O.

At last you can buy a range of S100 boards manufactured to the highest standards in the U.K., compatible with the new I.E.E.E. S100 specification and competitive in price with anything the Americans can throw at us.

Z80 CPU. A basic 4MHz CPU board with all the logic and buffers required to drive the S100 bus.

SBMC
A 4MHz Z80 single board microcomputer featuring 2 RS232 ports (or 20mA) with full handshaking, 1K of scratchpad memory, up to 16K of EPROM and a 4 channel counter/timer/counter interrupt.

Kit £178
A & T £235

16K RAM This is a 16K static memory board utilising the industry standard 2114 memory chip.

Kit £174
A & T £198

FDC Any combination of 8” and 5”, single or double sided floppy disk drives can be handled in single or double density with this board.

Kit £177
A & T £198

TERM 40
Active termination board for reduction of crosstalk and ringing in the bus.

Kit £25
A & T £32-50

Information now available on the following:

PCI Process Control Interface, 8 channels relay isolated output, 8 channels opto-isolated input, 8 bit TTL I/O, 4 x 8 bit D/A, 4 x 8 bit A/D.

IOC 2 channel serial I/O, 2 channel parallel I/O.
REVOLUTIONARY TOUCH ACTIVATED KEYBOARD
TASA MODEL 55

THE MOST FLEXIBLE SYSTEM EVER!
Nascom System 80 - Total Option Concept

Nascom IMP PLAIN PAPER PRINTER

Nascom-1

12" x 8" PCB carrying 5LSI MOS packages, 16K MOS memory packages and 33 TTL packages. There is an on-board interface for UHF or imbedded video and cassette, or teleype. The 4K memory block is assigned to the operating system, video display and EPROM option socket, leaving a 1K user RAM. The MPU is the standard Z80 which is capable of executing 158 instructions including all 8080 code. Built price £140 + VAT.

MEMORY 8K Microsoft BASIC 2K NAS-SYS 1 monitor 1K Video RAM 1K WorkSpace/User RAM. On-board 8 sockets provided for memory expansion using standard 24-pin devices: 2708, 2716, 2732 EPROMS and MK4116 static RAM MICROPROCESSOR Z60A which will run at 4MHz but is selectable between 2/4 MHz.

HARDWARE Industrial standard 12" x 8" PCB, through hole plated, masked and screen printed. All bus lines are fully buffered on-board INTERFACES 1) Upright 57 key solid state keyboard 2) Monitor/domestic TV interface 3) Kansas City cassette interface (300/1200 baud) or RS232/20mA teletype interface. The Nascom 2 kit is supplied complete with construction article and extensive software manual for the monitor and BASIC.

SYSTEM 80 Housing
High gain in GRP moulding in variety of colours
Accepts 5LSI MOS computer board. For use with expansion boards, £35 inc. frame racking.
Expansion boards 1) MK RAM £16.50, 2) RAM £20.00
High Resolution Programmable Graphics ROM £30 inc.
High Resolution Colour board £160.00
flipper disco system
Double sided, double-density floppy disc system running 280K bytes formatted, including controller board (RSU) and interfacing £49.00.

NASCOM HARDWARE
Motherboard: £5.50 + VAT + 50p P
Mini Motherboard: £2.90 + VAT + 50p P

NASCOM SOFTWARE ON TAPE
8K BASIC £15.00 + VAT
ZEP 2: £30.00 + VAT + 50p P
NAS-SYS 1: £25.00 + VAT + 50p P
NAS-OIS disassembler (3.1608 EPROMS) £75.00
Zeap Assembler (4, 1Kx8 EPROMS) £50
16-way parallel port; 8K BASIC. NAS-SYS operating monitor. £30.00 + VAT + 50p P

EMULATION

Microprocessor board* (Nascom 2) £12.50 each
57 key solid state keyboard £10.00 each
USB 1200 baud printer £29.50 each

ORDER FORM
Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex: 837788.

Description
Quantity
Price

PCW/680

Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex:837788.

Description
Quantity
Price

PCW/680

Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex:837788.

Description
Quantity
Price

PCW/680

Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex:837788.

Description
Quantity
Price

PCW/680

Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex:837788.

Description
Quantity
Price

PCW/680

Send your orders to: Interface Components Ltd, Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6SU.
Tel:02403 22307. Telex:837788.
PCW 156

All prices exclude VAT

---

**IEEE-488/PET INTERFACES**

**Type B**
- Bidirectional serial interface is fully addressable and can have split BAUD rates
- £186

**Type C**
- Serial interface - output only
- PET disk, compatible, RS232 C Handshake (Printer Busy), switch selectable BAUD rates, Listen Address link selectable.
- £120

**Type CS**
- Serial interface output only with switchable character sets to match the new PET's lower case Screen mode, otherwise as Type C.
- £132

All interfaces are crystal controlled

**Type G.P.I.A.P.**
- Micro-based, bidirectional with buffering. The General Purpose Interface allows free use of PET's INPUT # statement without hangup problems. Software changeable BAUD rates optional features include: Second Serial I.O. Port, 20 mA Loop I.O.
- £249

**Addressable parallel (disc compatible)** for Centronics, Anadex etc.
- £106

**Non addressable parallel**
- £45

**TV/Video monitor interface**
- £35

**Real Time Audio Spectrum Analyser for Commodore PET Microcomputer**
- 32 Channels 1/2 Octave Filters, 1K ROM ROUTINES on board for analysis and graphical display. USR Functions for linkage to PET basic operating system
- £450

**PET MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS INTERNALLY MOUNTED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24K</td>
<td>£328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>£432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**S100 BOARDS**

**Dynamic Memory Boards**
- IEEE-S100 Specification Timing
- Transparent on Board Refresh
- 4Mhz Z80 Operation with no wait states.
- Fully tested and Burned In
- Bank Select versions available – North Star, Cromemco and Alpha Micro I.O. Port Bank select
- Bank Size to 64K in 16K increments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>£449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48K</td>
<td>£398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>£346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P&T IEEE-488 Interface**
- Provides S100 computers with IEEE-488
- £350

Controller, Listener, Talker, Capability

---

**Softcentre RANGE**

DOZENS OF EXCITING, INTERESTING & EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, HOST WITH SUPERB GRAPHICS & MANY WRITTEN BY JIM BUTTERFIELD

**GAMES - BUSINESS - EDUCATION**

**SCIENTIFIC & UTILITY**

**SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE TO DISTRIBUTORS**

**26 ALBANY ROAD**

**RAYLEIGH ESSEX**

**FREE VOUCHER WORTH £2 WITH CATALOGUE**

**AREA AGENCIES & OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS INVITED**

**PROGRAMMERS! HAVE YOU WRITTEN REALLY ORIGINAL PROGRAMS OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY? WE PAY GOOD ROYALTIES FOR THE RIGHT MATERIAL - SEND CASSETTE FOR ASSESSMENT AND YOU WILL RECEIVE ANY OFFER WITHIN A WEEK!**

**P.S. LOTS OF SOUND & PRINTER PROGRAMS IN THE RANGE**

---

**DISCOUNT PRICES!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP QUALITY</th>
<th>MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE</th>
<th>ALL FACTORY PRIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor ICs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-254</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-284</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-334</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-354</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-364</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-374</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-384</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-394</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-424</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-434</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-454</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-464</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-474</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-484</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-524</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-534</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-544</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-554</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-564</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-574</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-584</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-604</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-624</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-634</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-644</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-654</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-674</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-684</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-694</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-704</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-714</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-724</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-734</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-744</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-754</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-804</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-874</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-974</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 3202-994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SPECIALS OF THE MONTH**

**How to Order:**
- U.S. Funds only. Order by phone, mail via UPS, $10 minimum. Prices subject to change. Guaranteed satisfaction. Some items subject to type or brand name. We are not responsible for typographical errors. First class handling Volume Orders. Contact us for your IC and Component Shortages.

---

**ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL**

**YOUR EXPORT EXPERTS!**

OVER $1,000,000,000 INVENTORY

1401 E. Borchard
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 963-1500
TWX: TELEX 910-595-1585
8" DISK DRIVES
½ OR 1 MEGABYTE ON-LINE

Available either as:

1. COMPLETE SYSTEM FROM £1400 + VAT.
2. ½ MEGABYTE SYSTEM FROM £1100 + VAT.
3. CONTROLLER ONLY FROM £215 + VAT.

FARMPLAN / SVA
Netherton Ross-on-Wye Herefordshire

Tel: 0989 4321

...British S100 BOARDS...
(MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K. BY INTERACTIVE DATA SYSTEMS)

IDS 55MC Single Board Micro Computer, Z80A, 4MHz, KIT £178
16K RAM, up to 16K EPROM, 2 SERIAL PORTS!
IDS 16K SRAM 4 MHz Static RAM using 2114 chips.
IDS DFDC Double/single density, Double/single sided Floppy Disc Controller, up to 4 drives.
IDS SFDC As IDS DFDC but Single Density only.
IDS 10C 2 Serial, 2 Parallel port I/O Controller.
IDS PCI:10 Process Control Interface, opto-isolated, TTL and analogue inputs, relay, TTL and analogue outputs (multichannel)

IDS 16K SRAM 4 MHZ Static RAM using 2114 chips.
IDS DFDC Double/single density, Double/single sided Floppy Disc Controller, up to 4 drives.
IDS SFDC As IDS DFDC but Single Density only.
IDS 10C 2 Serial, 2 Parallel port I/O Controller.
IDS PCI:10 Process Control Interface, opto-isolated, TTL and analogue inputs, relay, TTL and analogue outputs (multichannel)

...£15 OFF ABOVE BOARDS...
(CASH ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 10TH JUNE 1980)

IDS 280 CPU Z80A, 4MHz CPU board.
IDS TERM 40 Active Termination Board.

ALSO
7M.BD 7 slot Mother Board (excluding connectors) EA £16
15M.BD 15 slot Mother Board (excluding connectors) EA £24
S100 CONN Edge connectors for Mother Board (solder tail) EA £2.90
DP 8000 Analox dot matrix printer, RS232 interface EA £495

CHIPS
2114, 200nS low power SRAM EA £4.95
3716, 400nS Single supply EPROM EA £19.95
280A, 4MHz CPU EA £11.20
2708, 400ns EPROM EA £6.65
4116, 200ns Dynamic RAM EA £5.95

CATALOGUE Includes fuller details of above items and more... (Free)

Please add 15% VAT to all prices. P&P 50p under £15. MAIL ORDER ONLY

Software
for TRS80®

ACCEL Compiler for TRS80 BASIC
Speeds execution of correct Level 2, BASIC programs by compiling the common statements to Z80 machine-code.
- Develop and debug normally.
- Compile for production work.

ACCEL (16K) Great value at... £19.95

DLOAD Load program segments... £4.95
ZBUG Debug 280 programs... £11.95
TSAVE Prepare system tapes... £4.95
RENUM Renumber BASIC programs... £5.95
FGRF Fast Graphics... £4.95
XREF Program cross-reference... £5.95
SDUMP Symbolic dump... £2.95
LIFE (16K) 48 x 64... £3.00
USRN Multiple USR calls... £2.95

Southern Software programs are self-relocating, load-anywhere, machine-code, well documented. They run in 4K Level 2, unless otherwise stated.

SOUTHERN SOFTWARE PO Box 39, Eastleigh, Hants. S05 5WQ
THE A B C of MICROCOMPUTERS

A - IS FOR APPLE
- The Apple is great in a business environment, with our commercial systems software.
- An Apple based Word Processing System is available for only £1990, including software.
- File management/database systems available.
- For the technically minded there are CCS boards, including Arithmetic Processor, ROM, IEEE 488 interface, Synchronous and Asynchronous Serial Interface, and an A-D converter.
- 18 months guarantee included

B - IS FOR A BIGGER BASIC
- The ABC 80 has a 16K BASIC in ROM, is very fast, has excellent editing facilities, and is beautifully made.
- KEYBOARD, screen and digital cassette for only £750.
- The ABC 80 can be a PRESTEL terminal, a terminal to a modular development system or a PDP II or an IBM mainframe.
- 35 I/O and special purpose boards allow the ABC 80 to interface with test instruments or to control machines.

C - IS FOR COMMODORE
- 8K with original keyboard now only £449.
- New keyboard PETS available on all sizes, (8K, 16K & 32K).
- PET dual disc (340K) or Compu/Thing dual disc (800K) available. Also PET printer.

* on purchases exceeding £900

HIRE — FROM CCS Microhire
- The leading microcomputer hire company.
- Available are: Apple, PET, Exidy Socer, Seed System One, MSI 6800, NASCOM/MICROS, and the Tandy TRS 80.
- Peripherals also available, and software!
- New monthly rates — £79 to £99 per month (8K to 48K).

CCS Microsales
and
CCS Microhire

WE HAVE RELOCATED! Visit or contact us at our new showroom

7 The Arcade
Letchworth
Herts

Tel No. (04626)-73301
Telex 261507 (Ref 3244)
MICROCOMPUTERS have moved to expanded premises at...

Winstanley Industrial Estate, Long Lane, Warrington.
call or phone 0925-54117/8

8" discs NOW available for APPLE — 0.5 or 1.0 MB each

SOFTWARE FOR CP/M

QUALITY PACKAGES EX-STOCK

WORDSTAR £240
Professional word processing facilities

SELECTION III C2 £180
Best selling DBMS with CBASIC hooks

IBM-CP/M COMPATIBILITY £110
3740 Data Exchange with CP/M disks

CBASIC - 2 £70
Extended Disk Basic for Commercial work

Please contact us for availability of other packages

CASH WITH ORDER: P&P 50p/item (£1 Minimum)
ADD 15% VAT · State Computer & Disk size

PCW 159
THERE ARE BIGGER OPPORTUNITIES
WORKING WITH SMALLER COMPUTERS
Have you considered using your expertise with Microcomputers to build a career?
We are looking for people who are highly motivated to working with Micros and want either to enter the business or change from the mainframe environment. Formal qualifications or experience are unnecessary, though familiarity with CPM and Microsoft Basic is required.
If you have the desire to join a young Microsystems House and can work in a disciplined manner, then write to us or telephone for an application form.
We are looking for staff at several levels.

LUDHOUSE
Ludhouse Limited 2-6 Marian Road London SW16 5HR Telephone 01-679 4321

TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR BUSINESS AND LEISURE TIME
Come to North Kent's first Microcomputer Showroom and see how you can alleviate some of the burden of work and enjoy your leisure time more fully.
We have a varied selection of both hardware and software along with books, magazines and ancillaries, so why not come along and browse at your leisure.
Worried about finding us, we are opposite Gravesend's Civic Centre and 150 yards from the main line railway station and have plenty of parking facilities within 50 yards of our premises.
We are official dealers for the Commodore range, ITT Apple and Video Genie Computers.
We also stock the Computhink Disk Drive and Printer/s, Anadex and Paper Tiger Printers.
Besides stocking the full range of Commodore Software we are also North Kent Dealers for the extremely flexible Grant Business System. Our own Software includes VAT Sales and Input Register, Estate Agency & Mailist.
We are also developing several more packages including and integrated Sales & Purchase Ledger with Stock Control.

Programmes can also be written to your specifications.
Free training is given with all installations & Maintenance Contracts arranged.

SMG STOCK CONTROL/INVOICING for the CBM 3032 Computer with Computhink Disk Drives. Possibly one of the most comprehensive stock system available at present.
Handles up to 7000 line items on 800K drives.
Reports include Stock Update, Stock List, Stock Value, Aged Stock & Value, Reorder Note, Invoicing, Amended Items, Stock Enquiry etc.

Call in for details or phone for an appointment at:—

SMG MICROCOMPUTERS 39 Windmill Street, Gravesend. Tel. Gravesend 55813
Explorer/85
Professional Computer Kit

AT
£295 + VAT

FLEXIBILITY: Real flexibility at LAST
The EXPLORER/85 features the Intel 8085 cpu
100% compatible with all 8080A and 8085 software. Runs at 3MHz.
Mother Board (Level A) with 2 S-100 pads expandable to 6 (Level C).

MEMORY
2K Monitor ROM
4K WORKSPACE/USER RAM
1K Video RAM
8K Microsoft BASIC in ROM

INTERFACES
STANDALONE FULL ASCII Keyboard Terminal, 32/64 characters per
RS-232C/20Ma Loop, 4, Bxtr: 1, 8 bit/16 ports, programmable 14 bit
binary counter/timer. Direct interface for any S-100 Board.
FULL Buffering decoding for S-100 Bus pads, wait state generator for
slow memory. Each stage has separate 5v 1A regulator for improved
isolation and freedom from cross talk. P.S.U. requirements: 8v 6.3v AC.
Runs with North Star controller and Floppies/CPM: EXPLORER/85 is
expandable to meet your own requirements with easy to obtain S-100
peripherals. EXPLORER/85 can be purchased in individual levels, kit
form or wired and tested OR as a package deal as above.

Hitachi Monitor 9"
£127

16k Dynamic RAM Kit
Expandable to 64K on one S-100 board in 16K increments, designed for
NO wait state operation utilizing the most advanced RAM controller.
16K RAM Kit
£139.00
16K RAM Expansion Kits each
£89.50

NOW: — EXPLORER/85 with
NORTH STAR FLOPPY DISCS

32K
£599
48K
£698
56K
£787
North Star Double Density Disc System, 3-drive
controller and a Single 3½" Drive with regulator,
180K byte, £500
Twin Drive System
£600

PETS CENTRE

LATEST PET’s WITH LARGE KEYBOARD
8K
£475 RRP £795
for 32K
16K
£575 + VAT
32K
£675

BASE 2 PRINTER £450
PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT, £50
Full range of software available.

SEND SAE FOR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE
Please add VAT to all prices. Please make cheques and postal
orders payable to NEWTRONICS or phone your order quoting
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS number.
We are now open for demonstrations and Sales, Monday-Saturday
9.30am. 6.30pm. Near Highgate Underground, on main A1 into
London

Newtronics
255 ARCHWAY ROAD, LONDON N. 6
TEL: 01-348 3325

LEICESTER
computer centre limited

PRESENT
2 EXCITING PROGRAMS

tridce
An exciting new addition to your Pascal library
— enables you to create 3D graphics, viewable
from any angle and distance. As easy to use as Turtlegraphics. Procedures
include Ortho, Perspec, Rotate, View, Move to/3, View from.
Complete with comprehensive instructions £49.95 + VAT

Apple-Doc
By Roger Wagner
An Aid to the Development
and Documentation of Applesoft Programs
This 3 program set is a must to anyone writing or using programs
in Applesoft!! It not only provides valuable info. on each of your
programs, but allows you to change any element throughout the
listing almost as easily as you would change a single line!!
With Apple-Doc you can produce a list of every variable in your
program and the lines each is used on, each line called by a
GOTO, GOSUB, etc., in fact, every occurrence of almost anything!
You can rename variables, change constants and referenced line
numbers or do local or global replacement editing on your listing.
Apple-Doc is a must for the serious Applesoft programmer.
Diskette complete with full documentation £24.95 + VAT.

LEICESTER COMPUTER CENTRE LIMITED
109 QUEENS ROAD, LEICESTER LE2 1TT. Tel 0533 708483

HEWART
MICROELECTRONICS

SS50 6800 SYSTEMS
MINI FOUR. PROCESSOR card: A single SS50 printed

95 Blakelow Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire
Tel: 0625 22030

PCW 161
The Software Solution

We all know that a computer system is only as good as the software and that much of the applications software hitherto available has proved to be the weak link. Written in Microsoft basic for use with CP/M based hardware, Interface system is probably the most comprehensive and robust application software currently available, which really will transform your microcomputer into an effective problem solving tool.

Recommended by Logitek for the ALTOS microcomputer and Rostronics for the Micromation but of course suitable for any CP/M based machine.

For more details contact Jim Reid or Sue Archer at:

INTERFACE SOFTWARE LIMITED,
100, PARK STREET,
CAMBERLEY,
SURREY.
Telephone (0276) 27982.
Z-Plus Microcomputer System

Over One Megabyte Disk Storage
4 MHz Z-80 Processor
Two Serial and Two Parallel I/O Ports
64k Memory
An alphanumeric keyboard
Including System Desk

Price £3950 plus VAT

THE Z PLUS SYSTEM IS MARKETED THROUGHOUT THE UK & EUROPE AND IS AVAILABLE THROUGH A NUMBER OF SELECTED DEALERS

115-117 WANDSWORTH HIGH STREET, LONDON SW18 4HY
Telex: 8813089 INTPRM G
Telephone: 01-874 1172

Scottish Office: 8 ROYAL CRESCENT, GLASGOW
Telephone: 041 332 7642

SOFTY

The Versatile Microprocessor Development Tool
Connects directly to TV, can develop, copy, burn, verify 2708, 2716, EPROMs.
Has serial (RS 232) or parallel link with small computers.
Can form part of a product development system or as a Training Aid.
ONLY £120 Built/Tested,
Kit £100.00
Power Supply £20
+ VAT 15%

MEMORY BARGAINS
2708 1K x 8 EPROMS £4.95 + VAT
2716, 5V, 2K x 8 EPROMS £13.00 + VAT
4116 Dynamic RAM 16K £3.95 + VAT

CASSETTES
C12 10 for £4.50 + VAT

EPROM ERASER
£97
+ VAT
(postage free)

* High Speed, high capacity model UV8
2708 Type Erased 4 to 7 mins.

Low Cost EPROM Eraser
2708 Typically 15 mins, £40 + VAT

VIDEO '100' 12" MONITORS £79 + VAT

Q-TEK systems ltd

HIGH QUALITY DOT MATRIX PRINTER

Ideal for most micros
standard features
* 96 ASCI11 Charts & Graphics
* 80 COL 125 Chars/Sec
* High Reliability
* Adjustable Tractors
* 5 x 7 Dot Matrix

OPTIONS: Nascom 2 Cable £12
Apple I/F Board & Cable £50
RS 232 Board & Cable £45
IEEE 488 Board & Cable £50

Trade Enquiries Welcome

nascom-2

Nascom 2 16K (Built) £368
Expansion Ram £286
Nascom 2 (Less Memory) Kit £228
Nascom 2 (Less Memory) Built £280
3 Amp Power Supply KIT £20.50
3 Amp Power Supply BUILT £24.00
MICROCASE £27.00

Please Add VAT @ 15% to all items
ORDERS UNDER £15 p&p 30p.

LARGE S.A.E. FOR LITERATURE

Mail order to—
2 DALTRY CLOSE, OLD TOWN, STEVENAGE
Tel: 0438-65385.
FOR ALL YOUR MAIN REQUIREMENTS FROM ONE SUPPLIER
JUST LIFT THE PHONE...
0252-518022/518717

Listing Paper — all sizes. Continuous labels — plain and printed. Prisoner ribbon, Pet, Anadex etc.,
3M Data Recording Products
ACCO Continuous Stationery Filing systems

A FEW OF OUR OUTSTANDING BARGAINS

3M Personal Digital Computing
Cassettes
47p each, minimum order 10
Individually boxed
53p each, minimum order 10
5½" Mini Diskettes, 100% error free, storage box
£2.25p each, minimum order 10 as above but in plastic library case
£2.45p each, minimum order 10
8" Diskettes, 100% error free, storage box
20% off
STATE (type)
From £2.60u each, minimum order 10
as above but in plastic library case
From £2.86u each, minimum order 10
NEW LINE — Smart Diskette binder,
anti static, holds 20.5" £15.25 each
as above but for standard 8" Diskettes £17.25 each
Add 8% post & packing for each item ordered, all dispatched within 24 hours.
11 x 9½" Plain listing 60 gsm, boxed 2000 sheets only £14.00 per box.
ACCP paper binders, a must for all stationery filed or
2020 COLOUR 16K £699
as above but in plastic library case
£349
All our systems cover the major problem areas encountered in

PETS 'N BITS:
STATED OTHERWISE). CARRIAGE CHARGED AT COST.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE V.A.T. & CARRIAGE (EXCEPT WHERE
MOST MAKES SOLD/BOUGHT/EXCHANGED/CONSTRUCTED

PERSONAL CALLERS & TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME
Clearsons Ltd.
Lynwood House 1 Camp Road Farnborough Hampshire GU14 6EN

OPTELCO
26 ALBANY ROAD RAYLEIGH ESSEX
RAYLEIGH (0255) 774888 (12am-6pm)
(Personal callers by appointment only)

PETS 'N BITS: NEW 8K £140 16K £215 32K £715
COPYSMITH 400K £795 800K £985
CASSETTE DRIVE WITH Audio Monitor & Tape Changer £155
*GREEN SCREEN* or *BLUE SCREEN* £5.50 (also for KG80)
4K - 8K CONVERSIONS £79 : 8K - 32K FROM £210
APPLE & ITT: 16K EUROPA 1649 : 2020 COLOUR 16K £699
16K UPKORE 886 : DISK DRIVES £139 : CONTROLLER CARD £48
ACT: ROM £1950* VIDEO GENIE: SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
16K RAM 12K ROM £349
SHARP TZX8K ALL MODELS AT LIST PRICE BUT ONLY (EQUIVALENT)
HALF RATE V.A.T.: 
PRINTERS: ANADEX £580 : LA34 £875 : EPSON TX-80 £495
PR90 (4580 PET Interface) £215 others available
QUIME SPRINT & £1899
ADDCOMX50 £465 ADDC OMPX80 £565
(Pet model quoted, all connectors & full available
SPRING SALE
AT THE...
PET
KIM
8K RAM £427.00 KIM 1 £93.00
16K RAM £582.00 KIM 3 £96.95
32K RAM £686.00 KIM 4 £85.00
Dual Disk Drive £686.00 PET-IIEEE LEAD £18.75
Printer Friction £429.99 IEEE-IIEEE LEAD £23.44
Printer Tractor £453.00 PETSOFT TOOL KIT FOR
Ext Casette £51.00 16K/32K £55.00
£75.00
FULL RANGE OF INTERFACES AVAILABLE FOR PET.
MERGE Enables any number of programs to be joined together, either with one residing in memory, or from separate tapes.

BYTE SAVER Runs through your program taking out all the unnecessary bytes, displaying the number as it goes along.

DELAY This command allows you to control the actual amount of delay you want on the screen's read-out. The speed can be varied by means of program statements.

RESCUE No more lost programs, as this command will bring a program back after accidently being NEWed.

DE-BOUNCE The Tandy keyboard's infuriating bounce is taken care of with Level IV.

SHIFT KEY ENTRIES It has 26 Shift Key entries, whereas with holding down the shift key and pressing a single letter, a complete instruction appears in your program. For example, if you were to press the letter G GOSUB is written out for you. Or if you press R not only is RUN written out, but is also activated without having to press the Enter key!

OWN SHIFT KEY ENTRIES Any of the 26 Shift Key entries can be altered to suit individual needs, with entries up to 15 characters responding to any single letter.

RE-NUMBERING Level IV contains a complete re-numbering routine, allowing re-numbering in eight different ways.

ERROR MESSAGES No need to look up those error codes anymore, all of them are fully spelled out.

LOCKOUT RECOVERY No longer need you be stuck in a loop and having to lose your program, for Level IV allows you to get out of the loop by using the Break key.

FASTER GRAPHICS You can generate graphics between points without having to define all the points. Graphs, pictures, and animation are all easier.

PUT@ AND GET@ Two extra graphic commands making graphics much easier to manipulate. Graphic arrays can be stored for later use on the same or a different portion of the screen.

NEW MIDS A new MIDS capability enables it to be used on the left side of an assignment statement as well as the right side, allowing use of MIDS to replace a portion of one string with another string.

INSTRU This allows the searching of a string for a specified sub string. It allows designation of the fields for the search.

MACHINE LANGUAGE Ten different machine language user routines can exist in the memory at the same time. It is no longer necessary to POKE the starting address.

LINE INPUT This statement gives added capability to the normal INPUT, allowing a string variable name, including punctuations, to be used as the input. The normal Level I question mark is also optional.

DEFINE OWN FUNCTION Enables the programmer to define functions or operations that are repeated several times. All that is needed is to do a function call instead of writing the whole formula every time.

INPUT/LEN This feature is used to give a time limit in response to an input statement. If the input is given before the limit the program continues normally, but if after it can be made tp branch to any chosen line.

HEX AND OCT A routine is included that converts hexadecimal and octal numbers into decimal numbers.

SYSTEM CLOCK There is a command for either turning off, or on, the system clock, if you have an expansion box. Both commands can be program statements.

ACCESS TO RS-232 A command makes it easy to output either a line printer or any other device to the RS-232 port.

LOAD AND SAVE The major problem of loading tapes with the TRS 80 is volume setting, which is all a thing of the past with Level IV, as this is software controlled by three new commands, LOAD, SAVE and SAVE?.

£34 includes extensive instruction manual
(The price usually asked for Level III)
NOTHING EXTRA TO PAY

NEW MIDS A new MIDS capability enables it to be used on the left side of an assignment statement as well as the right side, allowing use of MIDS to replace a portion of one string with another string.

INSTRU This allows the searching of a string for a specified sub string. It allows designation of the fields for the search.

Nascom specialists
Add-ons
STOP PRESS

TOOL KIT for NASCOM 2 in 2x2708
FULLY RELOCATABLE gives:-
AUTO LINE NUMBER, DELETE, FIND, HELP
INTELLIGENT RENUMBER, APPEND, HEX
PRINTER H/S ROUTINE, KEY BOARD
REPEAT ETC............

Only £42.00
INCLUDING V.A.T.

Send for list or call:

INTELLIGENT FACTS LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ORWELL,
BOYSTON, HERTS.
Telephone: Arrington 689

PCW 165

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood,
Chesterfield, Derby Tel 0246 850357

DISCOUNT PETS

8K PET with large keyboard £445, 16K £535, 32K £640
Cassette £54, Dual Floppy £730, Printer £450, Cables £25 or £10.

BASE 2 PRINTER 800ST £375 Tractor Feed, Stepping Motor, 3 Interfaces, 3 Character Sets, Fully Programmable.


AIM/KIM EXPANSION P.O.A.
NORTH STAR HORIZON 32K 2 Serial 1 Parallel £1400
Soroc VDU £500

SOFTWARE FOR NORTH STAR Small Company Payroll £55, Accounts Package £510, Tailoring P.O.A.
S-100 16K Static RAM £150. Voice I/O - P.O.A.
Technical Backup from Mapcon Engineers. Prices are Excluding V.A.T.

Buy it with Access

BANK/Credit CARD

0937 63744
North Star ★ BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Sales Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Inventory & Invoicing
Purchase Ledger

* easy to use
* fully documented
* simple operator interface
* alphanumeric stock Part Numbers
* fully integrated or stand alone
* full validation and range checking

The system is generated to meet individual customer requirements.

A typical double density two disk system will hold:

- 200 accounts
- 99 rep/agents
- 150 nominals
- 500 nominal transactions
- 75 supplier orders
- 100 suppliers
- 500 account transactions
- 99 sales codes
- 99 nominal heads
- 350 stock items
- 200 order transactions
- 300 supplier transactions

Price: £950 plus VAT
PAYROLL £350 plus VAT
TIME LEDGER: £250 plus VAT

BENCHMARK COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Tremena Manor, Tremena Road,
St. Austell, Cornwall PL25 5QG
Telephone: 0458/43418
0761/62435: 0726/61000

Apple extras that won’t break the bank!

* talk to Apple VOICE RECOGNITION CARD
  4 Demo Programs. Manual
  Quality Microphone. Full Guarantee.
  £99

TRS80 LEVEL 1
Complete one off as new.
£250

MICROPRODUCTS PARALLEL CARD
A low cost parallel card.
£25

SUPER SOUND GENERATOR like ALF
but half the price.
Complete musical tutor – quite sensational.
£90

PRINTERS Axiom 801
For Apple II or PET an excellent
listing printer.
80/40/10 column. 96 characters
120 lines per minute.
Parallel ASCII. Reverse printing.
9K buffer. 2K User Prom Memory.
Software Select 3 character sizes.
2 FREE ROLLS OF PAPER. FREE INTERFACE.
£220

These special prices
for a limited period only.
Phone 01 626 8121 between 9.30 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
Monday to Friday, to avoid disappointment.
All prices excluding VAT

Personal Computers Ltd.
194 - 200 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR
Tel: 01 626 8121 Telex: 888264

Due to expansion we are pleased to announce the
opening of our new Computer Shop in Edgware.

We specialise in this system.

Call in and see these systems:
Incomplete Records. Accounting Systems Information.
and many others.

If you don’t see what you want we will probably be
able to get it for you.

Pet prices start from £495.00
We also stock the QUME Sprint 5 Daisy Wheel printer
for the best quality word processing. Also call us for
the latest second hand equipment supplies.

Open Mon-Sat
9 – 5.30
Easy parking at rear of shop.
Enterance Whitchurch Lane

Davinci Computer Shop
65 High Street
Edgware
Tel. 952 0526
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Chris ("Spangles" to all you early Radio Caroline aficionados) Cary of the Comp Shop disclosed recently how his outfit came to be labelled "The New Barnet Mafia"; apparently he knows the power of real money and pays on the spot for whatever he buys, using a currency known among desperados as "the suit's", Sinclair simulation time! On your marks, Uncle Clive, for on your tail are amounted to be a clutch of ZX80 imitators. But I wonder how they'll fare getting hold of ROMs and TTLs? ... Better early than on time - or so think the PR anyway) is to be June 14; the real date of launch (UK anyway) is to be June 14; apparently it's de rigeur to announce such things at the Hanover Fair, even though the real date of launch (UK anyway) is to be June 14; apparently it's de rigeur to announce such things at Hanover... Word reaches me that Nascom is being ever so careful to deny that (a) a price-hike is on the way and (b) their machines are selling like crazy; dealers are looking far too happy as they shake their heads... Surely misunderstood by our own pet ferret - Curry's Derek "Mr Suds" Moon uttering something along the lines that you can't believe what you read in the mag, because the editorial's all been bought... also it sounds like there may be a few hiccups with "The Curry's Promise" (equipment/expertise over the high street counter, up and down the land): only Suls really knows the score - and he's not telling. Oh well, there's always washing machines... Well I never Dept: word has it that during the Great Byte Shop Trauma of some months back, Robin Wood of Isherwoods actually entered a bid. It's said it was ex-Computer Weekly Micro News Editor, Martin Banks, who dissuaded him from such megalomaniac dreams... Giggle of the month: remember the offer of a fiver to the first person to tell us who wrote the BASIC for the Sinclair ZX80 (Uncle Clive was keeping schtum)! Well, we received the following phone call: (little voice) "Tell me - can I tell you who wrote the BASIC for the ZX80". "Can you indeed", replied Dave Tebbutt, "who was it?" "John Grant" piped the reply. "Very interesting" replied Dave and, more suspiciously, "how old are you"? "Ten", "And what's your name"? "Crispin Sinclair!!", "Does your dad know you're ringing"? "Oh, well, no - I thought I'd ring to claim the fiver before he did". Watch it Clive, you're raising your own takeover bid!"
NEC Spinwriter NEC's high quality printer uses a simple clear and easy to read displays.

- Two monitors are mountable side by side in a construction with built-in termination switch.
- External sync operation allows back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.
- Transistors ensures high reliability.
- 500 lines horizontal looping video input.
- Video input can be looped through
- Stencil picture can be displayed without jittering.
- Autotrack CR/LF.
- 96 character ASCII set including upper/lower case.
- Automatic CR/LF.
- Accepts 9¼” paper (pressure fed).
- Serial RS232 interface with parallel option available.
- Serial RS232 interface with parallel option available.

**New Reduced Prices**

- 8K: £449 + VAT
- 16K: £549 + VAT
- 32K: £649 + VAT

The PEDIGREE PETS

- Very popular for home B business use.
- 8K Microsoft Basic-ROM.
- 8K Pet 32k + 16k with new improved keyboard.
- All with green screen.
- Extra cassette deck (56 full range of software available).

**EXIDY SORCERER**

For Personal or Business Use.
- 32K or 48K memory.
- 8K Microsoft Basic in ROM.
- Dual cassette 1/0, RS232 1/0.
- Parallel 1/0 (Centronics).
- Expansion available through optional extra 32K or 48K.
- Motherboard.
- 9 key keyboard including 16 key numeric pad.
- 32K: £690 + VAT
- 48K: £790 + VAT

**Nascom Imp Plain Paper Printer**

- Fully built and housed in a stylish enclosure.
- For just £225 plus VAT.
- Interfaces with all micro computers.
- The Nascom Imp (Compact Matrix Printer) features are listed below:
  - 60 lines per minute.
  - 90 characters per line.
  - Bidirectional printing.
  - 10 line print buffer.
  - Automatic CR/LF.
  - 96 character ASCII set including upper/lower case.
  - Automatic CR/LF.
  - Accepts 9¾” paper (pressure fed).
  - Serial RS232 interface with parallel option available.

**Nascom 2 Micro-Computer**

Your choice of freebies with every Nascom 2 purchased from us

- either FREE POWER SUPPLY OR FREE GRAPHICS ROM OR FREE VERO CASE TO TAKE NASCOM 2

_£295 + VAT_
**EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER**

- 6502 based system — best value for money on the market.
- Powerful 8K Basic — Fastest around
- Full Qwerty Keyboard
- 4K RAM Expandable to 8K on board.
- Power supply and RF Modulator on board.
- No Extras needed — Plug-in and go.
- Kansas City Tape Interface on board.
- Free Sampler Tape including powerful Disassembler and Monitor with each Kit.
- If you want to learn about Micros, but didn’t know which machine to buy then this is the machine for you.

**UK101**

- Build, Understand and Program your own Computer for only a small outlay.
- KIT ONLY £199 + VAT
- NO EXTRAS NEEDED
- AVAILABLE READY ASSEMBLED & TESTED READY TO GO FOR £249 + VAT

**NEW MONITOR FOR COMPUKIT UK101**

- In 2K Eprom 2716
- Allows screen editing
- Saves data on tape
- Flashing cursor
- Text scrolls down

**COMPUKIT UK101**

- In 2K Eprom 2716
- Allows screen editing
- Saves data on tape
- Flashing cursor
- Text scrolls down

**THE NEW TRS80 SURPRISE**

- **MODEL II**
  - Fast and expandable
  - Model II operates at twice TRS-80's high speed.
  - In addition to either 32 or 64 thousand characters (bytes) of internal Random Access Memory, one built-in 8" floppy disk stores an additional one-half million bytes, including the Disk Operating System. And you can easily expand up to a four-disk system for up to two-million bytes of storage.
  - Model II features upper and lower case letters. Its built-in 12" high-resolution video monitor displays 24 lines of 80 normal characters. The professional 76-key keyboard (with "calculator" keypad) includes advanced functions such as Control, Escape, Caps, Hold, Repeat. The keyboard is detachable and moveable for convenient data entry.
  - You get the enhanced Level III version of TRS-80's already-famous Level II BASIC language and "TRS-DOS" operating system, automatically loaded in memory when you "power up." (About 24K of RAM is used by this software.)
  - Each time you power up, Model II thoroughly tests itself to insure proper operation. Your chosen program can appear immediately, without any intermediate steps or questions to answer.
  - Versatility... plug-in expandability
  - Built-in input/output capabilities include two RS-232C channels, and one Centronics parallel port.

**1 DISK EXPANSION Room for 3**

- 500K per Drive gives total of 1.5M Byte — 1 Drive plus Cabinet £799 + VAT
- 64K 1-Disk Model II £2250.00 + VAT

**THE ATARI VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM**

- £98.00 + VAT
- Atari's Video Computer System now offers more than 1300 different game variations and options in twenty great Game Programs, cartridges!
- Have fun while you sharpen your mental and physical coordination.
- You can play exciting, challenging, sophisticated video games, the games that made Atari famous.
- You'll have thrill after thrill, whether you're in the thick of a dogfight, screeching around a racetrack, or dodging asteroids in an alien galaxy. With crisp bright colour (on colour TV) and incredible, true-to-life sound effects. With special circuits to protect your TV.
- Cartridges now available All at £13.90 each + VAT
- *Keyboard Controllers...£18.90 + VAT

**NEW TV GAME BREAK OUT**

- Has got to be one of the world’s greatest TV games. You really get hooked. As featured in ETI. Has also 4 other integral games, and lots of options. Good kit for up-grading old amusement games.
- MINI KIT — PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip and de-code chip. Very simple to construct £14.90 + VAT
- OR PCB £2.90 MAIN LS1 £8.50 Both plus VAT

**EUROPE'S LARGEST DISCOUNT PERSONAL COMPUTER STORE**

- Please add VAT to all prices — Delivery at cost, will be advised at time of purchase. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMSHOP LTD., or phone your order quoting
- BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.
- CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED — send S.A.E. for application form.
- *NOW in IRELAND at: 91 Marlborough St., Dublin 1 — Tel: Dublin 749333
- "Europe's Largest Discount Personal Computer Store"

- OPEN — 10 am - 7 pm — Monday to Saturday
- Close to New Barnet BR Station — Moorgate Line.
- Government training schemes available

**COMPUTER COMPONENTS**

- (Part of the Compshopt Ltd. Group)
"My best Apple programs are on long-term deposit in the City... it pays rather well!"

We brought the first five Apples into the U.K. in November '77, with every penny we had. In November '79, we find several thousand throughout the country. THANK YOU Apple owners.

Now we'd like to help you re-coup your investment by cataloguing and supporting the best Apple programs in the U.K. The Apple Software Bank is more like an old penny bank than a major clearing bank, but we know you'll help it grow. Telephone Stephen Derrick on 01-626-8121 to discuss your investment.

ATTENTION ALL Estate Agents, Employment Agencies, Yacht Brokers, Antique Dealers and Motor Traders.

Find out about FINDER SOFTWARE!

SOME BLUE CHIPS
TESKIM. This ROM will simulate the Tektronix 4010 family of graphics terminals. It's rather good!

UPPER LOWER CASE ADAPTOR A chip for the chap considering word processing.

NEW ISSUES
We are continually trying to bring the latest add-ons for your Apples. Please phone for the latest product information and data sheets.

NEW PRODUCTS
8" SHUGART DISKS giving 1.2 Megabytes A twin drive (with room for a third) disk system with controller and software, give tremendous commercial possibilities. £2350 Excl. V.A.T.

WORD PROCESSOR. Ask about our Apple II Plus word processor package. Complete System with Diablo 1650 Daisy-Wheel Printer. £4250 Excl. V.A.T.

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRINTERS. Sensational 40 & 80 Character printer (graphics options) from £243 Excl. V.A.T.

Interfaces for Apple, Pet & TRS 80. High quality silent printers. It's your choice!

A/D BOARD. At last we have either an 8 bit or 12 bit A/D card for Apple. Excellent spec from £125 Excl. V.A.T.

APPLE PASCAL £296

Let us advise you about COLOUR DISPLAY on your Apple.

Contact Technical Services.

Personal Computers Limited
194-200 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR.